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'MIGRAINE, which Sacks first wrote in

1970, and which he

has updated . . . is compeJJing, particularly about the mysterious
auras that beset migraineurs before the onset of their splitting
headaches. Their drawings, describing the visual distortions they
suffer, reflect the golden age of Modern Art from Van Gogh to
Braque and Munch . . . Sacks, with his fluent writing, makes
intricate neurological problems accessible to us'

-

Daily Mail

'Sufferers will take comfort in seeing their condition thought about
with such clarity' Independent
-

'A seminal work of great interest and importance to those who
suffer from, treat or have to live with the condition. Erudite and
accessible'

-

Journal of the Institute of Health Education

'Oliver sacks is a neurologist with two rare gifts: he writes like
a musician and it has been his pleasure, during his long career as
a doctor, to get into the minds of his patients, to understand their
perception of the world and write about it'

-

Oldie

'It delves into the workings of the brain with brilliant complexity,
and is required reading for migraine sufferers with an intellectual
bent' - Cosmopolitan
'Dr Sacks's primary purpose in writing this book was, no doubt,
to enlighten his fellow practitioners about a complaint of which
most of them know all too little ... I am sure, however, that any
layman who is at all interested in the relation between body and
mind, even if he does not understand all of it, will find the book as
fascintating as I have'

-

W. H. Auden, New York Review of Books

OLIVER SACKS was born in London in 1933 and educated

at St. Paul's School, The Queen's College, Oxford, and the

Middlesex Hospital, prior to further work and training in the

United States. Following a period of research in neurochemistry and
neuropathology he returned to clinical work, interesting himself
particularly in migraine (hence this book, first published in

1970)

and the care of post-encephalitic patients described in Awakenings.
He is also the author

-

of A Leg to Stand On, The Man Who

Mistook his Wife for a Hat, Seeing Voices, An Anthropologist on
Mars, and The Island of the Colour-blind. Dr Sacks is Clinical
Professor of Neurology at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine
and Consultant Neurologist for Beth Abraham Hospital and Little
Sisters of the Poor, in New York.

'Vision of the Heavenly City'
From a MS of Hildegard's Scillias, written at Bingen about IlSO. This
figure is a reconstruction from several visions of migrainous origin (see
Appendix I).
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In memory of my parents

Socrates, in Plato, would pre-..cribe no Physick for Charmides'
headache till first he had eased his troublesome mind; body and
soul must be cured together, as head and eyes....

-Robert Burton

Whoever

• . .

sees

in illness a vital expression of the organism,

see

it as an enemy. In the moment that ( realise

will no longer

that the disease is a creation of the patient, it becomes for me
the same sort of thing as his manner of walking, his mode of
speech, his facial expression. the movements of his hands. the
drawings he has made, the house he has built, the business he
has settled. or the way his thoughts go: a significant symbol of
th e powers that rule him, and that I try to influence when I
deem it right.

-George Groddeck
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Many perceptual alterations may occur in migraine. The strangest and
profoundest is mosaic vision, here shown in a self-portrait by the artist

Paul Bateman. (Courtesy of the artist.)

Preface to the Revised
(1992) Edition

The chief features of migraine-its phenomena, and how these are ex
perienCed by the patient,-its mode of occurrence, the triggers that may
provoke it, the general ways in which one may live with it or combat
it-none ot these has changed in %.,000 years. Thus a vivid and detailed

description of these matters is always relevant, and cannot become ob
solete.
Many patients with migraine-especially young patients who expe

rience a migraine aura, or an attack of classical migraine for the first
time-have no idea what is happening to them, and may be terrified that
they have a stroke, a brain tumour, or whatever-or conversely, that
they are going mad, or suffering from some bizarre hysteria. It is an
immense reassurance for such patients to learn that what they have is
neither grave nor factitious, but a morally neutral, recurrent yet essen
tially benign condition which they share with countless others, and
which is well understood. "Fear of this disease," wrote Montaigne,
"'used to terrify you, when it was unknown to you."

A patient who has

read Migraine will not be cured, but at least he will know what he has,
and what it means, and will no longer be terrified.
Migraine, of course, is not just a description, but a meditation on the
nature of health and illness, and how, occasionally, human beings may

need, for a brief time, to be ill; a meditation on the unity of mind and
body, on migraine as an exemplar of our psychophysical transparency;
and a meditation, finally, on migraine as a biological reaction, analogous
to that which many animals show. I think that these wider consideraxv
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tions, of migraine as part and parcel of the human condition, also retain
their relevance-they constitute the unchanging taxonomy of migraine.
There have been reissues of Migraine ove r the years, but all of these,

to my mind, have suffered from abridgement-from omitting some of
the detail or discussion of the original, or watering it down, or trying to

make the book more "popular" or "practical." Such attenuations, I have
come to think, are wrong-the book is strongest in its original form,
without ceasing to be accessible to the general reader.
And yet, clearly, there have been important advances in the last twenty
years, relating to our new understanding of the mechanism of migraine,
and to the development of new drugs and other techniques which can
aid in its management. A patient who suffers severe and frequent mi
graines has

a

much better chance of dealing with this than he had in

I 970. I am therefore making various additions to the book , including a
new chapter (16) dealing with the exciting physiological and pharmaco
logical discoveries of the last two decades, and the new modes of treat
ment for migraine which these now make available. I have 'added
postscripts to three chapters, exploring migraine in relation to chaos and
consciousness theory. I have also added a number of further case histo

ries, a historical appendix, and numerous footnotes throughout the
book. With these additions, the current edition becomes the fullest, as
well as the most current, edition of Migraine.
In the original manuscript of Migraine (1967-68) there was a Part V,
which consisted of a fe-examination of the most complex geometric
forms of the aura, and an attempt to provide a deep explanation of these.
I came to feel that I had not succeeded in this, and that any such attempt,
indeed, was premature at the time. So I o mitted that parr from rhe pub

lished book. It has been an especial pleasure, now, to be able to return

to this project, and, with my colleague Ralph Siegel, to suggest a general

theory or explanation of these aura phenomena of a sort which woul.d
not have been possible 2.5 years ago. Thus, in this 1992. edition, there

is, finally, a Part V.

o. W.S.

New York

February 1992.

Preface to the Original
(1970) Edition

When I saw my first migraine patient, I thought of migraine as a peculiar

type of headache, no more and no less. As I saw more patients, it became

apparent to me that headache was nevenhe sole feature of a migraine,
and, later still, that it was not even a necessary feature of all migraines.

I was moved. therefore. to enquire further into a subject which appeared

to retreat before me, growing more complex, less capable of circum
scription, and less intelligible, the more I learned of it. I delved into the

literature of the subject, submerged, and then re-emerged, more knowl

edgeable in some ways but more confused in others. I returned to my
patients whom I found more instructive than any book. And after I had
seen a thousand migraine patients, I saw that the subject made sense.

I was at first disconcerted, but later delighted, at the complexity of

the histories I received. Here was something which could pass, in a few

minutes, from the subtlest disorders of perception, speech, emotion and

thought, to every conceivable vegetative symptom. Every patient with

classical migraine opened out, as it were, into an entire encyclopaedia
of neurology.

, was recalled from my neurological preoccupation by the suffering

of my patients and their appeals for help. Some patients I could help

with drugs, and some with the magic of attention and interest. The most

severely-afflicted patients defeated my therapeutic endeavours until I

statted to enquire minutely and persistently into their emotional lives. It

now became apparent to me that many migraine attacks were drenched

in emotional significance, and could not be usefully considered, let alone
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treared, unless their emotional antecedents and effects were exposed in
detail.
I thus found it necessary to employ a sort of continuous double-vision,
simultaneously envisaging migraine as a structure whose forms were im
plicit in the repertoire of the nervous system, and as a strategy which
might be employed to any emotional, or indeed biological, end.

I have endeavoured, in the composition of this book, to keep these

two perspectives constantly in view, portraying migraines as both phys
ical and symbolic events. Part I is devote� to describing the forms of
migraine attacks as experienced by the patient and observed by the phy
sician. Part II is concemed with the many circumstances-physical, phys
iological, and psychological-which may provoke isolated or repeated
migraine attacks. Part III is divided between a consideration of the phys
iological mechanisms of the migraine attack, and a discu.;sion of the
biological and psychological roles which migraines, and certain allied
disorders, may fill. Pan IV is concerned with the therapeutic approach
to migraine, and forms both a corollary and a supplement to the pre
ceding portions of the book.
I have used simple language wherever possible, and technical language
wherever necessary. Although the first two pans of this work are pri
marily descriptive, in contrast to the third part which is explanatory and
speculative, I have at all times moved freely, perhaps too freely, between
the statement of facts and the questioning of their meaning. If the frame
of reference is steadily broadened, its expansion is demanded by the
many, various, and sometimes very strange facts we are forced to con
sider.
I entertain the hope that three groups of readers may find something
of interest in this book. First sufferers from migraine, and their physi
cians, who seek an intelligible account of what migraine is, and how to
treat it. Secondly, students and investigators of migraine who may be
assured of finding a detailed, if somewhat discursive, reference-book on
the subject. Lastly, general readers of a speculative turn of mind (not
necessarily medical men!), who are invited to see in migraine something
which has countless familiar analogies in human and animal functioning,
a model which illuminates the entire range of psychophysiological reac
tions, by reminding us, again and again, of the absolute continuity of
mind and body.
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The affliction of migraine has been described for at least the past 2.,000
years; and no doubt every generation of modem man, with his history
of perhaps 1;0,000 years, has its experience of this constellation of dis
orders. Yet it is a very common opinion of the public and the medical
profession that little is known about migraine and even less to be done
about it. Only in 1970 have arrangements been made for a clinic to deal
with migraine to be set up in the City of London.
It is true that migraine is listed in textbooks of medicine and especially
of neurology, but usually rather briefly among other intermittent disor
ders such as epilepsy and neuralgia. The common attitude is that mi
graine is merely a form of mainly non-disabling headache which occupies
far more of a busy doctor's time than its importance warrants. Some of
the accompaniments, such as vomiting and visual disturbances, are well
recognised; sometimes to the extent that a diagnosis of migraine will be
made only when a set pattern of visual upset, headache and vomiting
occur in regular order. Some tablets and the current inelegant cliche of
"learning to live with it" are advised by the physician, who hopes that
he will not be on duty the next time the patient comes for advice. Because
of the lack of full comprehension of the complexities and variabilities of
a condition which is in every way fascinating in its phenomenology,
many doctors are only too pleased when a patient, in desperation, takes
himself off to the practitioners of "fringe medicine, " almost hoping that
the results will be both disastrous and very costly.
xxi
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Is the medical profession entirely at fault? Does the Ilame of an au
thoritative or "definitive" textbook spring to mind? Are there numerous
well-equipped and properly organised centres where the condition may
be studied? Are there extensive statistics about the whole problem, such

as there are for, say, industrial accidents, bronchiaJ carcinoma or mea

sles? Did we have as students a single lecture on migraine, and did anyone
tell us that migraine is not just a tiresome form of occasional headache

which someone else rather boringly suffers from? A !most certainly not;
and the awareness that migraine is an expression

ci( the genetics, per

sonality, way of life of an individual is only very recently being pro
claimed.
Another remarkably neglected aspect of the migrainous process is the
disorder of physiology which it expresses. In no other condition may we
find the complete physiological experiment in a human being which the
migrainous attack provides. We see, we may feel ourselves, the gradual
disintegration of function of the normal person, exactly as we do in a
case of stroke or of brain tumour; but without the disaster of the per
manent disability. Within a few minutes or an hour or so the attack is
past; the symptoms and signs, which may inciude those of dysphasia and
hemiplegia, double vision, vertigo, vomiting, bowel disturbance, water
balance changes, personality disorders, have. vanished. However, few
studies have been carried out under these circumstances; and research,
such as it is, is more likely to have been carried out on more or less
anaesthetised animals, who probably do not have migraine as we know
of it.
To redress this imbalance of interest, experience, physiological knowl
edge and therapeutic enterprise, we need a synoptic work which sets out
for us all the whole scope of the migrainous space-time continuum, the
lifelong pattern of ever-changing features and factors which the patient
with migraine both suffers and creates. His social circle, his work asso
ciates, and especially his physicians are inseparable elements in this con
tinuum.
Dr. Oliver Sacks has undertaken the task of providing the general
view which has for so long been Jacking. In an immensely energetic act

of clinical scholarship, he has brought together virtually all the features

OIf modern knowledge on the subject of migraine. It is an interesting
academic exercise for the neurolOgist to try and detect the omission of
some minor point which he believes that he, almost alone, may have
noted. It is extremely hard to find any such omission.
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Let us hope that this work will achieve full success from its determi
nation to illumine the grand scheme of migraine. Any such success must
have immense benefits to individual patients, and also to both medical
practitioners and society in general.
WILLIAM GOODDY

Historical Introduction

Migraine affects a substantial minority of the population, occurs in all
civilisations, and has been recognised since the dawn of recorded history.
If it was a scourge, or an encouragement, to Caesar, Paul, Kant, and
Freud, it is also a daily fact of life to anonymous millions who suffer in
secrecy and silence. Its forms and symptoms, as Burton remarked of
melancholy, are "irregular, obscure, various, so infinite, Proteus himself
is not so diverse." Its nature and causes puzzled Hippocrates, and have
been the subject of argument for two thousand years.
The major clinical characteristics of migraine-its periodicity, its re
lation to character and circumstance, its physical and emotional symp
toms-had all been clearly recognised by the second century of our era.
Thus Aretaeus describes it, under the name of Heterocrania:
And in certain cases the whole head is pained, and the pain is sometimes on
the right, and sometimes on the left side, or the forehead, or the fontanelle;
and such attacks shift their place during the same day . • . This is called He
terocrania, an illness by no means mild ... It occasions unseemly and dreadful"
symptoms ... nausea; vomiting of bilious matters; collapse of the patient ...
there is much torpor, heaviness of the head, anxiety; and life becomes a bur
d�n. for they flee the light; the darkness soothes their disease; nor can they
bear readily to look upon or hear anything pleasant ... The patients are
weary of life and wish to die.

While his contemporary IPeJops described and named the sensory
symptoms which might precede an epilepsy (the aura), Aretaeus observed
the analogous symptoms which inaugurated certain migraines:
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... flashes of purple or black colours before the sight, or all mixed together,
so as to exhibit the appearance of a rainbow expanded in the heavens.

Four hundred years elapsed between the observations of Aretaeus and
the treatises of Alexander Trallianus. Throughout this period repeated
observations confirmed and elaborated the terse description of Aretaeus,
while reiterating, unquestioned, the theories of antiquity concerning its
nature. The terms heterocrania, holocrania, and hemicrania struggled
with each other for many centuries; hemicrania

(1!jJ.tKp!l1J£a) ousted its

rivals, and has finally evolved, through an immense number of translit
erations, to the migraine

or

megrim we speak of today. The terms sick

headache, bilious-headache (cephalgia biliosa) and blind-headache have
been in popular use for many centuries. '
Two categories of

th�ory

have dominated medical thinking on the

nature of migraine since the time of Hippocrates; both were still a matter
of serious dispute at the end of the eighteenth century, and both, vari
ously transformed, command wide popular assent today. It is, therefore,
no work of supererogation, but one of the greatest relevance to trace the
evolution of these two classical theories; we will speak of the humoral
theory and rhe sympathetic theory.
An excess of yellow or black bile, it

was supposed, could

occasion

not only a liverish feeling, a black humour, or a jaundiced view of life,

but the

bilious vomiting and gastric upset

of a sick-headache..2

The es

sence of this theory, and of the form of treatment which it implies, is
precisely expressed by Alexander Trallianus:
'The Oxford

Erlglish Dictionary provides an exhaustive list of these transliterations

and their usages. A mile fraction of these may be cited:

Mygrane, Megryne, Migrane, Mygrame, Migrym, Myegrym, Midgrame, Mid'
gramme, Mygrim, Magryme, Maigtam, Meigryme, Megrym, Megrome, Mea
g rim ...

The first use of any of these terms in English was appareiuly in the founeenth cen
tury: "the mygrame and other euyll passyons of the head.n The French term "Migraine"
.was in use a century earlier.
The visual auras of migraine were generally denoted (as were other elementary visual
hallucinationsi by the term suffusio, and qualified by specific descriptive terms: Suffusio
dimidans, Suffusio scintillans, Su fiusio scotoma, Suffusio objecta emarginsns, etc.
2A variant of the humoral dteory attributed migraines to the spleen and splenetic
humours.Pope (himself .an inveterate migraineur) has preseryed this concept in his descrip.
tion of the Cave of Spleen
There screen'd in shades from day's detested
Spleen sighs for ever on her pensive bed,
Pain at her side, and megrim at her head.

glare,
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If therefore headache frequently arises on account of a superfluity of bilious
humour, the cure of it must be affected by means of remedies which purge
and draw away the bilious humour.

Purging and drawing away the bilious humour-in this lies the his
torical justification of innumerable derivative theories and trea�ents,
many of them practised at the present day.The stomach and bowel may

become laden with bilious humours: hence the immemorial use of emet
ics, laxatives, cathartics, purgatives, etc. Fatty foods draw bilious hu
mours to the stomach, therefore the diet of the migraineur must be sparse
and ascetic. Thus, the puritanical Fothergill, a lifelong sufferer from mi
graine, considered the following especially dangerous:
Melted butter, Eat mears, spices, meat-pies,
quors when strong and hoppy ...

hot buttered toost, and malt li

Similarly, it has always been considered, and is still so held, that con
stipation (i.e. retention of bilious humours in the bowel) may provoke
or prelude an attack of migraine. Similarly, bilious humours might be
reduced at their source (a variety of "liver pills" is still recommended
for migraine), or diminished if their concentration in the blood became
too high (blood-letting was particularly recommended in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries as a cure for migraine). It is not, perhaps,
unduly far-fetched to regard current chemical theories of the origin of
migraine as intellectual descendants of the ancient humoral doctrines.
Contemporary in origin with the humoral theories, and evolving con
currently

with them, have been a variety of "sympathetic" theories.

These hold that migraine has a peripheral origin in one or more of the
viscera (the stomach, the bowel, the uterus, etc.), from which itjs propa
gated about the body by a special form of internal, visceral col'nmunica
rion; this occult form of communication, hidden from and below the
transactions of consciousness, was termed "sympathy" by the Greeks,
and "consensus" by the Romans, and was conceived to be of particular
imponance in connecting the head and the viscera ("mirum inter caput
et viscera commercium").
The classical notions of sympathy were revived, and given a more
exact form by Thomas Willis.Willis had come to reject the Hippocratic
notions of hysteria as arising from the physical trajectory of the womb
about the body, and instead came to visualise the uterus as radiating the

phenomena of hysteria through an infinitude of minute pathways about
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the body. He extended this concept to the transmission of a migraine
throughout the body and of many other paroxysmal disorders.
Willis set

out, three centuries ago, to review the entire domain of
BrUtorum), and in the course of this work

nervous disorders (De Anima

included a section ("De Cephalalgia") which must be considered as the

first modern treatise on migraine, and the first decisive advance since the

time of Aretaeus. He organised a vast mass of medieval observations and

speculations on the subjects of migraine, epilepsy and other paroxysmal
reactions, and added to these clinical observations which were extraor
dinary in their accuracy and sobriety.J Consulted on one occasion by a

lady with a headache, he has passed down to us the following incompa
rable description oE migraine:
Some years since, I was sent for to visit a most noble Lady, for above twenty
years sick with almost a continual Headach, at first intermitting . . . she .was
extremely punished with this Disease. Growing well of a Feavour before she
was twelve years old, she became obnoxious to pains in the Head, which were
wont to arise, somerimes of their own accord. and more often upon very lighe
occasion. This sickness being limited to no one place of the Head, troubled
her someti mes on one side, sometimes on the other, and often thorow the
whole compass at the Head. During the fit (which rarely ended under a day
and a nighr's space, and often held for two; three, or four days) she was
impatient of light, speaking, noise. or of any motion, sitting uprighr in her
Bed, the Chamber made dark, she would talk to nobody, nor take any sleep,
or sustenance. At length about the declination of the fit. she was wont to lye
down with an heavy and disturbed sleep, from .which awakening she found
herself better • . . Formerly, the fits came not but occasionally, and seldom
under twenty days of a month, but afterwards they came more often; and
lately she was seldom free.

Willis, discussing this case, shows himself fully aware of the many
" . . . An evil
and hereditary

predisposing, exciting and accessory causes of such attacks:
or weak constitution of the parts . . . sometimes innate

. . . an irritation in some distant member or viscera . . . changes of sea

son, atmospheric states, the great aspects of the sun and moon, violent

diet." He was well aware, also, that migraine,
frequently intolerable, is benign :

paSSions, and errors in
though

J A rare prodrome of migraine is bulimia, and rhis Willis observed with another patient:

On the day before the coming of the spontaneous fit of chis·disease, growing very
hungry in the evening, she eaf a most plentiful supper, with an hungry, I may say
a greedy appetite; presaging by this sign, that the pain of the head would most
certainly follow the neKt morning; and the event never failed this augury.
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But although this Distemper most grievously afflicting this noble Lady.
above twenty years . . • having pitched its tents near the confines of the Brain,
had so long besieged its regal tower, yet it had not taken it; for the sick Lady,
being free from a Vertigo, swimming in the Head, Convulsive Distempers,
and any Soporiferous symptoms, found the chief faculties of her soul sound
enough.

The other classical concept revived by Willis was that of idiopathy, a
tendency to periodic and sudden explosions in the nervous system .4 Thus

the migrainous nervous system, or the epileptic nervous system, could
be detonated at any time, by a variety of influences-physical or emo
tional-and

the re.motest effects of the explosion were conveyed

throughout the body by sympathy, by presumed sympathetic nerves
whose exi stence Willis himself could only infer.
'Sympathetic theories were particularly favoured and elaborated in the
eighteenth century. Tissor, observing that stomach disorders might pre

cede and apparently inaugurate a migraine headache, and that vomiting
could rapidly bring the entire attack to a close, suggests:
It is then most probable that a focus of irritation is formed little by little in
the stomach, and that when it has reached a certain poiilt, the irritation is
sufficient to give rise to acute pains in all the ramifications of the supraorbital
nerve . . .

Contemporary with Tissot, and also lending the weight of his author
ity to such sympathetic theories, was Robert Whytt; observing " . . . the
vomiting that generally accompanies inflammation of the womb; the
nausea, the disordered appetite, that follows conception . . . the head
ache, the heat and pains in the back, the intestinal colic suffered when
the time of the menstrual llow approaches . . . etc., " Whytt pictures the
human body (in Foucault's eloquent paraphrase) as riddled, from one

extremity to another, by obscure but strangely direct paths of sympathy:
paths which could transmit the phenomena of a migraine, or a hysteria,
from their visceral origins.
It is important to note that the finest clinical observers of the eigh
teen'th cen tury-Tissot (who wrote voluminously on migraine, and

whose 1 790 treatise was the true successor of Willis's "De Cepbalalgia " ),

4WiIlis writes elsewhere (De Nlorb. ConllUls, J 670); Quod si expiosionjs vocabulum.
in Philosophia ae Medicina insolitum. cuipiam minus arrideat; proinde ut pathologia <MrQU
�� huH: basi innitens, tantum pti po ptius explkatw videatur; facile ernt isrius
modi effectus, circa res tum naturales. tum arriticiales. insranrias et eKempla quamplurima
proffere;
quorum analogia in corpore motuum in corpore animaro, tum regulariter, tum
alllillloGlIM pmtttorum. rationes aprissimae desumuntur.
.

eK
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Whytt. Cheyne, Cullen, Sydenham, etc.-made no arbitrary distinctions
between

physical and emotional symptoms: all had to be considered

together, as integral parts of "nervous disorders." Thus Robert Whytt
brings together, as intimate and interrelated symptoms,
. . . An extraordinary sensation of cold and heat. of pai!1s in several parts of
the body; syncopes and vaporous convulsions; catalepsy and tetanus; gas in
the stomach and intestines . . . vomiting of black matter; a sudden and abundant flow of dear pale urine . . . palpitations of the hean; variations in the
pulse; periodic headaches; vertigo and nervous spells . . . depression, despair
. . . madness, nightmares or incubi.

This

central belieE, this concept of the inseparable unity of psycho
reactions. was fractured at the start of the nineteenth cen

physiological

tury. The "nervous disorders" of Willis and Whytt were rigidly divided
into "organic" versus "functional," and as rigidly partitioned between
neurologists and alienists; Liveing and jackson, ic is

true, did portray

migraine as an indivisible psychophysiological entity without internal
divisions, but their views were exceptional and against the bias of their
century.
Superb descriptions of migraine appeared in great numbers with the

opening of the nineteenth century, almost all of which had

a

vividness

which seems to have vanished {rom the medical literature. Looking back
on the riches of this older literature one is tempted to imagine that every

physician of note either had migraine or made it his business to describe

the phenomenon: included in this galaxy of names are those of Heberden
and Wollaston, in the first decade of the century, Abercrombie, Piorry
and Parry in its second and third decades, Romberg. Symonds, Hall; and
M611endorlf around the middle of the century; brilliant descriptions
were also provided by a number of non-medical men, among whom the
astronomers Herschel and the Airies (father and son) were pre-eminent.
Almost all of these descriptions, however, dwelt on the

physical as

pects of migraine attacks, while neglecting their emotional components,
antecedents, and uses. The theories or the nineteenth century, likewise,
lacked the generality of the earlier doctrines, and were usually concerned
wi th very specific mechanical aetiologies of one type or another. Vascular

theories were very popular, whether these envisaged general plethora,

cerebral congestion, or specific dilatations and constrictions of the
cranial vessels. Lo�al factors were given great weight: swelling of the
pituitary gland, inflammation in the eyes, etc. Hereditary "taint" and
masturbation were also inculpated towards the middle of the century

•
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(they had also been summoned to explain epilepsy and insanity), and in
such theories-as in later theories of auto-intoxication, in�ective foci,
etc.-an anachronistic quality is apparent, for the mode of action was
ostensibly physical, but covenly and implicitly moral.
H()mage must be singled out for a remarkable Victorian masterpiece,
Edward liveing's treatise On Megrim, S;�k-Heada�he, and Some Allied
Disorders, which was composed between 1 863 and 1 865, but only pub
lished in 1 873. Bringing to his subject the acumen and learning of a

Cowers, and the imaginative depth and range of a Hughlings jackson,
Liveing encompassed and ordered the entire range of migrainous expe
_rience, and its place amid an immense surrounding field of "alJied and
metamorphotic disorders:' As Hughlings Jackson utilised the phe
nomena of epilepsy to visualise the evolution and dissolution of hierar
chic:dly-organised functions in the nervous system, so Liveing performed
a comparable task using the data of migJ'aine. Historical depth and gen
erality of approach must be the justifications of any medical essay, and
in these respects liveing's masterpiece has never been equalled.
An essential pan of Liveing's vision (and in this he was more related

to Willis and Whytt than-to his contemporaries) was the realisation that
the varieties of migJ'aine were endless in number, and that they coalesced
with many other

paroxysmal

reactions. His own theory of "nerve

storms," of great generality and power, explained, as no other theory
could, the sudden or gradual metamorphoses so characteristic of mi
graine attacks. The same thesis was expanded by Gowers, who portrayed
migraine, faints, vagal attacks, vertigo, sleep-disorders, etc. as related to
each other and to epilepsy-all such nerve-storms being ml.lwaJly
teriously

transformable amongst themselves.

if mys

The present century has been characterised both by advances and
retrogressions in its approach to migraine. The advances reflect sophis
tications of technique and quantitation, and the retrogressions represent
the splitting and! 6:acturing of the subject which appears inseparable
from the specialisation of knowledge. By a historical iron)" a real gain
of knowledge and technical skill has been coupled with
general understanding.

a

real loss in

A migraine is a physical event which may also be from the start, O�

later become, an emotional 0Ji" symbolic event. A migraine expresses both

physiological and emotional l1eeds: it is the prototype of :II psychophysio
logical reaction. Thus the convergence of thinking which its understand
ing demands mus� be based, simultaneously, both on neurology and!

0111

psychiatry (the convergence envisaged and brought nearer by CaMon,
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the physiologist, and Groddeck, the analyst); finally, migraine cannot

be conceived as an exclusively human reaction, but must be considered
as a form of biological reaction specifically tailored to human needs and
human nervous systems.
TIle fragments ot migraine must be gathered together and presented,
once more, as a coherent whole. There have been innumerable technical
papers and monographs which have extended and crystallised our
knowledge of specific aspects of the subject. But there has not been a
general essay since the time of Liveing.

PART

I

The Experience of Migraine

Introduction

OUf {jrst problem arises from the word migraine, which implies the ex

istence of a (hemicranial) headache as a defining characteristic. It is nec
essary to state, at the very outset, that h<;aclache is never the sole
symptom of a migraine, nor indeed is it a necessary feature of migraine
attacks. We shall have occasion to consider many types of attack which
eKhibit every characteristic of migraines-clinically, physiologically,
pharmacologically, and otherwise-but lack a headache component. We
must retain the word migraine in view of its long and customary usage,
but allow its extension far beyond the limits of any dictionary definition.
A variety of different syndromes may be recognised within the mi
graine-complex, and these may overlap, merge, and metamorphose into

one another. The most frequently-occurring of these is the Common

Migraine in which we find an assortment of migrainous symptoms
grouped around the cardinal symptom of migraine headache (Chapter

I). When components other than headache come to dominate an other
wise similar clinical picture, we may speak of Migraine Equivalents, and
under this head we will consider periodic and recurrent attacks domi
nated by nausea and vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhoea, fever, drowsi
ness, mood-changes, etc. (Chapter 2.). We must also discuss, in
conjunction with these, certain other forms of attack and reaction which
bear a clear if more relliote relation to migraine: motion-sickness, faint
ing, vagal attacks, etc.
Separate consideration must be given to a peculiarly acute and dra
matic type of attack-the Migraine Aura. Such auras may occur as iso11
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lared events, or they may be followed by headache, nausea, and other
features of the migraine-complex. The entire syndrome, in the latter
event, is termed a Classical Migraine (Chapter ,).
Somewhat isolated from the above syndromes is a highly distinctive
variant of migraine which has been described under a variety of names,
and is best termed Migrainous Neuralgia. Very rarely, a common or

classical migraine may be followed by long-lasting neurological deficits:

these are termed Hemiplegic or Ophthalmoplegic Migraines. In conjunc

tion with these rare variants we will allude to Pseudo-Migraines, the
mimicking of true migraines by organic lesions (Chapter 4 ) .
Pa rt I concludes with an attempt to define, i n the terms already em

ployed, some formal characteristics common to all types of migraine
attack, i.e. the general structure of migraine.

ONE

Common. Migraine
Since about my twentieth year, though otherwise in good
health, I have suffered from migraine. Every three or four

weeks f am liable to an attack . . . f wake with a general feel·

ing of disorder, and a slight pain in the region of the right

temple which, without overstepping the mid-line, reaches its
greatest intensity at midday; towards evening it usually

passes off. While at rest the pain is bearable, but it is

increased by motion to a high degree of violence . . . It

responds

ro

each beat of the temporal attery. The latter

feels, on the affected side, like a hard cord, while the left is
in its normal condition. The c;ountenance is pale and sunken,

the righ t eye small and reddened. At the height of the attack,

when it is a violent one, there is nausea . . . There may be left
behind a slight gastric disorder; frequently, also, the scalp

remains render at one spot the following morning . . . For a
certain period after the attack I can expose myself w'ith impu
nity to influences which before would have infallibly caused
an attack.
du Bois Reymond, 1860

The cardinal symptoms of common migraine are headache and nausea.

Complementing these may be a remarkable variety of other major symp

toms, in addition to minor disorders and physiological changes of which
the patient may not be aware. Presiding over the entire attack there will

be, in du Bois Reymond's words, "a general feeling of disorder," which

may be experienced in either physical or emotional terms, and tax or

elude the patient's powers of description. Great variability of symptoms

is characteristic, not only of attacks in different patients, but between
successive attacks 'in the same patient.
These, then, are the

and describe them

ingredients of a common migraine. We will list

one 'by

one, while understanding that migrainous

symptoms never occur in such schematic isolation, but are linked to one
13
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another in various ways. Some symptoms are conjoined to form charac
teristic constellations, while others present themselves in a definite and
often dramatic order,

so

attacks.

that we may recognise a basic sequence to the

HEADACHE

The chl1racter of me pains va.ried very mIlCh; most fre

quently they were of a hammering, throbbing or push
ing nature

. . •

[in other cases) pressing and dull

• . .

boring with sense of bursting . . . pricking . . . rending

. . . stretching . . . piercing .

• .

and radiating . . . in a

few cases it felt as if a wedge was pressed into the
head, or like an ulcer, or as if the brain was tom, or
pressed outwards.
Peters, 1 85)

Migraine headache is traditionally described as a violent throbbing
pain in one temple, and not infrequently takes this form. It is impossible,
however, to specify a constant site, quality, or intensity for in the course

of a specialised practice one will encounter all conceivable varieties of
head-pain in the context of migraine. WolH, whose experience is un
matched in this area, has stated ( 1 963):
The sites of me migraine headache are notably temporal, supra-orbital, fron
tal, retrobulbar, parietal, postauricular, and occipital . . . They may occur as
well in the malar region, in me upper and the lower teeth, at the base of the
nose, in the median wall of the orbit, in the neck and in the region of the
common carotid arteries, and down as fal as me tip of the shoulder.

One may say, however, that migraine headache is unilateral in onset
more frequently than not, although it tends to become diffuse in distri
bution later in the attack. One side is generally attacked by preference,

few patients there may be an invariable left- or right-sided
throughout life. More commonly there is only a relative
preference, often associated with the severity of pain: severe frequent
hemicrania on one side with mild occasional hemicrania on the opposite
side. A number of patients complain of an alternation of hemicrania
and in a

involvement

from one side to the other in successive attacks, or even in the same

- attack. At least a third of all patients experience a bilateral or diffuse
headache (holocrania)

from the outset of the attack.

•
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quality of migraine headache is similarly variable. Throbbing

occurs in less than half of all cases, and in these may characterise the
headache only at its inception, soon giving way to a steady aching. Con
tinued throbbing throughout the attack is uncommon, and occurs chiefly
in those who drive themselves to continued physical · activity despite a
migraine. Throbb:ng, when it occurs, is synchronised with arterial pul
sation, and may be accompanied by visible pulsation of extracranial
arteries.
Its intensity is proportional to the increased amplitude of such arterial
pulses (Wolff), and the pain may be interrupted by pressure on the af
fected artery, or the common carotid artery, or sometimes the eyeball,
on the affected side. Such occlusion is immediately followed, when the
finger is released, by a violent resurgence of the arterial pulse and the
head-pain. Throbbing is not, however, a

sine qua non of vascular head

ache, and its absence does not have the significance of its occurrence.
One may say, however, that almost all vascular headaches afe aggravated
by active Of passive head-movement, or by the transmitted impulse of

coughing, sneezing or vomiting. The pain is therefore minimised by rest,
or by splinting of the head in one position.

It may also be mollified by

counter-pressure; many migraine sufferers will press the affected temple
into their pillows, or hold the affected side with their hand.
The duration of migraine headache is very variable. In extremely acute
attacks .("migrainous neuralgia"') the pain may last only a matter of
minutes. In a common migraine, the duration is rarely less than three
hours, is commonly of eight to twenty-four hours' duration, and on
occasion may last several days, or in excess of a week. Tissue changes
may become manifest in very extended attacks. The superficial temporal
artery (or arteries) may become exquisitely tender to the touch and vis
ibly indurated. The surrounding skin may also become tender, and re
main in this state for more than a day following the subsidence of the
headache. Very rarely a spontaneous hygroma or haematoma may form
about the affected vessel.
The intensity of migrainous headache is extremely variable. It may be
of incapacitating violence, or so faint that its presence is only detected
by the transient pain consequent upon jolting of the head or coughing.s
SThe earlier literature provides some remarkable examples of "splitting" headaches.
Thus Tissot ( 1 790) records in his treatise: "CO Pison (3 physician) experienced on himself
sUt:h violent attacks of migraine that he believed his skull's sutures were splitting . . • Stal
part Van der Vie! saw the sutures of the skull actually splitting in an anack of migraine,
the object of which was the gardener'S wife • . • "
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Nor need the intensity remain wnstant throughout
waxing and waning with

a

the attack ;

a slow

period of a few minutes is commonly de

scribed, and much longer remissions and exacerbations may also occur,
particularly in protracted menstrual migraines.

Migrainous headache is frequently co mp l icated by the simultaneous

or an tecedent ol;currence of other types of head· pain . Characteristic
"tension-headache," localised especially in the cervical and posterior oc

cipital regions, may inaugurate a migraine

headache,

or

ccompa ny

a

it,

particularly if the attack is marked by irritability, anxiety, or continued
activity throughout its duration . Such tension-headache must not be con

strued as an integral portion of the migraine, but as a secondary reaction
to it.

NAUSlEA . AND ASSOCIATED SYMPTOMS
Eructations occur, either inodorous and without taste,
or of an insupportable mawkishness; abundant
mucosities and salivary fluid flow into the mouth,
intermixed at times with those of a bitter, bilious taste;
there is extreme disgust for food; general malaise
. . . paroxysmal distensions of the stomach with gas,
followed by belchings, with transient relief; or vomit

ing may occur . . .

Peters, 18$3
Nausea is invariable in the course of a common migraine, whether it

is trifling and intermittent, or continuous and overwhelming. The term
"nausea" is used, and has always been used, in both literal and figurative
senses, as denoting not only a specific (if unlocalisable) sensation, but a
state of mind and pattern of behaviour-a turning-away, from lcod,

from everything, and a turning-inwards. Even if there is no overt nausea,

a vast majority of migraine patients will be averse to eating during the
attack, knowing that the act of eating, the sight, the smell, or even the

very thought of food may bring on overwhelming nausea. We mi�t

almost speak of latent nausea in this connection.

A variety of other symptoms, local and systemic, are likely to be as

sociated with nausea. Increased salivation and reflux of bitter stomach
contents ("waterbrash"), with the necessity of swallowing or spitting.
may not only accompany the sensation of nausea, but precede it by sev-
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eral minutes. Not uncommonly patients are alerted to the imminence of
a severe sick-headache by finding their mouths filled with saliva or water
brash, and may be enabled, by this timely signal, to take appropriate
medication and ward off further oncoming symptoms.
Established nausea provokes various forms of visceral ejaculation:
hiccup, belching, retching, and vomiting. If the patient is fortunate, vom
iting may terminate not only his nausea but the entire migraine attack;
more commonly, he will fail to secure relief from vomiting, and suffer
instead an excruciating aggravation of concurrent vascular headache.
When florid, nausea is far less tolerable than headache or other forms
of pain, and in many patients, especially youthful ones, nausea and vom
iting dominate the clinical picture and constitute the crownin,g misery of
a common migraine.
Repeated vomiting first empties the existing stomach-contents, is fol
lowed by vomiting of regurgitated bile, and 6n�lIy by repeated "dry"
heaving or retching. It is the chief cause (in company with profuse sweat
ing and diarrhoea) of the severe fluid and electrolyte depletion which
can prostrate patients suffering protracted attacks.

FACIAL APPEARANCE.

The picturesque terms "red migraine" and "white migraine" were intro
duced by du Bois Reymond, and retain a certain descriptive value. In a
red migraine, the face is dusky and flushed: in the words of an old ac
count
congested, with rushing and roaring in the head, bloaring, glowing, and shin
ing of the face, with protrusion of the eyes • . . great heat of the head and
face . . . throbbing of the carotid and temporal arteries . . . (Peters, 1 853)

A full-blown, plerhoric appearance, as Peters describes, is distinctly
uncommon, occurring in less than a tenth of cases of common migraine.
Patients predisposed to red migraines often have a marked propensity to
flush with anger or blush with embarrassment: facial erythema, we may
say, is their "style":

Case 40

A 60-year-old man of irascible temperament subject to common
migraines since the age of 1 8, and bilious attacks and severe motion-sickness
in childhood. He has a beef-red face, with tiny dilated arterioles in the nose
and eyes. He flushes in his frequent rages, and indeed his face always seems
to glow with a red smouldering fire which is the precise physiological coun-
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terpan of his chronic smouldering irritability. His face becomes crimson a
few minutes before the onset of migraine headache, and remains flushed
throughout the attack.

Much more familiar is the picture of white migraine, in which the
face is pale, or even ashen, thin, drawn and haggard, while the eyes
appear small, sunken, and ringed. These changes may be so marked as
to suggest the picture of surgical shock. Intense pallor is always seen if
there is severe nausea. On occasion, the face becomes flushed in the first
few minutes of an attack, and then abruptly pale, as if, in Peters's words,
"all the blood passed suddenly from the head to the legs."
Oedema of the face and scalp may occur, either as isolated features
or in the context of a very general fluid-retention and oedema (see
p.

:1.:1.). facia!, lingual and labial swelling, reminiscent of an an

gioneurotic oedema, may occur at the inception of the attack in some
patients. In one such patient whom I was able to observe at the inaugura
tion of an attack, a massive periorbital oedemli developed on one side a
few minutes before the onset of headache. More commonly, facial and
scalp oedema develop after prolonged dilatation of extracranial vessels,
and are associated, as Wolff and others have shown, with fluid transu
dation and sterile inflammation about the involved vessels. The oedemat
ous skin is always tender and has a lowered pain-threshold.

OCULAR SYMPTOMS

It is almost always possible to detect changes in the appearance of the

eyes during or before an attack of migraine headache, even though the
patient himself may not volunteer any visual or ocular symptoms. There
is usually some suffusion of small vessels in the globe, and in particularly
severe attacks the eyes may become grossly bloodshot (this feature is
characteristic in attacks of migrainous neuralgia). The eyes may appear
moist (chemotic) from an increase in lacrimation-analogous to, and
often synchronised with, the increased salivation-or bleary from an
exudative inflammation of the vascular bed. Alternatively, the eyes may
appear lustreless and sunken: a true enophthalmos may occur.

•

These changes in the eyeball, when severe, may be associated with a
variety of symptoms: itching and burning in the affected eye(s), a painful
sensitivity to light, and blurring of vision. Blurring of vision may be of
incapacitating severity (" blind-headache") and one may find it impos
sible to visualise the retinal vessels with any clarity at such times, due to
the exudative thickening of the cornea.
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NASAL SYMPTOMS

Descriptions of migraine rarely pay much attention to nasal symptoms,
although careful questioning of patients will reveal that at least a quarter
of them develop some "stuffiness" of the nose in the course of an attack.
Examina tion at this time will show engorged and purple turbinates. Such

symptoms and findings, when they are present, may mislead both patient
and physician into making a diagnosis of "sinus" or "allergic" headache.
Another nasal symptom, which may come either towards the begin
ning or at the resolution of the attack, is a profuse catarrhal secretion.
It will be readily understandable that the combination of a ru nn ing nose

with a sense of malaise and headache may mimic a "cold" or other viral

infection, and there can be no doubt but that a number of such migraines
are misdiagnosed as such. When, however, the "cold" shows some pro
pensity to occur every weekend, or after acute emotional disturbances,
the true diagnosis may become apparent.
The following case-history will illustrate how conspicuous a part may
be played by nasal and other secretions in the course of a migraine, as

well as certain other premonitory symp toms to be discussed later:

%0
A n-year-old lady who has had common migraines of unusually
elaborate format for nearly thirty years. At one time she used to have "a
feeling of extreme well-being" the night before her attacks. More recently,
she has tended to have feelings of intense drowsiness during the preceding
evening, accompanied by repeated and uncontrollable yawning. She lays stress
on the "unnatural . . . irresistible . . . ominous" qualities of this drowsiness.
She will go to bed early, and her sleep will be of unusual length and density.
She will awake the next morning with what she terms "a feeling of unrest
. . . My whole system is set off in some way, and everything starts to move
inside me . . . " This feeling of unrest and internal morion resolves itself into a
diffuse secretory activity, with profuse catarrh, salivation, lacrimation, sweat
ing. watery diuresis, vomiting and diarrhoea. After two or three hours of this
massive internal activity she develops an intense throbbing headache on the
left side.

Case

ABDOMINAL SYMPTOMS AND ABNORMAL BOWEL-ACTION

About one-tenth of adults who suffer from common migraine complain
of abdominal pain or abnormal bowel-action during the course of the
attack. The proportion is notably higher in younger patients. and the
abdominal symptoms described here as a minor component of a com
mon mig raine may constitute the predominant or only symptoms in

called "abdominal migraines" (see Chapter

1).

50-
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Two types of abdominal pain are described with some frequency: the
first is an intense, steady, boring, "neuralgic" type of pain, usually felt
in the upper abdomen and sometimes radiating to the back-it may
mimic the pain of a perforated ulcer, cholecystitis or pancreatitis. Some
what more commonly, the patient describes a colicky abdominal pain,
often referred

to

the right lower quadrant, and not infrequently taken

for appendicitis.
Abdominal distension, visceral silence, and constipation tend to occur
in the prodromal or ear/ier portions of a migraine, and contrast-studies
performed at this stage have confirmed that there is stasis and dilatation
throughout the entire gastro-intestinal tract. This is succeeded in the later
or closing portions of the attack by increased peristaltic activity through
out the gut, clinically manifest as colicky pain, diarrhoea, and gastric
regurgitation.

LETHARGY AND DROWSINESS

AI�hough many patients, especially indomitable and obsessional ones,
make no concessions to

a

migraine and insist on driving themselves

through the usual round of work and play, a degree of listlessness and
a desire for rest are characteristic ot all severe common migraines. A
vascular headache exquisitely sensitive to motion of the head may in
itself enforce inactivity, but we cannot accept this as the only, or even
the chief, mechanism at work. Many patients feel weak during an attack
and exhibit diminished tone of skeletal muscles. Many are dejected, and
seek seclusion and passivity. Many are d.rowsy.
The relation of sleep to migraine is a complex and fundamental one,
and we will have occasion to touch upon it in many different contexts:

the incidence of syncope and stupor in t�e acutest forms of migrairie
(migraine aura and classical migraine), the tendency for migraines of all

types to occur during sleep, and their putative relation to dream and

nightmare states. A� this point we must pay attention to three aspects of
a complex relationship: the occunence of intense drowsiness or smpolt'

before or during a common migraine, the occasional abortion of ;attacks
by a short sleep of unusual density, and the typical protracted sleep in
which many attacks find their natural termination.
Nowhere in the literature can we find more vivid and accurate de
scriptions of migrainous stupor than in Liveing's monograph.
It is important [he writes] to distinguish this drowsiness from the compara
tively natural and graceful sleep whicll, in a large proportion of cases, termi-
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nateS, and sometimes shortens the paroxysm. It is, on the contrary, of a most
uncomfonable and oppressive character, sometimes verging on coma.

Liveing compares this drowsiness with the altered states of .:onsciousness
which may sometimes precede an asthmatic attack, citing the following
introspective description of the latter:
Symptoms of an approaching fit began to appear at 4 p.m. The principal were
fullness in the head, dullness and heaviness of the eyes, and disagreeable
drowsiness. The drowsiness increased so much that I spent a great part of the
evening in a succession of "trances," as I call them. This horrid drowsiness
generally prevents one from being sensible of the approach of a fit till it has
commenced.

I have already cited a case from my own experience (Case 2.0, p. 19)

in which the patient describes a very, similar state

of irresistible and

unpleasantly-toned drowsiness as a prodromal feature of her attacks,
and such descriptions may be multiplied manifold. Sometimes the drowsi
ness may precede other symptoms. by minutes or hours, while at other
times it presents itself pari passu with the headache and other symptoms.

Repeated yawning is a characteristic feature of these lethargic states,
presumably an attempted arousal mechanism to stave off the torpor.
Migrainous drowsiness is not only "irresistible," glutinous and unpleas
antly toned, but tends to be charged with peculiarly vivid, atrocious and
incoherent dreams, a state verging on delirium. [t is best, therefore, not

to yield to it.6

Some patients do, however, discover that a brief deep sleep near the
commencement of a migraine may prevent its subsequent evolution.
A 14-year-oJd man who suffers both from classical and common
migraines, and has experienced, on other occasions, both nocturnal asthmas

Case 18

and somnambulistic episodes. He finds that he may fall into "a very deep
sleep . . . they can hardly wake me" shortly after the onset of a migraine, and
that if circumstances permit him to do this, he will awake within an hour
with a sense of great refreshment, and the complete dispersal of all his symp
toms. If he is prevented from sleeping in this fashion, the attack runs its course
for the remainder of the day.

The duration of such curative sleeps may be very brief. liveing cites.
the case of a gardener with typical abdominal migraines; this patient

� "nightmare� song in Iolanthe provides a splendid descriprion, not of a nightmare,
but of a migraine delirium (the song mentions eleven other symptoms of migraine). As
Gilben and Sullivan observe: • Your slumbering teems with such horrible dreams that you'd
very mudl better be waking. •
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was able to abort the development of a full-blown attack if he could lie
down under a tree and secure ten minutes' sleep at its inception.

DIZZINESS, VERTIGO, FAINTNESS AND SYNCOPE

True vertigo must be considered quite exceptional in the course of a
common migraine, although it is often experienced in a migraine aura
or classical migraine. Milder states of "Iightheadedness" occur with
notable frequency. Selby and Lance (1960), in a clinical study of 500
patients with migraine of all types, found that "some 7 2. per cent com
plained of a sensation of dizziness, lightheadedness and unsteadi
ness . . . " They further observed that "sixty patients of 3 96 had lost
consciousness in association with attacks of headache."
The possible causes of such symptoms may, of course, be multiple,
and will include autonomic reactions to pain and nausea, vasomotor
collapse, prostration due to fluid loss or exhaustion, muscular weakness
and adynamia, etc., in addition to the action of direct central mechanisms
inhibiting the level of consciousness.

ALTERATIONS OF FLUID BALANCE

A number of migraine patients complain of increased weight, or tight
ness of clothes, rings, belts, shoes, erc. in association with their attacks.
These symptoms have been submitted to precise experimental investiga
tion by Wolff. Some weight-gain preceded the headache stage in more
than a third of the patients he studied; since however the headache could
not be influenced either by experimental diuresis or hydration, Wolff
concluded that "weight gain and widespread fluid retention are concomi
tant but not causally related to headache," an important conclusion
which we shall have occasion to refer to, when we come to discuss the
interrelationship of different symptoms in the migraine-complex.
During the period otwater-retention urine is diminished in output
and highly concentrated.7 The retained fluid is discharged through a
profuse diuresis, sometimes associated with other secretory activities, as
the migraine attack resolves.
71 have had one patient, an intelligent woman whose testimony 1 am inclined to trust,
who affirms that she develops 3, peculiar fruity odour in the periods of water· retention
which inaugurate her oce�sional migraines. Unfortunately, however, she had no anacks
during the si%-month period that 1 saw her, so that no opportunity presented itself of
identifying the nature or cause of this odour.
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Case 35

This 24-year-old woman has invariable menstrual migraines and
one or two further attacks in the course of an average month. Both menstrual
and extra-menstrual attacks are preceded by a weight-ga i n which may be as
much as 10 lb.; the fluid is distributed in the trunk, feet, hands, and face, and
takes about two days to accumulate. Coincident with the fluid-retention is "a
great i ncrease in nervous energy,� as the patient terms it, characterised by
restlessness, hyperactivity, loquacity, and insomnia. This is followed by a 1.4to 3 6-hour period of intestinal cramps and vascular headache. T/le detumes
cence of these attacks occurs, very literally, with a massive diuresis and an

involuntary epiphora.

FEVER

Many patients may complain that they feel feverish during the course of
a common migrait)e, and they may indeed demonstrate flushing of the
face, coldness and cyanosis of the extremities, shivering, sweating, and
alternating feelings of heat and cold preceding or accompanyi ng the

onset of headache. These symptoms are not necessarily accompanied by
fever, although the latter may be present, and are of considerable sever

ity, especially in youthful patients.

Case 60

A :to-ye ar-old man with a history of common migraines going back
to his eighth year. The head ach es are accompanied by intense nausea, pallor
and gastro-intestinal disturbances, chills, cold sweats, and occasional rigors.
( had the opportunity of examining him while he was in the throes of a severe

attack, and found an oral temperature of I03-S°F.

MINOR SYMPTOMS AND SIGNS

Contraction of one pupil, ptosis, <)nd enophthalmos (Horner's syn
drome) may produce a

striking asymmetry in cases

of unilateral mi

graline. There is no consistenc y , however, concerning pupillary size. In
the earlier stages of an attack,

or

jf pain is very intense, the pupils may

be enlarged; later in an attack, or if nausea, lethargy, collapse, etc.,

dominate the picture, small pupils will be seen. The same considerations

apply to pulse-rate: an initial tachycardia is likely to be followed by a

protracted bradycardia, the latter sometimes associated with significant
hypotension and postural faintness or syncope. Observant patients may
comment on such changes of pulse and pupil during their worst attacks.
Case 5 I

A 48-year-old man has had migraines since childhood, and also

suffers from chronic tachycardia. He has been struck, therefore, by the slow-
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ing of his pulse during rhe arrades, and has also observed thar his pupils,
nonnally large, become minute. I was able to confirm these observations while
seeing him in the course of an attack: there was striking pallor and diapho
resis, congested chemotic eyes, pinpoint pupils, and a bradycardia of 4 5 .

There is no end to the number of odd, miscellaneous alterations of
physiological function which may occur as a result of migraine; a com
p/ere listing of these would provide a fascinating catalogue of curiosa. It
will suffice, however, to make brief reference to the occurrence of wide
spread vascular changes and occasional trophic changes associated with
migraines. We have already noted that a spontaneous effusion or ecchy
mosis may develop about an involved scalp artery. I have had the oppor
tunity of seeing one patient whose "red" migraines were associated with
flushing of the entire body, followed .. in the later portions of the attack,
by the development of many spontaneous ecchymoses on the trunk and
limbs. Another patient, a woman of 2. 5 , suffered pain in the palms of
both hands wi�h her migraine headaches; during the painful period the
hands appeared flushed and congested: this syndrome is very similar to
the "palmar migraine" described by Wolff.
The literature makes many references to whitening and loss of scalp
hair following repeated migraines. The only case suggestive of this, in
my own experience, was that of a middle-aged woman who had had very
severe, frequent attacks of invariably left-sided hemicrania, and in her
mid-twenties developed a startling streak of white hair on this side, the
remainder of her hair remaining jet-black until many years later.

ORGANIC [RR[TAB[lllY

. . . [he patient could not

bear anything to touch his

head, and the least sight or sound, even the ticking of
his watch, was insupportable.

Tissot, 1 778

Irritability and photophobia are exceedingly common in the course
of migraine attacks, and have been adopted, by Wolff and others, as
pathognomonic features aiding the diagnosis.
We are concerned with two types of irritability as accompaniments
of the migraine state. The first is an aspect of the mood-change and
defensive seclusion which may be so prominent in the behaviour and
social posture of many migraine patients. The second type of irritability
arises from a diffuse sensory excitation and excitability, so great that it
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may render all sensory stimuli intolerable, as the old words of Tissot
remind us. In particular, migraine patients are prone to photophobia, an
intense discomfort, both local and general, provoked by light, and an
avoidance of light which may become the most obvious external char
acteristic of the entire attack. Some of this photophobia is on the basis
of conjunctival hyperaemia and inflammation, as described earlier, and
is associated with burning and smarting of the eyes. But a major com
ponent of photophobia is a central irritability and sensory arousal, which
may be accompanied by very vivid and protracted visual after-images
and turbulent visual imagery. Alvarez has provided a graphic description
of such symptoms in himsel f; during the early part of his own migraines,
he sees such brilliant after-images on his television-screen that he is un
able to watch the picture. Observant patients frequently note, if they
dose their eyes at such a time, that they are submitted to an involuntary
visual barrage, a kaleidoscopic presentation of rapidly-changing colours and
images, the latter either crude or as highly-orgarused

as

dream images.

An exaggeration and intolerance of sounds-phonophobia-is

equally characteristic of the severe attack; distant sounds, the noise of
traffic, or the dripping of a tap, may appear unbearably loud and provoke
the parient to fury.
Very characteristic of this state is an exaggeration, and often a per
version of the sense of smell; delicate perfumes appear to stink, and may
elicit an overwhelming reaction of nausea. Similarly with the sense of
taste, the blandest foods acquiring intense and often disgusting flavours.
It is important to note that sensory excitability of this type may pre
cede the onset of headache, ami, in general, is characteristic of the early
portions of the migraine attack. It is often followed by a state of sensory
inhibition or indifference ior the remainder of the attack: in Peters's
words, "by a general hebetude of sensorial power . . . " The alterations
of sensation and sensory threshold which occur in common migraine,
however distressing to the patient, are very mild ill! comparison to the

intense hallucinations and perversions of sensation which are character
istic of mngraine aura and classical migraine.

MOOD-CHANGES

The interrelationship ot affective states and migraine is one ot �he great
est complexnty, and as silch will demand repeated exploration as we
�!l'averse the subject. Obvious difficulties present �hemselves, hom the

stan, in distinguishing cause and effect, and very ca�efu� questioning, or
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observation over a prolonged period, may be needed to dissect out those
affective changes which form an integral part of the migraine syndrome
from antecedent moods and feelings which have played a part in precipi
tating the attack, and from the secondary, emotional consequences of
the attack itself.
When these factors have been duly weighed, we will continue to be
struck by the fact that profound affective changes may occur during, and
only during, a migraine attack, changes which are particularly startling
in patients of normally equable temperament. Moreover it will become
dear that such mood-changes are not simply reactions to pain, nausea,
etc., but are themselves primary symptoms p roceedi ng concurrently with
the many other symptoms of the attack. Very profound mood-changes
may also occur

before and after the bulk of the attack, and as such

will

be considered in the concluding section of this chapter. The most impor
tant emotional colourings during the clinically-recognised portion of a
common migraine are states of anxious and irritable hyperactivity in the

early portions of the attack, and states of apathy and depression in the
bulk of the attack.

The common picture of anxious irritability has already been sketched

in the preceding section. The patient is restless and agitated; if confined

to his bed, he will move about constantly, rearranging the bedclothes,
finding no position of comfort; he will tolerate neither sensory nor social

intrusions. His irascibility may be extreme. Such states are exacerbated
if the patient continues to drive himself through his habitual routine of
work, and their exacerbation, by a vicious circle, is likely to provoke a
further increase in other symptoms of the attack.

Very different is the picture presented in the fully-established or pro

tracted attack. Here the physical and emotional posture is characterised

by accepted suffering, dejection an d passivity. Such patients, unless com
pelled to act otherwise by internal or external factors, withdraw or re=
gress into illness, solitude and seclusion. The emotional depression at
such times is very real, often serious, and occasionally suicidal. The fol
lowing account is taken from an eighteenth-century description:
From the first perception of uneasiness in the stomach the spirits begin to
flag. They grow more and more depressed, until cheerful thoughts and feelings
fly away, and the patient conceives himself the most wretched of human be

ings and feels as jf he were never to be otherwise . . .
This old description brings out the true depressive quality-the sense

of utter hopelessness and permanence of misery-a reaction which is
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clearly far in excess of a realistic response to a short-lived benign attack
of which the patient has had innumerable experiences.
Feelings of depression will be associated with feelings of anger and
resentment, and in the severest migraines there may exist a very ugly

mixture of despair, fury and loathing of everything and everyone, not
excluding the self. Such states of enraged helplessness may be intolerable
both for the patient and his family, and their potential severity must
never be underrated by the physician who undertakes to look after the
severely incapacitated and depressed patient in the throes of an attack.

SYMPTOM-CONSTELLATIONS IN COMMON MIGRAINE

We have now listed the major symptoms of a common migraine

as if

they were unrelated to one another and occurred at random. Certain
groups of symptoms tend, however, to occur with some consistency.
Thus, severe vascular headache usually occurs in association with other
evidences of dilatation in extracranial vessels: suffusion and chemosis of
the eyes, vascular engorgement within the nose, facial flushing, etc. In
other patients, gastro-intestinal symptoms form a coherent phalanx: gas
tric and intestinal distension, abdominal
and vomiting. A "shock" picture

is

pains,

followed by diarrhoea

seen in severe "white" migraines,

constituted by pallor, coldness of the extremities, profuse cold sweating,
chilliness, shivering, slowness and feebleness of the pulse, and postural
hypotension; this picture is frequently seen in association with very
severe nausea, but may occur when nausea is not prominent. In such
constellations, there is a fairly obvious physiological linkage of the symp'
toms, an expected concurrence. The type of conjunction is less readily
explained in certain other constellations which tend to occur, in particu
lar, in the earliest or prodrom al stages of an attack, or during its reso
lution. Thus we may recognise, in the former case, a tendency for hunger,
thirst, constipation, physical and emotional hyperactivity to be linked

together; or, in the latter case, for a great number of secretory activities
to proceed in unison.

THE SEQUENCE OF A COMMON MIGRAINE

A migraine attack is likely to be described by the patient in terms of a

single symptom, or a mass of symptoms. Patient questioning and obser

vation of repeated attacks may be necessary before it becomes clear that
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there is a preferred order or sequence of symptoms. The appreciation of
such a sequence at once raises problems of terminology and definition:
what constitutes the attack "proper" ? Where does it begin and end?fi
As generally understood and described, a common migraine is con
stituted by vascular hea�ache, nausea, increased splanchnic activity
(vomiting, diarrhoea. etc.), increased glandular activity (salivation, lac
rimation, etc.), muscular weakness and atonia, drowsiness and depres
sion. We will find, however, that migraine neither starts nor ends with
these symptoms, but is both preceded and followed by symptoms and
states which are clinically and physiologically the reverse of these.
We may speak of premonitory or prodromal symptoms, while rec
ognising that these pass, insensibly, into the earlier phases of the attack
proper. Some of these prodromal or early symptoms are local, some
systemic; some are physical, and others are emotional. Ambng the com
moner physical prodromes we must include states of water-retention and
thirst, states of visceral dilatation and constipation, states of muscular
tension and sometimes hypertension. Among the emotional or psycho
physical prodromes we must recognise states of hunger, restless hyper
activity, insomnia, vigilance, and emotional arousal which may have
either an anxious or euphoric colouring. Thus George Eliot, herself a
sufferer from severe common migraines, would speak of feeling "dan
gerously well" the day before her attacks. Such states, when they are
acute and extreme, may achieve an almost maniacal intensity.
Case 63

This middle-aged man was of normaJly phlegmatic nature, and presented a forbidding austerity of appearance and manner. He had experienced

infrequent common migraines since childhood, and described the prodromal
excitement of these attacks with some embarrassment. For two or three hours
before the onset of his headaches he would be "transformed� : he would feel

thoughts rushing through his head, and woul d have an almost uncontrollable
tendency to laugh or sing or whistle or dance.
8
This point came up with great force-and a somewhat unexpected answer-when I
had occasion to question one patient (Case 12.). an eminent novelist, about the onset of
his migraines. "You keep pressing me," he said, "ro say that the attacks start with this
symptom or that symprom, this phenomenon or that phenomenon, but th.s is noc the way
I experience them. It doesn't start with one symptom, it starts as a whole. You feel the
whole thing, quite tiny at f.tst, right from the start. . . . It's like glimpsing a point, a familiar
poine, on the horizon, and gradually getting nearer, seeing it get larger and larger; or
glimpsing your destinarion from far off, in a plane, having it get clearer and dearer as you
descend through the clouds." "The migraine looms,» he added, "but it's Just a change of
scale-everyrhing is already there from the start. �
This business of "looming," of huge changes of scale, gives us a very different picture
of what we might call the mIgraine landscape, makes us see il in dynamic, temporal teems
-the terms 01 chaos theory-and not in the static, classical ones.
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States of pre-migrainous excitement are more commonly of unpleas
ant tone, and take the form of irritable or agitated anxiety-states. Very
occasionally such states will reach panic or psychotic intensity. Affective
prodromes of this type are particularly common as part of a premen
strual syndrome.

Case 71

A 29-year-old woman with stormy menstrual syndromes of great
severity. The pre-menstrual phase would be marked by increasing water
retention for two days, accompanied by a crescendo of diffuse anxiety and
irritability. Her sleep would be poor and punctUated by nightmares. The emo
tional disturbance would reach its maximum in the hours immediately pre
ceding the menses, at which time the patient would become hysterical, violent,
and hallucinated. The emotional state would return to normal within a few
hours of the onset of menstruation, and be followed, the next day, by severe
vascular headache and intestinal colic.

The

resolution of a common migraine, or indeed of any variety of

migraine attack, may proceed in three ways, as has been recognised since
the seventeenth century. It may, in its natural course, exhaust itself and
end in sleep; the post-migrainous sleep is long, deep, and refreshing, like
a post-epileptic sleep. Secondly, it may resolve by " lysis,» a gradual
abatement of the suffering accompanied by one or more secretory activ
ities. As Calmeil wrote, almost 1 50 years ago;
Vomiting sometimes terminates a Migraine. An abundant flow of tears does
the same, or an abundant secretion of urine. Sometimes hemicrania is termi
nated by an abundant perspiration from the feet, hands, half of the face, or
by a nose-bleeding, a spontaneous arterial haemorrhage, or a mucous flux
from the nose.
One must, of course, add to Calmeil's list that an abundant diarrhoea,
or menstrual flow, may similarly accompany the resolution of a migraine.
The hateful mood of a migraine-depressed and withdrawn, or furious
and irascible-tends to melt away in the stage of lysis, to melt away with
the physiological secretion. "Resolution by secretion" thus resembles a
catharsis on both physiological and psychological levels·, like weeping
for grief. The following case-history illustrates a number of these points.

Case 68

This 3 2-year-old man was an ambitious and creative mathematician
whose life was geared to a weekly psychophysiological cycle. Towards the
end of the working week, he would become fretful, irritable and distractable,
"useless" at anything save the simplest routine tasks. He would have difficulty
sleeping on Friday nights, and on Saturdays would be unbearable. On Sunday
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mornings he would awaken with a violent migraine, and would be forced to
remain in bed for the greater part of the day. Towards evening he would break
out in a gentle sweat and pass many pints of pale urine. The fury of his
sufferings would melt away with the passage of these secretions. Following
the attack he would feel a profound refreshment, a tranquillity, and a surge
of creative energy which would carry him to the middle of the following we�k.

The third mode of resolution of a migraine is by crisis-a sudden
accession of physical or mental activity, which brings the attack to an
end within minutes.
Violent physical exercise may avert an attack, or truncate an existing
attack. Many patients who lie abed late on Sunday and wake with a

migraine find that early rising and hard physical work will Pt��ent its
occurrence. One patient of mine, a mesomorphic Italian of violent tem

perament, employs coitus to terminate his migraines if he is at home, or
arm-wrestling if an attack comes on when he is at work, or drinking
with his mates. Both are effective within five

to

ten minutes. Sudden

fright, or rage, or other strong emotion may disperse and displace a
migraine almost within seconds. One patient, asked how he terminated
his artacks, said: "I have to get my adrenaline up

.

.

.

I have got to run

around, or shout, or get in a fight, and the headache vanishes." Various
forms of paroxysmal visceral activity may accomplish the same end.
Violent vomiting is the classical example, but other activities may be
equally effective.

Case 66

This patient, whose migraines were invariably terminated by par-

oxysmal vomiting, developed an ulcer in middle life, and was submitted to

subtotal gastrecromy and vagotomy. When he had his first migraine after the

operation he found himself unable to vomit, and felt disconsolate. Suddenly,

however, he statted sneezing with extraordinary violence and when the fit of

sneezing had subsided his migraine was gone. Subsequently he adoPJed the
use of snuff

to

facilitate the resolution of his attacks, and in so doing has

unwittingly adopted an eighteenth-century prescription.

Other patients may hiccup, or belch repeatedly, with rapid resolution
of their attacks. Even voracious eating may secure an early abortion of
the attack, monstrous as such an activity would appear to most migraine
patients. The relief comes with the act of eating.9 Whichever method is
utilised-violent physical, visceral, or emotional activity-the cOfpmon

9
Pavlov remarked on the frequency with which a hypnoidal state in a dog might be
broken up by eating. The act of eating, often followed by scratching and sneezing, serves
to arouse the dog from its trance-like srate and was therefore termed by Pavlov an "au
tocurarive" reflex.
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factor is arousal. The patient is, a s it were, awoken from h i s migraine
as if from sleep. We shall further have occasion to see, when the spe
cific drug therapies of migraine are under discussion, that the majority
of these too selrVe to arouse the organism from a state of physiological
depression.
We have already intimated an analogy between migraine and sleep.
and this analogy is dramarised by the sense of extreme refreshment, and
almost of rebinh, which may follow a severe but compact attack (see
Case 611, p. �9). Such states do not represent a mere restoration to the
pre-migraine condition, but a swing in the direction of arousal, a re
bound after the migrainous trough. In the words of Liveing: ". . . [the
patient] awalces a different being." Rebound euphoria and refreshment
is particularly common after severe menstrual migraines. It is least in
evidence aner a protracted attack with vomiting, diarrhoea and fluid
loss; such attacks fail to "recharge" the patient, and necessitate a period
of convalescence.
One may describe an epilepsy simply in terms of the convulsion, while
conceding that this may be preceded, in many patients, by a period of
pre-ictal excitement and myoclonus, and followed by post-ictal stupor
and exhaustion. But the violence and acuteness of the paroxysm justifies
a restriction of the word "epilepsy" to cover this alone. in the case of a
much more protracted paroxysm:lli reacrion, like a migraine, it does not
m:llke sense-clinically, physiologically, or semantically-to limit the
meaning of �he word to the headache stage, or to any stelge. The entire
sequence-which we may then subdivide into prodromal stelges, "attack
proper," resolution, and rebound-must be denoted by the term "mi
graine." If this is not done, it becomes impossible to �omprehend the
nature of migraine.

IP'OSTSCRHPT

(1992.)

Yet, when :1lI1 this has been said, when one has set out tidy symptom
constellations and seqJuences, Oile may have oversimplified and placed
insufficient emphasis on the unstable quality of migraine, the difficulty
of "fixing" it, of predicting its course, and the nature of that complex
state that is best caUed "unsettled." Du Bois Reymond spoke of "a gen
eral feeling of disorder" lilt the very stan ot his attac!cs, and othe� patients
speak, simply, of feeling "unsettled." In this unsettled state one may �eel
hOi or cold, or both (see, �or example, Case 9); bloated and tigh�, or
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loose and queasy; a peculiar tension, or languor, or both; there are head
pains, or other pains, sundry strains and discomforts, which come and
go.

Everything comes and goes, nothing is settled, and if one could take

a total thermogram, or scan, or inner photograph of the body, one would
see vascular beds opening and closing, peristalsis accelerating or stop
ping, viscera squirming or tightening in spasms, secretions suddenly in 

creasing or lessening-as if the nervous system itself was in a state of
indecision.
Intermittency, instability, fluctuation, oscillation are of the essence in
this unsettled state, this " general feeling of disorder," which runs before
a migraine. After minutes or hours this unsettledness starts to settle, very
rarely, alas!, into "health," much more commonly into the fixed and
settled forms of illness, those transfixed forms which are the textbook
symptoms and signs of migraine. Migraine starts as instability, distur

banc.e, a far-from-equilibrium, unstable (or "metastable") state, which
sooner or later gravitates into either of two relatively stable positions ,
that of "health" or that of " illness." There may, tantalizingly, be fluc
tuations between these-moments of stability, moments of health-as
this is happening, which tease with the promise that all is well; but the
overwhelming momentum is in the other direction.

McKenzie once called Parkinsonism "an organized chaos," and this

is equally true of migraine. First there is chaos, then organization, a sick
order; it is difficult to know which is worse! The nastiness of the first
lies in its uncertainty, its flux; the nastiness of the second in its sense of
immutable heavy permanence. Typically, indeed, treatment is only pos
sible early, before migraine has "solidified" into immovable fixed forms.
The term " chaos," indeed, may be more than a figUfl( of speech here,

for the sort of instability, of fluctuation, of sudden change, one setS here
is strongly reminiscent of what one may see in other complex systems

the weather, for example-and may require for its understanding the
formal notion of "chaos" and a theory of complex, dynamical systems
(chaos theory). It may be important, then, to consider migraine in this
way, as a complex, dynamical disorder of neural behaviour and regula
tion. The exquisite control (and, normally, latitude) of what we call
"health" may, paradoxically, be based on chaos. This is known to be

true of the nervous system as weI! (see Part V), especially perhaps with
the autonomic nervous system, with its fine tuning, its homeostasis, its
controls. Perhaps this is especially true in patients with migraine, in
whom, at certain "critical" times, the smallest stress will cause a physio
logical imbalance which, instead of being quietly corrected, leads rapidly
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to further imbalances, overcompensations, playing on each other, rapidly
amplifying, until it reaches that end-point we call "migraine.

n

Perhaps

migraine itself, to use a favorite term of chaos theorists, can itself act as
a "strange attractor,
chaos.

n

pulling the nervous system , at certain times, into

TWO

Migraine Equivalents

Consideration of the many symptoms which may compose a common
migraine has shown us that the term cannot be identified with any one
symptom. A migraine is an aggregate of innumerable components, and

its structure is composite. The emphasis of the components is extremely

variable within the framework of a general pattern. Headache may be
the cardinai symptom; it may constitute only a subsidiary symptom; it

may even be entirely a bsent. We use the term "migraine equivalent" to
denote symptom-complexes which possess the generic features of mi
graine, but lack a specific headache component.
This term is comparable to that of "epileptic equivalent," which de

notes a form of epilepsy without convulsion. We justify the use of the
term "'migraine equivalent" if the

following circumstances are fulfilled:

the occurrence of discrete non-cephalgic attacks with a duration, a pe
riodicity, and a clinical format similar ro attacks of common migraine,

and a tendency to be precipitated by the same type of emotional and

physical antecedents. These clinical affinities will be matched, and con
firmed, by physiological and pharmacological similarities.
Although earlier writers provided vivid case-histories of different
types of migraine ("gastric megrim, " "visual megrim," etc.) , it remained

for Liveing to trace the mutual convertibility of such attacks, and to

speak of "transformations " and "metamorphoses" in this context. Thus,
he would speak of asthmatic, epileptic, vertiginous, gastralgic, pectoral
gic, laryngismal, and maniacal "transformations" of migraine.
The notion of migraine equivalents has not, for the most part, been
J4
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sympathetically received. The physician who presumes to diagnose an
"abdominal migraine" will be regarded, by many of his colleagues, as
talking mumbo-jumbo or worse, and it may only be after endless diag
nostic investigations and negative laparotomies, or the sudden replace
ment of attacks of abdominal pain by typical vascular headaches, that
the old Victorian term is exhumed and reconsidered.
The concentrated experience of working with migraine patients must
convince the physician, whatever his previous beliefs, that many patients

do suffer repeated, discrete, paroxysmal attacks of abdominal pain, chest
pain, fever, etc., which fulfil every clinical criterion of migraine save for
the presence of headache. We will confine ourselves at this stage to a
discussion of the followi�g syndromes: cyclic vomiting and "bilious at

tacks," "abdominal migraines," "precordial migraines," and periodic,
neurogenic disorders of body temperature, mood, and level of conscious
ness.
In addition to these acute, periodic, paroxysmal syndromes, there are
a great variety of other states which bear some affinity to migraines, e.g.

travel-sickness, "hangovers," reserpine reactions, etc. Consideration of
these syndromes will be deferred to Part II.

CYCLIC VOM [TING AND BILIOUS AlTACKS

We have observed the frequency and severity of nausea as a component
of juvenile migraines. Frequently, it forms the cardinal symptom of

a

migraine reaction, and as such is often dignified with the term "bilious
attack." Selby and Lance provide the

following figures from their large

series:

. . . ofI98 cases (of migraine] 3 I per cent recalled frequently-occurring bilious
attacks. Of a further 1 3 9 patients, 59 per cent have a history of some bilious
attacks or severe motion-sickness during their early years.

I have not tabulated incidence-figures from my own practice, but
would estimate-in accordance with Selby and Lance's figures-that
nearly half the migraine patients one questions have suffered such symp
toms at one time or another. Severe nausea is always accompanied by
multiple autonomic symptoms-pallor, shivering, diaphoresis, etc. A
majority of attacks are put down to dietary indiscretion in childhood,
and in adult life ascribed to "gastric flu " or gall-bladder pathology, ac
cording to the persuasion of the physician.

Such attacks may persist throughout life, or may undergo a gradual
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or sudden transition to the "adult" form-common migraine. The fol
lowing case-history, provided by Vahlquist and Hackzell ( 1949), illus
trates the genesis and evolution of such attacks in a young patient:
. . . When he was 10 months old he was badl y frightened by an air-raid siren,

and after this had abnormal fea r-reactions and pavor nocturnus . . . The first
typical arrack occurred at the age of one year. He suddenly turned pale, and

later had an attack of violent vomiting. During the next two years he had
several attacks a week, always of the same type . . . When he was about three,
he began to complain of a pain in his head during the attacks . . . They gen

erally ended in a heavy sleep.

We may note, in passing, that cyclic vomiting of this type is also com
monly associated with abnormal rage-reactions, and frequently coexists
with temper tantrums.

ABDOMINAL M IGRAINE

The symptoms in any type of migraine are multiple. and the division
between "bilious attacks" and " abdominal migraines" is an arbitrary
one_ The dominant feature in the latter is epigastric pain of continuous
character and great severity, accompanied by a variety of further auto
nomic symptoms. The following incisive description is provided in Live
ing's monograph:
When about 16 years old, enjoying otherwise excellent health, I began to

suffer from periodic attacks of severe pain in the stOmach . . . The seizure
would commence at any hour, and I was n ever able to discover any cause for
i t, for it was preceded by no dyspeptic symptoms or disordered bowels . . . The

pain began with a deep, ill-defined uneasiness in the epigastrium. This s teadi ly
increased in intensity during the next two or three hours, and then declined.

When at its height the pain was ve ry intolerable and sickening-it had no
griping quality whatever. It was always accompanied by chilliness. cold ex

tremities, a remarkably slow pulse, and a sen se of nausea . . . When the pa in
began to decline there was generally a fee l ing of movement in the bowels
. . . The paroxysm left very considera ble ten derness of the a ffected region,

which rook a day or two to dear off, bur there was no tenderness at the time.

Some years later, this particular patient ceased to have his abdominal
attacks, but developed instead attacks of classical migraine coming at
similar intervals of three to four weeks.
I have notes of more than 40 patients (out of a total of I,2.00) who
consulted me with the presenting symptoms of common or classical mi
graine, but admitted to having had abdominal attacks similar to those
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described, for months or years in the past. Observant patients may com
ment on the slowness of the pulse and other autonomic symptoms ac
companying the abdominal pain. Thus a patient cited earlier (Case 5 1 ,
p. 2.3) had for a period of five years abdominal attacks in place of his
common migraines, but had observed slowing of the pulse, smallness of
the pupils, suffusion of the eyes and pallor in both types of attack. r have

been given descriptions by three patients of what might be termed clas
sical abdominal migraines.

Case 10

This p .-year-old man had suffered from classical migraines since

the age of 10, the attacks coming with great regularity every four weeks. On

some occasions, the migraine scotoma wou ld be followed, not by headache,
but by severe abdominal pain and nausea lasting 6 to 10 hours.

An excellent account of the presentations of abdomina! migraine in
children, and the problems of diagnosis to which they may give rise, has
been provided by Farquhar ( 1 9 5 6) .

PERIODIC DIARRHOEA

We have observed the frequency of diarrhoea as a symptom in common
migraine, especially in the later phases of the attack. Diarrhoea

per se,

often preceded by severe constipation, may be a bstracted as an isolated
symptom occurring in the same circumstances, or with the same period
icity, as attacks of common migraine-one of the commonest of such
complaints is "weekend diarrhoea." Such neurogenic diarrhoeas tend to
be ascribed to dietary indiscretion, or food-poisoning, or "intestinal
'flu,'

..

etc., until such explanations lose their acceptability, and it is

borne in upon patient and physician that the attack represents a cyclical
or circumstantial equivalent of migraine.
A certain number of such patients, especially those under severe
chronic emotional stress, may proceed from a benign pattern of isolated

migrainous diarrhoeas to a chronic mucous diarrhoea, or, rarely, a true
ulcerative colitis. One suspects, in such patients, that the bowel has been
a "target-organ" from the start (see Chapter 1 3 ) .

PERIODIC FEVER
-'

High

fever may occur in the course of severe common migraines, par

ticularly

in children. It may also be abstracted as

an

isolated periodic
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symptom occurring in its own right, and sometimes alternating with
common migraines.
I h ave seen half a dozen patients, currently suffering from common
or classical migraines, who have had such attacks of periodic neurogenic
fever in the past. The differential diagnosis may be laborious and tricky

in such cases, for aU possible causes of organic disease must be considered
2nd excluded before one dare postulate a func�onal or neurogenic origin
for such a symptom. The followi ng case-history is summarised from
Wolff:
The patient, an engineer aged 43, began suffering from intermittent attacks
of lever up to I04°P. in J92.8, and he had continued to be afflicted with
them . . . until 1940. It is of special interest that similar intermittent attacks
of fever associated with "sick-headache," nausea and vomiting, had occurred
in the patient's father . . .
During late adolescence the patient himself began suffering from periodic
headaches • . . especially frequent at times of emotional strain, and diagnosed
as migraine . . . Before each [febrile1 episode there were prodromal symptoms
. . . a feeling of unrest and difficulty in concentration. The temperature rose
rapidly to a peak and returned to normal within 11 hours. Leucocytosis (in

me neighbourhood of I S,OOO cells) occuned. Aher the fevers he had a
"purged" feeling with a sense of espeda\ well·being and mental efficiency.

The admirable case-history illustrates that attacks of febrile migraine
equivalent may present a similar sequence to attacks of common mi

graine, ",.nth prodromal " arousal," and post-migrainous rebound and
be noted that the patient's fevers ceased fol

Jreplenisbment. It may also

lowing therapeutic discussion of his emotional problems and general
simarion, and the presumed mecbanism of his attacks.

Jl>llUiCOlRDKAL MlGRAENlE

The ternn "precordial migraine" (pectoralgic, or pseudo-anginal mi
gK"aine) denotes the occurrence of chesil"-plilin as a major constituent of a
common or classicai migraine,

or

its occurrence as

a periodic, paroxys

mal symptom with migrainous rmmer than anginal qualities and ante
cedems.
The symptom is a rare one, and � have encoumere& it only twice ill
my experience of over

1,000

migrailrne patients, once

associated with

common, and once with classical, migraines. The following case-history

HI!Jlstrates i�s occu�rei1lce during, and a!�ematil1g with,

lassica! attacks:

c
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A 6 1 -year-old woman who had had attacks of classical migraine

since adolescence. The majority of her attacks are ushered in by scintillation
and p araesthesiae, bilaterally, followed by intense unilateral vascular head
ache, nausea and abdominal pain. A further symptom, during such severe
attacks, is a feeling of painful tightness in the chest, accompanied by the
racliation 01 pain to me left scapula, and down the left arm: it generally lasts
for cwo to three hours.
The chest-pain is not aggravated by exercise, nor is it a ccompanied by
cardiographic abnormalities; it is not alleviated by nicroglycerin, but is dimin
ished, in company with its other accompanying symptoms, by ergotamine.
On occasion , this patient has had attacks of similar chest-pain occurring
as an isolated symptom, and sometimes ushered in by migrainous scotomata
and paraesthesiae.

The presentation and diagnosis of such attacks has been very fully
considered by Fiu-Hugh ( I 940).

PERlomc SLEEP AND TRANCE-STATES

The drowsiness which often accompanies or precedes a severe common
migraine is occasionally abstracted as a symptom in its own right, and
may then constitute the sole expression of the migrainous tendency. The
following case illustrates the "transformation" of common migraine to
.
a sleep equivalent.
The patient was a nun who had been su bj ect to common migr ai nes
of great severity at least twice weekly for some 2.0 years. Treatment was
in itially p rop hyl a ctic and symptomatic in view o f her wish to avoid discussion
of personal matters. After three months of such treatment, her cephalgic at
tacks ab r u ptl y disappeared, but there occurred, in their stead, once or twice
weekly sleeps of almost stuporous intensity. These attacks would last 10 to
1 5 hours, and constituted an un precedented addition to her usual nocturnal
sleep.

Case 76

We have alluded to the frequency of torpor in post-prandial migraines.
The following case-history, which we will have occasion to refer to in
other contexts, illustrates the occurrence of post-prandial stupors as an
isolated symptom.
Case 49
The patient, an obsessively h ard-working engineer-in his own
words, " I never stop-I wish I didn't have to sleep� -suffers from a remark
able variety of migrainous equivalents and analogues. Unless he forces himself
to take a brisk walk after meals, he will fall into an irresistible torpor. He
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describes this as follows: UI go into a trance, where I am able ro hear rhings

around me, but can't move. 1 am soaked with a cold sweat. My pulse gets

ver' y slow.H The state lasts berween one and two hours, rarely less or more

than this. He "wakes," if one may use the word, with a feeling of intense
refreshment and bounding energy.

We may also note briefly, at this stage, that migrainous sleeps and
stupors not infrequently al ternate with other and briefer periodic trance
states, such as narcolepsies, "daymares," and somnambulistic episodes.
Particular attention will be paid to such relationships in later chapters.

PERIODIC MOOD-CHANGES

We have already spoken of the affective concomitants of common mi
graines-elated and irritable prodromal states, states of dread and de
pression associated with the main phase of the attack, and states of
euphoric rebound. Any or all of these may be abstracted as isolated
periodic symptoms of rel a ti vely short duration-some hours, or at most
two or three days, and as such may present themselves as primary emo
tional disorders. The most acute of these mood-changes, generally no
more than ali hour in duration, usually represents concomitants or
equivalents of migraine aura. We may confine our attention at this stage
to attacks of depression, or truncated manic-depressive cycles, occurring
at i ntervals in patients who have previously suffered from attacks of
undoubted (classical, common, 3bdominal, etc.) migraine. Alvarez, who
is particularly alert to the occurrence of such migrainous equivalents,
cites the following history:
A woman aged 56 complained of spells of deep depression lasting for a day
or two. Her home physiCian thought they were probably menopausal in ori
gin, but I found they were migrainous, and associated with a slight unilateral

headache. 1 learned that in her early girlhood she had had spells of typically
migrainous vomiting . . . In her forties, she had had severe migrainous head
aches with much retching.

An unusually clear-cut case from my

own

experience was provided by

the following patient, part of whose history has already been cited in
another context:
Case 10

This 3 2-year-old man had

su ffered

both from classical cephalgic

and classical abdomina! migraines since childhood, the attacks coming with
considerable regularity at monthly intervals. In his mid-twenties, he had been
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free of such attacks for more than a year, but suffered during this time from
equally regular attacks of elation followed by severe depression, the entire
episode lasting no more than two days.
Characteristic of such affective equivalents is their brevity-manic
depressive cycles, as genera lly understood, occupy several weeks, and
frequently longer. Monthly affective equivalents of this type-or "luna
cies" if we may venture the term - are most comm o nly seen in the con
text of menstrual syndromes .

MENSTRUAL SYNDROMES

A large minority of women experience marked affective and autonomic
disturbances about the time of men struati on . Greene has estimated that
"about 2.0 women in every 100 suffer sometimes from premenstrual

migra ine, " and if we include under this heading autonomic and affective

disturbances not accompanied by headache, the figure must be substan
tially higher than this. Indeed, we may say that the menstrual cycle is

a/ways associated with some degree of ph ysiological disturbance. even
though this may pass unobserved by the patient. The distur bance tends
to be in the direction of psychophysiological arousal prior to the menses,
and

"let-down"

followed by rebound

after the menses.

The arousal period may be characterised by "tension, " a nxiety, hy. peractivity, insomnia, fluid-retention, thi rs t, constipation, abdominal
distension, etc. and, more rarely, asthma, psychosis, or epilep sy . The
" let-down "

period, or " de- rous al , " may be m an i fest as lassitude, depres

sion, vascular heada che , viscer a l h yper activity , pallor, sweating, etc. In

short, virtu ally all the symptoms of migraine, as rhey have been described
thus far, may be conde nse d into the biological turmoil surrounding men
stru ation.
Of particular relevance in the present context is the frequent alterna
tion, du rin g the life-history of a

single

patient, of

menstrual s yndrome , with the emphasis

on

differing

form ats of

vascular h eadache at one

time, at another on intestin � l cramping, etc. The following case-history
illustrates a sudden "transformation" between two types of menstrual

migraine.

Case 32

A 3 7-year-old woman had experienced severe abdominal (probably
intestinal cramping at the menstrual period between the ages of 17 and 30.
She suddenly ceased to experience these symptoms at that age, but suffered,
in their place, typical premenstrual migraine headaches.

(
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Other patients may suffer severe menstrual syndromes for several
years, lose these to acquire frequent attacks of paroxysmal headache or
abdominal pain unrelated to the menstrual periods, finally reverting to
the original pattern of menstrual disturbance.
·The precise timing of such menstrual syndromes, and their physiolog
ical and psychological relationship to menstruation, will be considered
at length in Chapter 8 .

ALTERNATIONS AND TRANSFORMATIONS

It is legitimate to speak of abdominal, precordial, febrile, affective, etc.,
"equivalents"

of migraine, in that the general format and sequence of

migraine, as pictured in Ch apter

I,

persists despite the varying emphasis

of individual symptoms. There are, in addition to such acceptable equiva

lents, many other forms of paroxysmal illness or reaction which may
insidiously or suddenly "replace" migraine attacks in the life-history of
an individual; they occur, for the most part, with the same periodicity
as the original migraines, or in response to much the same circumstances.
It would be absurd, without doubt, to speak of paroxysmal asthma,
angina, or laryngospasm as

being migraine equivalents, yet clinical ob

servation forces us to wonder whether they may not, on occasion, fill a

biological role analogous to that of migraine attacks. Semantic argument
is profitless in this context, and we may content ourselves, for the mo
ment, with the non-committal term which Liveing uses: "allied disor
ders".
Heberden ( 1 802.) recorded the already established observation that
"the hemil:: rania . . . has ceased upon the coming of an asthma," and it

is impossible to doubt that chere may be sudden transitions from one
species of paroxysm to the other during the life-history of a patient. I

have myself observed such alternations, generally abrupt, in at least 2.0
patients under my care. The following case-history,
already presented in
.

part, typifies such a transformation.

Case 18

This 2.4-year·old man had suffered from frequent nightmares and
somnambulistic episodes until the age of 8, attacks of periodic, usually noc
turnal, asthma until the age of 1 3 , and classical and common migraines there
after. The classical migraines would come, with considerable regularity, every
Sunday afternoon. The use of ergot compounds effectively aborced these
attacks, and after three months of therapeutic care, he suddenly ceased to

experience even the premonitory migraine auras. Some weeks after this he
returned to me angrily complaining that his long-defunct attacks of asthma
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had returned, and that they came, in particular, on Sunday afternoons. He

regretted the change, finding his migraines preferable to, and altogether less
frightening than, the asthmas.

We wi!! have occasion to return to this particular and illuminating
case-history in the following chapter. This was one of my first patients,
and his experience, our joint experience, early persuaded me that merely
symptomatic treatment in certain patients might do no more than drive
them through an endless repertoire of "allied reactions."
Similar case-histories may be collected, and similar considerations ad
duced, with regard to the mutual transformations of migraine with attacks
of neurogenic angina or laryngospasm, the former of these transforma
tions also being well known to Heberden: " Instances are not wanting,"
he writes, " . . . where attacks of this complaint and now of headache

have afflicted the patient by turns." Perplexing problems of differential

diagnosis are presented by certain patients in whom attacks of angina
sine dolore, neither precipitated by exercise nor accompanied by cardio

graphic changes alternate with migraines. The following description,

taken from Beaumont ( 1 9 5 2), shows the common clinical ground which
may be shared by the two types of attack .
. . . The patient is suddenly seized by

a

sensation of imminent death, becomes

pale and motionless, and yet experiences no pain. During an attack salivation
or vomiting may occur, the attack ceasing with eructadon of wind, or a co·
. pious flo,!" of \Hine.

Neurogenic laryngospasm (croup) provides another example of an
exceptionally acute paroxysmal reaction which may show mutual trans
formations with attacks of migraine. An excellent example of this is
provided by Liveing. We have already alluded to the abdominal migraines

experienced by his patient " Mr. A" (periodic attacks between the ages

of 16 and 19), and the attacks of classical migraine which succeeded
these (between the ages of 1 9 and 3 7) . Subsequently, this patient "lost"
his classical migraines, but suffered from period ic attacks of paroxysmal
croup:
. . . after having bee ,l asleep a n hour o r so, he would suddenly wake to con
sciousness in the act of jumping out of bed, tearing open his collar-band and
struggling violently for breath with loud stridulous breathing; after a few
minutes of this, which appeared to him a prolonged and intolerable agony,
the throat spasm would relax and respiration again become free. These at·
tacks have occurred at very irregular intervals, sometimes several months
apart, but generally two or three on successive or neighbouring nights.
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lh\OlR.IDJEIltILANJl)S OIF MIGRAINE

Gowers

(1 907), in his prdace to a series of lectures' on "The Borded21nd

of Epilepsy," announced his intention to speak of attacks which were

near epilepsy, but not of it. He was concerned with the consideration o�

fainiS, vagal attacks, vertigo, sleep symptoms, and, above all, migraine.
Epilepsies, in their most dearly recognisable form, are characterised by
suddenness, brevity, loss of consciousness. But let us imagine, argl!fS
Gowers,
. • . a minoil' epileptic attack that is emended, its elements protracted with no
tendency to be terminated by loss of consciousness; its. features would be so

different that its nature would not be suspected.

it as indeed in these terms, as extended epilepsies, that Cowers would

categorise many of the attacks he describes. He quotes, for example, the
following case-history as exemplifying a

vagal attadl akin to epilepsy:

The subject . . • was a man, an officer in tbe army, aged 2.0. The seizures were
not frequent; they had (KClIrred about once in 6 months for u years, evell'
since he was III years old. Earlier in the day he had been in eGpecially good
spirits-an antecedent olten noted. Quite suddenly a dreamy mental stare
came on, a reminiscent state, the well-known feeling that whatever was hap
pening had happened before. It was not momentary, as in epilepsy, but con
tinued. With it, or just alter its commencement, his hands and feet became
cold • • . Wid. the coldness his face bl!came increasingly pale; and physical
prostration �t in, speedily reaching such a degree that he was scarcely able
to IMO�. If be tried to silt up, he fell back at once. His extremities became idly
cold, even to an observer. So great was the prostration tbat hl! could only
utter one or two words at a time . . . His pulse bl!came smaller and smaller,
until it was hardly perceptible. There WaG not a moment's loss of conscious
ness throughout. His own sensation was that he was dying, JPassing out of
physical exisren.;e. The state lasted about half an hour, and then he became
3W2l!1e, simultaneously, tll<lt his mental state was imJProving and that his feel
were a little less cold. The amelioration wen! on, but two or three minuteG

atter nItS commencement a distinct rigor set in, with shivering and chattering
of the 'ieem . . . A few minutes Elner the tigor 21'1 urgent need �Ol micturition
WEIS felt and went on during the rest of the day, a large quantity of limpid
urine Ir.:ing JPassed . . . He continued pale for the rest of the d�y.

The li'eade� wm

�ecognise a laJi'ge nUMber o� symp�oms WIO have hidll
�eli'me& "migrr21ill1loIJs" ilil tlliis admiralOly detailed d1escrilPrioil. The
all!�eclOdei1!� ft9zluDlg o� well-being, �he dmanon of �he attack, ifS lysis wi�1h
a IPIl'Oill'actOO diuresis, are all features we have encountered in £he se-

erto
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quence of common migraines. By what warrant, therefore, is such an
attack to be termed an extended epilepsy rather than a quite brief and
severe, let us say, a condensed migraine?
Virtually all the patterns of migraine equivalent we have considered
in this chapter may present themselves in a more contracted format.
Lennox and Lennox ( 1 960 ) provide many instructive case-histories
under the title of autonomic or diencephalic epilepsy. Sometimes such
autonomic attacks may evolve from or into clear-cut epilepsies or mi
graines, and at ocher times they may alternate with such attacks.
An obvious and important type of attack which bears obvious clinical
affinities to both migraines and epilepsies-in terms of its widespread

autonomic features to the former, and in terms of its suddenness and
Joss of consciousness to the latter-is the

faint. Fainting not uncom

monly coexists with recurrent migraine, and may occur with much the
same periodicity as, or in similar provocative circumstances to, the mi
graine attacks. One may observe, as with vagal attacks, a continuous·
transition in the clinical picture from a dramatic and sudden collapse to
protracted autonomic reactions with haziness, but not loss, of conscious
ness. The still briefer attacks which Gowers considers-vertigos, narco
lepsies, cataplexies, etc.-will be considered in the next chapter, for their
affinities are to migraine aura rather than common migraine and the
migraine equivalents we have so far discussed.
Acute attacks of this type which are near migraine, but not of it, we
may term

migranoid attacks, and like migraine they tend to be periodic,
migranoid

recurrent, and strongly famil ial . We may reserve the term

reactions for certain types of response akin to migraine in their clinical
aspects, but circumstantially provoked rather than spontaneous and pe
riodic. Here we must place the hyperbolic reactions to heat (and fever),

exhaustion, passive motion, and certain drugs which are both common
and characteristic in migraine patients. The disl:inction of what is a mi
graine and what a migranoid reaction is purely one of convenience. Thus
it is awkward to call

motion-sickness a migraine attack, but we may very

conveniently term it a migranoid reaction, and note, in support of its
affinities, that a large minority (almost 50 per cent, according to Selby
and Lance) of adult migraine sufferers experienced severe motion-sick
ness in childhood. Similarly a hangover-with it� vascular headache,
malaise, lethargy, nausea, and penitential depression-is usefully con
sidered as a migranoid reaction; many migraine patients are highly in
tolerant of alcohol, and may suffer a spectrum of symptoms in its wake,
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from an a,ute nausea or heada,he rea'tion, to a full-blown hangover the

may simi
larly be accounted migranoid in quality.
Similarly, there is a spectrum of drug-responses, a,ute and sub-a,ute,

following day. Feverish heada,hes and autonomic reactions

characterised by diffuse central and autonomk reactions, akin both to
syn,opal and to m igrain e attacks. Thus, the following description of a
"nitritoid

,risis"

is cited by Goodman and Gilman ( 1 9 5 5):

Normal robust male, aged 2 8 , given 0 . 1 8 gm of sodium nitrite by mouth
Yawning appeared and became progressively more prominent; the respi
rations deepened and assumed a sighing character; restlessness, belching and
borborygmus were n�d; and a cold perspiration broke out over the entire
body·surface. In about 1.0 minutes the skin was ashen grey, the subject became
drowsy . . . the blood-pressure reading became unobtainable . . . and uncon
sciousness ensued.
. . •

Reactions of a similar a,uteness may o<:cur following vis,eral dilata
tion or injury, reflex or haemorrhagk fall of blood-pressure, toxic and
metabolic insults (e.g. hypogJycaemia), and in allergic and anaphylactoid
responses.

We will have to concern ourselves later with the question of whether
such responses afford useful "models" of the migraine rea ct io n, and

content ourselves, at this point, with noting their clinical

affinity

and

pla,e in the borderlands of migraine.

ALTERNATIONS AND CONCOMITANCES WITH
OTHER DISORDERS
Even more complicated than these cases in which two allied

symptoms

alternate, are those patients who present with a palymorphotls syndrome

in which a large variety of symptoms-with clinical and physiological
affinities to each other-o<:cur simultaneously or cyclically in the history.

of the individual :
Case 49
This 3 1 -year-old engineer has already been cited in connection with
a tendency to post-prandial stupors. He suffers from a variety of further

symptoms, as follows:
(a) A continuous «latent" vascular headache, 'which becomes manifest
on stooping, jolting, or coughing.
(b) Anacks of common migraine.
(c) Night sweats, for which no organic basis has been found.
(d) Attacks of nocturnal salivation.
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Case 49

fAINTS

VAGAL ATTACKS
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EQUIVALENTS

CLASSICAL MICI\AINES
Fig. l B.

Case 7 5

(e) Attacks of a bdominal pain and diarrhoea-contrast studies o f the
bowel have always been negative.

(f) Orchostarichypotension.
(g) Occasional sleep·paralysis, narcolepsy, and cataplexy.
He is otherwise in excellent health.

Case 75

A 3 5 -year'old physician subject to m igra i n e auras and classical mi-

graine has also experienced, as alternative reactions, abdominal migraines,
·
bilious attacks, stuporous migraine equivalents, "vagal attacks» (exceedinr I

similar in type to that described by Gowers ), and, more rarely, fainting and

narcolepsy. All of these reactions are circumstantially determined, either by

exhaustion or acute emotional stress, especially if these factors are conjoined.

He cannot predict which somatic response will occu r: all of rhem seem equally
available and eq ui va lent to one another.
Case 64

A polysymptomatic woman of 45 w i th the following history: In-

trinsic (usually nocturnal) asthma until the age of 20, recur rent duodenal

ulceration between the ages of 20 and 37. At the age of 38 she had an initial

episode of rheumatoid arthritis, and has had several episodes subsequently .

Coincident with the in augu r ation of this symptom, she started to have fre

quent attacks of angioneurotic oedema and of common migtaine. These two
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latter syndromes have coalesced, and since the age o f 4 3 her attacks of mi
graine have been ushered in by facial and periocular oedema.

Case 62.

A S I-year-old woman whose social and emotional history will be
elaborated in Part II. She had suffered for more than twenty years with three
somatic manifestations: common migraine, ulcerative colitis, and psoriasis.
She would suffer for several months from one of these symptoms, before
remitting and passing to another symptom. She was thus trapped within an
endless malignant cycle.

Case 6r

A 3 8-year-old woman who presented herself for treatment of com
mon migraine although she also had disfiguring psoriasis. Her family back
ground was one of polymorphous functional disease: migraine, hayfever,
asthma, urticaria, Meniere's disease, peptic ulcer, ulcerative colitis, and
Crohn's disease. It was difficult to avoid the feeling that this stricken family
was, in effect, committing physiological suicide.

Case zr

A highly intelligent l.s-year-old woman who combines severe neurotic symptoms with a variety of somatic syndromes. She had had classical
migraines since childhood, of which there is a prominent family hisrory: the
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majority of these attacks arise at dawn with a nightmare or night-terrar-the
figments of nightmare and unmistakable scotomatous figures may be coa
lesced, prior to her waking in the second, or headache, stage. On some occa
sions, the aura is followed by abdominal ain but no head-pain. Allied to the
latter, but missing an aura, are pre-menstrual syndromes, in which a period
of water-retention, constipation, and restlessness deliquesces into diuresis,
diarrhoea, and menstrual f1wc: there may or may not be an associated vascular

p

headache with these pre-menstrual syndromes. On some occasions she has
had "grey-outs." or syncopes, usually though not invariably followed by mi
�ainous headache. She is also subject to attacks of urticaria (hives) during
J1l:riods of increased emotional stress. With successful treatment of her head
ache problems, the emphasis has shifted to increased abdominal attacks and

urticaria.

DRlFlFlEl!U!N1I'KAl mAGNOSHS AND NOMENCLATURE

When ihe cardinal symptom of v21scui2111' headache is absent, the types 01
"made we. h.av.e considered in this c�aJPter may present formidable chal

!eUllges in dUJfferentiai diagnosis; indeed, there is probably no field in med-
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icine so strewn with the debris of misdiagnosis and mistreatment, and
of well-intentioned but wholly mistaken medical and surgical interven
tions. Abdominal migraines, for example, no less than tabetic crises,
must have afforded innumerable occasions for emergency laparotomies.
It may not be justifiable to wait passively for the outcome of a mysterious
but overwhelming attack of abdominal pain; it is doubtless bett€.:: sense
to perform a negative laparotomy in a case of abdominal migraine than
be faced with a neglected appendicitis and peritonitis. The true diagnosis
may only become apparent subsequently, with repetition of the attacks,
and demonstration of their benign and transient nature. In many cases,
therefore, the diagnosis of cryptic migraine equivalents requires pro
longed observation, and may, in fact, be made only retrospectively.
We have limited our consideration, thus far, to relatively discrete,
circumscribed, and strongly-marked paroxysmal attacks, and have se

I�cted, for the sake of emphasis, case-histories of an almost diagrammatic

clarity. In practice, the symptoms experienced and the history obtainable
may be altogether vaguer in terms of specific symptoms. Attacks charac
terised by little more than malaise are likely to be regarded as mild viral
illnesses. Attacks characterised by alteration of affect and conscious
ness-mild drowsiness or depression-may be taken for purely emo
tional reactions. Both viral illnesses and emotional reaction may, indeed,
share many clinical symptoms occurring in, though not pathognomonic
of, migraines, and the differential diagnosis may never be clarified unless
more specific symptoms, or determinants of the attacks, are elicited.
Beyond the sharp and artificial edges of "diagnosis" we enter a region
of semantic ambiguity in which the definition of the term "migraine" is
stretched to breaking-point. In the center, so to speak, we may place
common migraine, dear and indisputable. Around this we may group
the migraine equivalents, polymorphous in their manifestations, and rep
resenting various dissections, decompositions and agglomerates of dif
ferent migraine components. Beyond this, we must recognise a penumbra
of allied and analogous reactions, which may, as it were, do duty for a
migraine.
Compact and clearly defined at its center, migraine diffuses outwards
until it merges with an immense surrounding field of allied phenomena.
The only boundaries which exist are those which we are forced to adopt
for nosological. darity and clinical action. We construct such boundaries
and limits, for there is none in the su bject itself.

T H R EE

Migraine Aura and Classical
Migraine

INTRODUCTION
We now come to the largest, strangest chapter in this book-for we must
consider what lies at the very hean

of migraine; here is the realm

of its

great wonders and secrets :
We carry with us the wonders we serk without us: there is all Africa and her
prodigies in us. . . .

Sir Thomas Browne's words perfectly fit this-the

al4ra

of migraine:

here, inside us, is a veritable Africa of prodigies; here, by experience,
exploration and reflection, one can chart a whole world-the cosmog
raphy of oneself.
The aura of migraine deserves a whole book to itself-or, at the very
least, as in Liveing, it should form the centerpiece if a book is to be
written on migraine. But, very puzzlingly, the reverse obtains; nobody
has given the aura its due, since Liveing; and the more up-co-date the
book, the less space it is given. The very words we use-classical mi

graine as

opposed

to

common

(che

classical

being a migraine with an

aura)-imply that the aura is uncommon-and arcane.
This, as a start, is demonstrably untrue, and a consequence of inqui

ries which

fly wide of the

mark,

and

foolish

assumptions

which

make

them miss the mark. An acute and open-minded observer like Alvarez,
putting together the experience of seventy years as a physician, consid
ered the aura was far commoner than usually allowed; far commoner,
51
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indeed, than anything else in a migraine. And in this I find myself in
complete agreement with him.
The following general points should first be made by way of intro
duction.
The aura i tself is far from uncommon; adequate descriptions of it are
extremely uncommon; good descriptions of the aura are vitally needed,
because it is a phenomenon of the utmost importance, which can cast a
great flood of light not only on migraine, but on the most elemental and
fundamental mechanisms of the brain-mind; good descriptions are hard
to obtain, because many a�ra phenomena are exceedingly strange-so
strange as to transcend the powers of language; and good descriptions
are made rarer still by the presence of something uncanny and fearful,
the very thought of which causes the mind to shy.
This last, although neither analysed nor u nderstood, was given a very
striking emphasis by Liveing; it constituted a strange and incomprehen
sible b arrier, over which neither he nor his patients could leap; so that,
finally he could only say that "there are sufferers who cannot bear to
think or talk of theif attacks, and always refer to them with horror,
though this is clearly not on account of the pain they occasion." Thus
the subject of migraine aura is touched with the incomprehensible and
the incommunicable: nay, this lies at its very center, its heart.
The term

aura

has been used for nearly two thousand years to denote

the sensory hallucinations immediately preceding certain epileptic sei
zures.tO The term has been employed, for somewhat over a century, to
denote analogous symptoms which inaugurate certain attacks-the so
called classical migraine-or which may constitute, on occasion, the sole
manifestation of a migraine attack.
We will have occasion to consider, as components of these auras,
symptoms of an acuteness and a strangeness which sets them apart from
anything we have thus far discussed. Indeed, if an aura were never fol
lowed by vascular headache, nausea, diffuse al.ltonomic disturbance, etc.,
we might have great difficulty in recognising its migrainous nature. Such
difficulties do arise, not uncommonly, when patients suffer from isolated
auras lasting a few minutes, and not succeeded by headache or vegetative
IO
The derivation and original meaning of the term is described by Gowers as follows:
"The word 'aura' was first used by Pelops, the master of Galen. who was srruck by the
phenomenon with which many attacks begin-a sen sation , commencing in the hand or
foot, apparently ascending to rhe head. The sensation haVIng been described to him by
patients as 'a cold vapour,' he suggested that ;t might really be such, passing up the vessels,
then believed to contain air. Hence he named it '11'V£ujLaTlKi) avpa. \pirituous vapour'."
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disturbance. Such cases, as Gowers remarked, are very puzzling, of great
importance and liable to be misunderstood.
Such uncertainties are reflected in a historical dichotomy, whereby
accounts of (migraine) aura and accounts of (migraine) headache were
separately published for centuries, without the making of any explicit
connection between the two sets of phenomena.
The manifestations of migraine aura are exceedingly various, and in
clude not only simple and complex sensory hallucinations, but intense
affective states, deficits and disturbances of speech and ideation, dislo
cations of space- and time-perception, and a variety of dreamy, delirious,
and trance-like states:The older medical and religious literature contains
innumerable references to "visions," "trances," "transports," etc., but
the nature of many of these must now remain enigmatic to us. Many
different processes may have similar manifestations, and some of the
more complex phenomena described may be hysteric, psychotic, oneiric,
or hypnagogic in origin, no less than epileptic, apoplectic, toxic or mi
grainous in nature.
A single notable exception may be mentioned-the "visions" of Hil
degard (I098- I I 79)-which were indisputably migrainous in nature.
These are discussed in Appendix l.
Isolated accounts of such visual phenomena continued to appear
throughout the Middle Ages, but we must move six hundred years before
we find accounts of aura phenomena other than the visual, and the mak·
ing of an explicit connection between such manifestations and migraine.
The following three accounts, all weirten in the early nineteenth cen
tury, and cited by Liveing, illustrate many cardinal characteristics of
migraine aura, in its visual (scotomatous), tactile (paraesthetic) and
aphasic forms. We may note, parenthetically, that many of the finest
descriptions of the aura-from those of Hildegard in the twelfth century
to those of Lashley and Alvarez in the present century-have been pro·
vided by introspective observers who themselves suffered from classical
migraine, or, more commonly, isolated migraine auras.
. . . I have frequently experienced a sudden failure of sight. The general sight
did not appear affected; but when I looked at any particular object, it seemed
as if something brown, and more or less opaque, was interposed between my
eyes and it, so that I saw it indistinctly, or sometimes not at all . . .
Aher it had continued a few moments, the upper or lower edge appeared
bounded by an edging of light of a zigzag shape, and coruscating nearly at
right angles to its length. The coruscation always appeared to be in one eye;
but both it and the cloud elCisted equally whether I looked at an object with
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one or both eyes open . . . The cloud and the coruscation . . . would remain
from twenty minutes, sometimes to half an hour . . . They were in me never
followed by headache . . . [but] generally wenr off with a movement in the
stomach producing erul:tation. (parry)
Commencing in the tip of the tongue, at one part of the face, at the ends of
the fingers' or toes, it [the paraesthesia I mounts little by little towards the
cerebrospinal axis, successively disappearing about rhose parts where it was
first developed . . . The thrilling sensation in the hands calls to mind the os
cill atory movement of the visual image. (Piorry)
About a quarter of an hour after this (the blindness), she feels a.numbness of
the little finger of the right hand, beginning at the paine of it, and extending
very gradually over the whole hand and arm, producing a complete loss of
sensibility of the parts, but without any loss of the power of motion. The
feeling of numbness then extends to the right side of the head, and from this
it seems to spread downwards towards the stomach. When it reaches the side
of the head, she becomes oppressed and partially confused, answers questions
slowly and confusedly, and her speech is considerably affected; when it
reaches the stomach she sometimes vomits. (Abercrombie)

The elective sites of the paraesthesiae (tongue, hand, foot), and its
centripetal passage from the periphery, necessarily reminded the early
observers of the

aura

epi!eptica,

and it rem a ine d for Liveing, writing

between 1 863 and 1 865, to make an absolutely dear distinction between
the two sets of phenomena.
We need proceed no further at this juncture with a historical account
of migraine aura, although we shall have to return to the older writings
when we come to consider (in Part

Ill)

the possible basis of its manifes

tations.
Our next task muse be a systematic enumeration of the full range of
aural symptoms which may occur. Since they are exceedingly various,
we may consider them under certain general heads:
(a)

Specific visual, tactile, and other sensory hallucinations.

(b )

General alterations of sensory threshold and excitability.

(c )

Alterations in level of consciousness and muscular tone.

(d)

Alterations of mood and affect.

(e)

Disorders of h igher integrative functions: perception, ideation,
memory, and speech.

These categories are adopted purely for ease of discussion. They are in
no sense mutually exclusive. Migra ine aura, like common migraine, is

ss
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composite in nature, and put together from a variety of possible com
ponents. Although a casual description may make reference to a single
symptom only, such as a scintillating scotoma, a patient interrogation
will nearly always reveal that the situation is more complex, and that
several phenomena-some very subtle, and difficult of description-are
happening simultaneously.
We shall first enumerate individual components of. the aura sevratim,
remembering that they are isolated ooly Eoi' purposes of exposition. This
will be followed by a series of case-histories designed to ilIusnate the
complex and composite nature of auras as they usually occur.

SPECIFIC SENSORY HALLUCINATIONS: ViSUAL

A remarkable variety of visual hallucinations may be experienced during
the course of a migraine aura.
The simplest hallucination takes the form of a dance of brilliant stars,
sparks, flashes or simple geometric forms across the visual field. Phos
phenes of this type are usually white, but may have brilliant spemal
colours. They may number many hundreds, and swarm rapidly across
the visual field (patients otten compare them to the movement 01 radar
" blips" across a screen). Sometimes a single phosphene may detach itself
from the remainder, as in the following case (Cowers, 1 8 9 2.):
One patient . . . with characteristic headaches preceded by hemianopia, com
plained of bright stars before the eyes whenever she had looked at a brilliant
light; and sometimes one of the stars, brighter than the rest, would stan from
the right lower corner of the field of vision, and pass <lcross the field, generally
quickly, in a second, sometimes more slowly, and when it reached the left
side would break up and leave a blue area in which luminous points were
moving. I I

At other times there may be only a single, rather elaborate phosphene
in the visual field, which moves to and fro upon a set course, and then
disappears suddenly, leaving a trail of d2!zzlement or blindness in its
waite (Figure lA). We may, once more, find the best descriptions of stich
phosphenes amongs� Gowers's many writings on the subject ( x904) .
. . . In another case a radial movement was presented by a stellate object which
remained unchanged throughout. It appeared usually near the edge of the
right half of th� lfield just below the horizontal line, and consisted of about
11

ght to provoke

This case-history also draws anention to the specific capacity of li
various forms of migraine aura, a subject more fully discussed in Chapter

3.
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s;x pointed leaflike projections, alternately red and blue . . . [it] moved slowly
towards the left and upwa rds , passing above tne fixing-point, to a little be
yond the middle line, tnen it returned to its starting place, retraced this path
once or twice, and then passed to the right edge of the field . . . after two or
tnree repetitions of the last course it suddenly disappeared . . . [on o pen i ng
her eyes] the patient always found she could only see in the part of the field
through wnich the spectrum had not passed.

Although such phosphenes may be confined to one half or one quad
rant of the visual field, they not infrequently cross the midline (a5 in the
case described above); rapidly-moving swarms of phosphenes are bilat
eral more often than not. Sometimes the phosphenes may be elaborated
or interpreted by the patient as recognisable images; thus one patient (in
Selby and Lance's series) described small white skunks with erect tails,
moving in procession across one quadrant of the visual field. J2
Other elementary hallucinations which are commonly experienced
are rippling, shimmering and undulation in the visual field, which pa
tients may compare to the appearance of wind-blown water, or looking
through watered silk. (See Figure 5 A and 5 B, p. 77.)
During or after the passage of simple phosphenes, some patients may
observe, on dosing the eyes, a form of visual tumult or delirium, i n which
latticed, faceted and tessellated motifs predominate-images reminis
cent of mosaics, honeycombs, Turkish carpets, etc., or moire patterns.
These figments and elementary images tend

to

be brilliantly luminous, col 

oured, highly unstable, and prone to sudden kaleidoscopic transformations.
These evanescent flitting phosphenes are usualJy no more than a pre
amble to the major portion of the visual aura. In most (though not all)
cases the patient goes on to experience a longer-lasting and far more
elaborate hallucination within the visual field-the migraine scotoma.
Further descriptive terms are commonly used: the shape (and colours)
of these scotomata lead us to speak of migraine spectra, and the structure
of their margins (often reminiscent of the ramparts of a walled city) has
given rise to

the term fortification spectra

(teichopsia). The term scintil

fating scotoma denotes the characteristic flickering of luminous migraine
spectra, and the term negative scotoma denotes the area of partial or
Il
Hughlings Jackson makes the following comment on the tendency to elaborate im·
ages from elementary hallucinations when in physiologically abnormal states: "A healthy
man has muscae from intra-ocular specks; they seem like moving dots and films in front
of him. But suppose he undergoes dissolution (as in cases of delirium tremens), and that
there is the first depth of dissolution, then he sees mice and rats. Speaking roughly, the
muscae 'turn into· those animals for him."
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Fig. 2A.

Varianrs of migraine scotoma. Reproduced from Gowers (1904)
Mobile stellate spectrum

total blindness which may follow, or, on occasion, precede a scintillating
scotoma.

The majority of migraine scotomata present as a sudden brilliant lu

minosi ty near the fixation-point in one visual half-field; from here the
scotoma gradually expands and moves slowly towards the edge of the
visual field, assuming the form of a giant crescent or horseshoe. Its sub-

S8

Fig. 2B.
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Variants of migraine scotoma. Reproduced fiom Gowers ( 1 904)
Expanding angular spectrum (Airy, 1 868)
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jective brightness is blinding-Lashley compares it to that of a white
surface in noonday sunlight. Within this brilliance there may be a play
of intense, pure spectral colours at the fringes of the scotoma, and objects
seen through these fringes may be edged with a many-coloured irides
cence. The advancing margin of the scotoma often displays the gross
zigzag appearance which justifies the term fortification-spectrum (Figure
ill) , and is invariably broken up, more finely, into minute luminous
angles and intersecting lines-this chevaux de (rise is particularly well
. shown in Lashley's sketches and is coarser in the lower portions of the
scotoma (Figure 3). There is a characteristic boiling movement or scin
tillation throughout the luminous portions of the scotoma: the effect is
vividly conveyed in a nineteenth-century descriptionit may be likened to the effect produced by the rapid gyration of small water

beetles as they are seen swarming
sunshine

in a duster on

the surface of the water in

. . .

The rate of scintillation is below the flicker-fusion-frequency, yet too
fast to count; its frequency has been estimated, by indirect methods, as
lying between 8 and 1 2 scintillations per second. The margin of the
scintillating scotoma advances at a rather constant rate, and usually takes
between 10 and 20 minutes to pass from the neighbourhood of the fix
ation-point to the edge of the visual field (Figure 3 B).
Perhaps the most detailed figures and descriptions ever given of mi
graine scotomata are those of Airy ( 1 868); these are reproduced in detail
both by Liveing and Gowers, and may without apology be cited once
again. The stages of Airy's scotomata are shown in Figure 2B.
A bright stellate object, a small angled sphere, suddenly appears in one side
of the combined field

..

.

it rapidly enlarges, first as a circular zigzag, but on

the inner side, towards the medial line, the regular outline becomes faint, and,
as the increase in size goes on, the outline here becomes broken, the gap
becoming larger as the whole increases, and the original circular outline be
comes oval. The form assumed is roughly concentric with the edge of the field
of vision . . . the lines which constitute the outline meet at right angles or
larger angles . . . When this angled oval has extended through the greater part
of the half-field the upper portion expands; it seems to overcome at last some
. resistance in the immediate neighbourhood of the fixing point . . . so that a
bulge occurs in the part above, and the angular elements of the outline here
enlarge . . . After this final stage occurs, the outer lower part of the oudine
disappears. This final expansion near the centre progresses with great rapid
ity, and ends in a whirling centre of light from which sprays of light seem

flying off. Then all is over, and the headache comes on.
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Fig. 2C.

Variants of migraine scotoma. After Cowers ( 1 9°4)
Expanding negative scotoma

Elsewhere Airy speaks of the rapid "boiling and trembling motion," and
the "bastioned" outline of the scotoma (he suggested the name "teichop
sia "); he speaks of the "gorgeous chromatic edgings" to the figure, a
spectacle marred for him only by the anticipation of ensuing headache.
The margins of the luminous scotoma trail behind them a shadow
crescent of total blindness, behind which is a penumbral region where
visual excitability is in process of restoration (Figures 2C and 3 A). Airy
also makes reference (and the symptom is not an uncommon one) to the
occasional appearance of a second scintillating focus following within a
few minutes of the original scotoma, i.e., immediately upon the restitu
tion of visual excitability near the fixation-point.
Such is the sequence in the commonest type of migraine scotoma (the
expanding angular spectrum of Gowers); there may occur, however,
many important variations on this theme, the existence of which must
be taken into account if any adequate theory of the scotoma is, to be
derived. Not all scotomata commence near the fixation-point; a number
of patients consistently, and a few occasionally, experience scotomata
starting eccentrically or peripherally in the visual field (Gowers's radial
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Variants of migraine scotoma. Reproduced from Gowers ( 1 9°4)
Pericenrral spectrum

spectra). Expanding scotomata may appear alternatel y or simultaneously
in both half-fields, and their continued alternation, in the former case,
may give rise to an aura "status" lasting hours. Of great theoretical
importance (and especial aesthetic appeal.) are those bilateral scotomata
whose evolution is exactly synchronised in both half-fields-the central
and pericentral spectra of Gowers (Figure ill ) . The existence of such
scotomata poses very difficult problems to those who postulate a local,
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Variants of migraine scotoma. Reproduced from Gowers ( 1 904)
Rainbow spec:trum

Fig. 3A. Course and structure of a scintillating scotoma. From Lashley
(194 1 ). Fine structure of intersecting lines (chevaux de {rise} at advancing
border of scintillating scotoma

unilateral process as the basis of migraine auras (see Chap�trs JO and
u),B Luminous or negative scotomata may be not only central, but
quadral!ltic, altitudinal or irregular in their distribution. A particularly
pleasing pattern is thar of a spectrum ill the form of an arch, centrally
ailld bilaterally placed in the visual field (Figure 2lE); Gowen consicielrs
13 Gowers, speaking of central negative scotomata, slat�, uSuch a central loss, so �r·
fecdy symme'll'ical, seems ineltplicable by an assumed disturban« of the function of OM
hemisphere. It can only be explained . . • by a simul!anNus functional in�ibition (of both
h�mi5pheres), �rfectly symmetrical. "
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Course and

structure of a
scintillating
scotoma. From
Lashley (1941).
Enlargement and
evolution of
scotoma within
visual field
Fig. 38.

Fig. 38.

o

MINU TES

Course and structure of a scintillating scotoma. From Lashley
visual field

( 1941). Enlargement and evolution of scotoma within

these to be segments of a peri central spectru m. Such

a

spectrum was

described by Aretaeus nearly two thousand years ago, and compared by
him to the appearance of a rainbow in the sky.
A negatille scotoma generally follows a scintillating scotoma, but oc

casionally precedes it, and sometimes occurs in its stead. [n the latter
event, as with all manifestations of cortical blindness, it may be discov
ered by accident, e.g. by sudden ly observing the bisection of a face, or
the disappearance of certain words or figures on a page. It is i mportant
to note, however, that observant patients consistently allude to a special
"dazzled" quality which appears to be an innate characteristic of nega
tive scotomata. In the words of an old description cited by Liveing:
. . . "My sight suddenly becomes disordered, more on one side than the other,
like a person who has looked at the sun."

We cannot refrain from contrasting this "dazzled" quality with the
" blinding" brilliance of the scintillation if it occurs. The suspicion arises
that the extinction of vision and visual excitability may not, after all, be
a primary phenomenon, but a consequence of some preceding excitation
affecting the non-visual areas of the brain. This hypothesis will be ex
plored later, and we may simply take note, atthis stage, of descriptions
which do indicate some such antecedent excitation:
Case 67

A p .-year-old physician who has had classical migraines and iso-

lated auras since childhood. The scotomata are always negative, but appear
to

be preceded by a type of analeptic excitation. In the patient's words: "It

starts with a sort of excited feeling, as if I had taken an amphetamine. I know
that something is happening [0 me, and I start to 1001< around. I wonder if
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there is something the matter with the light. Then I notice that pact of my
visual field is missing. "
Here we see that a negative scotoma can occur during and despite
persistent analeptic excitement; other patients show the converse-scin
tillating scotomata associated with intense drowsiness. In such cases
there is a paradoxical concurrence of excitation and inhibition.

TACTILE

Many of the observations which have been made with regard to the visual
manifestations may be applied to the tactile hallucinations of migraine

aura. There may be positive (paraesthetic) or negative (anaesthetic) hal

lucinations. The paraesthesiae have a characteristic thrilling or vibrato

of the same frequency as the visual scintillations. Tactile hallucinations
may coexist with scotomata, precede them, follow them, or occur in their
absence, although they are appreciably less common than the visual
manifestations. There is no constancy in this, even in repeated attacks
in the same patient.
They most commonly announce their appearance in the most excit
able and massively-represented ponions of the tactile field-about the
tongue and mouth, in the hand or hands, and less commonly in the
feet-as the scotomata usually appear in relation to the macula or mac
ulae of the visual field. Very occasionally they may stan on the trunk,
the thigh, or other portions of the tactile field.
Mild or fleeting paraesthesiae may remain at their point of origin ;
more commonly they spread centripetally, from the distal to the proxi
mal ponions of the limbs. It is entirely legitimate, therefore, to compare
them to the Jacksonian march of an epileptic aura, if we remember two
important differences. The centripetal passage of migraine paraesthesiae,
like that of the scintillating scotomata, is far slower than the correspond
ing passage of epileptic paraesthesiae-a single "sweep" of the migraine
aura occupies

2.0 to 30

minutes. Recurrent cycles of paraesthesiae may

follow one another for hours on end, or alternate with cycles of scoto
mata, in a migraine "status. " Secondly, in contradistinction to epileptic

auras which stan unilaterally in the vast majority of cases, the para

esthesiae of migraine aura start bilaterally, or become bilateral, in more
than half of all cases. Bilaterality is panicularly common with para

esthesia!! of the lips and tongue. Indeed, one may go so far as saying that
if a reliable witness insists that his or her aura symptoms have never

..
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departed from one or other side, the diagnosis of migraine must itself be

(vide Case 2.6, p. 1 07 ).
Migrainous paraesthesiae may spread in two ways, either by direct

regarded with some suspicion

extension to contiguous portions of the body-surface (tactile field), or

by the inauguration of new, separate foci elsewhere in the tactile field.
OTHER SENSORY f{ALLUCINATlONS

Hallucinations of the other special senses are uncommon in migraine

aura, although I should judge them to be notably commoner than most
accounts al.low for. Auditory hallucinations generally take the form ot

hissing, growling, or rumbling noises, which may be succeeded or pre

ceded by dullness or loss of hearing. Hallucina tions of smell have been
described to me by several patients: the smell is usually intense, unpleas

ing, strangely familiar yet unspecifiable, and often associated with forced
reminiscence and feelings of de;a vu-symptoms reminiscent of those

occurring in uncinate seizures. Hallucinations of taste are perh aps the
least common of the special sense hallucinations.

A variety of visceral and epigastric symptoms may occur during mi
grai ne aura. The commonest, perhaps, is intense nausea of a quality

which observant patients can distinguish from the subsequent nausea

associated with headache, etc.
Other patients describe a variety of sensation in the epigastrium-one
patient of mine had a sensation of "vibrating wires" in the pir of the

stomach (see Case 1 9 , p. 8 3 }-sensations which may rise through the

chest towards the throat, often a ccompa nied by eructation or forced

swallowing.

Hallucinations of motion may take two forms. Rarely, there may
"
occur what Gowers has termed a motor sensation , " e.g. the feeling that

a limb has moved, or the body has adopted a new posture, when in fact
there has been no such movement. Far commoner, and perhaps the most

intol.erable of all aura symptoms, is intense sudden vertigo accompanied

by staggering, overwhelming nausea, and frequently vomiting. The fol

lowing description is ta ken from Liveing, and relates, yet aga in . to the

unfortunate "Mr. A"

who appeared subject to every concei vable symp

tom of migraine :
His megrim seizures usually commence with
exceptional and

blindness, and giddiness is only

slight. On one or twO occasions,

however, he has suffered

from shorr attacks of intense vertigo, which have appeared to him to replace

"
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the ordinary fit. On waking one morning, before moving or rising in bed, he
was alarmed to see all objects in the room revolving with extraordinary ve
locity from right to left in vertical circles . . . an almost exclusively visual
vertigo. Lying perfectly stiff with closed eyes, the attack passed off in
about the same time as that occupied by the blind period of his ordinary
seizures.

PSEUDO-08JECTIVIlY OF MIGRAINE HALLUCINATIONS

We have used the term "hallucination" to denote the sensory experiences
which may occur during a migraine aura, and the use of this word
which carries pejorative implications to many ears-must be justified.
The hallmarks of the hallucinatory experience are these: it is mistaken
for reality, and it elicits a perceptual reaction, in Konorskj's term a "tar
geting reflex" (Konorski, 1 967, pp. 174 to 1 8 1 ) . Thus dreams are true
hallucinations because they are experienced as reality, and associated
with targeting-reflexes of the eyes (the "rapid eye movements" of para
doxical sleep) as these scan the projected hallucinations. The abnormal
sensations of a migraine aura, as opposed to those of dreams, are likely
co be experienced in full waking consciousness (although they may also
occur in twilight states, or in sleep), and most patients learn not to mis
take them for reality. Nevertheless there exists, even in the most sophis
ticated patients, a tendency to objectivise the sensations of the aura.
Patients with paraesthesiae may look down at the affected hand or rub
it. Patient 67, a highly intelligent physician who had experienced many
auras with negative scotomata, would invariably feel that the illumina
tion in the room was at fault, before realising that she was experiencing
a migraine aura. Many patients take off their spectacles and polish them
carefully if they start to experience a migrainous shimmering. The sense
of objectivity may be particularly striking where scintillating scotomata
or olfactory hallucinations are experienced. Gowers ( 1 904) remarks on
the strength and stubbornness of this "involuntary sense of objectivity,"
and comments particularly on patients with pericenrral scotomata who
insist that they see a sort of angled crown or rainbow above the eyes (as
drawn, by a patient, in Figure 2.E, p. 62.). Patient 75, a physician, who
had had ample experience of the illusory nature of migraine auras, would
always start searching for the cause of the smell when he experienced an
olfactory aura. In the most severe auras, to be described below, the sub
jective sensations may completely overwhelm the patient and be experi
enced, like a dream, as total reality.
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GENERAL ALTERATIONS OF SENSORY THRESHOLD

A diffuse enhancement or obfuscation of sensation may occur in addition
to, or in place of, the specific sensory hal lucinations we h ave described.
Such changes have already been alluded to in the context of common
migraine, but may reach an exal ted intensity in migraine aura.
Some patients describe an overall brightening of vision. In the words
of one of my patients, a man who had never experienced scintillating
scotomata: "It was as if a thousand-watt bulb had been turned on in the
room." Further evidence of such diffuse visual excitation is provided by
the intense, protracted, sometimes almost dazzling, visual after-images
which may occur at such times, and the furore of brilliant visual images
which are seen if the eyes are closed. Analogous phenomena may occur
with respect to hearing, the faintest sounds appearing overwhelmingly
loud, and being followed by protracted echoing or reverberation for
some seconds after they have ceased. The faintest touch, similarly, may
be exaggerated and intolerable. This state is thus one of an excruciating
overall sensitivity, patients being assaulted by sensory stimuli from their
environment, or by internal images and hallucinations if they insulate
themselves from their environment. Such states are often succeeded by a
relative, and on occasion, absolute extinction of sensation, especially in
severe auras where syncope occurs. Such a course is reminiscent of the
much more acute sensory extinction which may occur in epilepsy, as in
a case of Gowers: " . . . for a moment all was silent, then all was dark,
then consciousness was lost" (vide Case 1 9, p. 8 3 ) .

ALTERATI ONS O F CONSCI OUSNESS AND POSTURAL

TONE

I t seems probable that all migraine auras commence with some degree
of arousal, whether this is' manifested as multiform positive hallucina
tions, or states of analeptic excitement (as in Case 67, p. 63 and Case
69. p. 8 5 ) . Such states of arousal may be di fficu l t

to

distinguish from

hyperactive migrainous prodromes, and sometimes present themselves
as the climax of such states.
As the positive are succeeded by the negative hal l ucinations, so a gen
eralised arousal of consciousness and muscular tonus-the hyperalerr,
tense and vigilant phase-is succeeded by a waning of conscious level
and tonus. In milder cases, this may be felt merely as a dullness and
listlessness; in extreme cases there may be a total extinction of conscious
ness and/or an almost cataplectic loss of muscular tone.
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Migrainous syncope is never of abrupt onset and offset, like a petit
mal attack; the patient sinks into it over the course of a few minutes,
and regains his faculties in the same gradual fashion. It is convenient to
recognise three stages in this context: first a state of torpor and lethargy;
secondly, a state of stupor in which the patient may suffer "forced"
thought and imagery, generally with an unpleasing quality-Liveing
speaks of "horrid trances" at this stage, in which vivid forced imagery
is allied to akinesia

(a state reminiscent of narcolepsy or "sleep paraly
is likely to be accompanied by

sis"); thirdly, a state of coma, which

.incontinence, and, very occasionally, by seizure-activity.
It is difficult to assess the overall incidence of migraine syncope, fol!'
it may

OCCUr

only once or twice in a lifetime in a given patient, and the

fact of its occurrence may have been forgotten or suppressed.

Thus Lees

and Watkins report the following case under the label of " basilar mi
graine":
A woman of 24 had had periodic attacks of bilateral visual disturbance, and
numbness of the lips, tongue, and one arm, followed by frontal headache and
faintness . . . Once, at the height of the attack, she became unconscious, and
was incontinent of urine and faeces.

I myself have seen more than a h undred patients with migraine aura or·

classical migraine, and of these only four suffered syncopes with any
regularity.
The incidence of

occasional migraine syncopes may be very much

higher. Thus, Selby and Lance found that "sixty patients (out of 396)
had lost consciousness in association with attacks of headache," and that
in I II of these 60 the impairment of consciousness was profound, and
accompanied by features suggestive of an epileptic seizure.

SlPECKflC MOTOR DlSORDlERS

" . . . lFeanmes suggestive of an epileptic seizure" : these felm.nes, in the
minds of most patients, are unconsciousness and convulsions. We have
disCUlssed the incidence and quality of impaired or lost consciousness, as
this

occurs

during migraine attacks, and we must now enquire whe�he�

!true convulsions or spasms of epileptoid type may not also

OCClU

as a

component of mig,raines .. it is not denied that -such motor symptoms, if
meill' existence be accepted!, are rare, far rarer than their epileptic

COllllI1-

terparts; what we must question is the assertion, frequently and dogmat
ically made, that the higher disorders of migraine are exclusively sel!lso�y.
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Accounts of muscular spasms may be found in many of the classical
writings on the subject, pardcularly those of Tissot, Uveing, and Gow
ers;
A young girl of 11. years became suddenly ill with a violent migraine that
occupied her eye, the temple ;lnd ear of the left side of the head; at the same
time she had a tingling sensation as if of swarms of ants that began with the
little finger on the same side, soon reaching the other fingers, the forearm,
the arm, the neck, causing a violent retraction of the head by spasmodic
movements. The spasm involved her lower jaw, accompanied by a general
weakness of her entire body, .without, however, losing consciousness. This
cruel access was tetminated by vomiting bilious water. (Tissot, 1 790)

In one patient each attack of headache was preceded by sudden tingling in
the calf, followed by painful cramp in the calf muscles, lasting a few minutes
only. The same patient, however, had at other times attacks in which her face
suddenly became crimson, sharp pains occurred in the head, and seemed to
pass down the side to the leg, which was then "drawn up" in spasm for a few
minutes. (Gowers, 1 8 91.)
If such spasms occur, Gowers remarks, "the case usualty diverges very
much from the type, and sometimes is of such a character as to render
it doubtful whether it should be classed with migraine or not."
A transient motor weakness in a limb (as opposed ro the protracted
hemiplegias which are discussed in the following chapter) is not uncom
mon, and may follow the passage of paraesrhesiae. In some such

cases

the apparent weakness resolves itself, on questioning or examining the
patient, into an apractic rather than

a

paralytic deficit, but in other pa

tients, of whom I have seen and examined a number during this stage of
an aura, the limb may be toneless,

arefJexic and

truly paralysed.

I have never witnessed a convulsion during a migraine aura, although
I h ave been told by three patients (out of a total

of

1 5 0 patients with

classical migraine or isolated auras) that others had witnessed such con
vulsions during their atta cks. The existence of such convulsions at the
height of a migraine aura has been repea tedly attested by competent
observers. Such accounts, indeed, may be traced into antiquity, the ar
chetype of such attacks having been described by Atetaeus in the second
century, a man in whom the appeara nce of

a

migraine spectrum was

followed by loss of consciousness and convulsions.
How should we categorize such attacks? As atypical migraines with
migrainous convulsions, as atypical epi lepsies with migranoid features,
or as a ttacks of epilepsy superimposed on migraines ? Lennox neatly
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evades the dilemma by speaking of "hybrid seizures," and until we know
more this is as good a term as any.
l have seen, on occasion, the onset of complex motor excitements in
migraine aura, with the appearance of chorea, and sometimes tics as
wen, set against a background of extreme motor restlessness, irritability,
and drive (akathisia).
Chorea-a twinkling movement or motor scintillation-does not
have its origin in the cerebral cortex, but in the deeper parts of the brain,
thl: basal ganglia and upper brainstem, which are the parts that mediate
normal awakening. Thus these observations of chorea during migraine
support the notion that migraine is a form of arousal disorder, something
located in the strange borderlands of sleep-a disorder which has its
origin deep in the brainstem, and not superficially, in the cortical
mantle, as is olten supposed (a matter further discussed in Part III of
this book).

ALTERATIONS OF AFfECT AND MOOD

We have described the profound mood-disturbances which may precede
and accompany successive stages of a common migraine or migraine
equivalent. We must now consider symptoms altogether more acute,
more dramatic, and different in quality from such mood-changes, nota
bly the sudden eruptions of overwhelming "forced" affect which may
occur in the course of severe migraine auras.
Like migrainous syncope, this is a relatively uncommon symptom,
and rarely occurs with consistency in every attack the patient experi
ences; nevertheless most patients with severe frequent auras have occa
sionally experienced such sudden eruptions of affect. Thus one patient
(Case I I), whose history is later detailed, who had had attacks of clas
sical migraine or isolated aura since childhood which inconvenienced but
rarely discomposed her, experienced on one occasion "a perfectly fright
ful sense of foreboding" during the course of an aura. She herself rec
ognised that this was an exceptional feature of some of her attacks, and
in no sense a mere anxious expectation of a banal sequence with which
she was entirely familiar, and to which she was wholly inured.
Su,h states of sudden overwhelming affect have been richly docu
mented in the earlier literature, especially by Liveing (with respect to
migraine attacks ) and by Gowers (in epilepsy). Thus Liveing observed
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that there were sufferers "who cannot bear to think or talk of their
attacks, a nd always refer to them with horror, which is clearly not on
account of the pain they occasion. " Gowers observed in connection with
epilepsy that the emotional aura usually took the form of fear ("vague
alarm or intense terror"), although he provides case-histories of other
types of a ffect being experienced. The most acute form of such fear may
reach appalling intensity, and convey to the patient a sense of imminent
destruction or death. This sense of mortal fear (which may also occur in
association with attacks of angina, pulmonary embolism, etc.) was called
by the older physicians "angor animi," a (erm which cannot be bettered.
The affective reaction is not always in this direction. A few patients may
experience a sense of mild pleasure or delight in the course of their auras
(see Case 16, p. 84), and on rare occasions this may be exalted towards
states of profound awe or rapture (see Appendix to this chapter). Again
the affect, though intense, may lack the gravity of dread or rapture, and
convey only a sense of fun or hilarity to the patient, or "silliness" to an
observer (see Case 65, p. 84): Selby and Lance refer, rather curtly, to
"apparently hysterical behaviour" i n such cases.
Gowers records, in one epileptic patient, an access of pure moral feel
ing ("whatever was taking place before the patient would suddenly ap
pear to be wrong-i.e. morally wrong") immediately prior to loss of
consciousness and convulsion. A complex feel ing which may also present
itself with great force and suddenness, in these auras, is a feeling of
absurdity. One of the commonest of these ab rup t feeling-states (it cannot
be called purely affective) is the sense of sudden strangeness, which may
occur as an isolated feeling, or as an accompaniment of some of the
affective states we have discussed: the sense of strangeness is frequently
accompanied by a sense of profoundly-disturbed time-perception.
In summary, we may recognise the following features as characteristic
of these affective states in migraine auras:
(a)

Their sudden onset.

(b)

Their apparent source\essness, and frequent incongruity with the
foreground contents of consciousness.

(c)

Their overwhelming quality.

(d)

A sense of passivity, and of the affect being "forced" into the

mind.
(e)

Their brief duration (they rarely last more than a few minutes).
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(f}

The sense of stillness and timelessness they convey: such states
may wax in depth or intensity, but this occurs despite the ab
sence of any experiential "happening. "

(g)

Their difficulty or impossibility of adequate description.

Such states of overwhelming " forced" feeling may occur not only in
cerebral paroxysms as migraine and epilepsy, but in schizophrenic and
drug-induced psychoses, in feverish and toxic states, in hysterical, ec
static and dream-states. We are inevitably reminded of William James's
listing of the qualities of " mystical" states: ineffability, noetic quality,
transiency, passivity.

ALTERATIONS OF HIGHEST INTEGRATIVE FUNCTION

It has been held by a number of eminent clinical observers that the ce
rebeal disorders of migraine occur onl y at primitive levels, and that the
existence of subtler disorders, should they occur, is indicative of epilepsy
or of some organic pathology. This view is erroneous. An immense num
ber of complex cerebral symptoms may occur in the context of indisput
able migraines, symptoms fully as numerous and diverse as their epileptic
counterparts.
One might, indeed, suspect that alterations of higher cerebral function
occur in the majority of migraine auras, but may escape notice through

their subtlety or srtangelless, or because the patient was not undert-aking
any intricate intellectual or motor activity at the time of the aura. Thus,

Alvarez, a careful witness of his own migraines, has described how he
became aware, one day, that his auras were not merely "pure," isolated
visual phenomena:
Often, when fuzzy-eyed and unable to read com fortably, I have employed my
time writing a family letter, longhand. Later, on checking the letter, J had
written words other than the ones ( had thought J was writing.

It is easily understood how a subtle dyslexic or dysphasic deficit of

this type may fail to be noticed by a majority of patients. Leading ques
tions will often be required to elicit the exact nature of such symptoms.
Many patients may confess that they fee l "strange" or "confused" during
a

migraine aura, that they are clumsy in their movements, or that they

would not drive at such a time. In short, they may be aware of something
the matter in addition to the scintillating scotoma, paraesthesiae, etc.,
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something so unprecedented in their experience, so difficult to describe,
that it is often avoided or omitted when speaking of their complaints.

Great patience and minute exactitude are needed to define the subtler

symptoms of migraine aura, and only if these are employed will the
frequency and importance of such symptoms be realised.
Ie may be stated that the more complex disorders of cerebral function
usu ally occur after the simpler phenomena (although this is not invari
abl y so), and it may be possible to obtain descriptions of elaborate se
quences: thus the simplest visual manifestations-dots, lines, stars, etc.
-may be succeeded by a scilltillaring scotoma, and this in turn by bizarre
alterations of perception (zoom vision, mosaic vision, etc. ), finally cul
minating in elaborate ill usory images or dream-like states. We may rec
ognise the following important categories of disrurbance:
(a)

Complex disorders of visual perception (conveniently described
as Lilliputian, Brobdignagian, zoom, mosaic, cinematographic
vision, etc.).

(b)

Complex difficulties in the perception and use of the body

(c)

The entire gamut of speech and language disorders.

(d)

States of double or multiple consciousness, often associated with

(apraxic and agnosic symptoms).

feelings of di;a vu or ;amais 1114 , and other disorders and dislo
cations of time-perception.

(e)

Elaborate dreamy, nightmarish, trance-like or delirious states.

These categories are isolated for convenience only, and, far from being
mutually exclusive, they overlap at many le" els; many or all of these
disorders may occur simultaneously in the course of a severe migraine
aura. We may first describe some of these symptoms in greater detail,
and then proceed to the presentation of illustrative case-histories.

Lillilmtian vision (micropsia) denotes an apparent diminution, and
Brobdignagian vision (macropsia) an apparent enlargement, in the size

of objects, although the terms may also be used to denote the apparent
approach or recession of the visual world-these representing alternative
descriptions or hallucinations or disordered size : distance constancy. If
such changes occur gradually rather than abruptly, the paltienr will ex
perience zoom Vision-an opening-out, or dosing-down, in the size of
objects as if observing them through the changing focal lengths of a
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The stages of "mosaic" vision, as experienced during migraine
aura (see text)

"zoom" lens. The most famous descriptions of such perceptual changes
have, of course, been provided by Lewis Carroll, who was himself subject
to dramatic classical migraines of this type. A scintillating scotoma itself
has no extemal location, and may therefore be projected as an "arte(act"
of any size, at any distance (see Case

6 9, p. 85, and Figure 2E, p. 62).

MOSAIC AND CINEMATIC VISION
The term mosaic vision denotes the fracture of the visual image into
irregular, crystalline, polygonal facets, dovetailed together as in a mo
saic. The size of the facets may vary greatly. If they are extremely fine,
the visual world presents an appearance of crystalline iridescence or
"graininess," reminiscent of a pointillist painting (shown schematically

in Figure 4B). If the facets become larger, the visual image takes on the
appearance of a classical mosaic (Figure 4 C), or even a "cubist" appear
ance (see Plate 6). If they compete in size with the total visual image, the
latter becomes impossible of recognition (Figure 4 D), and a peculiar
.

form of visual agnosia is experienced.

The term cinematographic vision denotes the nature of visual experi
ence when the illusion of motion has been lost. At such times, the patient
sees only a rapidly-flickering series of "stills," as in a film run too slowly.
The rate of flickering is of the same order as the scintillation-rate ot
migrainous scotomata or paraesthesiae (6 to 1 2. per second), but may
accelerate during the course of the aura to restore the appearance of

•
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normal motion, or (in a particularly severe, delirious aura) the appear
an ce of a continuously-modulated visual hallucination. \4
Both of these rare symptoms have been recorded as occurring in the
course of epileptic seizures, and, more commonly, during acute psycho
ses, whether drug-induced or schizophrenic. The famous cat-painter
Louis Wain experienced a variety of visual misperceptions during phases
of acute schizophrenic psychosis, including mosaic vision, and was able
.
to provide remarkable records of the experiences (Figure 5 ) .
The phenomena of " mosaic" and "cinematic" vision are of extreme
importance. They show us how the brain-mind constructs "space" and
"time," by demonstrating to us what happens when space and time are
broken, or unmade.
In a scotoma, as we have observed, the idea of space itself is extin
guished along with the extinction of the visual field, and we are left with
"no trace, space, or place." In mosaic and cinematic vision we seem to
be presented with an intermediary state which has an inorganic, crystal
line character, but no organic personal character, no "life."
This too, like scotomata may inspire a strange horror. IS

OTHER DISTURBANCES
Many other forms of visual misperception have been described in mic
graine auras. Objects may appear to have unnaturally sharp contours,
to be diagrammatic, to be flattened and without a third dimension, to
be set i n an exaggerated perspective, etc. 16 Occasionally a patient may
1 4 An extremely detailed personal account of mosaic and cinematic vision, as experi
enced in a severe attack of migraine, is given in my book A Leg to Stand On, pp. 95-101 .
IS
A recent exhibit entitled "Mosaic Vision"-paintings by migraine sufferers of their
own visual experiences in attacks-indicates that mosaic vision, to some degree at least,
is not uncommon during severe migraine auras. At first, these paintings would seem to
indicate, there may be an appearance like a polygonal lattkework over parr or all of the
visual field, and rhen the image itself becomes "polygonized. " The breakage of time and
space in these very gross disturbances of perception seems to go with the emergence of
fractional dimensions, or fractality, in the perceptual lcorrical field. (See Chapter J 7, Mi
graine Aura and Hallucinatory Constants.)
16 A particularly derailed description of complex visual hallucinations in migraine has
been provided by Klee ( 1 968); unfortunately this was nor available [0 me until after rhe
completion of my own work. Klee describes many forms of metamorphopsia occurring
during migraine auras: distorrion of contours, monocular diplopias, reduced discrimina
tion of contrast (leading, on occasion, to effective blindness), waviness of linear compo
nents in visual images and formation of concentric haloes (compare Figure 5 B), etc. He'
also records examples of colour changes in visual images, and eccentric misplacements
within the visual field other than micropsia and macropsia. Classical sCOtomata, positive
and negative, are relatively infrequent in Klee's series. Both simple Ilnd complex visual
hallucinations, Klee observes, are much more commonly diffuse than unilateral in their
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suffer from

simultagnosia-an inability to recognise more than one ob

ject at a time, and thus to construct a complex visual pictureY
Analogous phenomena may occur with reference to body-image and
body-movements. Sometimes (especially after the passage of intense
paraesthesiae in a limb) a portion of the body may feel magnified, di
minished, distorted, or absent. It may be impossible to examine or per
ceive adequately the nature of an object held in the hand (one cannot
clearly distinguish the sensory from the motor components in such cases,
for sensation is always active and exploratory: one should perhaps speak
of

apractagnosia in this context). Higher sensory and motor deficits of

this type are often mistaken for elementary anaesthesias and paralyses.

One must consider separately difficulties in planning complex sensory
motor tasks; Pribram has called these

scotomata of action. These are

of great p ractical importance, and may underlie, for example, the
patient's discovery that h e cannot drive a car or organise a long sen
tence or a complex sequence of actions, during the course of a mi
graine aura.
Speech difficulties of this type have been termed (by Luria) dynamic
aphasias. Other types of aphasia may also occur in the course of a mi
gra ine aura.

The commonest of these is the occurrence of an expressive

aphasia, which may be associated with bilateral paraesthesiae of the lips
and tongue, and apractic difficulties using the oral and vocal muscles.

Occurring sometimes in the wake of auditory misperception or halluci-

distribution; chis finding is in accordan,e with my own e"perien,e, though at odds with
most ocher published accounts.
17 1 have recently seen a patient who gives an extremely clear description of such a visual
agnosia following a scintillating sco coma . In this scace he finds ic very difficult, for example,
to tell the time from looking at his watch. He must first gaze at one hand, then at the
other, then at all the figures in tu rn , and in this way, very slowly and laboriously, he will
"puzzle out" the time. If he just glances at the watch-face, as he would normally do, it
appears absolutely unintelligible to him. In effect the watch has lost its physiognomy, its
"face." It can no longer be perceived as an organic whole, synthetically, but has to be
broken down, analyzed, feature by feature, part by part. Such a loss cf qualititative or
"synthetic" perception may occur rather commonly, and disconcertingly, in migraine.
A particularly striking and disconcerting form of this disorder is the sudden inability
to recognize a {ace, to see it as familiar, as a whole, indeed lIS a face. This singular (and
frightening and sometimes comic) disorder is termed prosopagnosia. (I describe this in
detail in the title story of The Man Who Mi.took His Wi{e (or a Hat. ) Similar breakdowns
in synthetic perception may a lso occur in the sphere of audition. Voices may seem to lose
their ,haracteristic quality, become inexpressive and toneless, completely unvoicelike.
Music simi la rly may apparently lose its tonality and musical charac ter, becoming an un
intelligible mere noise, during a migrainous amusia. At such time, the very idea of music
is lost, as in prosopagnosia the very idea of faces is lost; and in our pa tient bewildered
before his watch, the very idea of a time-telling watch face.
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Fig. 5. Some visual hal lucinations in acute psychosis
These d rawi ngs of cats, depicted by a schizophrenic artist ( Louis Wain) during

a very acute psychosis, formalise certain perceptual alterations which may also
occur during migraine aura. In Figure 5A, the face is sec upon a background of
swarming brillianr star-like figures: in Fjgure 5 B, concentric shimmering waves
expand from the point of fixation: in Figure 5C, the entire image has been trans
formed to a mosaic pattern.

nation, there may occur

a

sensory aphasia, in which speech sounds like

"noise," and the perception of its phonemic str uct ure is lost.18
Among the strangest and most intense symptoms of migraine aura,
and the most difficult of description or analysis, are the occurrence of
feelings of sudden familiarity and certitude

(de;a IIU). or its opposite,
(jamais IIU). Such states

feelings of sudden strangeness and unfamiliarity

are experienced, momentarily and occasionally, by everyone; their oc
currence in migraine auras (as in epileptic auras; psychoses, etc.) is
marked by their overwhelming intensity and relatively long duration.
These states are sometimes associated

with a multitude of other feelings:

the thought that time has stopped, or is mysteriously recapitulating itself;
IU

We are describing certain sensory, motor, and concep tual symptoms of migraine aura
in their severest forms, in order to clarify the type of cerebra l disturbance which is involved.
Frequently, however, such symptoms may present themselves as no more than a very mild
disturbance, in particular as a tendency towards mistakes of various leinds: mishea ri ng,
mislaying, misreading words, slips of the lOngue, slight lapses of memory, etc. Freud,
himself a sufferer froni classical migraines, comments on such errors: " Slips of the tongue
do indeed occur most frequently when one is tired, or has a headache, or feels an attack
of migraine coming on. Forgetting proper names very often occur.; in these circumstances;
many people are habitually warned of the onset of an attack of migraine by the inability
to recall proper names" (Freud, 192.0). Freud, indeed, was nor only a sufferer from mi
graine, but was fascinated by its exemplary slatus as a psychophysical and biological
reaction. In March of 1 895 he summarized many of his ideas on its nature and causation,
and senl a copy of these to Fliess; one can only regret Ihal he never went on to publish on
the subject.
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the feel ing that one is dreaming, or momentarily transported to another
world; feelings of intense nostalgia, in

deja

vu, sometimes associated

with an uprush of long-forgotten memories; feelings of clairvoyance, in

deja

VU; or of the world or oneself being newly-minted, in

jamais

VU;

and in all cases, the feeling that consciousness has been doubled.
There is ( I ) the quasi-parasitical state of consciousness (dreamy state), and

(2.) there are remains of normal consciousness and thus, there is double con

sciousness . . . a mental diplopia.

Thus Hughlings Jackson describes the doubling of consciousness.'�
No descriptioit.is ever adequate for the elaborate yet unmistakable sen
sations of deja

vu

and all that goes with it, and the most vivid descrip

tions are found outside medical literature:
We have all some experience of a feeling which comes over us occasionally,
of what we are saying and doing, having been said or done before, in a remote
time-of our having been surrounded, dim ages ago, by the same faces, ob
jects, and circumstances-of our knowing perfectly what will be said next,
as if we suddenly remembered it. (Dickens:

Dallid Copperfield)

Moreover, something is or seems
That touches me with mystic gleams,

Like glimpses of forgotten dreams-

Of something felt, like something here;
Of something done, I know not where;
Such as no language may declare.
Tennyson: The Two

Voices

One of the wonders of opium is to transform instantaneously an unknown
room into a room so familiar, so full of memories, that one thinks one has
always occupied it. (Cocteau:
19 A

Opium20)

variety of psychological and physiological theories have been advanced to explain
and the symptoms with which it is commonly linked. Thus Freud ascribes the
uncanniness of the experience to a sudden return of repressed material, while Efron sees
deiil 1114, aphasia, and subjective time·distortions-when linked together-as representing
an alteration of "time-labelling" in the nervous system. These two theories are in different
dimensions of explanation, and are perfectly compatible with one another.
20 A number of people, learning that forced reminiscence and de;il lJU experiences are
particularly common in epilepsy, migraine, psychosis, ere., become alarmed for their own
health or sanity. They may be reassured in the words of Hughlings Jackson: " I should
never . . . (he writes) diagnose epilepsy from the paroxysmal occurrence of 'reminiscence'
without other symptoms, although I should suspect epilepsy, if that super-positive mental
state began to occur very frequently . . . I have never been consulted for 'reminiscence' only;
there have always been in the cases I have seen, at the time I have seen them, with this and

deja

vu
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The terms "dreamy state" and "delirium" require some clarification

the context of migraine auras. One type of dreamy state is that asso
ciated with deja VB<! and doubling of consciousness; in such cases there

in

may be "forced reminiscence," or the unfolding of a stereotyped, un
changing, reiterative dream-sequence or memory-sequence in every at
tack. Such sequences are perhaps commoner in (psychomotor) epilepsy
than in migraine, but they undoubtedly occur in the

latter. Penfield and

Perot ( I 963), who have investigated these phenomena in remarkable de
tail, and have succeeded in eliciting such reiterative sequences by the
stimulation of certain cortical points, regard them as "fossilised" dream
sequences preserved as such in the cortex, precise replicas of past expe
rience; they appear to be mnemic images which unfold, given the initial
activation (epileptic, migrainous, experimental, etc.) at the same rate as
the initial perceptual experience.
Different from these stereotyped, reiterative sequences, but with
something of the same coercive quality, are free-wheeling states of hal
lucinosis, illusion or "dreaming" which may be experienced during in
tense migraine auras, and be manifest as confused or confabulatory
states of which the patient retains imperfect recollection. These states
are composed of coherent, dramaticall y-organised series of images, and
are usually compared by patients to intense, involuntary daydreams or
daymares (see Case� 7 2. and 1 9, p. 83).
It is impossible to malee a clear dividing line between these "dreamy
states" and migrainous deliria or psychoses. The degree of disorganisa
tion in a delirium is greater, and the patient may experience only an effer
vescence of elementary sensations (dots, stars, lattices, tessellated forms,2'

other forms of 'dreamy state,' ordinary, although often very slight, symptoms of epilepsy. n
Such states of dreamy reminiscence are quite frequent in classical migraines. The most
detailed accounts of them have been given to me, however, in the contel{[ of epilepsy (see
"Reminiscence, n in The Mati Who Mistook His
a Hat).
2'A vivid account of tessdlated hallucinations is p rovided in Klee's monograph, one
of his patients experiencing, on one occasion, a
of red and green triangles moving
towards her, on other occasions hexa gona l black figures surroun d ing a shining circle,
and on m a ny occasions a shimmering of red and yellow, which looked 1iI<c a waving,
checked blanket.
In a faSCina tin g article based partly on his own experiences ("The FortifiC.1tion Illusions
of Migrai ne , n 197 t ), Dr. W. Richards describes repeating hexagonal moti fs as a highly
characteristic feature of migraine hallucinations and speculates rhar this reflects the func
tional organisa tion of the visual corteJl in h exngon al units. Repeating geometrical and
esp<!cially hexagonal patterns have been reported in almost all forms of primitive visual
hallucinations, and are regarded by [Cluver as "hallucinatory constants." (See Chapter ' 7,
Migraine Aura and HallUCinatory Constants.)

Wife for
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ti nnitus, buzzing, formication, etc.), which have not been elaborated to
the level of concrete images. In profound migraine deliria, the patient
presents a muttering, restless (twitching or tossing) picture strongly rem
iniscent of a febrile delirium or delirium tremens. Gowers ( 19°7) observes
that migraine is " . . . often attended by quiet delirium of which nothing can
be subsequently recalled, " and describes one such patient who at the height
of her attack " . . . passed into a delirious state, making strange statements,
of which she afterwards remembered nothing. Her condition was de
scribed by a doctor who saw her as resembling epileptic mania."lZ
The swarming figments of delirium are occasionally organised into a
multitude of minute (Lil liputian) hallucinations, as in the fol lowing case
history provided by Klee ( 1 96 8 ) :
T h e patient . . . was a 3 8-year-old man w h o suffered from attacks of severe
migraine associated with sub-acute delirious state and delirium. As a rule he
had amnesia for the greater part of the time during which the attacks lasted.
During his admission he was, however, able

ro

report that during his attacks

he had on one occasion seen 20 cm. high, greyish-coloured Red Indians

crowding round in the room in which he lay. He was not afraid of them, as
they did not seem to have anything to do with him. On another occasion he
lay and picked up hallucinatory musical instruments from the floor.B

Very rarely, the p rofound delirium of a migraine aura may last
throughout the ensuing (classical) migraine, and in such cases-as with
22
Some clarification of this complex twilight zone in which "delirium," "mania,"
"dreamy states," and "confusion" have been reponed is perhaps afforded· by the very
re�ent recognition that so-called transient global amnesia (TGA) may occur with signifi
cant frequency in classical migraine attacks. Indeed it has been suggested that this spec
tacular syndrome-in which the patient may not only lose all short-term memory but may
develop a profound retrograde amnesia-may be chiefly or exclusively migrainous in na·
ture. In such an amnesia the patient may not only lose the ability to recognise family,
friends, people, and place from the present, but may after recovery have no recollection of
headache, nausea, scotomata, etc., of which they complained when in the throes of the
attack (Crqwell 1984). I have written at length about the almost incredible effects of
profound retrograde amnesia in "The Lost Mariner," in The Man Who Mistook His Wife
for 11 Hilt, and in "The Last Hippie," an essay in the New York Review of Books.
2.1Ulliputian hallucinations are notoriously associated with alcoholic deliria, and, less
commonly, with intoxication by ether, cocaine, hashish, or opium-Theophile Gautier
has provided delightful descriptions of such hallucinatory, drug-induced elves. Myriads of
minute halludnations may occur in the excitements of general paresis (Baudelaire). Suffer
ers from feverish deliria may experience Lilliputian hallucinations, as described by de
Musset. Fasting, inanition, and infected flagellations may have played a pan in causing the
minute hallucinations of cenain mystics (e.g. Joan of Arc). leroy ( 1 911), reviewing the
subject, observes that whereas "ordinary toxic visions may produce a feeling of fear and
terror, Lilliputian visions are accompanied, on the contrary, by a feeling of curiosity and
amusement." ·Cardan used to have almost daily attacks, or conjurings up, of Lilliputian
hallucinations. (See Appendix II: Cardan'. Visions.)
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all extended deliria-may be structured into the form of an acute hallu
cinatory psychosis. Mingazzini ( 1 926) provided classical descriptions of
such states ( "hemikranischen Psykosen"), and a particularly vivid case
history has recently been provided by .Klee ( ( 968):
. . . During a particularly severe attack which lasted for a week, the patient
became psychotic and it was necessary to admit her to a mental hospital. The
patient has amnesia for the episode . . . It appears that during the day preced
ing her admission she had been increasingly restless with clouding of con
sciousness, she had heard her neighbours making unpleasant comments about
her, and also she believed that she had been stuck with knives. During the
first days of her admission she was disoriented, restless, and presumably hal
lucinated in both hearing and sight: she heard children's voices and the voice
of her general practitioner, she believed that her legs had been amputated,
and that people were shooting at her through the window. This psychotic
episode disappeared within a few days . . .

It must be emphasised that a migrainous psychosis of this magnitude is
exceedingly rarely seen: Klee, in his unique series of I S O patients with
migraine severe enough to warrant hospital admission, observed recur
rent migraine psychoses in only two of these. I have seen only a single
such case myself, in a patient who was schizophrenic: his acute psycho
ses, however, occurred only in the conte�t of intense classical migraines.
Transient states of depersonalisation are appreciably commoner dur

ing migraine auras. Freud reminds us that " . . . the ego is first and fore
most a body-ego . . . the mental projection of the surface of the body."
The sense of "self" appears to be based, fundamentally, on a continuous
inference from the stability of body-image, the stability of outward per
ceptions, and the stability of time-perception. Feelings of ego-dissolution
readily and promptly occur if there is serious disorder or instability of
body-image, external perception, or time-perception, and all of these, as
we have seen, may occur during the course of a migraine aura.

CASE HISTORIES

The following three case-histories are taken from Liveing's monograph,
and are presented in extenso in view of their clarity and graphic power.
Forced reminiscence, time-distortion, and doubled consciousness

. . . As the visual phenomena passed off, he experienced a singular disorder
of ideation; circumstances and events which had occurred long before were
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brought back to him as i f actu;llly present; his consciousness appeared to be
doubled, and the past and the present confounded.
Forced thinking, confusion, and multiple dysphasic symptoms
. . . For about half an hour, one series of ideas forced themselves involuntarily
on my mind. I could not (ree myself from the strange ideas which existed in
my head. J endeavoured to speak . . . but found that I spoke uniformly other

words than those intended . . . It became necessary thar I should write a re
ceipt for some money that I had received on account of the poor. I seated
myself and wrote the first two words, but in a moment found that I wa s
incapable of proceedin�, for I could not recollect the words which belonged
to the ideas which were present in my mind . . . I tried to write one letter
slowly after the others . . . but remarked that the characters ( was writing were
not those which 1 wished to write . . . For about half an hour there reigned a
kind of tumultuary disorder in my senses . . . I endeavoured, as much as lay
in my power, considering the great crowd o( con (used images which presented
themselves to my mind, to recall my principles of religion, of conscience, of
future expectation . . . Thank God, this state did not continue very long, for
in about half an hour my head began to grow dearer, the strange and tiresome
ideas became less vivid and turbulenr . . . At last, I found myself as clear and
serene as in the beginning of the day. All that remained now was a slight
headache.

When migraine auras reach their ultimate intensity, the "great crowd
of confused images,"

of which

the above patient speaks, assume hallu

cinatory form, and blot out the world around him. Jones has reminded
us that " attacks in every way indistinguishable from the classical night
mare may not only occur but may run their whole course during the
waking state, " and such "daymares "-as they have been called-in their
quality (feelings of dread, horror, paralysis) and duration (a few minutes)
bear a remarkable similarity to deli rious migraine auras. This clinical
'
does not, of course, imply that similar physiological mechanisms

a ffi n ity

are necessarily involved.
Delirious migraine aura
He had been somewhat overworked at school, and on returning home early
one day, was suddenly seized with what he called a "day nightmare. n He lost
all conscious perception of the room and objects about him, and he felt him
self hanging on the brink of a precipice, and other horrors which he could
not remember or describe. His relatives were alarmed by hearing him cry out,
and found him on the stairs i n a kind of somnambulistic state, vociferating
loudly. He recovered himself in about 10 minutes, but remained a good deal
shaken and distressed . . _ The second attack was of much the same kind, bur
occurred shortly after going to bed at night . . . It was shortly after these at
tacks . . . that his megrim became fully established.

•
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I shall pass now to a number of illustrative case-histories taken from
my own records.

Case 7z

Dreamy state
This 44 -year-old man had suffered from very occasional classical migraines
since adolescence. His attacks would be ushered in by scintillating scotomata.
In one attack, a profound dream-like state followed the visual phenomena.
He has described this as follows:
A very strange thing happened, shortly after my vision came back. First I
couldn't think wh ere I was, and then I suddenly realised that I was back in
California . . . It was a hot summer day. I saw my wife moving about on the
verandah, and I called her to bring me a Coke. She turned to me with an odd
look on her face, and said: "Are you side or something?" I suddenly seemed
to wake up, and realised that it was a winter's day in New York, that there
was no verandah, and that it wasn't my wife but my secretary who was

standing in the office looking strangely at me.

Case 19

Scotomata, paraesthesiae, visceral aura and forced affect: Occa

sional delirious auras: Occasional aura "status"
This patient was a young man of 1 6 who had been prone to classical migraines

and isolated auras since childhood. He has attacks with many different for
mats.

Most commonly they start with paraesthesiae in the left foot, rising to
wards the thigh. When these have reached the knee, a second focus of
paraesthesiae starts in the right hand. As the paraesthesiae die away, there
occurs a curious distortion of hearing, in which there appears to be a roaring
sound in the ears, as if they were cupped by shells. Following this, he tends
to get bilateral scintillating scotomata confined to the lower h alves of both
visual fields . . .
On a few o(;casions, this patient has suffered from an aura �status" lasting
as much as five hours, constituted of alternating paraesthesiae in the feet,
hands, and face.
On other occasions, the aura has started with a sensation of "tingling-like
vibrating wires" in the epigastrium, associated with an intense sense of fore
boding.
Yet other attacks, usually noctu rna l , have a nightmarish quality. The initial
symptoms are of compulsion and restlessness-"l feel edgy-like I got to get
up and do something." Subsequently there develops a profound hallucinatory
state: vertiginous hallucinations, hallucinations of being trapped in a speeding
car, or of seeing heavy figures made of metal advancing upon him. As he
emerges from this delirious state, he becomes conscious of paraesthesiae and
sometimes scotomata. These delirious auras are usually succeeded by intense
headache.
This patient has also suffered a number of syncopal attacks in severe auras,
in which the positive hallucinations have been followed by a simultaneous
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"fading" away of sight and hearing, a sense of faintness, and then uncon
sciousness.

Case

1I

Classical migraine: Loss of headache component in pregnancy:

Scintillating s co tomata and Negative scotomata; Photogenic attacks: Occa
sional "angor animi"

This patient was an extremely self-possessed and intelligent woman who had
suffered from anacks of classical migraine, 6 to. 10 attacks yearly, except
during pregnancy-when she had only isolated auras, and occasional periods
of up to two years, when she had abdominal instead of cephalgic migraines.
The anacks were almost always ushered in by scintillating scotomata in
either or both half-fields. The period of scintillation was found to be associ
ated, if the patient closed her eyes, by exaggerated visual after-images and
tumultuous visual imagery. Flickering light of certain frequencies would in
variably elicit a scintillating scotoma. The visual au�a would be followed by
a "thrilling" sensation in the nose and tongue, and occasionally the hands.
On a few occasions this patient experienced a "perfectly frightful sense of
foreboding" during the aura_ Negative scotomata were rare, always invested
with intensely unpleasant affect, and invariably followed by a particularly
severe headache.

Case 16

Visual aura: Forced thinking and reminiscence: Pleasurable affect:

Protracted sensory prodTome

A 5 s-year-old man with .onset of classical migraine and isolated auras in
childhood. He describes his auras with a certain fervour. �There is greater
depth and speed and acuity of thought, " he maintains. "I keep recalling things
long forgotten, visions of earlier years will spring to my mind." He enjoys his
auras, provided they are not succeeded by a migraine headache. His wife,
however, is less impressed with them; she remarks that during his auras her
husband "walks back and forth; talks in a repetitive manner in a sort of
monotone; he seems to be in a trance, and is quite unlike his usual self. "
This patient has consistently observed "luminous spots" fleeting across his
visual fields for two to three days before each attack, and this visual excitation
":Jay be accompanied by prodromal excitement and euphoria.

Case 65

Aphasic and paraesthetic aura accompanied by "silly " affect alld
(orced laughter
This patient was a normally self-possessed girl of 1 5 subiect to infrequent
classical migraines of great severity. For a period of 4 5 minutes, in my con
sulting-room, she experienced an aura during which she giggled without in

termission. During this time she was severely aphasic, and had paraesthesiae
flirting from one limb to another. When she recovered from this state, she
apologised in these terms: "I don't know what I was laughing at-I just
couldn't help it-everything seemed so funny, like laughing gas."
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Complex visual aura, preceded by intense arousal

A 2.3 -year-old man with attacks of classical migraine and isolated aura since
early adolescence. The onset of the attacks is heralded by hyperactivity and
elation of almost maniacal intensity. Thus, on one morning, the patient
normally a sober motorcyclist-found himself driven to speed wildly, and to

shout and sing while he did this. This was followed by a scintillating scotoma,
accompanied by perceptual changes of higher order. He describes the concen
tric lines of the scotoma as like "the furrows in a ploughed field . . . 1 could
see them between the lines of the book I was reading, but the book looked

huge, and the furrows seemed like great chasms, hundreds of feet behind the
lines of print." As the scintillations died away, he experienced a "let-down,
empty feeling, like after taking benzedrine."
On this occasion, the patient experienced a typical vascular headache and
intense abdominal pain for the ensuing 10 hours. These symptoms finally
passed away, rather suddenly, and were succeeded by "a marvellous calm
feeling. "

Case 70

Mosaic and cinematographic vision

A 45-year-old man who had experienced frequent migraine auras and occa

sional classical migraines since childhood. The aura generally took the form
of scintillating scoromata and paraesthesiae, but on a number of occasions
he had experienced mosaic vision as a chief symptom. During these episodes
he has observed that portions of the visual image, in particular faces, may
appear "cut-up," distorted and disjointed, being composed of sharp-edged
fragments. He compares this appearance to that of an early Picasso. More
frequently he has experienced cinematographic vision, this type of aura being
particularly prone to be evoked by flickering light of certain frequencies, e.g.
if his television-set is improperly adjusted. The cinematographic vision may
also be elicited, experimentally, by the flickering illumination of a "strobe"
lamp. In either case, it will continue for several minutes following cessation
of the provocative stimulus, and is generally followed by a severe classic:!1
migraine.

Case 14
Multiple aura equivalents
A 48-year-old woman who suffered from classical migraines until the age of
2.0, but has had only isolated auras and migraine equivalents since this time.
She has frequent attacks of scintillating scotomata unaccompanied by

paraesthesiae, and occasional attacks of paraesthesiae, in the lips and hands,
unaccompanied by scotomata. Severe scotomatous auras are accompanied by
intense " angor animi," and are followed by syncope. She has, however, also
suffered from syncopes of slow onset and offset, and also from attacks of
intense angst, unaccompanied by sensory hallucinations, and lasting 1 0 to 1.0
minutes. All these appear to be variants of migraine aura.

Further varieties of migraine aura, as experienced at different times
by the same individual, are quoted below through the courtesy of a col-
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league, who has suffered from frequent migraine auras, and occasional
classical migraines, since childhood. He has provided short notes on a
number of his attacks, and an elaborate description of two unusual at
tacks.
Case 75
(a) Nightmare, followed by sudden appearance of two white lights,
blinking, drawing nearer with a jerking mocion. Affect ot intense terror, with
feeling of incongruity with nightmare contents. Subsequent evolution of clas
sical migraine.
(b) Nightmare, suddenly changing to cinematographic vision of flickering
stills persisting for 10 minutes in waking state.
(c) " Daymaren intruding on waking consciousness, with great anxiety, forced
reminiscence, and dysphasia on attempting to speak. Duration about 30 min
utes: no sequel.
The following description is quoted in extenso:
It was a late summer afternoon, and I was winding along a country road on
my motorbike. An extraordinary sense of stillness came upon me, a feeling
that I had lived this moment before, in the same place-although I had never
travelled on this road before. I felt that this summer afternoon had always
existed, and that I was arrested in an endless moment. When I got off the
bike, a few minutes Jater, I had an extraordinarily powerful tingling in my
hands, nose, lips and congue. It seemed to be a continuation of the vibr�tion
of the motorbike, and at first I took this to be some simple after-effect. But
no such explanation was tenable, for the vibrating sensation was growing
stronger every moment, and appeared to be spreading, very slowly, from my
finger-tips to the palms of my hands, and then upwards. My sense of vision
was then affected; a feeling of motion was communicated to everything I saw,
so that the trees, the grass, the clouds, etc., seemed to exhibit a silent boiling,
to be quivering and streaming upwards in a SOff of ecstasy. The hum of
crickets was all around me, and when I closed my eyes, this was immediately
translated into a hum of colour, which seemed to be the exact visual transla
cion of the sound ' , heard. After about 20 minutes, the paraesthesiae, which
had ascended to my elbows, retraced their course and disappeared, the visual
world resumed its normal appearance, and the sense of ecstasy faded. I had
a "come-down" feeling, and the beginnings of a headache.

There are many poims of interest in this detailed description; the
elicitation of Jacksonian paraesthesiae apparently in resonance with the
oscillation of the motorbike, a phenomenon which appears analogous
to

the elicitation of a scintillating scotoma by flickering light of the same

f1equency, the "boiling" motion of visual images, the sense of timeless-
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dija vu, and not least the experience of a synaesthetic equiva

lence between auditory stimuli and visual images.
The following account is also quoted at length, because it conveys the
typical quality of a migrainous delirium:
It started with the wallpaper, which I suddenly observed to be shimmering

like the surface of water when agitated. A few minutes later, this was accom

panied by a vibration in the right hand, as jf it were resting on the sounding
board of a piano. Then dots, flashes, moving slowly across the field of vision.
Patterns, as of Turkish carpets, suddenly changing. Images of flowers contin
uously raying and opening out. Everything faceted and multiplied: bubbles
rising towards me, apertures opening and dosing, honeycombs. These images
are datzling when I dose my eyes, but still visible, more faintly, when the

eyes are opened. They lasted
splitting headache.

STRUCTURE.

1.0

or

30

minutes, and were succeeded by a

OF THE AURA

Migraines are often described, and misunderstood, because they are de
scribed in terms of a single symptom. Thus, a common migraine may be
equated with a headache, and a migraine aura with a scotoma: such

descriptions are ludicrously inadequate in a clinical sense, and permit

the formulation of equally absurd physiological theories (these are dis
cussed in Chapter

10). The discussion and case-histories presented in

this chapter indicate the richness and complexity of aura symptoms. It
is as rare to encounter a single symptom in the course of a migraine aura,
as in a common migraine. Careful interrogation and observation will
usually reveal that two, five, or a dozen manifestations are proceeding
in unison. Nor are all of these manifestations likely to be on the same
functional level (in the sense that scotomata and paraesthesiae may be
presumed to be): simple circumscribed hallucinations projected on to
the visual or tactile field are likely to De accompanied by sensory alter
ations of greater complexity (e.g. mosaic vision), disorders of arousal
mechanisms (conscious level, etc.), of affect, and of highest integrative
function.
Further, the symptoms of migraine aura are variable, even in succes
sive attacks in the same patient: sometimes the emphasis may be on the
scotomatous manifestations, sometimes on the aphasic, sometimes on
the affective, etc., allowing as great a variety of "equivalents" as we have
encountered in the decompositions and recompositions of the common
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migraine. Thus, migraine aura, like common migraine, has a composite
structure; it is put together from a variety of components or modules
arranged in innumerable different patterns.
!t must also be emphasised that migraine aura has a sequence like
common migraine, and cannot be adequately portrayed in terms of the
symptoms present at any one time. We may readily recognise both ex
citatory and inhibitory phases, the former manifest as scintillations and
paraesthesiae, diffuse sensory enhancement, arousal of consciousness
and muscular tonus, etc., and the Jatter as negative hall ucinations, Joss
of muscular tone, syncope, etc. The time-scale of the aura is much con
tracted, the sequence of excitation-inhibition-re-excitation, etc., taking
only

20

to 3 0 minutes, as opposed to a cycle of hours or days in a

common migraine. Finally, we observe that the symptoms of the aura
are central and cerebral, whereas many (but not

all)

of the symptoms of

a common migraine are peripheral and vegetative.

INCIDENCE OF MIGRAINE AURA
The incidence of migraine aura is almost impossible to assess. Xt has been
estimated. that the incidence of classical migraine is less than one per cent
in the general population, but this gives us no information concerning
the incidence of isolated auras, which may not form the grounds of com
plaint, or be recognised for what they are by either patient or physician.24
Thus Alvarez, in a stlldy of over 600 migraine scotomata, estimated that
more than
mata.

In

12.

per cent of his male patients experienced solitary scoto 

a more sophisticated group (comprised of 44 physicians) he

found that no less than
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per cent of them had experienced "many

solitary scotomata with never a headache. " If we also take into consid
eration the occurrence of negative scotomata (which may pass unnoticed
by the patient), of isolated paraesthesiae, attacks of faintness and drowsi
ness, of altered affect, and of disordered highest functions, etc.-all of
which may occur as manifestations of aura, but by their subtlety or
ambiguity elude diagnosis-we may reasonably suspect the incidence of
migraine aura to be far in exces� of the quoted incidence of classical
migraine.
241 happened to be discussing the subject with a colleague, a zoologist, who immedi
ately recognised my diagram of a scintillating scotoma, and said: "I often had it as a young
man, usually when I was in bed at night. 1 was delighted by the colours and their expan
sion-it reminded me of the opening of a {lower. It WaS never succeeded by a headache or
other symptoms. I presumed everybody saw such things-it never occurred to me thac it
was a 'symptom' of anything. "
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THE D I FFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF MI GRAINE AURA:
MIGRAINE VERSUS EPILEPSY

The differentiation of migraine aura from other paroxysmal states, in
particular epilepsy, is a vital diagnosric exercise. It is frequently asserted,
either on clinical or statistical grounds, that the two maladies are closely
related to one another; opposed to this school of opinion are those who
vehemently deny the existence, or even the possibility, of such a relation.
It is evident that there is much doubt (assertion and denial imply doubt),

and

that the matter carries too great an emotional charge for cool

discussion. Doubt springs from the inadequacy of our definitions, and
emotional charge from the sinister and pejorative reputation so often
attached to epilepsy. We have already referred to certain clinical associ
ations (Gowers's

"borderlands of epilepsy,"

and Lennox's " hybrid sei

zures "), and the time has come to clarify the meaning of such terms.
The crux of tbe matter, as Hughlings Jackson repeatedly stated, lies
in the distinction between two frames of reference: roughly speaking,
theory and practice. Thus Jackson writes:
While scientifically migraine is, I think, to be classified with epilepsies . .

.

it

would be as absurd to classify it along with ordinary cases of epilepsy as to
class whales with other mammals lor purposes of practical lire. A whale is in

law a fish; in 'Zoology it is a mammal.

In practice, it is easy to differentiate migraines from epilepsies in the
vast majority of cases. Doubt is only likely to arise in the case of complex
auras, especially if they occur as isolated events. Doubt may be exacer
bated it there is any personal or family history of epilepsy, if the patient
loses consciousness during the aura, and, above all, if he is alleged to
have had a convulsion while unconscious. It may be instructive, therefore,
to compare certain specific phenomena as they occur in epilepsy and in
migraine, and in so doing
the most reliable figures

we

may reinforce personal experience with

in the older

literature-those of Liveing ( 1 87 3 )

i n relation t o migraine, and o f Gowers ( 1 8 8 1 ) i n relation to epilepsy.

Visual symptoms are far commoner in migraine, and often assume a
very specific form-scintillating and negative scotomata-not seen in
epileptic auras; visual symptoms were recorded in 6:z. per cent of Live
ing's cases (this included both common and classical varieties, but
predominantly the latter), but only 1 7 per cent of Gowers's cases. Para

esthesiae of Jacksonian distribution occur with somewhat greater fre
quency in migraine (3 5 per cent of Liveing's cases, 1 7 per cent of
Gowers's), but are very rarely bilateral in epilepsy, whereas

they are
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frequently so in migraine, especially in the lip and tongue areas;

a

crucial

differentiation is given by the rate of passage of such paraesthesiae, those
of migraine being, very roughly, a hundred times slower than their epi.
leptic counterparts.
in migraine as

to

Convulsions are common in epilepsy, but are so rare

cast doubt on its diagnosis: post-ictal weakness is the

rule in motor epilepsies, bur does not occur in migraines save in the very
special case of hemiplegic attacks (see following chapter). Loss

of con
sciousness is common in epilepsy (it occurred in 50 per cent of Gowers 's
505 cases), but it is a distinct rarity in migraine; further it is generally
abrupt in onset in epilepsy (save in psychomotor seizures ), but gradual
in onset in migraine. Complex alterations ofhigher integrative functions
and affect are recorded by both authors as occurring in more than 10
per cent of their patients; it is, however, rare for the dreamy or dissoci
ated states of migraine aura to reach the intensity of those occurring in
certain tempoJal lobe seizures (e.g. automatism followed by amnesia),
and, conversely, rare for epileptics to experience the protracted delirium
or quasi-delirium which may accompany and greatly outlast migraill1le
auras.
By these and similar criteria we may achieve diagnostic certainty, or
at least diagnostic probability, in a majority of cases. There remain for
consideration those patients who appear to experience both epileptic and
migrainous artacks, or the evolution of one into the other; those patients
with true " hybrid" attacks; and, finally, those patients in whom attacks
are of such ambiguous nature as to defeat clinical diagnostic methods.
The reader must be referred to the exceedingly detailed writings of Gow
ers (1907) and of Lennox and Lennox (I960) for a full discussion of this
twilight region, and for a tally of case-histories which plays havoc with
our rigid nosologies.

.

Gowers provides several case-histories of migraines and epilepsies al·
ternating in the same patient, one set of symptoms usually ousting the
other at different periods in the life-history. More dramatic are his cases
"in which there is an actual passage of the symptoms of one into the
other": thus in one such patient, a girl who had been subject to classical
migraines since the age of five, the headache component by degrees dis
appeared and was replaced by convulsions. (We will recollect that Are
taeus first described such a hybrid attack of migraine spectrum followed
by convulsion.) Gowers ascribes the onset of epilepsy in such cases to
the effects of migrainous pain and cerebral disturbance: Liveing, more
plausibly, if more enigmatically, speaks of the perpetual possibility of
"transformations" from one paroxysm to another.
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Lennox and Lennox provide more case-histories of this type, in which
the epileptic component, where present, could be further substantiated
by electroencephalographic findings. In one such case

a

patient with

elaborate visual disturbances (yellow whirling stars and Lilliputian vi

sion) might suffer either a grand mal convulsion or a classical migraine
headache in their wake. Another patient with protracted visual and par
aesthetic symptoms, would then suffer severe headache, and, finally, a
generalised convulsion, the headache still being present after the convul
sion had terminated. Lennox terms this attack a "migralepsy ."
It is clear that in

a majority of instances questio�ing and observation

will resolve the probl.:m as to whether an acute paroxysmal attack is

migrainous, epileptic, or of any other type. There are occasions, however,
when the greatest clinical

acumen may fail to clarify the issue: we have

described, for example, migraine auras characterised by hallucinations

of smell, feelings of diiiJ

t/u,

and

sometimes forced reminiscence and

forced affect, which may be indistinguishable from epileptic "uncinate
attacks" unless further differential features are present.

Case 98

A 42-year-old woman with complex attacks since the age of nineteen, gradually becoming more severe, frequent, and elaborate. The attacks
start with "a vague but all-pervasive perceptual shift in the sense of time and
space . . • a certain strangeness . . . a feeling of 'static' or energy." This is fol
lowed by "visual streaking, " and sometimes a sharp visual field cut affecting
the upper temporal quadrant of the hemifield on the left. This state of height
ened sensory stimulation, with perhaps specific visual field cuts, is often
followed by a complex dreamlike or hallucinatory state: "There are moire
patterns . . . enti ty hallucinations . . . a face, a voice, here, there, they appear
and disappear very quickly." Attacks sometimes terminate at this point. At
other times the pa tient eKperiences "a metallic taste on the tongue . . . the
same taste each time," and this is followed by falling and loss of conscious
ness, or a fugue-like automatism of which she retains no memory.
There is a very strong family history of classical (and sometimes compli

cated) migraine on the father's side. The patient's father gets "kidney-shaped
daules, zigzags and blindness "; his sister sometimes becomes aphasic in mi
graines; his mother has severe, l igh t-induced seizures and migraines. The
patient herself shows strong reactions to photic stimulation, with photomyo
clonus, photoconvulsive reactions alld photic migraines (induction of scoto
mata by flickering light). Brain imaging has shown a vascular malformation
(3 venous angioma) in the right temporal lobe.
These complex attacks were called "migralepsies" by a colleague, because
they had features of both migraines and temporal lobe epilepsies . They were
helped, somewhat, by taking ergotamines, but only diminished in frequency
when anti-convulsants were prescribed.
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The most ambiguous region is that occupied by paroxysmal dream
like or trance-like states accomp.unied by intense affect (terror, rapture,
etc.) and elaborate alterations of highest mental �unctions. The differen
tial diagnosis in such cases must include the following states:
Migraine Aura
JEpileptic Aura

or

Psychomotor Seizure

Hysterical Trances

or

Psychotic States

Toxic, Metabolic, or febrile delirious or hysteroid states
Sleep and arousal disorders: e.g. Nightmares, Daymares, atypical nar
colepsies or sleep-paralyses, etc.
We may thus encounter what has already been described in relation to
the differential diagnosis of certain migraine equivalents: a region where
a number of clinical syndromes appear to coalesce and to become indis
tinguishable lrom one another with the means at our disposal. Finally
the problem may cease to be one of clinical or physiological differen ti
ation, and become one of semantic decision: we cannot name what we
cannot individuate.
Either a thing has properties which no other thing has, and then one has to
distinguish it straight away from the others by a description and refer to it;
or, on the other hand, there are several things which have ihe totality of their
properties in common, and then it is not possible to point to any one of them.
For if a thing is not distinguished by anything, I cannot distinguish it-for
otherwise it would be distinguished. (Wingensrein}

CILASSnCAL MIGRAINE

A lengthy consideration of migraine aura has left us with relatively little
to say about classical migraine. A certain proportion of patients may

proceed from the aura to a protracted valsculaJr headache, with

nausea,

abdominal pain, autonomic symptoms, etc., of many hou!!'s' dallration.
The repertoire of such symptoms in
from that of a common

migraine,

a

classical migraine is no different

and requires, therefore, no specific

description.
There tend, however, to be some general differences of format. Clas
sica! migraines tend to be more compact and intense thall common mi
gr3lines. and rarely have a duration in fJ!cess of twelve hours ; frequently
�he att3lck may last only two or three hO\n�. The termination of the attack
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may be similarly incisive, and followed by an abrupt return to normal
function, or post-migrainous rebound. As Liveing writes in this context:
The abrupt transition from intense suffering to perfect health is very remark
able. A man . . . finds himself, with little or no warning, completely disabled,
the victim of intense bodily pain, mental prostration, and perhaps hallucina
tions of sense or idea . . . and in this state he remains the greater part of the
day; and yet towards its dose . . . he awakes a different being, in possession
of all his faculties, and able to join an evening's entertainment, to get up a
brief, or take part in a debate.

The protracted course of some common migraines, in which the pa
tient may spend day after day in a state of wretched malaise, is rarely
seen in a classical attack_
We will consider the frequency and antecedents of migraines in Part
II, but we may notice, at this point, that classical migraines tend to be
less frequent than common migraines, and often have a "paroxysmal "
rather than a " reactive" quality. This does not represent an absolute
"rule," but is nevertheless a frequent distinguishing characteristic of the
twO

types of attack.

There is a strong tendency for patients to adhere to a given clinical
pattern ; patients with classical migraine rarely have common migraines,
and vice versa. Again, there are no absolutes-I have seen at least 30
patients who suffer from both types of attack, the two types existing
either concurrently or in alternation.
We have already noted that some patients who were prone to classical
migraines at one time may "lose" the headache component, and there
after suffer from isolated auras

(vide Case 14, p. 8 5 ) .25 Conversely, there

are also a considerable number of patie n ts who lose their auras, and
thereafter suffer from attacks similar to common migraine.
The headache of a classical migraine characteristically comes on as
the aura draws to its close, and rapidly attains climactic intensity. It may
affect either or both sides of the head, and its location bears no consistent
relationship to the lateralisation of the aura. Indeed, further attacks of
aura may occur-after the headache has been established. We have seen
that the aura and the headache stages may become spontaneously disso
ciated in a variety of circumstances

(vide Case 1 I, p. 84), and they are

25 A number of patients who have suffered from classical migraines for many years have
proceeded fO "Iosen their headaches while under my care, despite the fact that no specific
medication has been given. I suspect that this modification of migraine-format is due to
suggestion, a consequence of my showing extreme interest in their aura symptoms, and
rather less interest in their headaches.
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also readily separated by ergot derivatives and other drugs which "abort "
attacks of classical migraine.
We thus have a number of reasons for thinking of classical migraine
as a sort of hybrid in which the aura and the headache stages have a
contingent link, or tendency to be associated, but no necessary or essen
tial connection. Thus the classical migraine is an aggregate structure itself
composed of aggregate structures.26

POSTSCRIPT ( I992.)-THE ANGST OF SCOTOMA
A peculiar horror-perhaps this is part of the horror of which Liveing

speaks-may be associated with negative scotomata, which may be felt,

�tself.
full of fear and deeply uncanny, is indicated in the fol

not just as a failure of sight but a failure of reality
This feeling,

lowing case histories:

Case 90

A highly gifted physician, a psychoanalyst, who has had occasional

negative scotomata, or hemianopia, coming two or three times a year since
early childhood. These are frequently, but not invariably, followed by mi

graine headaches.
Although this man is taken daily into the depths of the soul and its primeval
terrors by his calling and profession, and although he boldly faces all the
monsters of the unconscious, he has never become inured to his own scoto
mata, which introduce a realm or category of the unbearable and uncanny,
beyond anything he has encountered in the realms of psychiatry. In his own

words:

"I may be seeing as a patient someone I know well, sitting across the desk,

with my gaze fixed upon them. Suddenly I become aware that something is
wrong-although at this point I cannot say what it is. It is a sense of some

thing fundamentally wrong-something impossible and contrary to the order
of nature.

"Then I suddenly 'realize'-part of the patient's face is

missing: part of

their nose, or their cheek, or perhaps the left ear. Although I continue to listen
and speak, my gaze seems transfixed-I cannot move my head-and a sense
of horror, of the impossible, steals over me. The disappearance continues

usually until h a l f the face has disappeared and, with this, that same haH of
26

There has been a recent change in terminology, the terms "classical " and "common"
migraine having been replaced by migraine with and without aura. Some investigators (e.g.
Olesen et aJ. in Denmark) feel there may be important hemodynamic differences between
common and dassical .migraine, but the opinion now, increasingly, is that there is no
essential difference-epidemiologically, clinically, physiologically-becv,een the two (see
Ranson et al., 199 I). Many patients have sometimes one, sometimes the other, and some·
times attacks with great visual excitability throughout, but no aura, which seem to be
intermediate between the two.
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the room. I feel paralyzed and petrified in some sot[ of way. It never occurs
to me that something is happening to my vision-I feel something incredible
is happening to the world. It doesn't occur to me to move my head or eyes
to 'checlc' on the existence of what seems to be missing. It never occurs to
met that I am having a migraine, even though I have had the experience dozens
of times before. . . .
"I don't exactly feel that anything is 'missing,' but I fall into a ridiculous
obsessive doubt. I seem to lose the idea of a face; I 'forget' how faces look
something happens to my imagination, my memory, my thinking . . . . It is not
that half the world mysteriously 'disappears,' but that I find myself in doubt
as to whether it was ever there. There seems to be a sort of hole in my memory
and mind and, so to speak, a hole in the world; and yet I cannot imagine
what might go in the hole. There is a hole and there isn't a hole-my mind
is utterly confounded. I have the feeling that my body-that bodies are un
stable, that they may come apart and lose patts of themselves-an eye, a limb,
amputation-that something vital has disappeared, but disappeared without
trace, that it has disappeared along with the 'place' it once occupied. The
horrible feeling is of nothingness nowhere.27
.. After a while-perhaps it is only a minute or two, but it seems to last
forever-I realize that there is something wrong with my vision, that it is a
natural, physiological disturbance in my vision, and not some grotesque, un
natural disturbance in the world. I realize that I am having a migraine aura
and an immense sense of relief floods over me. . . .
"But even knowing this does not correct the perception . . . . There is still
a certain residue of dread, and a fear that the scotoma may go on forever. . . . It
is only when there is full restoration of che visual fields that the sense of panic,
and of something wrong, finally goes away• . . .
" I have never experienced this sort of fear except in regard co a migraine
scotoma. "

Cllse fJI

This woman of 75 has frequent attacks-variously called "migraine
or "epilepsies" or sometimes "migr!!lepsies"-which have a clear physio
logical basis in a discharging lesion, a scar, in her right parietoccipital area

auras"

due to an injury sustained in infancy.
In these attacks the left side of her body seems to disappear and every

thing

normally seen on the left disappears. She says: "There is nothing there any
more, just a blank, just a hole"-a blank in her visual field, in her body, in
the universe itself, and in that state she cannot trust herself to stand, and must
sit down before it gets worse. She also experiences a feeling of mortal terror
when she has these attacks. She feels the "hole" is lilce death, and that one
day it will get so large that it will "swallow" her complerely. She had these
attacks as a child but was called a "liar" when she described them.
In severe attacks, it is not only the left side of her body which seems to
17 Compare Hobbes; uThat which is not Body is no part of the Universe . . . and since
the Universe is All . . . that which is not Body is Nothing . . . and Nowhere. n Hobbes, The

Kingdome of Darlm.esse.
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disappear, but she is deeply confused about her whole body, and cannot be
sure where anything is-or that it is.
She feels quite unreal (this is one of the reasons for her fears of engulfment).
Also in such severe attacks she cannot make sense of what she can see (visual
agnosia) and, specifically, she may be unable to recognize the faces of familiar
people-either their faces seem "different" or, more commonly, they seem
"faceless," for example, they have features which bear no expression (pro
sopagnosia). In the worst attacks this extends to voices too-they arc heard,
but lose all tonality and "character" ; a sort of auditory agnosia.
Such privations of sense go on to complete darkness and silence-as in
cases recorded by Gowers-and she might be said to lose consciousness, al.
though essentially it is a dissolution of her sensorium in which she gradually
sinks to deeper and deeper "senselessness" until finally she is completely in
sensible. It is not surprising that attacks so dreadful and so real are experi
enced as deathlike.

The word

scotoma means darkness or shadow, and we can understand

from the above history something of the quality of this shadow. In the
case of bilateral scotoma, there may be even more horrifying experiences;

thus a bilateral, central scotoma causes the middle of the visual field, the
world, to disappear-and faces, at such times, have the center punched

out, and become a ring of flesh surrounding a void (a condition termed

doughnut or bagel vision) .

If there i s a complete bilateral scotoma, with total loss of the visual

fields, and (as may happen, from the proximity of the visual and tactile
areas in the brain) total loss of the body-fields, or sense of the body, a
most terrifying sense of extermination may occur.
The sense of violation, of the uncanny, of horror, only occurs if the
siruation is acute, and there is some remainder of the person to see what
has happened (or, rather, what is no (onger happening). A scotoma may
be missed, even when acute, and with an acute observer-as, at first, in
case 90. And it is almost invariably "missed" (the person fails to miss
what is "missing") when it is long-standing, persistent, or chronic: a
situation one not uncommonly sees with some strokes. The following
,ase-history illustrates this:

Case 92

An intelligent woman in her sixties who had suffered a massive
stroke, affecting the deeper' and back portions of her right cerebral hemi
sphere. She has perfectly preserved intelligence-and humor.
She sometimes complains to the nurses that they have not put dessert or
coffee on her tray . . . . When they said: �But, Mrs. X, it is right there,-on the
left," she seems not to understand what they say, and does not look to the
left. If her head is gently turned, so that the dessert comes into sight, in the
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preserved right half of her visual field, she says: "Oh there ir Is-it wasn't
there before." She has totally lost the idea of "left," both with regard to the
world, and also her own body. Sometimes she complains that her ponions
are too small-but this is because she only ears from the right half of the
plate-it does not occur to her that it has a left half as well. Sometimes, she
will put on lipstick, and make up the right half of her face, leaving the left
half completely neglected: it is almost impossible to treat these things, because
her attention cannot be drawn to them ("herni-inattention"), and she has no
conception that they are "wrong." She kno�s it intellectually, and can un
derstand, and laugh; but it is impossible for her to know it directly.

Macdonald Critchley, in his fascinating history of migraine (Critch
ley,

1 966), reminds us that

8laise Pascal . . . was prey to periodic illusions of a terrifying character. From
time to time he would imagine that a cavity or precipice was yawning on his
left-hand side. To reassure himself he would often manoeuvre a piece of fur
niture to that side. . . . This periodic illusion was spoken of by his contempo
raries as l'Abime de Pascal. . . . [There is] interesting evidence to suggest that
this reCurring precipice was actually a transitory left hemianopia.

Critchley thinks it probable that Pascal's hemianopia was migrainous
in character. h is dear from the description-and the use of such words
as

"abyss" or "cavity" -that there was a profound, almost metaphysical,

angst, a sense that part of space itself had vanished. This bewilderment
is eJtactly like the cosmic "hole"-the hole in consciousness-described
by the patient in Case
in A Leg to Stand On.

91, and the personal experience I myself describe

Patients such as this, then, may suddenly find they have lost half the
universe, in an unaccountable and terrible way. There is retained some
higher order function-an observer who can (at least intermittently) re
port on what is happening. But if the disorder is more chronic or exten
sive, there is lost all sense that anything has happened, and all memory
that anything was ever different. Such patients now

live in a half-space,

a half-universe, but their consciousness has been reorganised, and they
do not know it.
Such conditions, which are almost too strange to be imagined (except
by those who have actually experienced them), have often been regarded
as

"illusory" or "crazy," an opinion which calli add greatly to the distress

of the sufferer. But it is only very recently, with the new biological or
neuropsychological concepts of consciousness provided by Gerald Edel
man, that such syndromes have started 'to become intelligible, to make 
sense.
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Edelman sees consciousness as arising in the first place from a per
ceptual integration, coupled with the sense of historical continuity, a
continuous relating of past and present. "Primary" consciousness, as he
terms it, is thus constituted by the perception of a coherent body and

world, extended

in space (as a "personal" space) and in time (as a " per
In a deep scotoma all three of these disappear:

sonal" time, or history).

one can no longer claim for oneself (the left half of) one's body or visu al
world; it disappears, taking its "place" with it, and it disappears taking
its past with it.

Such a scotoma, then, is a scotoma

in primary consciousness, as well
will indeed fill one

as in one's body-ego or primary self. Such a scotoma

with horror, for one's higher consciousness, higher self, can observe what

is happening, but is impotent to do anything about it. Fortunately, such
profound alterations of "self" and consciousness only last for a few min

utes in migraine. But in these few minutes one gets an overwhelming
impression of the absolute identity of Body and Mind, and the fact that

our highest functions-consciousness and self-are not entities, self-suf

ficient, " above" the body, but neuropsychological constructs-processes
-dependent on the continuity of bodily experience and its integration.

fOUR

Migrainous Neuralgia
( " el lister Headache 79 ) �
Hemiplegic Migraine
Ophthalmoplegic Migraine�
Pseudo= Migraine

These variants of migraine are considered in the course of a single chap
ter because they have one characteristic in common: the occurrence of
neurological deficits which may be of considerable duration. Other titan
this accidental characteristic, they bear no special affinity to one another.

MIGRAINOUS NEURALGIA

Migrainous neuralgia has been redescribed and renamed a dozen rimes
since Mollendorff's original account in 1 867. Among its synonyms are
" ciliary neuralgia," "sphenopalatine neuralgia," "Horton's cephalal

gia," "histamine headache," and "cluster headache" .
The syndrome i s a very distinctive one, and its affinities t o other forms
of migraine have appeared questionable to some observers. There is usu

ally an extremely acute onset of pain referred to the temple and the eye

on one side; less frequently, pain may be felt in or behind the ear, or in

the cheek and nose. The intensity of the pain may be overwhelming (one

patient described it to me as an "orgasm of pain "), and may drive pa

tients into a frenzy. Whereas the majority of migraine patients sit or lie

down, or wish to do so, the sufferer from migrainous

neuralgia tends to

pac� up and down in a fury, clutching the affected eye and groaning. I
have even seen patients bear their heads against the wall during an attack.

The pain tends to be accompanied (and, on occasion, preceded) by a
number of striking local symptoms and signs. The affected eye becomes
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bloodshot and waters, and there is blockage or catarrh of the nostril on
the same side. Sometimes the attack is accompanied or heralded by a
flow of thick saliva, rarely by recurrent coughing. There may be a partial
or complete Horner's syndrome on the affected side, and this may occa
sionally persist as a permanent neurological residue. The duration of the
attacks may be as little as two minutes, and is rarely more than two

hours.

A majority of attacks are nocturnal and wake the patient from deep
sleep; some come on within a few minutes of waking in the morning,
before the fogs of sleep have lifted; diurnal attacks, when they occur,
tend to come during periods of rest, exhaustion, or " let-down." They
are uncommon when patients
It is rarely possible

to

are

fully aroused and going "full blast."

identify any trigger of the attacks, other than

alcohol : during susceptible periods (see Case

I,

p. 1 0 1 ) the sensitivity

to alcohol is so consistent that it can afford a diagnostic test when the
history is equivocal .

I have seen 7 4 cases o f migrainous neuralgia in a total of nearly 1 ,200

migraine patients. This figure probably conveys a disproportionately

high incidence, and reflects the fact that the unfortunate sufferers from
this symptom are usually forced to seek medical help, and may wander

from one physician to another, finally coming to a headache specialist.
in order to secure relief from a stubborn and terrible symptom.
Two other peculiarities of incidence may be noted'. Migrainous neu
ralgia is almost ten times commoner in men than in women (the sex-in
cidence of other forms of migraine is probably equal), and it is rarely
familial; only 3 of the 7 4 cases I have seen had a family background of
similar attacks, whereas other forms of migraine are commonly familial.
Finally, we must notice the singular format of attacks in many pa
tients, a format which justi fies the name of "cluster headache" for this
variant of the syndrome. One sees, in such patients, a dose-packed
grouping of attacks lasting for several weeks (there may be as many as

10 attacks daily) and this is followed by a remission lasting months, or

even years. Some patients tend to have annual clusters with some regu
larity (Easter is the usual cluster season) while others may go

10

years

or more between clusters. During these remissions, patients appear to
be entirely immune from attack, and may, in addition, take indefinite
quantities of alcohol with impunity. Sometimes the duster is of abrupt
onset, but more commonly it builds up by degrees to a climactic intensity
over the course of a few days. Sometimes there is a distinct prodromal
period, in which the patient may note a vague ,burning or discomfort on
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one side, not a mounting to frank pain. Sometimes the imminence of a
duster is announced by the development of alcohol-sensitivity. Some
dusters taper off by degrees, although the usual pattern is of sudden,
dramatic cessation of the attacks.
There are other sufferers from migrainous neuralgia who never enjoy
the blessing of inrermittent remission, but have continued attacks, often
several a week, for years on end. Attacks are almost invariably confined
to one side; I have seen only two patients who have had attacks on
alternating sides. A few patients demonstrate tenderness and induration
of a superficial temporal artery during a "cluster," or permanently.
The best evidence for the relation of such attacks to common migraine

lies in the occurrenCe of "transitional" attacks which combine features
of both (vide Case I, below). Their identification with migraine is further
fortified by consideration of thei r physiological substrates (Part III), and
their response to medication (Part IV).

ILLUSTRATIVE CASE-HISTORIES
Case I

Atypical cluster attacks. The initial attacks are of lancinating severity,

very brief duration, and entirely local in [heir manifestations. As the cluster
proceeds, the individual attacks become longer, less intense in severity, and

accompanied by abdominal pain, diarrhoea, and varied autonomic symp

toms, i.e. indistinguishable from common migraines. There is intense alco
hol-sensitivity during, and only during, [he clusters. Clusters come annually,
with considerable regularity, and have only failed [0 come at the expected
time when this patient

Case 2

was

pregnant.

A :z.8-year-old ma n who had suffered incessant attacks of migrainous

neuralgia from the age of J 8 to 1.5, but subsequently differentiated a cluster

pattern. His younger brother is similarly affected. This patient provides an

instructive account of the times and circumstances at which he is liable co an
attack, "i1.. in the middle of the night, when "napping" before the television
set, when resting after work or a heavy meal, or following an orgasm.

Case J

A 40-year-old man with migrainous neuralgia who presenrs a num

ber of unusual features. Lacrimation constitutes an invariable "warning" of

\

an impending attack, and may precede the onset of pain by one or two hours.
The majority of 3naclts are right-sided, but about one in twenty occurs on
the left side. The implacable frequency of his attacks has been successfully

broken up by the use of monthly injections of histamine. The histamine
reaction is immediately followed by a true attack of mjgrainous

neuralgia,
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and th is, apparently, "defuses" the patient, exempting him from funher at
tacks until his next injection.

Case 5

A 36-year-old woman who suffers from both classical migraines and
cluster headache. Her attacks of migrainous neuralgia are invariably noctur
nal, and are remarkable for the profuse and viscid salivation which accompan
ies rhem.

Case 6

A .. 7-year-old man, paranoid, masochistic and depressed. He too
suffers from twO forms of migraine-attacks of migrainous neuralgia nightly,
and attacks of common migraine at weekends. He demonstrates a perma

nen tl y tender and indurated superficial temporal artery on the affected, right
side.

Case 7

A 3 7-year-old man with a 1 2.-year his[Qry of duster headache. Each
duster is preceded by a prodromal period of about a week, during which

there is a diffuse burning feeling in the right temple and tender induration of
the superficial temporal artery on this side. He displays a permanent pa rtial
Horner's syndrome. Individual attacks are accompanied by intense restless
ness, frequency of u rinati on and polyuria.

Case 8

A 5 5-year-old man who has suffered from annual dusters of migrainous neuralgia since the ag� of 1 2., his sole remission being for a period of five

years when he was undergoing psycho-analysis.

A 30-year-old man who when first seen was in the middle of an attack
of migrainous neuralgia, with a half-closed eye and a Horner's syndrome on

Case 9

the right side, running of the nose, and an enlarged, throbbing temporal artery'
on this side. He was in great pain, very pale, with a small, slow pulse, and a
look of having been "beaten," of defeat. He told me that he had been humili·
ated, not an hour before, by his boss, who had found fault wirh him, and
been sarcastic with him in front of his fellow workers. As he related this .. he
became angry, even furious; he last his U beatell, " defeated look, and now
looked bellicose and aggressive; he lost his pallor, and flushed beet-red; and
wi th this his righe pupi l dilated, his eyelid lifted, he lost h is Horner's syn·

drome-and he lost his pain. Then, as his anger passed, and the moral-physio.
logical surge which went with it, he became fearful and dejected, became pale
again, developed his Horner's syndrome once again, and fell right back into

the depths of his migrainous neuralgia. This is as striking a case as 1 have ever
seen of a strong emotion, a fighting feeling, a sympathomimetic surge, over
coming and temporarily "curing n an attack of migrainous neuralgia.

I
I

I
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HlEMiPUGlC MIGRAINE
The term " hemiplegic migraine" is often loosely used to denote ordinary
attacks of classical migraine with transient neurological symptoms, as

well as attacks in which a true motor hemiplegia of hours' or days'
duration is seen. We shall here be using the term in sensu stricto.
The earliest dear d�cription of hemiplegic migraine of which I

am

aware is to be found in Liveing's monograph:

A young gentleman, 2.4 years of age . . . was attacked with what, according

w

the custom of the day, was called an "apoplectic seizure," commencing

with imperfect articulation and mental confusion of a very transientcharacter,

but followed by right hemiplegia which was more lasting .

occasion) he was again attacked, but this time with

• .

[on a second

a great drowsiness and
some degree of right hemiplegia, while his pulse fell to 40. The drowsiness
had disappeared by the next morning, and the pulse had risen, but the hemi
plegic symptoms increased, and the power of utterance was almost extin
• . and only gradually restored.

guished .

In summary, this patient experienced a classical migraine which was
followed, une:ltpectedly, by a hemiplegia of one day's duration, and an
aphasia of one week's duration.

Infrequent accolllnts of such attacks were published, but not until

195 1, when Symonds provided an extremely detailed account of two

cases, did the nature of the attack begin to be clarified. One of Symonds's

patients exhibited a len hemiplegia and coma for five days, following a

classical migraine.

Both his father and grandfather had had similar attacks. The spinal
fluid showed a pleocytosis of 1 8 5 polymorphs/mm1, which disappeared

after two days. Electroencephalography showed slow-wave activity of
the entire right hemisphere, which was similarly transient. Angiography

at

the height of the hemiplegia failed to reveal any detectable abnormal

ity.

Similar cases have been described by vrJhitty

the strong

family history generally obtainable

et al. ( 1 9 5 3), who stress
in such cases. Three of

Whitty's cases also exhibited a transient cellular response in the spinal
fluid. Harold Wolff also described a number of cases, and was able to

demonstrate a transient pineal shift: in one such case.

The clinical and electrical pictures in such cases indicate profound

though

transient cerebral dysfunction, usually confined to one hemi

sphere. The occasional precipitation of sl!ch attacks by angiogli'aphy, or

by ergot overdosage, suggests the likelihood of vasOllar spasm or revers-
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ible damage. The failure to demonstrate such changes on angiography
_suggests that only vessels of arteriolar calibre may be involved. The oc
currence of pineal shift is compatible with oedema of a hemisphere, and
the cellular response in the spinal fluid indicates the likelihood of a sterile
inflammatory response, probably in the involved vessels.
Whatever the findings in a few cases, there is not enough evidence to
support the notion of an ischaemic or inflammatory response as the basis
of cerebral dysfunction in all cases. There is also the possibility that a
violent migraine, or crescendo of violent attacks, may lead to a prolonged
functional depression of cerebral activity, something analogous to,

though far more protracted than, a post-epileptic (Todd's) paralysis.
Hemiplegic migraine (and a minor variant sometimes termed "facio
p\egic migraine") is exceedingly rare. I have seen only the following two
cases:

Case 2)

A 43-year-old woman who has had classical migraine since the age
of 1 2. (6 to 10 attacks yearly), and occasional hemiplegic attacks-s in all.
Similar hemiplegic attacks had also occurred in her mother and in a maternal
aunt. I was enabled to examine her in one attack, at which time she -iemon
strated a left-sided hemiparesis with impaired cortical sensation and an
extensor plantar response. This hemiparesis cleared in three days. She was
subsequendy admitted for detailed neurological investigation: angiography
and contrast-studies failed to visualise any anatomical lesion.

Case 2J

A 14-year-old boy who had suffered repeated "bilious attacks" be
tween the ages of S and I I, and infrequent classical migraines of great severity
since their termination. The majority of his attacks were precipitated by a
combination of extravagant exercise and exertion, and tended to come im
mediately after cross-country races at school.
A number of his attacks were accompanied by a lower facial weakness of
many hours' duration, and on one occasion of three days' duration. The
father experienced severe attacks of classical migraine without a facio-plegic
component.

OPHTHALMOPLEGIC MIGRAINE

Ophthalmoplegic migraine is also exceedingly rare (Friedman, Harter
and Merritt (1961) were able to find only 8 cases in a population of
5,000 migraine patients). The majority of patients have usually experi
enced many common or classical migraines, of which a few attacks have
been followed by ophthalmoplegic symptoms. [t need hardly be empha
sised that this diagnosis should only be made after careful neurological
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investigation, and the exclusion of possible anatomical abnormalities
(aneurysms, angiomas, etc.).
The third cranial nerve is most frequently involved, but the founh and
sixth nerves may also be affected on occasion, leading to total ophthal
moplegia. These neurological deficits usually take several weeks to dear.
Involvement in repeated attacks is always unilateral. It has been sug
gested that the involvement of cranial nerves is due to oedema in the
intracavernous portion of the internal carotid artery, but there is no
supponing evidence for this supposition.

I have seen three cases of ophthalmoplegic migraine in a total of 1 ,2.00
migraine patients:

Case 2.4

This 34-year-old woman has had infrequent common migraines
since childhood, and a total of three ophthalmoplegic attacks at widely sep
arated intervals ( 1 943, 1 9 53. and 1 966). AU of these were preceded by a series
of common migraines of increasing severity, and in rapid succession to one
another. The culminating attack would be followed, the next day, by the
development of an ophthalmoplegia. In her 1966 attack, a series of intense
left-sided headaches was followed by the development of third- and fourth
nerve paralyses. The patient experienced complete ptosis for three weeks, and
diplopia for a further month. When I examined her, 10 weeks after the start
of her ophthalmoplegia, she exhibited a dilated pupil on the affected side, but
no ptosis or external palsy. Bilateral carotid angiography, performed during
the first of her attacks, had been entirely within normal limits.

A 9-year-old girl with attacks of classical migraine since the age of
3. One of her anacks, at the age of 5, had been followed by an ophthalmo
plegia of many weeks' duration. Two brochers, both parents, and other close
relatives were subject to classical migraine, but none had experienced oph
thalmoplegic symptoms.

Case 7J

Case !J!J

A 44-year-old engineer who has had repeated attacks of ophthalmoplegic migraine since the age of J9. The pain is invariably left-sided, and of

excruciating severity, and (in the patient's words) "it doesn't stop until the
eye is completely out" (i.e. until there is total paralysis of the third, fourth
and sixth nerves on this side). There was at first a slow but complete resolution
of ophthalmoplegia after each anack, within a couple of weeks; but then an
increasing residual deficit. He has tried virrually every medication (ergota
mine, Inderal, Ditantin, calcium-channel blockers, etc.), as well as biofeed
back, chiropraxy and acupuncture-and has found all of them useless. When
he gets an attack he self-medicates it with injections of DHE 45 and steroids;
and if he is lucky, it will die down, and not go on to a total ophthalmoplegia.
He has had "every test"-angiograms, brain scans-but no angioma or an
eurysm has ever shown up. When examined, some five hours after the start
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of an attack, he had a grossly dilated, unreactive pupil on the left, and deficits
of medial, upward and downward gaze, only lateral gaze being full and un
affected. He fe�rs he will end up with a " useless " left eye. He also describes
a strange, unstable state at the start of many attaclts: "fluctQations of hot and
cold . . . my bOdy goes into wild fluctuations . . . oscillations with a period of
ten to fifteen minutes, getting wider . . . positive feedback, I guess. "

PSEUDO-MIGRAINE

The diagnosis of migraine is usually made on the basis of a clinical his
tory, supported where possible by observation of the patient during an
to perform a few basiC investigations

attack. It is usually good sense

(skull X-rays, EEG, etc.), although these may be expected to be within
normal limits in the vast majority, say 9 9 per cent, of all cases. Certain
clinical features, such as the apparent onset of migraines late in life, are

ipso facto suspicious of organic pathology, and must be investigated with
unusual care. It is particularly important, in cases of classical migraine,

to question the patient carefully regarding the usual locations and quali
ties of the aura. We have already stressed that most migraine patients
experience, at one time or another, auras referred to either or both sides
of the visual fields or body-surface. Invariable unilaterality of the aura
is a suspicious symptom, and constitutes grounds for detailed investiga
tion of the patient. The following case-history is instructive in this re
gard:
Case 2.6

A 57-year-old woman who gave a history of having had " classical
migraines" since the age of 16. She would generally experience 6 or 7 attacks
a year, and there had been no recent change in this frequency. A careful
interrogation revealed certain unusual features in her auras. Both scotomata

and paraesthesiae were invariably confined to the right side of the visual field
and body-the patient was emphatic that they had never occurred on the
other side. Further, her paraesthesiae had on occasion remained unchanged

and static for three hours, without showing any Jacksonian march. (It w as
pointed out, in the last ch apter, that a single �sweep" of scotoma or paraes
thesia normally takes ],0 to 40 minutes.) In view of this minor but important
divergence from the usual picture, further investigation was undertaken.
Skull X-rays showed a calcified mass in the left posterior hemisphere. Electro
encephalography indicated a slow-wave focus, and brain-scan, an increased
isotope-uptake in this region. Angiography revealed a massive parieto-occip·
ita I angioma in the left hemisphere.

is not our intention to enter into the "differential diag
of vascular headaches.....:. a subject very adequately treated in many

Although it
nosis"

textbooks-we may emphasise, by means of a case-history, that condi·
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tions other than cerebral tumours, malformations or aneurysms may
occasionally mimic migraines, or be mistaken for them:
A 57-year-old woman developed a persistent and severe throbbing
Case 4 8
headache located in the left temple and eye. Her local physician diagnosed
this as an "atypical migraine," although the patient had never previously
suffered from headaches, and prescribed ergot drugs and tranquillisers for the
patient. Since her symptoms failed to settle under this regimen, he referred
her to me for further investigation. On examination, I found a tender and
indurated left temporal artery, early papillitis and some diminution of central
visual acuity. A sedimentation-rate was at once procured, and found to be
1 10 mm/hour (Westergren), and the presumptive diagnosis of "temporal ar
teriti$" was made. The patient was at once placed on massive doses of.pred
nisone, and the headache remitted within two days. There was, however, some
permanent loss of visual acuity.

Case 50

A 50-year-old woman with occasional attacks of mild classical mi
graine-faint fortifications for a few minutes at most, sometimes followed by
a vascular headache. Recently, however, she had a very different attack: she
awoke with "flashing lights aLI over . . . shimmering lights . . . arcs of light
ing," and a throbbing left-sided headache. She presumed this was another of
her migraines. The visual phenomena, however, did nor clear as they usually
did in a few minutes, but continued all day, and all the next day too. Towards
the end of this second day they became more complex in character; she seemed
to see, in the upper parr of the visual field to the right, "a writhing form
. . . like a Monarch caterpillar, black and yellow, its cilia glistening," and then
"incandescent yellow lights, like a Broadway sign, going up and down. " She
still considered herself, and was considered by her doctor, at this time, to be
having an unusually severe and protracted migraine. Other hallucinations
appeared the next day: "The bathtub seemed to be crawling with ants, there
were cobwebs covering the walls and ceiling . . . people seemed to have lattices
on their faces." Perceptual and agnosic problems appeared: "My husband's
legs looked short, distorted . . . like some sort of trick mirror . . . everyone in
the market looked grotesque-parts of their faces were gone." And, on the
ninth day, she found she could see nothing to the right. At this time she was
found to be hemianopic, and to have suffered a stroke involving the left oc
cipital lobe. In this rather tragic case, the existence of genuine classical mi
graine attacks at first deflected attention from the possibility of a much more
serious, apoplectic "pseudo-migraine."

PERMANENT NEUROLOGICAL OR VASCULAR DAMAGE
FROM MIGRAINE
Many patients and some physicians entenain considerable apprehension
regarding the likelihood of permanent residual damage from migraine,
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an apprehension fanned by rare but dramatic case-reports (which may
be reproduced or distorted in the popular press).
Many of these case-reports have probably inculpated migraine as a
cause for cerebrovascular accidents, while failing to take into account
the possibilities of concomitant hypertension, vascular pathology or co
incidence. There are, however, a number of case-reports (the subject has
been reviewed by Dunning ( 1 942.) and Bmyn (1972.), among others) in
which the relation of vascular mishaps to attacks of migraine cannot be
doubted. The term "complicated migraine" is sometimes used for such
attacks in which neurological deficits lasting twenty-four hours or more
occur in consequence of cerebral, retinal, or brainstem infarction. Such
strokes or infarctions have even occurred in young people without de
monstrable cerebrovascular disease-the role of edema of the arterial
wall, diminished blood flow and increased coagulability of blood have
been postulated by various authors' (Rascol et ai., 1979).
Nevertheless, it cannot be stated too strongly that such permanent
residues are surpassingly rare. My own experience, no less than a perusal
of the literature, has assured me of this: I have interrogated and exam
ined more than twelve hundred patients with migraine, and none of them
has ever experienced any permanent damage from a migraine. For all .its
miseries, migraine is an essentially benign and reversible condition, and
it is imperative to reassure all patients of this.

FIVE

The Structure of Migraine

We have now surveyed the major patterns of migraine, in all their be
wildering variety and heterogeneity. We must pause, at this point, to
take stock, and to simplify. A clear-cut definition of migraine retreats
before us as we advance into the subject, but we are equipped now to
formulate a number of general statements, and to trace the basic design
or structure of migraine, as this underlies its innumerable clinical expres
sions and permutations.
We have observed that all migraines are composed of many symptoms
(and physiological alterations) proceeding in unison: at each and every
moment die structure of migraine is composite. Thus, a common mi
graine is fabricated of many components surrounding the cardinal and
defining symptom of headache. Migraine equivalents are composed of
essentially similar components aggregated and emphasised in other
ways. The structure of migraine aura is similarly composite. Given the
components a, b, c .

. .

permutations of diese:

we may encounter innumerable combinations and

a plus b, a plus c, a plus b plus c, b plus c . . etc.
.

Beneath these variable and disjunctive components, we may recognis�
the occurrence of other, relatively stable features, occurring in constant
conjunction: these constitute, as it were, the core of the migraine struc
ture. It is in the middle range-between the vegetative disturbances and
the cortical disturbances-that the essential features of migraine may be
found: alterations of conscious level, of muscular tonus, of sensory vig
ilance, etc. We may subsume these under a single term: they represent

disorders of arO�$al. In extremely severe

attacks, the degree of arousal
109
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occurring in �he earlier or prodromal stages of the migraine may proceed
to' agitation or even frenzy, while the ensuing stages may be marked by
a subsidence into lethargy or even stupor. (n milder attacks the disorders
of arousal may be overshadowed by the presence of pain or other florid
symptoms, and thus be overlooked by patient and physician. Disorders
of arousal, mild or severe, appear to be invariable features of all mi
graines.
Each stage in the course of a migraine is marked by the concurrence

of symptoms at different tunctio1lal levels, in particular the concurrence
of physical and of emotional symptoms. These cannot be described in
terms ot one another: each level must be described by a language appro
priate to it. Thus migraine is conspicuously
and requires for its understanding

a

a

psychophysiological event,

sort of mental diplopia (to adopt

jackson's term) and a double language. The most primitive symptoms
of migraine are both physical
is both a sensation and

a

and emotional: thus nausea, for example,

"state of mind " (the literal and figurative uses

of the word nausea are of equal antiquity); nausea is in the region where
the separateness of sensations and emotions has not yet been established.
More complex symptoms have become dichotomised, so to speak, so
thar we may recognise, at every stage throughout an

attack, a constant

concomitamce and paralleling of physical and emotional symptoms. We

may, for example, portray the sequence o� a typical (prototype) migraine
in terms of the following five stages:

( 1 ) The initial

excitement or excitation of an attack (plOvided either
internally by an aura), in which

externally by a provocative stimulus, or

the emotional aspects may be experienced

as

rage, elation, etc., and the

physiological aspects as sensory hyperacusis, scintillating scotomata,
paraesthesiae, etc.

(2) A state of engorgement (sometimes termed the prodrome, some
times simply the earlier stages of an attack), characterised by the occur

rence of visceral distension and stasis, vascular dilatation, faecal
retention, fluid retention, muscular tension, etc., and, concurrently with
these symptoms, feelings of emotional tension, anxiety, restlessness, i�
ritability, etc.

(3 ) A state of prostration (frequently isolated by medical observation,
and termed the "attack proper"), in which the affective experience is
one of apathy, depression, and retreat, while its physical concomitants
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are experienced as nausea, malaise, drowsiness, faintness, muscular
slackness and weakness, etc.

(4) The state of recovery or resolution, which may be achieved
abruptly (crisis) or gradually (lysis). In the case of the former, there may
occur a violent visceral ejaculation, such as vomiting or sneezing, or a
sudden excess of.emotion, or both together; in the case of the latter, a
variety of secretory activities (diuresis, diaphoresis, involuntary weeping,
etc.) are accompanied by a concurrent melting away, or catharsis, of the
existing emotional symptoms.

(5) A stage of rebound (if the attack has been brief and compact), in
which feel ings of euphoria and renewed energy are accompanied by great
physical well-being, increased muscular tonus and alertnes�: generalised
arousal.

This remarkable synchronisation of affect and somatic symptoms al
lows us to define the psychophysiological state of a migraine, at any
given time, in terms of mood and of autonomic status (or, more accu
rately, arousal or nervous "tuning"; concepts considered fully in Chapter

I I). Thus we can conveniently depict the typical course of

a migraine

on a "map" in which affect and arousal have been selected as co-ordi
nates (Figure 6).
We may comment very briefly on the type of relation which may exist
between these somatic and emotional symptoms of a migraine, while
deferring full consideration of this topic until much later (Chapter

1 3 ).

When considering the problem of fluid retention in migraine attacks, we
noted Wolff's conclusions, based on painstaking experiment, that fluid
retention and vascular headache were concomitant but not causally re
lated to each other; the same is largely true of concomitant emotional
�nd somatic symptoms. Their concurrence, if it cannot be explained in
terms of direct causality (the physical symptoms causing the emotional
symptoms, or vice versa), must either be traced to a common antecedent
cause, or to a symbolic linkage. No other possibilities exist.
We must rerum now to the general problem of categorising the mi
graine experience, and formulating more exactly its rehirion to idiopathic
epilepsy, fainting, vagal attacks, acute affective disturbances, etc., with
which we have repeatedly noted its affinities. The terms of this formu
lation, at this stage, can only be clinical ones.
We recogni,se a migraine as being constituted by certain symptoms of
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AROUSAL AXIS
(NERVOUS "TUNI NG")

MFECTIVE AXIS

"FEELING TONE"

I. PROOftOME
4. RESOUND

�.

a. "I\7TACt< PROPER"

J. RESOlUTION

(LYSIS

)

Fig. 6. The configuration of migraine, in relation to mood and arousal
The psychophysiological shape or configuration of a prototypic migraine rep
resented as a function of nervous "tuning" (degree of arousal) and affect. The
contours of migraines and many other complex paroxysmal phenomena are con
veniently inscribed on a map of this type.
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a certain duration in a certain sequence. The structure of a migraine is

extremely variable, but it is variable in only three ways. Firstly, the entire

course of the attack is variable in

length: the overall structure of a mi

graine may be condensed or extended (it is in this sense that Gowers

speaks of vagal attacks as extended epilepsies) : secondly, the course of
attack may be enacted at a variety of levels in the nervous system
from the level of cortical hallucinations to that of peripheral autonomic

an

disturbances: thirdly, the symptoms at each level may present themselves
in many different

combinations and permutations. Therefore, instead of

conceiving migraine as a very specific and stereotyped event, we must

rather envisage a broad region encompassing the entire repertoire of
migraine and migraine�like attacks; within this region, the migraine

structure may be modulated in duration, in "vertical level" and in "col
lateral level, " to use Jackson's terms.

The sequence of a full-fledged migraine (i.e. one which is not prema

turely terminated, and of which the inaugural stages are recognised ) has
essentially rwo stages: a stage of excitation or arousal, followed by a
protracted stage of inhibition or "derousal ."

It is in these terms that we may first perceive the proximity of the

migraine cycle to that of epilepsy, on the one hand, and to the more
leisurely cycles of waking and sleep, on the other; the prominent affective

components of migraines demand comparison, more remotely, with the

excitatory and inhibitory phases of some psychoses. We have observed
the occurrence Qf many transitional states between all of these: the oc

currence of "migralepsies," insomniac and hypomanic states preceding

migraines and epilepsies, dreamlike and nightmarish auras, apathetic

depression during the inhibitory stage of migraine, the occurrence of

somnolent and stuporous migraines, the inauguration of migraines dur

ing sleep, their abortion by brief sleep, and, finally, the long deep sleep

which characteristically follows severe migraines and epilepsies. In all

cases we may see the inhibitory states as morbid variations or caricatures

of normal sleep, following upon inordinate excitations (migrainous pro

dromes and excitements, epileptic convulsions, psychotic agitations), as

normal sleep succeeds the activities of the waking day. Gowers placed

migraines, faints, sleep-disorders, etc., in the " borderland" of epilepsy;

we can with equal justice reverse his words, and locate migraine and
migraine-like reactions in the borderland of sleep.

It is imponant to observe that migraine is no more a suspension of

all physical and mental activities than sleeping, or psychotic stupors; it

is charged, on the contrary, with activities of an inward, private kind.
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Inhibition at one level �eleases excitations at other levels. The diminution
of motor activity and external ties during a migraine is matched by a
great increase in internal activities, vegetative symptoms and their atten
dant, regressive affects-a paradoxical combination of inner violence
and outer detachment-analogous to the dreaming of paradoxical sleep,
or the concealed agitations and hallucinations of psychotic stupors.
Gowers, observing the gradual or sudden transformations of one type
of migraine into another, or of migraines into epilepsies, fainting attacks,
etc. concluded: " . . . We can perceive the mysterious relation, but we
cannot explain it." We can do no more, at this stage, than point out that
all such attacks share a certain formal resemblance in structure, merging
into one another, and into the region of migraine. We cannot explore
the "mysterious relation" any further without considering the functions
of migraine and of other paroxysmal reactions which may take its place.
We must move ahead, therefore, and learn when and why migraines
occur.

PART n

The Occurren.ce of
Migraine

Introduction

Many patients consider their migraines to occur "spontane<:msly" and
without cause. Such a view leads, scientifically, to absurdity, emotion
ally, to fatalism, and therapeutically, to impotence. We must assume that
all attacks of migraine have real and discoverable determinants, however
difficult their elucidation may be.
The determinants of migraine are al most infinite in number, and may
present themselves in many different combinations. We may simplify
their discussion, as Willis did three centuries ago, by distinguishing pre
disposing, exciting and accessory causes of migraine. Thus among these
Willis recognised the following determinants:
An evil or weak constitution of the parts . . . sometimes innate and heredi
tary . . . an irritation in some distant member or viscera . . . changes ot season,
atmospheric states, the great aspects of the sun and moon, violent passbns,
and errors in diet . . .

We can never predict the occurrence of a migraine with certainty, but

our inability to do so reflects only the limitations of our knowledge. It
may indeed be cettain that if conditions a, b,

c,

d

.

. . etc. are fulfilled,

that a migraine will inevitably fol low, but we are rarely if ever in pos
session of all the relevant knowledge. Thus we are reduced to speaking
in terms of propensities and probabilities.

Chapter 6 is devoted to consideration of factors which predispose an
individual to migraine, as far as these can be determined on clinical
grounds. In Chapter 7 we discuss " idiopathic" migraine, attacks which
1 17
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tend to come periodically, or at irregular intervals, irrespective of the
external circumstances of living; the exciting factors , in such cases, .must
be seen as internal ones related to inherent instabilities and periodicities
in the nervous system. Chapter

8

is concerned with the many external

circumstances-physical, physiological and emotional-which can ex
cite migraine attacks in predisposed patients: such circumstances often
bear an obvious one-to-one relationship to the occurrence of each attack.
In Chapter

9

we explore the most important accessory cause of mi

graines, powerful emotional needs and stresses denied direct expression
or resolution, which may force predisposed patients into a pattern of
repeated migraines.

SIX

The Predisposition to
Migraine
We are accustomed to think of any particular response as
either learned or innate, which is apt to be a source of
confusion in thinking about such things. . . . Is the response
inherited, or acquired? The answer is, Neither: either Yes or
No would be very misleading.
Hebb

If we say of X that he is an epileptic, we make two assertions, that he
has seizures, and that he has a propensity towards seizures. The latter
is considered to be inherent within him; we may label this inherent pro
pensity an epileptic predisposition, diathesis or constitution. It may fur
ther be considered that his predisposition is not only inherent, but
immutable ("once an epileptic, always an epileptic"), and as such con
demn him to a lifetime of caution, anti-convulsants, driving restrictions,
etc. A correlate of these assumptions may be the identification of patho
gnomonic "signs" of an epileptic constitution-epileptic stigmata.
These propositions are of great historical antiquity, and receive only
partial support from admissible data; such truth as they do contain is
dearly inflated by emotional bias. Similar assertions are frequently made
with regard to "schizophrenic predisposition, " and these too must be,
and have been, subjected to the most critical scrutiny. These two exam
ples may serve to introduce the subject of migraine predisposition which,
if it lacks the pejorative undertones of the commonly held opinions on
epileptic or schizophrenic predisposition, will reveal itself as even more
complex in its implications.
The notion of migraine predisposition rests on three groups of data:

first and foremost, studies on the familial incidence of migraine, and
subsidiary to this, studies designed to expose pathognomonic signs of
the diathesis, and to discover su bstrative "factors" or " traits" in migrain
ous and pre-migrainous populations. The basic assumption, of course,
is that migraine is a clearly-defined " disease" ana logous, for example,
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to sickle-cell disease which will occur in persons with sickle-cell trait,
and only in such persons, when certain other conditions are fulfilled.

THE OVERALL INCIDENCE OF MIGRAINE

Headache is the commonest complaint which patients bring to physi
cians, and migraine is the commonest functional disorder by which pa
tients are afflicted. Figures are only available on the incidence of migraine
headache (cephalgic migraine), and these vary between estimates of 5

per cent and 2.0 per cent for its incidence in the general population.
Balyeat ( 1 9 3 3 ) found an incidence of 9 .3 per cent in a population of
almost 3,000persons whom he interrogated. Lennox and Lennox ( 1960)
found that migraine headache occurred in 6,3 per cent of medical stu
dents, nurses and non-epileptic patients whom they questioned. Fitz
Hugh's (1940) figure is as high as

2.2.

per cent. Many further figures are

cited and discussed in Wolffs monograph.
A general observation must be made concerning all such incidence

figures. The terms of interrogation exclude many categories of patient
and of migraine, e.g. those whose attacks are infrequent and unremem

bered, those whose attacks are mild and undiagnosed, and, not least, the
many patients who experience attacks of migraine equivalent or isolated
auras, and for this reason are not considered in the same frame of ref

erence. We may assert that a substantial minority, perhaps one-tenth, of
the population experience fairly common and readily-recognised ceph
algic migraines. We may suspect that many more experience occasional
or mild migraines, migraine equivalents, or migraine auras. Certain
forms of migraine, it would seem, are much rarer. It has been stated that
me incidence of classical migraine is not above

I

per cent in the general

population (probably an underestimate) ; migrainous neuralgia is rarer
still, and the hemiplegic and ophthalmoplegic forms of migraine are ex
cessively rare, and are unlikely to be seen in a lifetime of practice by the
average general physician.

FAMILIAL OCCURRENCE AND INHERITANCE OF M IGRAINE

It has long been held, and with good reason, that migraine has a strong
tendency to run in certain families, and there are innumerable clinical
and statistical studies which substantiate this fact. Lennox (1941 ), re

viewing a massive population of patients with migraine (headache),
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noted that 6 I per cent of them descri bed a parent as having been affected
with migraine, whereas only I I per cent of a control group reported
close familial involvement. Friedman has estimated that 65 per cent of
migraine sufferers seen in a headache clinic give a family history of mi
graine. The fact of frequent familial incidence is indisputable; the inter
pretation of this fact is far from clear.
The most ambitious and the most sophisticated of these comparative
statistical studies is that of Goodell, Lewontin, and Wolff (1954). These
workers selected for study 1 19 patients with "severe headaches recurring
usually over many years," and submitted all of these to close interroga

tion with regard to the incidence of migraine headaches in other mem
bers of their families (no distinction was made, for the purposes of this
enquiry, between classical and common migraine). It was found, in a
comparison of the offspring in these migrainous families, that 2.8.6 per
cent of those with neither parent affected had migraine, 44.2. per cent of
those with one migrainous parent had migraine, and 69.2. per cent of
those with both parents affected had migraine. Goodell et al., comparing

the observed with the expected incidence in the 8 3 2. offspring considered,
concluded that "there is less than one chance in a thousand that such
deviations (from the expected incidence] would occur if the assumption
of no inheritance were true

• • •

Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume

that migraine is due to a recessive gene whose penetrance is approxi
mately

70 per cent. "

We must regard this conclusion as highly suspect and even absurd,
despite the thoroughness and elegance of the study. There are at least
three hidden assumptions of considerable dubiety, the first relating to
sampling, the second to the homogem�ity of the population studied, and
the third, the most important, to the necessarily ambiguous interpreta
tion of any study of this type. Firstly, only patients with severe, recurrent,
long-standing migraine headache were studied, and interrogation con
cerning affected relatives was similarly framed in terms of these criteria.
it is clear, therefore, that if mild or unremembered or infrequent attacks
of migraine headache had occurred, or if migraine equivalent or migraine
aura had instead been present, the figures of incidence might be very
different fmm the ones obtained. Secondly, it is assumed, wholly without
justification, that the population considered was genetically homoge
neous with regard to migraine, i.e. that all migraines considered, whether
of das§ical, common, or any other type, were genetically equivalent for
purposes of the study. Thirdly, and most cfucially, familial incidence

does not necessarily imply inheritance. A family is not only a source of
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genes but an environmental circumstance of enormous potency. 20 Good

et al. are not unaware of this reservation but they do not take it
seriously. Ht must, however, be taken extremely seriously in view of the
evidence (to be discussed in later chapters) that migraine reactio ns are
ell

readily adopted, learned, and emulated within the family environment.
A rigorous genetic study would have to concern itself with offspring of
migrainous parents reared by non-migrainous foster-parents, or, ideally,
with the incidence of migraine in identical twins separated at birth. No
method less stringent is adequate to distinguish the effects of "nature"
versus "nurture" in a reaction as complex and multiply-determined as
migraine. Without such controls, statistical studies of migraine (as of
schizophrenia) cannot claim to do more than quantify what one alre ady

knows, that migraine tends to be commoner in certain families. They

cannot establish any genetic basis, let alone so elementary (and inher
ently improbable) a basis as a single gene with partial penetrance.

if the ambiguities of sampling and symptom-variability are reduced,

and if particularly rare forms of migraine are studied, the likelihood of
a hereditary basis may be more plausibly stated. Thus classical migraine

is, roughly, ten times rarer than common migraine, yet tends to show a

more dramatic familial occurrence. Hemiplegic migraine, which can
hardly be overlooked or forgotten, tends to remain "true

co

type," and

is exceedingly rare in the general population, is almost always found in
the context of heavy familial involvement (Whitty, 1 9 5 .3 ) . Z9

TIle matter is of more than academic importance, for if a patient

regards himself as "doomed" to a lifetime of migraine in view of a sin
ister family background of the disorder, and his physician takes an
equally fatalistic view of the matter, the chances of any therapeutic in

tervention are much reduced. Lennox and Lennox, usually most reason

able, write "Persons with migraine should think twice before marrying
one whose own or whose family history is positive for this disorder. "
This statement, in view of the degree of doubt concerning genetic factors,
and the overwhelming importance of environmental factors, is little short

of monstrous.
28

An instrUctive example of "pseudo-heredity" in the determination of complex psy
chophysiological reactions is Friedman's finding that not only 6 S per cent of migraine
patients, but 40 per cent of patients with tension-headaches, give a family history of their
respective symptoms. It has never been suggested (nor is it likely to be suggested) that
tension-headaches have a genetic basis, but dearly they are adopted in households where
this is the family "style."
lf
While revising the proofs of this book, I have had occa sion to see a patient with
hemiplegic migraine who has four siblings, a parent, an uncle and a first cousin similarly

�.

.
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We will coalesce, for purposes of discussion, the two other grounds on
which the notion of a specific migrainous predisposition is based-the
clinical observation of "signs," and the experimental observation of
"factors," su,pposedly diagnostic of migraineurs. Our discussion will do
little more than allude to such signs and factors at this stage, for we
reserve until later (Chapters 10 and I I ) a detailed critique of current
experimental work on the subject.
We understand by the term sign, in this context, a clinical character
istic which is highly correlated with the tendency to migraine, and which
the refore occurs with exceptional frequency in most migraine patients
and many of their relatives. Some such signs will be regarded as an
integral part of the migraine constitution, and other signs may have a
fortuitous but exceptionally common linkage with the tendency to mi
graine. The concealed assumption, in all cases, is that there is a unitary
genetic basis-Wolff speaks of a "stock factor"-underlying migraine.
Thus, to cite a particularly fantastic example of an alleged migrainous
trait:
Funher evidence of the stock factor in migraine [writes Wolff) is reponed by
Erik Ask-Upmark, who made the interesting observation that out of 36 pa
tients subject to migraine headache attacks, 9 had inverted nipples, as com
pared with 6S persons who were not subject to migraine, in whom there was
only one instance of inverted nipples.

The majority of such observations, or theories, envisage a constitu
tional type with particular physical and emotional characteristics as es
pecially or uniquely prone to migraine. Thus Tourraine and Draper
(1934) speak of a "characteristic constitutional type" in which the skull
shows acromegaloid traits, the intelligence is outstanding, but the emo
tional make-up is retarded. Alvarez (1 959) discerns as prime character
istics of migrainous women:
a small trim body with firm breasts. Usually rhese women dress well and move
quickly. 95 per cent had a quick eager mind and much social attractiveness
. . . Some :l.8 per cent were red-headed, and many had luxuriant hair . . . These
women age well.

Greppi ( 1 9 5 5 ) claims to perceive a migraine "ground," a particular
psychophysiological constellation very common among, and peculiar to,
sufferers from migraine:
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. . . There is a certain delicacy or grace . . . there are signs which indicate the
development of an early intelligence and sensibility, of a critical and self-con
trolled temperament.

These accounts exemplify the "romantic" view of migrainous consti
tution. It is of more than historical interest that so many authors, from
antiquity to the present day, are concerned to present so flattering a
picture of the migraineur. Perhaps one may connect this tendency with
the fact that most writers on migraine suffer from migraine_ At all events,

such descriptions are greatly at odds with the traditional accounts of

epileptics and the epileptic constitution, with their menacing undertones
of hereditary "taint" and constitutional "stigmata."
It is frequently stated that migraines are peculiar to a specific "mi
graine personality," which is usually portrayed as obsessive, rigid, driv
ing, perfectionistic, etc. The adequacy of this concept may be measured
by the clinical finding of exceedingly varied emotional backgrounds in
migraine patients (see Chapter 9), and will receive critical discussion at
a" later stage (Chapter

13).

Some authors have stated that migraine patients may b e placed i n one
or other of the four traditional psychophysiological categories (either
Hippocratic or Pavlovian terms may be employed), a supposition which
acquaintance with a handful of migraine patients should dispel. There
is, however, some evidence that different styles of migraine may be com
moner in particular constitutional types, as du Bois Reymond realised a

century ago. Thus patients prone to "red" migraines tend to be overtly
excitable and to flush with anger (they are, in Pavlov's terms, "strong
excitable types," or "sympathotonic"), while other patients prone to
"white" migraines tend to pallor, fainting, and withdrawal reactions in
the face to emotional stimuli (being "weak inhibitory types" or "vago
tonic" ) . But no general statement on the subject is applicable to migraine
patients in their entirety.
Other workers have suggested that the tendency to migraine may be
indicated by a variety of physiological parameters: a particular sensibil
ity to passive motion, heat, exhaustion, and depressant drugs (e.g. alco
hol and reserpine); exaggerated cardiovascular reflexes (e.g. pathological
carotid sinus sensitivity); anatomical or functional "microcirculatory
disorder" ; the prevalence of slow-wave cerebral dysrhythmias; and

a

variety of metabolic and chemical dysfunctions. We can do no more, at
the present stage, than state that none of these factors have been shown
to be of critical relevance to migraine patients as an overall group, ai-
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though certain of them may show consistent variations in particular sub
groups of migraine sufferers.

MIGRAINE DlATHE.SIS AND OTHE.R DISORDERS

The notion that there may exist, and the search for, other disorders
correlated and connected with migraine diathesis is no more than a log
ical extension of the considerations already raised, but there are a variety
of specific issues which demand separate consideration. The area is one
of doubt and dispute, partly on questions of fact, partly on questions of
interpretation (particularly the interpretation of statistical correlations)
and, not least, on questions of nomenclature and semantics.
Opinions on the most basic issues range very widely. Critchley ( 1 96,),
our foremost authority on the subject, states:
. . . in early childhood, a migrainous constitution may manifest itself in the
form of infantile eczema; a little later as travel sickness. At a slightly older
age it can show itself as recurrent spells of vomiting . . . Are migraine victims
more or less likely to develop peptic ulcers, coronary disease, rheumatoid
arthritis, or colitis? My clinical impression . . . is that there exists a son of
negative correlation. Lifelong migraine seems to confer a SOrt of protection
against the subsequent development of other stress disorders.

Graham and Wolff, on the other hand, see migraine populations as ex
ceptionally prone to a variety of other disorders. Thus Graham ( 1 9 5 2.),
tabulating the ills of 46 migraine patients, found that over half suffered
from motion-sickness, more than a third from alIergic manifestations,
and a third from additional, muscle-contraction headaches. Further, their
family histories were heavily weighted with epilepsy ( 1 0 per cent), aller
gies

(30 per cent), arthritis ( 2.9 per cent), hypertension (60 per cent),

cerebrovascular accidents (4 0 per cent), and "nervous breakdowns" ( H
per cent).
Wolff (1963) approaching the question from the opposite end found
complaints of headache (vascular or muscle-contraction) especially fre
quent in sufferers from functional heart disease, essential hypertension,
vasomotor rhinitis, upper respiratory infections, hayfever and asthma,
gastro-intestinal dysfunctions (duodenal ulcer, etc.) and "psychoneuro
ses." How are we to reconcile Critchley'S image of migraineurs as privi
leged sufferers, enjoying a sort of immunity against other disorders, with
the pessimistic vision of Graham and Wolff who portray them as laden
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with innumerable ills? And if such negative and positive correlations
indeed exist, how shall we interpret them?
Before embarking on any general discussion, we must enquire more
minutely into the evidence which is available concerning the correlation
of migraine with specific disorders. There is general agreement that a
history of motion-sickness, cyclic vomiting, or bilious attacks, in the
earlier years of life is exceptionally common among migraine sufferers,
although such tendencies and attacks are "replaced" by the adult mi
graines, for the most part rather rarely continuing their original intensity
throughout life. Provided any statement correlating motion-sickness and
migraine is a purely statistical one based on a large population, it cannot
be gainsaid. If, however, one departs from a statistical approach and
concerns oneself only with individual case-histories, it is at once obvious
that many patients with migraine (especially those with classical mi
graine) never experienced motion-sickness or visceral eruptions in their
earlier years, and may, indeed, have been exceptionally resistant even to
stimuli which produce nausea in a majority of the population; con
versely, it is obvious that many children who suffer (enjoy?) cyclic vom
iting, morion-sickness and bilious attacks never develop "adult"
migraines later in their lives.
The facts-or, rather, the quoted figures, with their attendant sources
of error-are less clear concerning the correlation of migraine with hy
pertension, allergies, epilepsy, etc., and we will do no more than cite a
handful of investigations from the many hundreds which burden the
literature. Gardner, Mountain and Hines ( 1 940) found migraine five
times more frequent in a hypertensive population than in a control group
without hypertension. These authors display a proper reserve in inter
preting their data, accepting as equally admissible the hypothesis of a
common genetic factor and that of other shared factors (e.g. the preva
lence of chronic inhibited rage amongst hypertensives and migraineurs).
Balyeat (1933) was so struck with the incidence of allergic reactions in
migraine patients and their families, that he took correlation for identity,
and claimed that migraine was allergic in nature in many cases, a view
which has since commanded an astonishing' following, despite the fact
that Wolff, and others, have shown in critical experiments that migraine
is almost never allergic in origin. Lennox and Lennox (1960) have long
been concerned with the taboo topic of constitutional relationships be
tween migraine and epilepsy. They find (from a study of over 2.,000
epileptics) that 13.9 per cent of these have a family history of migraine,
a figure substantially in excess of such family histories secured from their
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control group. They conclude that migraine and epilepsy have not only
a common "constitutional" basis, but a related genetic basis.

MHGRAINE IN RIELATION TO AGE

Constitutional disorders usually manifest themselves relatively early in
life. We must enquire whether this is true of migraine. Critchley (193 3),
in an early paper on the subject, stated: "A person is either afflicted with
migrainous diathesis from an early age, or he is completely spared. He
is unlikely to acquire the malady in adulthood . . . " There are many fig
ures in the literature which would seem to contradict this supposition.
Lennox and Lennox ( 1960), studying 300 patients with migraine, noted
that 3 7.9 per cent had their inaugural attack in the third decade or later.
My own experience (with 1,200 migraine patients, the majority adult)
has provided abundant confirmation of the frequency of late-onset mi
graines, and has further indicated the necessity. of breaking down the
overall group into smaller, clinically-homogeneous subgroups before any
meaningful statement can be made. Classical migraine has perhaps the
greatest propensity to present in youth or early adult life, but I have seen
a dozen cases in which an initial attack occurred after the age of forty;
the distinctiveness and severity of classical migraines are such that prior
attacks would be unlikely to escape the memory. Onset in the middle
years is far more frequent in the case of common migraines, and of these
I have seen at least sixty cases presenting after . the age of forty, and
perhaps a fifth of these presenting after the age of fifty; this clinical
pattern is particularly seen in women who may become the victims of
migraine during or after the menopause. Migrainous neuralgia, above
all, is notorious for its capacity to come on in later life; I have had one
patient who experienced an initial "cluster" at the age of 98, and many
cases of onset in the mid-seventies have been recorded in the literature.
There is indisputably a general tendency for migraine to present early in
life and dwindle in frequency in the later years, ceteris paribus, but this
is a rule with frequent and important exceptions.
The concept of migraine diathesis carries the implication that mi
graine is, in some fashion, latent within the individual, until it is pro
voked to manifest itself. The following case-history illuStrates how
migraine may remain dormant for the greater part of a lifetime, only
springing into action, so to speak, given an extraordinary environmental
provocation:
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Case I $

This patient, a 7s-year-old woman, presented herself with the com
plaint of severe and frequent classical mi aines. She had been experiencing
two to three attacks a week, each preceded by unmistakable fortification-fig
ures and paraesthesiae. Her attacks had come on immediately following the
tragic death of her husband in a car accident. She admitted to being intensely

gr

depressed and to entertaining suicidal thoughts. I asked her whether she had
ever had similar atracks before, and she replied that she had had exactly
similar attacks in childhood, but had not experienced one of these, to her
knowledge, for 52 yeins prior to her current paroxysm. Over the course of
some weeks the patient's depression lihed, with the combined influences of
time, psychotherapy, and anti-depressant drugs. She "became herself" once
more, and her classical migraines disappeared into the limbo where they had
been dormant for half a century.

emphasises, even more forcefully, that a mi
(granting its reality) may remain latent and unsuspected

A further case-history

graine diathesis

until late in life:
Case J 8

This patient was a 62.-year-old woman who had suffered from headaches of overwhelming severity for four months. The first, indeed, was so
alarming that her husband, a physician, at once procured her admission to
hospital. The suspicion of a sub-arachnoid haemorrhage or intracranial lesion
was entertained, but all investigations were negative, and after three days the
attack subsided. Ii. month later she suffered a similar attack, and a month
aher this a third atrack. At this stage J saw her in consultation. J questioned
the patient, a very intelligent and reliable wimess, and she professed herself
certain that she had never experienced any symptoms resembling her current
Jnriodic attacks. Struck by their monthly occurrence, J enquired whether she
had been placed on any drugs recently, and she at once mentioned that her
gynaecologist had placed her on a hormone preparation, four months before,
to be taken cyclically (the drug was a contraceptive oestrogen-progestogen
preparation prescribed for post-menopausal symptoms). A comparison 05
dates revealed that each attack had occurred in the week intervening between
the cycles of hormone-administr2ltion. I advis£d her to try the effects of omit
ting the hormone. She did so, and experienced no further anadcs.

GlI!NlERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter, necessarily, has been one of statement and coannter-state
ment, of doubts, hesitations, and qualifications. We must now, in con
clusion, consider the reasons for doubt which apply to statistical studies
on migraine predisposition, and the legitimate meanings which
be given to this concept.

can
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Our first comments must bear on the validity of sampling. If state
ments concerning the frequency of this or that trait in a population are
to be of any value or interest, the population must be a relatively homo
geneous one. Such statements with reference to migraine are based on
the assumption that migraine is a single disorder with a unitary basis.
They present to us a variant of that fiction-the average man: the average
'

migraineur is shown as a hypertensive perfectionist with one inverted
nipple, multiple allergies, a background of motion-sickness, two-fifths
of a peptic ulcer, and a first cousin with epilepsy. Actual clinical expe
rience soon persuades anyone who works with migrainous patients that
they are an exceedingly heterogeneous group. Some have classical mi
graines, some common: some have striking family histories, many have
no family histories; some have allergies, some do not; some react to
particular drugs, some do not; some are sensitive to alcohol or passive
motion, some are not; some outgrow their attacks at a youthful age,

others start them at a later age; some have red migraines and some white;
some have prominent visceral components, and others chiefly cephalgic
components; some are hyperactive, some are lethargic; some are obses
sional, others are sloppy; some are brilliant, and some are simpletons
. . . In short, migraine patients are as remarkable for their diversity as
any other section of the population. Such heterogeneity of the population
and the symptoms under survey may invalidate and render meaningless
any statistical survey, and demand, for investigative purposes, that the
clinical material be broken down into smaller and more homogeneous
groups. If the data are disparate, they must not be put together for pur
poses of comparison. We cannot reconcile Critchley's clinical impression
of negative correlation between migraine and other disorders with the
positive correlations claimed by Graham, Wolff and others. What we
must do is to question the value of any and all such general statements.
It is clear to the observant physician (and Critchley has fully conceded
this in his many clinical publications) that some migraine patients remain
strikingly faithful to their migraines, apparently finding in these an ad
equate outlet and expression of whatever nervous instability or stress is
driving them; other patients exhibit protean and sudden transformations
from one migraine equivalent to another, or from migraine to asthma,
faints, etc.; and a third group seem to have a wide-open psychosomatic
maw, and embrace any and every functional disorder they can. In some
the image of functional disease is fixed and held from an early stage of
life, moored to something unchanging in physical reactivity or emotional
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demand; in others, continually modulated emotional stresses may play
upon a xylophonic reactivity an endless series of illness variations.
Our second concern must be with the validity of interpretation of
statistical correlations. Let us assume that a particular study has skirted
sampling errors and emerged with a correlation coefficient,
noting the coincidence of two factors,
causes b, that

a

a figure de

and b. It may be inferred that a

b causes a, or that both share a common cause. All such

inferences, particularly the last, are to be found in the literature on mi
graine predisposition: thus Balyeat sees alJergy as causing migraine,
some authors see migraine as causing or favouring cerebrovascular acci
dents, and a majority of workers hold to the hypothesis of a shared
diathesis-Wolff's "stock factor" -which can express itself as migraine
or as many other disorders. None of these inferences can be justified on
statistical grounds alone. A correlation is no more than a figure of co
incidence, and in itself implies no logical connection between the phe
nomena studied. If a particular group of patients show high incidence of
both migraine and hypertension, there may be a dozen reasons for this,
and the reasons for their hypertension have no necessary connection with
the reasons for their migraine. The high incidence of allergic reactions
in migraine patients

is very generally conceded, but Balyeat's theory of
in error. We have, in

an allergic causation of migraines is demonstrably

such a case, to fall back upon considerations of biological strategy and
analogy, and simply say that allergic and migrainous reactions may serve
similar purposes in the organism (see Chapter 1 2) and thus alternate or
coexist as equivalent physiological options.
Our final concern is with the validity of terms which have been em
ployed in this area: predisposition, diathesis, constitutional susceptibil
ities, stock factors, etc. We may accept, with some reservations, that a
relatively specific predisposition may exist and be transmitted in cases
of hemiplegic migraine and in many, though far from all, cases of clas
sical migraine; but these entities are rare, and constitute less than one
tenth of the overall migraine population. We must express the strongest
doubts as to whether there exists any specific predisposition to common

migraine, let alone a universal "migraine diathesis. " How then shall we
explain the apparent limitation of migraine to a section of the popula
tion, and its emphasis in certain families?
VVe can accept no terms except the most vague and general ones at

the present time. It seems dear that many migraine patients are distin
guished by something which is present in greater degree than normal.
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The repertoire of this something is very wide-has not Critchley said
that it may manifest itself, in the earlier years, as infantile eczema, mo
tion-sickness, and recurrent spells of vomiting? And to this short list we
must add all the varieties of migraine which were considered in Part I of
this book, and beyond these the many other paroxysmal reactions
faints, vagal attacks, etc.-with which migraines may coalesce or alter
nate. It is in these terms-of a multiply-determined reaction, with in
numerable variations of form and apparently endless plasticity-that the
concept of migrainous diathesis must be used, if it is to retain any mean
ing at all. Moreover, this someth ing permits an infinite n umber of gra
dations so that the migraine population, far from being dearly defined
and set apart, merges into the general population at every point. Every
one, every organism, must be considered to have the potential for reac
tions qualitatively akin to migraine (see Chapter 1 2.), but this potential

is exalted, as it were, and made specific in a particular fraction of the
popuJation.30 The facile assumption of a " migraine diathesis" as some
thing simple, specific, unitary, quantifiable, or reducible to elementary
genetics explains nothing, answers nothing, and begs every question;
worse still, it obscures the eiucidation of the true determining factors of
migraine-in the individual and in his environment-by the use of a
contentless phrase. Certainly there is something in a

migraine

patient

which makes him more liable to his attacks, but the definition of this
something, this predisposition, will demand our exploration of a much
wider field of reference than the genetic and statistical considerations
which have been considered in this chapter.
If we hope to understand or treat

a patient with migraine, we are

likely to find the circumstances of his life-history to be of the greatest
importance in having determined and shaped his symptoms; when we
have exhaustively explored and weighed such environmental factors, we
may legitimately speculate upon the possibilities of constitutional or
hereditary factors. Painstaking exploration of clinical histories is indis
pensable if we are to avoid the temptations of purely theoretical concepts
-migraine "diathesis," migraine "stock factor, " single-gene inheri30. At one end of the series stand chose extreme cases of whom one can say: These
people would have fallen ill whatever happened, whatever they experienced . . . At the
omer end stand cases which call forth the opposite verdict-they would undoubtedly have
escaped illness if life had not put such and such burdens on them. In me intermediate cases
in the series, more or less of the disposing factor . . . is combined with more or less of the
injurious impositions of life» (Freud, I920, p. 356).
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tance, etc.-which may be no more than fictions. We must adapt the
words with w�ich Freud closed a famous case-history:
I am aware that expression has been given in many quaners to thoughts
. . • which emphasise the hereditary. phylogenetically acquired factor . . . f am

of the opinion that people have been far too ready to find room for them and
ascribe imponance to them . . . I consider that they are only admissible whe n
one strictly observes the correct order of precedence, and, after forcing one's
way through the strata of what has been acquired by the individual. comes
at last upon traces of what has been inherited.

Periodic and Paroxysmal
Migraines

MIGRAINE AND OTHER RIO LOGICAL CYCLES

Equilibrium in biological systems is achieved only by the continuous
balancing of opposite forces. Frequently it is maintained homeostatic
ally, by continuous small adjustments to a dynamic system. At other
times, its achievement depends on profound alterations of the system
occurring at intervals, cyclically or sporadically. Some of these cycles are
universal, like the alternation of sleeping and waking, while others are
manifest in only a fraction of the population, as with cycles of epilepsy,
psychosis, and migraine. In all of these cases, the tendency to cycling is
inherent in the nervous system, although the innate periodicity may be

speak, therefore,
of "periodic migraine" ill considering attacks which occur at fairly regu
lar intervals, irrespective of the mode of life, and of "paroxysmal mi
accessible to a variety of external influences. We will

graines" in regard to apparently spontaneous attacks which occur at
irregular or widely-separated intervals.

Periodicity, in -this sense, may mark the pattern of any form of mi
graine, but is peculiarly characteristic of classical migraines and of cluster
headache. In the case of common migraine and migraine equivalents, an
inherent periodicity is less common, and the clinical pattern of attacks
tends to be far more dependent on the external or emotional circum
stances of the patient.
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DURATION BETWEEN ATTACKS

The length of time between successive attacks of classical migraine is
usually somewhere between 2. and 10 weeks, individual patients gener
ally adhering fairly closely to their own time-patterns. Liveing cites the
following figures:
. _ _

[of 35 patients with periodic migraine\ in 9 cases the attacks returned
1 2. once a month; while intervals of 2. to 3 months

once in a fortnight, and in

prevailed in 7. The remaining 7 comprised exceptionally long or short periods.

Comparable figures were found by Klee ( 1968) in his series of I SO care
fully-documented cases, J 3 per cent of patients having migraines at in
tervals of less than I month, 2.0 per cent of patients having migraines at
intervals of 4 to 8 weeks, 2.6 per cent at intervals of 8 to I2. weeks, and
the remaining 2.1 per cent at intervals of 3 months or more. My own
experience of the incidence-patterns of classical migraine is in accor
dance with these findings. It must be stressed, however, that crude inci
dence-figures of this type may be ambiguous or even meaningless, unless
care has been taken to exclude the effects of periodically-recurring ex
ternal or emotional circumstances provocative of migraines: we will later
make reference to some determinants of a "pseudo-periodicity" of this type.
The grouping of common migraines, if the effects of adventitious cir
cumstances can be excluded, tends to be more closely packed than that
of classical migraines. A number of severely affected patients may have
two or more attacks weekly, a frequency which would be most unusual
in the case of classical migraine. We may note, in passing, that very
frequent periodic common migraines show a striking tendency towards
nocturnal occurrence. Patients who experience periodic common mi
graines only once a month (as in du Bois Reymond's case, quoted at the
start � f the first chapter) may often account themselves relatively lucky.
Often but not always, for there appears to be a tendency towards a
reciprocal relation between the frequency and the severity of such at
tacks, widely-spaced attacks being correspondingly more severe. One of
Liveing's patients expressed this concisely, and with a certain moral un
dertone, writing:
[ have long ceased to care for longer intervals; [ know that I have a certain
quantity of suffering which I must go through, however it is broken up or
divided, and [ would as soon have it regularly as not.l1
J I Similar sentiments are often expressed by patients with manic-depressive cycles_ Such
cycles represent not only physiological a d chemical alterations in the body, but moral
cycles also, with xe pti n from the harsher dictates of conscience during periods of
elation, and an exaggeration of conscience in the self-hating, self-accusing periods of de-
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The same point is
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brought out in Klee's careful statistical study. Thus,

one may envisage the overall severity of migraine, in many patients, as
the product of severity and frequency of attacks, and the "certain quan
tity of su ffering " of which Liveing's patient speaks as a volume of mi
graine divisible into various aliquots.
We may also consider cluster headache as a form of periodic migraine,

provided

that we regard the entire duster (which may comprise a hun

dred individual attacks of migrainous neuralgia) as a single monstrous

attack of migraine. The interval between clusters is far longer than that
between common and classical migraines: an average interval might be a
year, and the range of intervals will lie between three months and five years.

Some clusters, it may be added, occur at annual intervals almost to the day.
Bizarre patterns of intermittency are sometimes seen, as in the follow
ing case, unique in my experience, which shows periodic clustering of
common migraines:
Case 5z

A 5 5 -year-old man of serene disposition who has experienced an-

nual "sieges" of common migraine for 19 years. for a period of 4 to 6 weeks,
he is utterly incapacitated by almost daily attacks of great severity and con

siderable duration (n. to 10 hours). These attacks are characterised by bilat
eral vascular headache, intense nausea, repeated vC'miting, and many other

autonomic symptoms, vi�. in no "sense resemble " attacks of migrainous neu
ralgia. The siege begins and ends suddenly, for no apparent reason, and the
patient is wholly elCempt from migraine fOf the remainder of the year.

The most irregular patterns of occurrence are seen in some

cases of

classical migraine, and especially of isolated migraine auras. I have had
a

number of such patients who may have gone (or 6,

I:l.

or 30 months

without an arrack, only to have a sudden "bad period" with three or
four attacks in quick succession (such headaches are not uncommon
in some epileptics).

IMMUNITY BETWEEN ATIACKS

There is, characteristically, a time of absolute immunity to further attack

following every severe attack of periodic migraine, as du Bois Reymond

has reminded US:l1

"

pression. The depression is often felt to be paym.or for the mania, as a vicious migraine
mar. be anticipated after a protracted exemption from pain.
32 Perhaps the most dramatic example of post-ictal immunity is seen with reference to
duster headamL. During the cluster, patients may be exquisitely sensirive to the taking of
alcohol; following the duster, they can immedi3tely take quantities of alcohol without
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. . . for a certain period after the attack I can elCpose myself with impunity to
influences which before would have infallibly produced an attack.

The immunity diminishes

by degrees, and the likelihood of the next at

tack increases commensurately. Following the termination of absolute
immunity, gross provocations may elicit a (somewhat premature) attack.
As the relative immunity grows less, more and more trifling stimuli may
suffice to detonate the impending attack.

Finally, when the attack is

"due" (or a little overdue), it will occur, explosively, whether or not there
is any

provocation.

Essentially similar

cycles of sensitivity and immunity to attack are

seen in many cases of idiopathic epilepsy and asthma. In each case, on
a different time-scale. one must envisage the same form of graduated
refractoriness and sudden discharge which is characteristic of all biolOgi
cal cycles, from the millisecond intermittency of nerve-impulses to the
annual sheddings of leaves and skins.

APPROACH OF THE ATI'ACK

Periodic migraines, more clearly than otners, especially if they are severe
and infrequent, tend to have clear-cut prodromal symptoms, restlessness,
irritability, constipation, water retention, etc., before common or clas
sical migraines, and sometimes a peculiar form of burning or

local dis

comfort before the onset of a cluster attack (as in Case 7). Patients with

extremely infrequent severe attacks may experience other forms of phys
iological premonition for some days before the actual attack, as tiny
seismic disturbances may signal the approach of a major earthquake.
Thus one patient (Case I 6), who

experienced attacks of classical mi

graine every year or two, observed l uminous spots darting across his
visual field for two to three days before each attack. Other patients may
suffer from myoclonic jerks, chiefly at night, for a day or two before
each rare attack, a symptom which is shared by some epileptics.

PSEUDO-PERIODICITY

We have set apart periodic migraines, somewhat arbitrarily, as expres
sions of an inherent cyclical process in the nervous system. In practice,

ill-effects. The approach of a subsequent cluster may be signalled, before any spontaneous
attacks of pain, by the recurrence of alcohol-sensitivity and mild alcohol-induced attacks.

•
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we may encounter considerable difficulty in demarcating the effects of
innate neuronal periodicity from those of other internal cycles (physio
logical or emotional) or of undiscovered external cycles. We may
demonstrate these ambiguities by a few clinical examples.
A colleague of mine, who suffers from migrainous neuralgia, affirms
that his attacks wake him at exactly 3 o'clock every morning, and that,
if necessary, he could set his watch by this. Shall we ascribe such attacks
to some idiosyncratic Circadian cycle in his nervous system, to some
occult physiological cycle elsewhere in the body, to the chiming of a
distant clock causing a migrainous conditioned reflex, or to some dark
childhood memory (the witnessing of a primal scene) associated with
this dangerous hour? A patient of mine (Case

10), who has been subject

for many years to monthly attacks of classical migraine, occasionally
replaced by abdominal migraine or violent mood-disturbance, insisted
that his attacks always coincided with a full moon, and produced a re
markable diary in support of this. When he gave me his history, I recalled
the old words of Willis, about " . . . the great aspects of the sun and
moon" as determinants of migraine. The patient appeared obsessed by
his lunar migraines, but whether the moon caused the migraine, and the
migraine the obsession, or whether the obsession caused the migraine, I
could not distinguish. An uncanny periodicity may also characterise "an
niversary migraines" which are analogous to anniversary neuroses. I
think, in this context, of one patient, a nun, who professed to have a

classical migraine every Good Friday, a contemporary version of Easter
stigmata. Personal anniversaries-of birthdays, marriages, disasters and
traumas, etc.-not infrequently determine strictly periodic attacks of mi
graine, or of other functional illnesses.
One of the recurring themes of this book is that migraines are enacted
at many simultaneous levels, and that their machinery, similarly, may be
set in motion at any or every level. Although the precipitant of periodic,
idiopathic migraines is, by definition, a neuronal one, we must allow
that equally effective trigger-mechanisms may exist at many other levels,
from local segmental reflexes which have assumed a tic-like sensitivity,
to recurrent stimuli at the highest level, in the forms of obsessive expec
tations, recapitulative phantasies, etc. Whether the clockwork is origi
nally at a cellular level (as in allergic reactions), at a molecular level, at

the level of cerebral periodicities, or at the level of motive and emotion,

may subsequently become irrelevant, for the periodicity of the attacks
may finally become immanent and

entrenched at every functional level.

Such considerations suggest themselves with particular force in the in-
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terpretation of menstrual migraines, in which it is most useful to regard
the migraine, not as a response to a .single isolated "factor," but as a
reflector of many simultaneous periodicities-of hormone level, of fun
damental physiological and biological periodicities,

and of concurrent

moods and motives. Any one of these, one may suspect, may on occasion
perpetuate the periodic pattern, as is implied in the following history:

Case 74

This 6S-year-old woman had experienced menstrual migraines, and
no others, since the age of :l.I . Her menopause, 30 years later, made no dif

ference to the pattern, her attacks conrinuing to occur at 2.8- to 30-day inter
vals.

CONCLUSIONS

The forms of migraine considered in this chapter illustrate, par excel
lence, the Willisian notion of "idiopathy," sudden explosions set off in
a charged and waiting nervous system. Liveing's term "nerve-storms" is
an incomparable metaphor, for one cannot avoid visualising the slow
gathering of forces and tensions in the nervous system, the sudden break
ing of an electrical storm, the ensuing serenity and clear skies.
In attacks of this type, the entire migraine-from the first coruscation
of the aura, or first intimation of prodromal excitation, to the last echoes
following the resolution of the attack-presents itself as an integral unit;
it is, so to speak, preformed and complete, with an irresistible tendency

to move through its course until it dies away and permits the establish

ment of a new (if temporary) physiological equilibrium. Periodic and
paroxysmal migraines are difficult to avert and difficult to abort, but in
return promise an ensuing immunity of substantial length. They also
tend, in their symptoms and styles, to be the most stereotyped of aU
migraines, the least tailored to circumstantial considerations, and the
least flavoured with emotional undertones and strategies. They are

precipitated, abrupdy and completely, from physiological solution, in a
manner reminiscent of a sudden crystallisation from a supersaturated
solution. They �ark the climax and ending of a physiological season;
the attack is

dehisced, like the bursting of ripe fruit, so that the cycle

may start into motion again.

POSTSCRIPT

( 1992.)

Willis's notion of "explosion," Liveing' s of "nerve-storms," Gowers's
of "convulsiveness" -all of these are images of instability, criticality,
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singularity, images of intensely critical states or configurations in the
nervous system, points at which the slightest stimulus can have a cata
strophic effect. The idea of such states or points was first given general
expression by Clark Maxwell in the 1 8 70S. After describing the explo
sion of gun cotton, he goes on to say:
In all such cases there is one common circumstance-me system has a quan
tity of potential energy, which is capable of being transformed into motion,
but which cannot begin to be so transformed till the system has reached a
certain configuration, to attain which requires an expenditure of work, which
in certain cases may be infinitesimally small, and in general bears no definite
proportion to the energy developed in consequence thereof. For example, the
rock loosed by frost and balanced on a singular point of the mountain-side,
the little spark which kindles the great forest. . . . Every existence above a
certain rank has its singular points. . . . At these points, influences whose

physical magnitude is too small

to be taken account of

. . . may produce results

of the greatest importance.

Similar considerations were forced on me when 1 asked patients to

keep calendars and diaries of their migraines. Such calendars might, in

deed, reveal particular (and often unsuspected) causes of migraines (as
discussed in Chapter 8) but, as often, would fail in this regatd, and reveal
that the situation was not a cause-and-effect one, but rather one of provo
cation-the setting-off of attacks, at a certain point, by stimuli which,
at other times, would be ineffective and trifling. Infinitesimal events,
events of no importance in themselves, could precipitate attacks, could
become momentous, once the system reached "a certain configuration, "
a Maxwellian "singular point." Thus, there ceases to be a linear relation
between stimulus and response, and we can no longer speak in terms of
cause and effect-the behaviour of the system becomes nonlinear, once
it has passed a critical point. But if we can no longer establish a fixed
relation to particular causes, this does not mean that attacks are occur
ring at random, but rather that one must look at the behaviour, the
geometry in time, of the entire, very complex "dynamical" system. We
have already intimated (in the postscript to Chapter

I ),

that it may be

important to look at the evolution of individual attacks in terms of their
overall dynamics as complex systems-and the same is true, and even
more striking, with the occurrence of attacks, "the spacetime contin
uum," as Dr. Gooddy puts it, "which the patient with migraine both
suffers and creates. ..

EIGHT
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We will be concerned, in this chapter, with the consideration of circum
stances which tend to provoke attacks of migraine. We will confine our
terms of reference to acute, transient states which, as such, may elicit a
single attack of migraine, while deferring discussion of chronic circum

stantial provocation to the following chapter. Our data are culled, for
the most part, from the observations of reliable patients who have

learned to watch the occurrence of their own attacks, to keep diaries,

and act as impartial observers of their own propensities. These data are
supplemented, here and there, by experimental observations made under

controlled conditions. We must reiterate, yet again, that one cannot hope
to establish a one-to-one relation between circumstance and attack;
there is at most a general tendency between the two.
The circumstances which we have to consider

are

so various and so

numerous, that some form of preliminary classification is necessary as
an aid to exposition. The categories adopted are purely informal and
pretend to no rigour. I have taken the liberty of employing the vernacular,
here and there, in the interests of greater vividness.

AROUSAL MIGRAINES
This term denotes the occurrence of migraines in circumstances which
activate, arouse, annoy, and jangle the organismY Among such circum

stances we may recognise the following: light, noise, smells, inclement
33 A similar miscellany of arousing circumstances may provoke many analogous reac
tions as, for elCample, hayfever. A.s Sydney Smith remarked of himself In this connec[lon:
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climate, exercise, excitement, violent emotion, somatic pain, and the
action of certain drugs. We should also include in this category, as in
trinsic excitations liable to be followed by a migraine reaction, the
arousal of migrainous prodromes and auras. This list makes no pretence
of being complete.
LIGHT AND NOISE

There are many patients who insist that glaring light and blaring noise
are liable to give them a migraine. Emphasis is usually laid upon the
intensity and duration of the provocative circumstance, upon its un
bearability, upon the annoyance which precedes the attack, and the ex
plicit wish to terminate the experience and find quiet and modest
illumination. A number of patients in this class enter one's consulting
room wearing dark glasses, and not a few of them have learned the word
"photophobic." Crowded summer-beaches with sunlight beating down
upon the ocean, and machine-shops blazing with unshielded lights, are
common grounds of complaint. O the r patients claim specific intolerance
of films and television.
With regard to the last of these, the question of flickering light as a
highly sp ecific provocative circumstance must be considered. The pre
sumed mechanism of reaction in such cases is a special one, and wil l be
discussed separately later in this chapter.
-

SMELLS

We have noted the occasional occurrence of ol factory hallucinations in
migraine aura, and the rather common enhancement, distortion and in
tolerance of smells which may occur during a migraine: both of these,
no doubt, are responsible for a number of spurious or misleading histo
ries which would otherwise seem to inculpate smells as a provocative
circumstance . Yet there do exi st additional to these, reliable patients
who appear to have developed, or possess innately, a specific sensitivity
to certain smells (tar is often mentioned), or a general sensitivity to
"bad" smells. Such histories are particularly common in the colourful
older literature. Li vei ng, for example, cites the case of the following
patient:
,

"The membrane is 50 irritable, mat light, dust. conrradiction, an absurd remark. me sight

of a dissenter, anything, sets me asneezing. n
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a distinguished member of the Academy, and a hospital physician, who

cannot take pan in at post-monem examination without being instantly seized
by vomiting and an attack of migraine. The same thing happens jf by any
chance they omit thoroughly to ventilate the wards which are under his care
before his visit.34

INCLEMENT WEATHER

Any or all climatic extremes, it would seem, may occasion an attack of
migraine in suitably predisposed patients, or be blamed for doing so.
Storms and winds are the classical examples, and there are a number of
patients who claim a sort of meteorological clairvoyance, and avow that
they can predict the approach of the Hamsin or Santa Ana, or of im
pending thunder, from the migraines they suffer at such times. A col
league of mine tells me that her Swiss childhood was marred, at certain
times, by migraines which occurred during the annual south-westerly
gales which blow across Ziirich, and that she never suffered attacks at
any other time.
Other patients, less exotic in their reactions, tend to have repeated
migraines in very hot or humid weather. Here the provocative circum
stances should perhaps be construed differently, as likely to induce list
lessness and prostrated states which favour the appearance of migraine.

EXERCISE-EXCITEMENT-EMOTION

Violent

exercise (which must in its namee include elements of both physio
is otten mentioned as a unique

logical and psychological excitement)

occasion of migraine by younger patients. Characteristically, the attack
comes on shortly after the exercise, very rarely during it. We may recall
a patient cited earlier (Case 2.5, p.

104) whose dassical-cum-facioplegic

attacks would come after a violently competitive cross-country race, and
at no other time.

Violent emotions exceed all other acute circumstances in their ca
pacity to provoke migraine reactions, and in many patients-especially
sufferers from classical migraine-are responsible for the vast majority
of all attacks experienced. Liveing writes : "It does not seem to matter
much what the character of the emotion is, provided it be strongly felt. "
.14We must make an observation, in this context, which may be applied willy-nilly to
many of the odder and more idiosyncrark circumstances sometimes neld responsible for
migraine attacks. viz. that a true organic sensitivity may be mimicked by what Liveinll
would <:all a "pathological habit," namely a conditioned reflex. We may remember such
patients with "rose-fever" who stan to snee-Le if presented with a paper rose.
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I think, however, that we can be more specific: we find, in practice, that

sudden

rage is the commonest precipitant, although fright (panic) may

be equally potent in younger patients. Sudden elation (as at a moment
of triumph or unexpected good fortune) may have the same effect.
Such reactions have a paradoxical quality, in that they tend to
a

arrest

person in mid-excitement, or immediately following the peak of ex

citement. There are a variety of clinical parallels, some of which can
serve as "alternatives " to the migraine reaction: we must particularly
note the extremely acute reactions of narcolepsy and cataplexy (which
frequently occur in response to rage, orgasm, or hilarious excitement),
the reactions of "fainting" (vasovagal syncope) and "swooning" (hys
terical stupor) in response to a sudden emotional "sho�k" -pleasant or
unpleasant-and, in more pathological contexts, the reactions of " freez
ing" (as exhibited by Parkinsonian patients) and "blocking" (as exhib
ited by schizophrenic patients). Nor are reactions of this type confined
to human beings: we will find reference to a variety of biological ana
logues and homQlogues in Chapter

II.

It should be observed that the provocative emotions i n all cases would
be ranked as "kinetic" in James joyce's terminology: they arouse the

organism and tend in their normal course to lead to action (fi ght flight,
,

jumping for joy, laughing, etc.). They may be contrasted with the "static'"
emotions (dread, horror, pity, awe, etc.) which are expressed in stillness
and silence, and slowly abate, after many hours, by lysis or catharsis. It
is exceedingly rare for such static emotions to ignite a migrai ne.

styles of dissipating tension or emotion:
visceral) which sud
denly dissipates a state of tension; and a slow leaking-away, a lys is,
We may recognise here

twO

the ejaculation (whether this be verbal, somatic or

which accomplishes the same end more gradually: laughter versus tears,
the spark versus the cocposant.
Other forms of psychophysiological excitement may be mentioned
briefly. A few patients are unfortunate enough to experience migraines
immediately following orgasm: v;de Case 1. and Case

5 5 (p. lOI , p. 170).

Finally, as we have already intimated, the entire cycle of excitation:
inhibition may become integral and internalised, an aura or. prodrome
acting as provocation for

a

migraine.

PAIN

Somatic pain (from muscle and skin) tends.to provoke and arouse; vis
ceral pain (from viscera, vessels, etc.) tends to have the opposite effect,
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to produce nausea, passivity, etc. Both may induce migraines, although
by different mechanisms. Perhaps the commonest example of the former
in action is provided by the occurrence of an acute (muscle) injury in an
active man; who, aroused, enraged and thwarted by the pain, develops

a migraine superimposed upon his other problems. The effects of visceral

pain will be considered subsequently.
The question of drug-actions
to a separate discussion later in

in relation to rmgraine will be relegated
this chapter.

SLUMP MIGRAINES AND CRASH-REACTIONS
These neologisms denote the occurrence of migraines in circumstances
of exhaustion, prostration, sedation, passivity, sleep, etc. Many of these
circumstances are normally and physiologically associated with states of
pleasant satiety and consummation, delectable drowsiness and lassitude,
and healing sleep. But let the physiological reaction be more intense, let
it assume an unpleasing affective tone, and we see a slump-reaction of
one type or another. Slump-reactions thus represent exaggerations and
travesties of peaceful and restful states.

EATING AND FASTING

A

hearty meal is followed by pleasant feelings of satisfaction and con

summation, a little doziness, and the active, but inconspicuous, processes
of digestion, etc. A closer scrutiny will reveal a multiplicity of post-pran
dial reactions:
The picture has been presented of parasympathetic activity in an old man

sleeping after dinner. His heart-rate is slow, his breath ing noisy because of
bronchial constriction; his pupils are small; drops of saliva may run out of
the corne� of his mouth. A stethoscope applied to his abdomen will reveal
much intestinal activity. (Burn, 1 963)

This description provides an unappetising, almost a Swiftian, disse(:tion

of a dear old man enjoying his a fter-dinner nap.

Now consider these same physiological reactions amplified, distorted,
and rendered symptomatic. We may recognise three slump-syndromes
in this regard: "Indigestion,"

U

Dumping syndrome," and " Post-prandial

migraine. " We may say, it we wish, that the first is "due" to an over

loaded stomach, and the second to acute hypoglycaemia-although both

contentions are questionable. Phenomenologically, however, they all rep-
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resent parodies, or pathological, variations of normal post-prandial tor
por and vegetative state.

We must also consider certain pathological reactions to fasting. When

some hours have elapsed since a meal, the "normal" reaction is to be
come somewhat restless and wonder when dinner is due, viz. appetitive
activity and arousal. If no meal is forthcoming and the fast extended,

there will sooner or later superven e symptoms of prostration or collapse.
In a few patients the blood-sugar will fail to be maintained after x hours
of fasting. And a small but definite proportion of patients are liable to
migraine reactions under these circumstances.

Case 54

This 4?-year-old woman experienced 3 to S common migraines a
month with no i mmediately discernible cause for these. She was instructed to

keep a diary, in the hope that this might uncover some provocative circum
stance not previously attended to. Her diary revealed, on her next clinic visit,

that her attacks tended to come if she missed breakfast. An extended glucose
tolerance-test was undertaken, which revealed a s-hour blood-sugar of 44 mg

per cent. At this point the patient was pale, sweating, and complaining of
headache. Further tests established the diagnosis of "functional hypoglycae
mia." The patient was instructed to make a point of having breakfast, and to
keep sugared orange-juice on her bedside table. Thereafter, she was virtually
free of attacks.

HOT WEATHER AND FEVER

Normal reactions to hot weather include lassitude and sweating; when
fever is present, malaise and vascular headache may be added to these
symptoms. A number of migraine patients show over-reaction to thermal
stimuli, and tend to get attacks in association with hot weather or fevers.
Thus an attack"of mild "flu," or a febrile " cold" which would be trivial
to a majority of people, may become the occasion of an incapacitating

migraine in predisposed patients.

PASSIVE MOTION

Gentle passive motion is normally soothing and soporific-hence a baby
may be rocked to sleep. In a certain portion of the population, however,
the response to passive motion (or direct vestibular stimulation) is in
ordinate an d intolerable-such people may suffer from intense "motion

sickness" in childhood (with nausea, vomiting, pallor, cold sweating,
etc.) or thereafter; if vascular headache is present in addition to the above
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symptoms, a motion migraine will result. Exaggerated responses to ves
tibular stimulation is perhaps the commonest, and cenainly one of the
most incapacitating, idiosyncrasies of many migraine patients, and as
such they may be shut off from many of the simpler pleasures in life:
swings in childhood, roller-coasters in adolescence, and travelling by bus,
train, ship or plane at all times. It is important to note that passivity a nd
passive stimulation are essential in these reactions; many patients who
are extravagantly prone to motion-sickness are perfectly able to drive
their own cars, or pilot their own boats and planes.

EXHAUSTION

A hard day's work normally leads to a delicious tiredness, but may, i n

predisposed patients, determine a pathological variant of this, namely
exhaustion, incipient collapse, and sometimes migraine. There may be a
similar incapacity to tolerate a loss of sleep which would readily be borne
by the majority of the population. Such sleep-deprivation is very Iike!y
to provoke a migraine or migranoid reaction in predisposed patients,
and not infrequently other allied reactions discussed in Chapter 5 , par
ticularly narcolepsy. Other factors, e.g. illness, diarrhoea, fasting, etc.,
may summate with an otherwise inconsiderable fatigue or sleep-deficit
to a crucial leve! of exhaustion, at which point a slump-reaction is likely
to occur. Thus Parry (a sufferer from isolated visual auras) noted of
himself that:
Violent fatigue, more especially when accompanied by from 8 to 1 0 hours'
fasting . . . sometimes brings them on . . . so too has the exhaustion following
a smart attack of diarrhoea.

DRUG-REACTI ONS

We have already touched on the subject of drug-reactions in relation to
migraine in various contexts, e.g. in allusion to "hangovers," abnormal
reserpine-reactions, etc. These too must be construed as exaggerations
and perversions of normal physiological responses. Anyone is likely to
feel sleepy, or slightly iII, after many drinks, but intense nausea, or a
common migraine, or an attack of migrainous neuralgia after a single
drink is excessive, and represents the abnormal reactivity many migraine
patients must learn to accept in themselves, whether they choose to com
promise with this predisposition, defy it, or "take a chance" on it. Simi-

.....
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lady "hangovers," when florid, represent a pathological reactivity, and
are not infrequently the harbinger, or fi ist sign, of a future migraine
candidate.
There are an immense number of depressant drugs besides alcohol,
some of which are notoriously unsafe for certain patients. The most
infamous of these is perhaps reserpine, which may be used, in a variety
of proprietary preparations, to control hypertension. Reserpine may pro
voke not only migraine, but many other allied reactions, e.g. srupor,
narcolepsy, shock, (psychological ) depression, and Parkinsonian akine
sia.
The uses and abuses of the amphetamines must also be noted in this
Amphetamines cause a powerful arousal of central and periph
ontext.
c
eral nervous activity, which is liable to be followed by a commensurate
"slump" as their action wears off. We have already seen that some pa
tients may make spontaneous comparisons of the excitatory and inhib
itory phases of their auras with amphetamine action(s) (vide Cases 67,
p. 67 and 6 9, p. 8 S ), and VIC wiIl later have occasion to speak of the
therapeutic uses of the amphetamines in migraine (Part IV). Our concern
at this stage is with the liability to migraine, and other allied reactions,
in the " let-down" period after heavy amphetamine dosage. The follow
ing case-history is instructive:

Case 43

This 23-year-old patient had been subject to one or two common

migraines a month since the age of 19. Eight weeks before she consulted me,

her condition had taken a sudden change for the worse. She described herself
as now experiencing daily migraines, which 3t first were confluent with one
another ("migraine status"). Other very recent symptoms included intense
tiredness, frequent -narcolepsies, persistent lacrimation, diarrhoea, and de
pression. I was initially at a loss to explain this sudden and mysterious change

in her state, and wondered whether some emotional tragedy had occurred of
which she was reluctant to speak. On her second visit, she admitted that she
had been addicred to Ritalin, and had been taking no less than 1 ,600 mg daily

for over a year. When she stopped taking the drug abruptly, she experienced

the above monstrous withdrawal syndrome of a depressive, slumped, para
sympathetic "status."

" LET-DOWN"

SITUATIONS

It is common knowledge that migraines tend to come "after the event,"

whatever the "event" is. Thus, patients often complain of experiencing
migraines after an examination, a childbirth, a business triumph, a holi-
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day, etc. An important recurrent pattern of this type is exemplified by

"weekend migraines" (sometimes alternating with weekend depressions,

diarrhoea, "colds, " etc.), during the slump-period which follows a hectic
week. Such propensities will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 9,
and in Part Ill.

NOCTURNAL MIGRAINE
It is often a matter of astonishment to patients that they should some

times be woken from sleep

by

a migraine, and their astonishment may

only be increased when they are assured that an association between
sleep and migraine is not merely common, but to be expected.
We may distinguish several varieties of nocturnal migraine on the
basis of careful histories: there are attacks which come at the dead of
night, jerking patients from the deepest sleep; there are attacks which
tend to come at dawn, intruding on an uneasy half-waking slumber;
there are attacks coalesced with dreams (the most reliable histories are
obtained from some patients with classical migraine, who wake in the
second or headache stage with a dear memory of dream-images and
scotomatous figures mixed together); and there are attacks associared
with

nightmares (night-terrors and somnambulisms}.3s

Attacks of migrainous neuralgia, par excellence, tend to wake patients

from the deepest layers of sleep. The onset of such attacks is extremely
acute, yet those who experience nocturnal attacks are never able to rec
ollect any dreams from the time of their onset.
Classical migraine is sometimes nocturnal, and common migraine is
very frequently so; I have ncites of more than forcy severely-affected pa
tients whose many attacks were

exclusively

nocturnal. Many such pa

tients assen that they dream more, or more vividly, on nights when they
suffer migraines, and all-night electroencephalographic studies per
formed on some such patients have shown an apparent increase in the
amount of paradoxical (rapid eye-movement, or dreaming) sleep associ
ated with their attacks (Dr. J. Dexter, 1 968: personal communication).
Exceptionally clear histories are given by nightmare-prone patients
'

35 It is not uncommon for patients to dream of an aura, or to experience, either frank
or camouflaged, the entry of aura phenomena into the flow of dreams, and it is always
important to enquire whether patients have such dream-auras. I describe a personal expe
rience of such a dream-aura in A Leg to Stand On (pp_ 95-101), and have discussed the

general subject in uNeuroJogic�1 Dreams," MD Magazine, February 1 99 1 .
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regarding the frequent linking together of the nightmare experience and
subsequent migraine symptoms (see Case 7 5 , for example). The fact of
the association is clearer than its interpretation ; it is difficult to assert
whether the dreaming or nightmare experience causes a migraine, is
caused by a migraine, or simply shows a number of clinical and physio
logical similarities to the migraine experience.
Nor indeed are these interpretations mutually exclusive. We have cited
a number or case-histories illustrating the occurrence of "dreamy states, "
delirious states and "daymares" a s components of migraine auras, and
one may question whether in some cases of very constant conjunction
between nightmares and classical migraines, the former is not itself the
chief or sole manifestation of an aura.
Equally plausibly, one may conceive the intense emotional and physio
logical excitation of the dreaming (and especially the nightmare) state
to provide an adequate arousal stimulus for migraines in predisposed
subjects. One can do no more, at the present time, than note the un
doubted affinity of migraines to occur during steep, and to be associated,
in particular, with restiess and dreaming sleep.
RESONANCE MIGRAINp:
We must consider under this head one important, highly-specific, if some
what rare, form of circumstantial migraine, viz. the elicitation of a scin
tillating scotoma by flickering light of certain frequencies, patterned
visual stimuli of specific type, and even certain visual images and mem
ories.J6
Flickering light from any source-emitted from a fl uores cen t or tele
vision-tube, reflected from cinema-screens or metallic surfaces, etc.
may elicit the im"mediate appearance of a scintillating scotoma with a
scintillation-rate identical with the frequency of the provocative stimulus.
The use of a stroboscope demonstrates that only flicker-frequencies in a
narrow band (between 8 to 1 2 stimuli per second) are effective in pro
voking the scintillating scotoma. The same frequency-band has also been
shown to be most effective in provoking photo-myoclonic jerking or true
photo-epilepsy in predisposed patients.
J have received accurate descriptions of such photogenic scotomata
36 A charming example of an aural response to visually· patterned and intermittent
- stimulation is provided by a case-history cited in Liveing, in which the patient's attacks
were evoked by the sight of falling snow, and no other ci rcum stance .
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from several patients, one of the

most interesting of these being a nurs e

who also exhibited photo-myoclonus and photo-epilepsy as alternative
responses to flickering light.
Visual fixation on appropriate patterns may similarly serve as f1icker
stimuli. Several descriptions of this are provided by Liveing:
. . . M. Piorry says of himself . . . that he can produce the phenomenon of the
luminous vibratory circle at will by strongly fixing the sight, or reading.

Reference is also made to a patient whose attacks had occasionally been
brought on by looking at a striped wallpaper or a striped dress. We must
recognise the closest analogy between these phenomena and those of
photo-epilepsy and reading-epilepsy. In the case of the former,

for ex

ample, a moving patterned stimulus may be provided by rapidly waving
the fingers before the eyes, or-in one published case-bobbing up and

down before a Venetian blind.
The analogy may be pressed even further. Penfield and Perot (1 963),
in a massive review of their epileptic patienrs, describe the "psychical
precipitation" of attacks in some patients by vivid visualisation of the
circumstances of the original (primal) attack. Similarly ir is noted by
liveing that Sir john Herschel "a sufferer from purely visual megrim
states . . . that an attack was produced in him by allowing the mind to
dwell on the description of the appearances. "
We are forced to seek an explanation for two facts: the immediacy of
the scotomatous response, and its numerically-precise

synchronisation

with the flicker-stimulus. The most economical conjecture is that such
phenomena are

due

to

a quantitative attunement, or

resonance within
stimuliY The

the nervous system, following the impact of 21ppropriate

provocative stimuli are not necessarily visual-the very word "reso
nance" is suggestive of sound! Intolerance of noise (phonophobia) is an
almost

universal

feature of the irritability characteristic of many'

mi

graines, but what needs emphasis here is the peculiarly aggravating, or
provocative power of sounds of certain frequencies.

We live in an increasingly assaultive and noisy environment, and one

may obtain the clearest histories of the provocative effects of this in some

migraineurs. Some patients are immediately affected by the sound of
37 Since drahing the original manuscript, I was fortunate enough to be given the detailed
case-history quoted in Chapter 3 (Case 75), in which migrainous paraesthesiae, in com
pany with other symptoms of an aura, were apparently naked by resonance to an oscil
latory tactile 9timul us of appropriate frequency.
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pneumatic drills-and speak o f the rapid, repetitive chattering o f these
as being peculiarly provocative of migraines-not just their intensity,
but the chatter of their noise. The combination of high intensity with
insistent repetition makes the beat of loud rock music migrainogenic to
some patients, a phenomenon analogous to musicogenic epilepsy.
That it is not the intensity of the sound as such; nor some particular

hated timbre, but, very specifically, its frequency that is intolerable, may

be tested experimentally in a clinical laboratory , monitoring the patient's
brain waves by EEG. One may find, in these circumstances, that it is
only particular frequencies of flashing light or banging noise which cause
gross disturbance in the brain wave patterns, driving these first, in syn
chrony with the stimulus, and then

kindling a severe, paroxysmal cere

bral response.
In striking contrast, pleasant, melodious and truly musical stimuli
rapidly restore constancy and rhythmicity to the brain waves, and can
terminate the paroxysmal response, both clinically and electrically. We
may see very clearly how the

wrong sound,

or "anti-music," is patho

genic and migrainogenic; while the right sound-proper music-is truly
tranquillising, and immediately restores cerebral health. These effects
are striking, and quite fundamental, and put one in mind of Novalis's
aphorism: " Every disease is a musical problem; every cure is a musical
solution."
A similar resJPonse-first "driving," then "kindling" (to use key
words in the electroencephalographic parlance)-may be evoked by tac

tile stimuli. A nice example of this was given in Chapter 3 (Case 7 5 ),
where the intense vibrato of a motorbike was provocative of a migraine.

MIGRAINES PROVOKED BY VISUAL FIELD DISTORTIONS
As migraines may be evoked by unusual rhythms and disturbances ill

time, so may they be provoked by odd symmetries or asymmetries in

space.

The following history from a gifted observer (Case 9 0) indicates

this strange spatial sensitivity or vulnerability in some patients:

As some of my migraines start with disturbances in my visual field, so some
may be provoked by unexpected twists and oddities which suddenly strike
me. A button may be done up askew in a coat. The whole coat looks askew
and bothers me oddly. Then this skew in the coat becomes a skew or twist
in my vision, sets off a local distortion in my visual field, which may then
spread until it engulfs the greater part of the visual field. Or it may be some-
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thing askew in a face-like a tic, or a grimace, or a spasm-some asymmetry .
Once it was set off by seeing a man with Bell's Palsy. The perception is mo
mentary, but it can set off a spatial disturbance that lasts for several minutes.

Klee speaks of strange forms of "metamorphopsia " -distortion of con
tours, eccentric mispl acements within the visual field, micropsia, mac
ropsia, and the like-as occurring in severe migraine auras (see p.

75),

b u t does not discuss the induction o f visual auras, in some patients, by
the altered or unexpected appearances of things. The migraineur-like
the artist-may be singularly sensitive to any "transformations," defor
mations, or divergences from the expected. They may induce for him a
spreading topological deformation, a whole topsy-turvy, Escher-like,
world of strange distortion. O nce this is recognised by the patient, it
ceases to be a bewilderment or terror, and can become-as perhaps it
was for Escher-a stimulus to the creative imagination.

MISCELLANEOUS CIRCUMSTANTIAL MIGRAINES
We have by no means exhausted our listing of the circumstances under
which migraines tend to occur, but we face serious difficulties in attempt
ing to categorise what remains. We must deal with the following topics;
migraine in relation to food and dyspepsia; in relation to the bowels,
especially constipation; in relation to menstrual periods, and hormones;
and in relation to allergies. We will conclude with a brief consideration
of "sympathetic" migraine, in relation to the a bove concomitances and
certa in other aspects of the attack itself.

FOOD, M I GRAINE, AND THE STOMACH

There is a sizeable proportion of patients who, feeling ill ("bilious" or
"dyspeptic") during or before the headache, ascribe all their attacks to.
"something I ate." In saying this, they unwittingly echo a long and an
cient tradition of thought. This tradition may be exemplified by the fol
lowing passage taken from Tissot's Treatise:
. . . All patients remark that their stomachs are not as comfortable as usual
on the approach of an attack; that if they are careful over them the attacks
are not so frequent; and that if they take anything which deranges the stomach
the attacks are more frequent and severe.
Persons who suffer from migraine and stomach derangement feel the mi
graine diminish in proportion as the stomach recovers itself . . . Almost

invariably, on the instant the stomach discharges its contents, the pains cease

. . .
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Tissot's conclusions from his observations we will hold back till the
end of this chapter. Some of these clinical observations cannot b e
doubted; the difficulties lie i n their interpretation. That gastric disorder
may be associated with migraine or headache, does not necessarily indi
cate that it is its cause.
The matter can be (and has in the past been) argued to and fro inter
minably. For myself, I regard any concomitant or antecedent "stomach
derangement" as an integral part of the migraine composite. Further,
though I cannot gainsay the observations of a patient who insists that
his migraines come after eating ham or chocolate, and under no other
circumstances, I must regard the interpretation of this' empirical fact as
exceptionally tricky. I am not convinced that a migraine can ever be
ascribed to a specific food-sensitivity, and i would suspect any associa
tion of the two to the establishment of a conditioned-reflex.
" CHINESE RESTAURANT SYNDROME " AND OTHER
MIGRAKNOGENIC fOOD

Experience since the first edition of this book has made clear that there
can

be specific food reactions, and that these may have a dearly defined

chemical mechanism.
The phrase "Chinese restaurant syndrome" has become very familiar
(though very distressing to Chinese restaurants !). Many persons, and an
especially high proportion of migraineurs may show severe reactions to
Chinese meals. In milder cases, there is just a feeling of malaise, with

some shivering, pallor, borborygmus and nausea; in more severe cases
there may be absolute prostration, with severe visceral and vascular upset

(including a typical vascular headache), a confused and even delirious
mental state and considerable faintness, if not actual "fainting." It is
clear that such reactions come in the "borderlands" of migraine, and
resemble the "migranoid reactions," the vasovagal attacks, the nitritoid
crises, and so on described in Chapter

2..

It is evident that one is seeing

a parasympathetic or "vagotonic" response-and one to which migrain
eurs are especially prc)ne. It is not every Chinese meal (most fortunately!)
which p rovokes this-and there was a delay of several years in recog
nising that there was, indeed, a syndrome, because of its erratic and
unpredictable occurrence. It took several years to incriminate the patho
genic factor-and when this was done it was found to be monosodium
glutamate (MSG), very widely used as a food-additive for the enhance

ment of flavors, and by no means confined to Chinese restaurants (MSG,
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indeed, is not Unatural" at all-and even in soy sauce is an artificial
addition). A certain conflict of interests has arisen-as with so many
potentially toxic additives: for MSG is uniquely useful as a flavor en
hancer, and a majority of people will tolerate it well enough. However,
with increased consciousness of its toxic potential, its use is less wide
spread and gross than it was before the syndrome was recognised about
ten years ago.
Some migraineurs may find that there are certain other foods to which
they are particularly sensitive-this is commonly remarked of strong
cheese. Cheese (and several other foods) had indeed been regarded, back
in the fifties, as carrying a s pecific danger for certai n groups of patients 
namely those receiving antidepressant drugs of the monoamine oxidase
(MAO) inhibitor type: in such patients cheese and other foods might
provoke a sudden and dangerous rise in blood-pressure, and other au
tonomic effects-and it was partly for this reason that these drugs, ex
traordinarily affective as they were as antidepressants, gave way to the
much safer, but (on the whole) less potent Utricydics." The path ogenic
factor here is amines of various sorts, especially tyramine, >but others as
well, which innocuous in themselves may activate (or be activated by)
other chemical substances to produce stronger disturbances in the chemi
cal control-systems of the brain, especially those concerned with auto
nomic control. Although migraineurs are not at dangerous risk (like
patients taking MAO-inhibitors), they tend to have less latitude than the
nonmigraineur.
One should make such a statement only to qualify it; it is not all
migraineurs who show MSG intolerance, cheese intolerance, and so
forth, but only some: and sometimes, indeed, for only some of the time.
Such specificity and selectivity suggest that not all migraineurs are the
same; that there may, for example, be several different subgroups, who
may be distinguished on the basis of differing brain chemistries, so that
some are upset (or helped) by a food substance or drug to which other
migraineurs are more or less indifferent. Such considerations of chemical
specificity, which are of no less practical than theoretical importance,
will be further discussed in rhe latter sections of this book.

THE BOWELS AND MIGRAINE

As some patients favour a gastric theory, so others are convinced of the
intestinal origin of migraine, and have been moved to this conclusion by
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noting the association of their own migraines with disturbances of the
bowel, particularly antecedent constipation. Here again, as with the
question of stomach derangement and migraine, they are the uncon
scious heirs of a long tradition of belief. One may be given extraordinar
ily persuasive case-histories, such as the following:

Case 4

A highly-intelligent, not obviously moralistic or superstitious man of
2.8 wh o has suffered from migrainous neural gia since childhood. He averages
4 to 6 attacks a month; there has never been either clustering or remission of
attacks. This patient is emphatic that each attack is preceded by twO or three
days of constipation. For the remainder of the month, his bowels are regular
and he is free from attacks. All the usual therapeutic approaches to migrain
ous neuralgia were tried and failed. Finally, with some embarrassment, I
placed the patient on regular laxatives. He went an unprecedented period of
three months without either constipation or migraines.
What shall we say? That the constipation is, in fact, an integral por

tion of the migraine-its p rodrome: that the stuffed bowel produces a
factor which may lead to migraine

(vide serotonin theories, Chapter I I) ;

or that a conditioned reflex has been set i n motion? Any o f these might
be the case; the likelihood is, migraine being so over-determined a reac
tion, that all of them are the case.

MIGRAINE IN RELATION TO MENSTRUAL PERIODS
AND HORMONES
We have already alluded (Chapter 2) to the invariable occurrence of
autonomic and affective disturbances at the menses, and the occurrence
of outspoken menstrual migraines, at least occasionally, in 10 to 10 per
cent of

all

women during their reproductive pe riods. I have seen about

500 women with common migraines, and I would estimate that one-third

of these experience menstrual migraines in additio" to other attacks. I
have notes of more than 50 patients who

sively

experience migraines exclu

at the menstrual periods. In contrast to these figures, the occur

rence of classical migraine shows very much less tendency to be coupled
with menstrual periods: of a total of 50 female patients with classical

migraine, for example, only four have mentioned their occurrence at the

menses, and none has experienced attacks confined to this time. Mi
grainous

neuralgia is rare in women, and when it does occur appears to

follow its own rhythm rather than the menstrual cycle.
Observations regarding the frequency of migraine at different times
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of the female life have been made since antiquity, and provide us With
evidence of considerable consistency if questionable interpretation. We
haye emphasised the frequency of menstrual migraine, but we must Dote
that attach are by no means invariably pre-menstrual; a large minority
of women experience attacks during and after the menstrual flow. We
must note also that menstrual migraines although they usually cease at
the menopause, may in some cases continue to occur with the same
periodicity after the menopause (see Case 74). Much iess common thal'i
menstrual migraines, but distinctive when they occur, are attacks expe
rienced in the middle of the menstrual cycle, and presumed to be con
comitant with ovulation. Common migraine is relatively rare before the
onset of menstruation; classical migraine, however, shows no such re
striction, and has frequently been recorded in early childhood. Very dra
matic is the remission of migraine which may occur during pregnall1lcy,
characteristically during the latter· half or last trimester of pregnancy;
80 to 9 0 per cent of all women with common migraine are likely to
experience such a remission during their first pregnancY, and a smaller
number will secure relief in subsequem pregnancies; remission is much
less striking in cases of classical migraine (but see Case I I). Patients who
have been exempt from migraine during the latter part of pregnancy not
infrequently experience an exceptionally severe post-partum migraine
one or two weeks after delivery. Finally, a matter of great contemporary
concern, there are the varied and controversial effects of different hor
mone preparations-especially oral contraceptives-upon the severity
and frequency of migraine attacks.
The subject is one of peculiar complexity, for the major changes in
female reproductive function must b e considered at so many levels: there
are local changes in the uterus, etc., there are specific hormonal changes,
there are very general physiological changes (at puberty, at the menses,
at the menopause), and, finally, there are important psychological con
comitants of all these changes. Which of these, we must enquire, carries
the greatest weight in determining patterns of migraine throughout life?
Classical physiology viewed menstrual migraines as a form of hyste
ria: thus Willis and Whyn envisaged these migraines as being generated
by local changes in the uterus, their symptoms being radiated throughout
the body by a direct organ-to-organ transmission or "sympathy." This
notion of "uterine megrim " was still very generally held in the middle
of the last century. Liveing considered all such theories of local origin in
great detail, and found them inadequate to cover the known facts, con
cluding:
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It is . . . to a widespread periodic elCcitarion of the nervous system, and not to
any mere uterine, or cerebral or general plethora pending the [menstrual]
discharge, that I trace the manifestations of certain morbid tendencies on the
part of the system, whether in the form of hysteria, megrim, epilepsy, or
insanity, at these particular periods.

But Liveing knew nothing of hormones, and perhaps underestimated the
ability of general physiological disturbances or psychological factors to
modify a widespread periodic excitation of the nervous system.
It should not be difficult, one would imagine, to dissect out the role
of hormonal influences, as opposed to other determinants, by observing
the effect of purified hormonal preparations upon .the severity and fre

quency of migraine attacks. There is, indeed, a vast literature on this
topic, relating both to the effects of various hormone contraceptives on

migraine patterns, and the effects of administering a variety of purified
hormone preparations-androgens, oestrogens, progestogens, gonado
trophins, etc.
The vastness of this literature (which has been repeatedly and care
fully reviewed) is a measure of the difficulty which has been encountered
in coming to any clear conclusions. Thus, it was postulated, from the
occurrence of ovulatory and pre-menstrual migraines, that these attacks
were precipitated, respectively, by raised levels of oestrogen and by rela
tively sudden diminutions of circulating progestogens. Experience with
current oral contraceptives has neither confirmed nor refuted this sur
mise: some contraceptives seemingly aggravate migraine, others appear
to mitigate it, and yet others to have no effect upon migraine patterns;
these varying effects have not been adequately correlated with the precise
composition of the contraceptive used. Dramatic results h,ave been
claimed from the therapeutic use of androgens, oestrogens, progestogens
and gonadotrophins in the treatment of migraine: all such studies, how
ever, have represented "straight" trials of the hormone, with the notori
ous ambiguities which must attach to all such uncontrolled studies,
particularly in regard

to migraine which is infinitely placebo-sensitive

(see Chapter 1 5 ) . One must deplore the publicity which often attaches
to such studies, and the subsequent touting of unproven or even danger
ous hormone preparations as cures for migraine.
The number of carefull y-controlled, double-blind trials of simple pu
rified hormone preparations is exceedingly small. One may cite the re
cent study published by Bradley et al. ( 1 968) concerning the effects of a

fluorinated progesterone (Demigran) on migraine patients. Bradley et al.
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found no significant effe�s upon the severity or frequency of m�graine,
save in the special case of menstrual attacks, which . appeared to be
slightly milder during Demigran administtation.
There is a startling contrast between the modest or negative findings
of such conttolled studies and the spectacular results which have been
claimed on the basis of "straight" trials of various hormone prepara
tions. The entire subject is urgently in need of experimental clarification;
certainly there is no strong evidence, at the present time, that any existing
hormone preparation has

specific (as opposed to placebo) therapeutic

effects upon the occurrence of migraine.
One encounters, in practice, many case-histories which suggest that
other factors-particularly the patient's needs and expectations-may
play an important part in determining the occurrence or disappearance

of menstrual migraines, the remission of migraines during pregnancy,
etc. The following case-history may be considered:

Case 3 1

A p .-year-old Catholic woman with severe menstrual migraines.

She had had four children, the last of which required an exchange-transfusion,
in view of an Rh-incomparibility between the patient and her husband. Fur

ther pregnancies were comidered undesirable, but thepatient was consrrained

by het religious persuasions from taking any conrraceptive measures. A gy
naecologist was consulted, who informed the patient that she had "abnor
mally high levels of oesrrogen" which were the cause of her menstrual
migraines. He said that he would prescribe

for this

a hormone preparation

(Ortho-Novum); he added that Ortho-Novum also happened to be a contra
ceptive, but its employment, in her case, was purely therapeutic, and only
incidentally contraceptive. The patient's scruples were overcome by this as
surance, and she consented to take the hormone. Her menstrual migraines
vanished, and a year later had not 'returned.

This history is quoted, of course, for irS ambiguity, not its simplicity.
The effects of the hormone-preparation were clear, but the interpretation
of its effects are far from clear. It would seem eminently possible, ill this
case, that the patient, justifiably and chronically terrified of further preg
nancies, was restored to emotional calm by the knowledge of the pill's
contraceptive power, and that

this was the crucial factor in curing her

migraines. One sees many cases of menstrual migraine, indeed, which
respond excellently to psychotherapy and this alone, suggesting that hor
monal influences are at most a co-determinant of such migraine patterns:
There is also considerable evidence that the remission of migraines dur
ing pregnancy is at least as dependent upon the patient's state of mind

plates
Most o f the fol/owing paintings have been done b y nonprofessional artists as
depictions of visual phenomena they have experienced in m igraine auras. They

are attempts at literal reproductions of the phenomena; they are not meant to be
symbolic (although some symbolism may be present too). (All photos courtesy
British Migraine Association and Boehringer Ingelheim Ltd., except Plate 3B,
co urtesy Dr. Ronald K. Siegel, and Plate 8, courtesy Dr. Ralph M. Siege!.)

Plate lA.

A classical zigzag fortification pattern-its

brilliance, in life, is as dazzling as a white surface in the
noonday sun, and the edge is continual scintillation.

Plate lB.

This migraine fortification shows characteristic

angles and lines, both fine and Coarse.
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Plate 2A,

In this still-life of roses, half the image is replaced by migrainous zigzags,

stars, and whorls-the latter often concentric and spiral. The other half of the image
is normal.

Plate 2B. Half of this image is replaced by a geometrical hallucination consisting
essentially of a radial form with colored spokes, and a spiral or helix, Some sharp-edged
fragmentation may be seen above these. The right-hand side of the image is normal.

Plate 3A .

This painting, by a

migraine patient, shows scrolls

across the visual field.
Plate 3B.

A "tunnel" hallucination

seen during intoxication by cannabis;
similar forms may be seen in

migraine aura.

Plate 4A.

This migrainous patient shows himself vomiting in a world reduced

to fortifications, lattices, swirls and zigzags, bursting out over the entire visual
field. The dark shadow bending over him may be a phantom image.
Plate 4B.

"All the interior of the fortification, so to speak, was boiling and

rolling around in a most wonderful manner, as if it was some thick Jiquid all
alive. "

.;

Plate SA.

y----

.../

A topological misperception or hallucination in which objects in one

half of the visual field are distorted into curves. This patient experienced a dynamic
distur bance with a sense of violent forces, blowing or pulling objects out of shape.
Plate SB.

In addition to migrainous fortifications, and bizarre tiltings, this painting

shows a haptic spiral hallucination of the legs.

Plate 6A.

In this fascinating example of mosaic vision, an entire face is replaced by

disjointed, sharp-edged planes and polygons, as in a Cubist painting.
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Plate 7A, 7B.

These two paintings

show the appea rance of both plane
and curved rectangular lattices with
varied spatial scales, which parti a l l y
replace t h e image. I n t h e actual
hall ucination, these lattices would
be rapidly s hifting.
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Plates SA-8F.

Some computer simulations of migraine aura on a neural network:

A-C) solitary spreading wave (simulated "scotoma " ) ;
(simulated "lattice" or "web" constants);

"tunnel"

or

constants ).

E)

D)

symmetrical axial pattern

concentric wave pattern (simulated

"funnel " constants); F) "rolls" (corresponding to radial or spiral form
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and attiiudes to pregnancy as upon any alterations in hormonal balance ·
(see, for example, Case 56, p. 169).

We must conclude, therefore, that although menstruation, the meno

pause, and pregnancy, may have a profound effect in determining the

patterns of migraine in certain patients, the mechanism of their action

is uncertain, and is probably to be ascribed to multiple concomitant
causes rather than the specific effects of hormonal changes.

ALLERGIES AND MIGRAINE

We have already observed the high incidence of allergic reactions in mi
graine patients, and the postulate (put forward by Balyeat and many
others) that migraines, when they occur in patients with multiple aller

gies, are themselves to be regarded as allergic reactions. But statistical
correlation

per se implies nothing beyond the fact of concomitance: it

does not imply any logical or causal connection between the two phe
nomena which are being correlated.

But the belief that migraine may be allergic in basis is widespread,

and many migraine patients, after migrating from one doctor to another,
finally place themselves in the hands of an allergist. This is likely to be

followed by the elaborate ritual of testing for "sensitivities," and follow
ing this, by a series of impressive rules and prohibitions-avoiding dusts

and pollens, changing the bed linen, exiling the cat, eliminating all sorts
of delectables from the diet, etc. This solemn regimen will be reinforced

by frequent injections, designed to "desensitise" the patient. Not infre

quently, a therapeutic triumph is achieved, or c1aimed.J8

But neither statistical correlation nor therapeutic magic is evidence

for an allergic basis. It is necessary, as with hormone-trials, to investigate

the matter with rigorous controls and techniques, as has been done by
Wolff and many other workers (see Wolff, 1963), and such stringent

approaches have indicated the extreme rarity of an allergic basis for

migraines; less than one per cent of all migraine attacks are explicable

in terms of allergic sensitivities or mechanisms.

The frequent coexistence of migrainous and allergic reactions in many

patients, and their occasional capacity to "replace" each other in re

sponse to particular provocative circumstances, is nevertheless remarkJ8
There is, of course, a strongmoral undenone to such regimens, as is true of so many
successful ways of treating migraine. Sydney Smith, who suffered from hayfever, stresses
the ascetic nature of his treatment: •. . . I am taking all proper care of myself, which care
consists in eating nothing that I like, and doing nothing that I wish."
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able, and requires explanation. We can only intimate our belief, at this
stage, that migraine and allergic reactions are biologically aflaiogol4S,
and though fundamentally different in nature (allergic reactions repre
senting local cellular sensitivities, and migrainous reactions complex ce
rebral responses) may be employed in similar ways by a patient. This is
essentially the conclusion reached by Wolff who has suggested that
" . . . the al lergic disturbances and the migraine headache [may be] sep
arate and independent manifestations of difficulty in adaptation. "

SELF-PERPETUATION OF MIGRAINES
We cannot leave the subject of circumstantial migraines without asking
ourselves two questions-questions which appear simple even to absurd
ity when formulat<!d, but which are difficult to answer without bringing
up concepts of a radical and even paradoxical kind. Firstly, we must ask,
why do migraines last so long? We remarked in the last chapter that
periodic (idiopathic) attacks usually moved through a compact predeter
mined course, and are over; circumstantial migraines, on the contrary,
have a tendency to prolong themselves, often for day after day, long past
the original provocative circumstances. Secondly, we must ask, is it pos
sible for one symptom or component of a migraine to have a direct action
upon another one?
We spoke, in the Historical Introduction, of the ancient "sympathetic"
theories of migraine which dominated thinking for so many centuries,
and we must now wonder whether any fragments' of truth could have
been caught up in the general framework of these theories, and, if so,
whether they may be of relevance to the two questions we have asked.
The theory postulated a peripheral origin of migraines (" . . . an irritation
in some distant member or viscera"-Willis), followed by a direct inter
nal propagation of the symptoms (by "sympathy" or "consensus"), so
that-in the words of Tissot-one part could suffer for another.
Discussion of the basis and mechanisms of migraine still lie far ahead
of us, and we raise the spectre of "sympathy" not to explain the initiation
of migraine attacks (which is a central process), but in relation to the
maintenance of attacks already started, and the profound effects which
individual symptoms may have on the total attack. Thus, it has always
been known that vomiting may rapidly terminate the

entire migraine

attack. An even more commonplace observation is that a simple analge
sic (e.g. aspirin) may serve not only to mitigate a migraine headache, but
to disperse the

entire attack. Conversely, it is common knowledge that
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aggravating a single symptom (as unpleasant smells may increase nausea)
may, in turn, aggravate the

entire attack.

These elementary observatio'ns are astonishing in their implications:
for they imply that the entire migraine may be perpetuated by one or
another of its own symptoms. In short, that a migraine can become a
response to itself. Given the initial provocation, the original impetus, one
may envisage that the subsequent continuance of many migraines may
arise in this fashion from a series of self-perpetuating internal drives-a
positive feed-back-so that the entire reaction is bound within its own
circularity. These are terms in which one is compelled to think, when
faced with the problem of migraines immensely outlasting their provoc
ative circumstances, and protracted beyond any reasonable adaptive (or
emotional) function: migraines as self-perpetuating, as fusing stimulus
and response, as being held, so to speak, in a corridor of mutually inter
acting symptoms.39
The role of such self-perpetuating mechanisms may be of particular
significance in migraine in view of the fact that local tissue-changes may
occur and prolong individual symptoms (e.g. the train of changes which
Wolff has demonstrated following dilatation of extracranial arteries) ;
the persistence o f a n individual symptom, ill this way, may cause the
entire attack to persevere.
.

We must accept, then, that individual symptoms of a migraine can

drive each

other, or indeed the whole attack. Such driving may well be

mediated by central reflex-arcs, but could also be understood in terms
of purely peripheral mechanisms, on the supposition of direct acrion
("sympathy") between one viscus and another, or rather-putting the
old docttine in modern terms-between one autonomic plexus and an
otheJr40 (see Chapter

I I).

CONCLUSIONS
The type of attack we have considered in this chapter must be viewed
as radically different from periodic and paroxysmal migraines. The latter
39 There are innumerable examples of such self-perperuating symptoms, in which there
is a rever�ration of stimulu� and response, or a maintained opposition brtween them-a
sort of physiological c:hoing. A familiar example is Parkinsonian tremor (reverberation)
and Parkinsonian rigidity (maintained opposition). In all such cases one must mink-as
in the perpetuation of a migraine--of inertia and momentum.
40A familiar example of such a peripheral autonomk interaction is me gastrocolic
rellex-emptying of (he bowel in response to filling of the stomach. This universal post
breakfast reflex is apparently not mediated by cent!al mechanisms at aU, but by a direct
signalling from sromach to colon, a ·sympathy" between these twO parts of the gut.
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gather force and impend in the nervous system; they are set off when
they are "due, " frequently by trivial or inoffensive stimuli which simply
serve to detonate the attack; they run their fixed courses, and are fol
lowed by calm. They must be seen as idiopathic events, related primarily
to the periodicities of the nervous system. Circumstantial migraines, in
contrast, are only elicited by certain

types of stimulus, and tend to show

a significant relation, in their duration and severity, to the strength of
this stimulus: thus they are, in essence, graded responses to graded stimuli.
The circumstances evocative of these migraines are not trivial or inof
fensive; they represent, at least potential l y, major disturbances or disrup
tions or nervous activity. Thus, circumstantial migraines must be viewed
not only as neuronal events, but as

reactions which have a definite func

tion in relation to their provocative circumstances.
We have seen that there are two forms of stimulus which are particu
larly prone to evoke migrainous reactions in predisposed individuals:
inordinate excitations or arousals, and inordinate inhibitions or slumps.
Within certain "allowable" limits (which vary greatly from person to
person), the nervous system maintains itself in a region of equilibrium,
homeostatically, by means of continuous, minor, insensible adjustments;
beyond these limits, it may be forced to react by sudden, major, symp
tomatic adjustments.
Thus, excessive arousal (in the form of sensory bombardment, violent
exercise, rage, etc.) tends to be followed by a reaction of prolonged
recoil-an arousal migraine; conversely, excessive inhibition (in the form
of exhaustion, response to passive motion, etc.) tends

to

lead, beyond a

critical point, to a protracted slump-reaction-a slump migraine. In both

cases we must envisage a protective function as being carried out by the
migraine reaction, a warning to avoid particular circumstances which
cannot be tolerated-excessive noise and light, exhaustion, over-sleep
ing, over-eating, passive motion, etc.
Beyond a certain point, we have noted, the migraine may achieve a

momenrum of its own, and be protracted far beyond what would seem
to be any reasonable adaptive function. In such cases, we have posru
lated, the migraine may be perperuated as a paradoxical response to
itself, a physiological vicious circle.

We have had to consider one type of circumstantial migraine which
cannot be fitted into either of the above categories, notably the attacks
of aura or classical migraine which may be elicited by flickering light or
visualisation of a scotoma. We have been compelled to posrulate that
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innate resonance-mechanisms form the substrate of such migraines, as
is also the case with photogenic epilepsy or photo-myoclonus.
Finally, we have had to postulate that migraine, in its capacity as a
reaction, is readily amenable to conditioning, and that it may thus be
come secondarily linked to an enormous variety of idiosyncratic circum
stances in the life-history of the individual. Only in this way can we
explain bizarre linkings of circumstance and response which seem to
defy any possible physiological sense. The final lengths to which such
conditioning may go can lead to a singular situation, in which the oc
currence of migraine will be linked to the patient's expectation of its
Occurrence (a familiar analogy to this is seen in the precipitation of an
allergic response, an attack of rose-fever," if the patient is shown a
paper-rose). If this occurs, the patient may become trapped in a circu
larity of expectations and symptoms, caught in a sort of complicity with
himself. A consequence of this, and of the relation. between suggestible
patients and speculative physicians, is that virtually any theory of mi
graine may come to generate the data on which it is based.41 Cause and
effeer can become inextricably tangled: as Gibbon has observed, in an
other connection,
the prediction, as is usual, contributed to its own
accomplishment. "
U

u•

•

•

4J The history of hysteria provides many familiar exam;Jles of such a merging between
expectations and symptoms. Thus Charcot's depiction of hysteria was responsible for the
frequent occurrence of the symptoms he depicted. With his death, and the changing of
medical expectations, the forms of hysteria changed in rum.
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Situational Migraine
There are apparently two essentially different causes [of
illness], an inner one, causa interna, which the man
contributes of himself, and an outer one, causa exter"a,
which springs from his environment. And accepting this
clear distinction, we have thrown ourselves with raging force
upon the external causes . . . And the causa i"terna, that we
have forgotten. Why? Because it is not pleasant to look
within ourselves

. .

.

'Groddeck

As one receives the hisrory from a migraine patient, the pattern of his
attacks is gradually clarified. It may be obvious, within minutes of first
seeing the patient, that he suffers periodic migraines which display an
innate rhythmicity irrespective of his mode of life, or that he has attacks
which are clearly coupled with one or more of the provocative circum
stances considered in the last chapter. But there will remain a third group
of patients-a large group-who suffer from repeated and unremitting
attacks for no reason which is immediately apparent. Such patients, ha
bitual migraineurs, may have experienced as many as five attacks weekl y
for many years, and they a re, therefore, the most cruelly incapacitated
of all migraine sufferers.
Faced with this afflicted group, one must infer that there exists some
chronic situation which "drives" their attacks, some goad which may be
physiological or psychological, intrinsic or extrinsic. A small minority
of these patients seem to su ffer from an intrinsic physiological stimulus
to migraine. We may recognise in this category those patients who have

had extremely frequent classical migraines or migraine auras from ear
liest childhood, and who nor uncommonly come from a family back
ground heavily weighted with classical migraine. These rare patients (I
have not seen more than half a dozen in my entire experience) appear
to have some innate cerebral instability or irritability analogous to severe
idiopathic epilepsy. Patients with incessant attacks of migrainous neu
ralgia, not broken into dusters as is usually the case, may also be the
1 64
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victims of some innate physiological mechanism, and in these one may
conceive of some tic-like mechanism, of more peripheral location, anal

ogous to that of trigeminal neuralgia. In a few patients one may discover
the importance of certain extrinsic physiological stimuli (e.g. reserpine

or hormone medication, the habitual use of alcohol or amphetamines, a
particular sensitivity to environmental temperature or illumination, etc.),
and be able to exclude these with happy results.

These possibilities will be considered and given a fair hearing by the

physician, but by degrees it will be borne i.n upon him that the vast
majority of patients with incessant unremitting migraines are not the

victims of such physiological stimuli or sensitivities, but are caught in a
malignant emotional "bind" of one sort or another, and

this, he will

come to suspect, is the driving-force behind their migraines. Sometimes
the emotional stresses, reactions, conflicts, etc. are exposed and plainly

in view, so that their existence and possible relevance to the migraine
may be evident to both patient and physician. In other patients, the

emotional substrates will be hidden and buried, so that their exposure
(if this is deemed therapeutic) will be time-consuming and painful, chal

lenging to the utmost the insight and the emotional resources of both

patient and physician.

A proportion of patients (perhaps an especially high proportion

among sufferers from habitual migraine) and a number of physicians

doubt or deny that migraine can be a psychosomatic illness, and ·commit
themselves to an endless search for physiological aetiologies and phar

macological treatments. Physicians who are prepared to think in terms

of psychosomatic mechanisms have studied their patients in either of two

ways. The first method of study is to investigate features of the patient's
personality and life-situation as far as these are accessible in ordinary

medical practice; such methods, necessarily, provide a relatively super

ficial picture of the patient's problems, but have the advantage that great
numbers of patients may be submitted

to

observation (a classic among

such studies was Wolff's investigation of 46 migraine patients).

The second method of study is a psycho-analytic one, and possible

only in the very protracted and special conditions of an analysis; here

the patient is studied in immense depth, but such investigations have the
disadvantage that only a handful of patients are submitted to observation

(a classic among such psycho-analytic studies is that of Fromm-Reich

mann).

These two groups of investigators tend to use different languages, and
their conclusions may therefore be difficult to compare. Furthermore,
they are concerned with different aspects of the patient's emotional
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being, the first group being concerned with the overall features of overt
personality, and the analysts with unconscious and often deeply-hidden
emotional transactions in the psyche. There has been, nevertheless, a
considerable unanimity of opinion with regard to the types of patient,
and types of emotional posture, that may be seen in relation to habitual
migraine. Wolff (1 963) has delineated the features of the "migraine per
sonality" in greater detail than all his predecessors. Migraineurs are por
trayed by Wolff as ambitious, successful, perfectionistic, rigid, orderly,
cautious, and emotionally-constipated, driven therefore, from time to
time, to outbursts and breakdowns which must assume an indirect, so
matic form. Fromm-Reichmann ( 1 9 37) is also able to arrive at a clear-cut
conclusion: migraine, she states, is a physical expression of unconscious
hostility against consciously beloved persons.
My own method of study has been more akin to Wolff's, and has
allowed me to interview many hundreds of migraine patients. In a num
ber of cases (including those presented in this chapter) I have been able
to see patients twice a month for prolonged periods, and thus to gain
some insight into problems which would not have been apparent on a
single interview, or even half a dozen interviews. I have. not had the
opportunity, and I have lacked the skills, for protracted depth-analysis
of my patients.
During the early days of practice with migraine patients, and fresh
from the literature on the subject, I tried to recognise, in every patient
with habitual migraine that I saw, Wolff's stereotype of the "migraine
personality," or Fromm-Reichmann's subtler qualities of ambivalence
and repressed hostility. I was forced to the conclusion, by degrees, that
neither of these generalisations had relevance to more than a proportion
of the patients I saw. On the contrary, patients with severe habitual
migraine seemed to me so various in their emotional pathologies and
predicaments, that I despaired of putting them in a single category, unless
I played Procrustes.
There is persuasive evidence that chronic emotional needs of a par
ticular type characterise, for example, the majority of patients with pep
tic ulcers (see Alexander and French, 1948), but the analogy between
such a psychosomatic disorder and habitual migraine is difficult to main
tain. It appears, on the contrary, that migraines may be summoned to
serve an endless variety of emotional ends. As migraines may assume a
remarkable diversity of forms, so they may carry as various a load of
emotional implications. If they are the commonest of psychosomatic
reactions, it is because they are the most versatile.
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CASE-lH!HSTORIES
Case 76
This 43-year-old woman, a nun, had been subject to frequent com
mon migraines and stuporous migraine equivalents since the age of 17, when
she entered the religious life. Eleven months of each year were spent in the
convent, and during these I I months the patient would suffer two or three
attacks of migraine, or migraine equivalent, weekly. She received one month
of holiday annually, and during this she would rarely have even one attack.

Comment: This patient was an energetic, well-integrated if somewhat
impatient person, a woman of strong practical ability who enjoyed ex
ercise and fresh air, conversation and the theatre. Her strong sense of
duty and altruism had been a main factor in directing her into the reli
gious life. The claustrophobic conditions of convent life, the dearth of
opportunities for physical and social activity, and above all the restric
tion of frank emotional expression, appeared to be main factors in driv
ing this patient to somatic expression. Irritability, anger, sulking, etc.,
were not permissible in the convent, but migraine was. Given freedom
from restrictions and impediments, she immediately lost the need for her
attacks.
Case 78
This case was a 5 5 -year-old woman with thrice-weekly attacks of
common migraine. When questioned about her personal life, she admitted to
constant anxiety concerning her husband, a diabetic prone to frequent and
frightening insulin-reactions.
Her husband, a depressive with strong sado-masochistic traits, confessed,
'
when interviewed alone, that he "guessed" how much insulin to take, and felt
it "unnecessary" to test his urine for sugar. He was persuaded, with some
difficulty, to place himself under competent medical care, and forthwith
ceased to experience further insulin-reactions. With their disappearance, his
wife became virtually exempt from migraine, and in a six-month follow-up
had suffered only two attacks.

Comment: This patient had been living in a chronic anxiety-state,
almost wholly bound up with her husband's illness.

It might also be

speculated that she wished to "join him" in a pattern of recurrent illness.
With his liberation from illness her level of anxiety at once declined, and
her migraines turned from habitual to occasional.

Case 79

A 46-year-old woman with three highly-intelligent, demanding,
"difficult� and excessively-loved adolescent children. This patient had expe
rienced very occasional migraines prior to the adolescence of her children,
but had been subject to two or more attacks weekly since their entering their
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stormy puberties. Expressions of affection and maternal solicitude alternated

with outbreaks of irritability. Each summer the loved but difficult children
were despatched to youth-camps, and for three months the patient would be
relieved of her anxieties, her irritability, and her migraine.

Comment: This situation, a common one in many parents, especially
mothers, whom I have seen, is perhaps the best example of Fromm
Reichmann's theory.

Case 80

A 41-year-old woman with exceedingly frequent, and at times "al
most continuous" migraine attacks, who complained that half of her waking
hours were spent suffering, and a third of them in bed.
When questioned about her personal /ife, she smiled and maintained that
everything was "beautiful," her husband "a perfect gendeman," and her chil
dren "lovely." She vehemently denied that there were any problems of any
sort: "There is not a cloud in the sky," she would saYi "1 have nothing to
complain of except this wretched migraine. "
Over the course of several months, in which other members of the family
were seen, it became apparent that there were innumerable problems. The
family was in debt and heavily mortgaged, the husband was impotent, and
the eldest child was a "drop-out" from school and a juvenile delinquent.

Comment: Here we see a situation with some similarities to the last
case, but altogether more serious and pathological. The patient displays
hysterical denial and repression

of

all "bad" emotional feelings, and

maintains a set of cons ci ous attitudes wholly at variance with the realities

of her position.

She is, indeed, "split" into two selves; one portion of

her consists of denial and bravado, the.other is a split-offsystem inflicting
illness upon itself, and suffering continually.

Case Dr

This 55-rear-old man had been a former inmate of Auschwitz. He

had suffered about one attack of classical migraine a month from the age of
7 until his incarceration in Auschwitz. During his 6 years in the concentration
camp-6 years during which his wife, parents, and all other dose relatives
were killed-he did nor experience a single attack of migraine. He was "lib
erated " by the Allies in 1945, and the fol/owing year emigrated to the United
States.
Since this time, he has been chronically depressed, guilt-ridden, preoccu
pied with the deaths of all his relatives whom he feels he might have saved,
and intermittently psychotic. During this time he has also experienced 6 to
10 attacks of classical migraine each month, attacks which are refractory to
treatment, and accompanied by the incensest suffering.
He is also considerably "accident-prone," and during the cwo years that [

saw him managed to sustain a Colles fracture. a fracture-dislocation of one
ankle, and a head-injury. Each of these injuries was followed by several weeks'
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remission of his migraines. It is also of interest that on the three occasions in
which he has been hospitalised for psychotic depressions during the past 2.0
years, he was free from migraines.

Comment: This tragic case-history illustrates several points of inter
est. The exemption from migraine during his years in a concentration
camp is a feature which has been described to me by several other pa
tients: all forms of psychosomatic illness, and also frank psychosis, were
apparently extremely rare in such conditions, presumably because they
would have been lethally mal-adaptive. Since this time he has been
frankly and greatly depressed, and has fully conscious, constantly reit
erated, feelings of self-accusation and wishes for self-punishment.
His migraines gratify and reinforce such feelings, being sadistically
inflicted and masochistically suffered. Sometimes

an

"

acciden t " will

serve a similar function, and thus dispense for a while with the necessity
of migraines. When his depression reaches psychotic intensity and he
feels himself to be in the hell he deserves, his hallucinations and delusions
similarly dispense with the relatively inconsiderable migraines.

Case 56

A 43-year-old woman who had suffered severe common migraines,

usually two or three attack s a monm, since childhood. She could recollect
only 3 periods during which she had been exempt from attacks: during a

severe illness (sub-acute bacterial endocarditis), when she was in hospital for

4 months; during her first 3 pregnancies, when she weD[ more than 6 months

without attacks (this was in dramatic contrast to her fourth, unwanted, preg
nancy, when she not only continued to have migraines throughout the 9
months, but had more severe attacks than usual for her); finally, during a
three-month period when she was mourning for her father to whom she had
been deeply attached.

Comment: This is, as it were, a case-history in reverse, showing cer
tain situations in which a patient found herself

free from life-long mi

graines, and as such supplements the preceding case-history. Exemption
from migraine during pregnancy is a very common experience, and has
generally been ascribed to the physiological or hormonal changes occur
ring during pregnancy (vide Chapters 8 and 10). The above case-history
suggests that psychological factors must also be taken into account: the
four pregnancies were, one may presume, physiologically similar, but the

last of them was unique in being undesired by the patient. Freedom from

migraine (and many other psychosomatic symptoms) is often procured
during severe illnesses, and one must wonder whether medical attention,
social support and sympathy, in conjunction with release from many
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habitual stresses, are perhaps the "liberating" factors, rather than the
illness

(Jer se. Mourning, in which the free expression of emotion receives

social support and sympathy, may absolve a patient from migraine and
similar symptoms, in distinction to depressive reactions which tend to
aggravate these.
A 40-year-old woman who, when first seen, was suffering from a
severe migraine and accompanied by her husband who took it upon himself
to provide the " history. " This he did with sadistic relish, disguised as "scien
tific detachment. n A statistician, he had gone to extraordinary lengths to note
the dates of every attack 'his wife had experienced in the past four years,
compared these with the da'tes of her menstrual periods, the vagaries of her
diet, changes in the weather, etc. He had computed correlation coefficiencs
for all these " factors." Much of his time was evidently spent ministering to
his wife, for he served' as her physician, and computed with equal care pre
cisely what drugs she should receive in each attack. Both he and she emphasise
the necessity of frequent ergotamine and pethidine (Demcrol) injections.

Case 81.

Comment: This case-history is essentially one of a folie II deux be
tween two people who are both symbiotically and destructively depen
dent upon one another. The sexual aspects of their marriage had long
since foundered, but had been replaced. apparently, by a sarlo-masoch

istic intimacy revolving around the patient's migraines.

Case 84

This patient, a 44-year-old man, had been employed for many years
by an uncle whom he loathed. The conditions of work were unpleasant, and

were made worse by his employer's habitual sarcasms; the salary, however,
was considerably in excess of what the patient might have earned in compa
rable work elsewhere, and this had made him reluctant to seek "outside"
employment. He suffered from concinual belching and frequent migraines,
two or three attacks weekly, throughout his working year, bur was free of
these during his annual monthly vacation.

Comment: This patient was caught in a dilemma in which humiliating
conditions of work had been "accepted " for financial reward. Caught
in a situation of deeply resented bondage, he felt himself unable to im
prove his working-conditions, or seek employment elsewhere. Ostensibly
mute and compliant, he expressed his rage in physiological terms. as
continued eructations and migraines.

Case 55

This 4 2.-year-old man had once aspired to the priesthood, but was
frustrated in this ambition. He lived a querulous and joyless existence, mas
ochistically bound to his domineering mother with whom he lived. Seven or
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eight times a year, desire would override guilt, a n d h e would steal out of the
house to seek sexual contact. Within five minutes of orgasm, a "terrible"
migraine would come upon him, and rack him with pain for the ensuing three
days.

Comment: This guilt-ridden Catholic had morbid fears of sexual in
tercourse, which he construed as a sin richly deserving of punishment.
His migraines provided the requisite punishment, three days of cephalgic
penance, after which he regained his physiological and moral equilib
rium.
Case 62

A 5 5-year-old woman whose symptoms wore briefly described in

Chapter 2.. Unmarried, and the only daughter of parents who had always been

demanding and possessive, and were now ageing and in poor health, she was

compelled to work at two jobs, for a total of 14 hours daily, to support the
household. She had no friends, no social life, and had never had any sexual
experience. She felt it her "duty" to support her parents and to be with them
whenever she was not working.
At one time, indeed, she had made pathetic efforts to establish an indepen
dent existence, but these had been foiled first by parental intervention, and
subsequently by her own discomfort and guilt if she went out alone. In the
past

10

years she had lost a l l choice in the matter, for she suffered severely

from migraine, ulcerative colitis, and psoriasis, not concurrently, but in a
nev�r-ending cycle.

Comment: This pitiful case-history illustrates the sacrifice of a life,
and the trapping of this patient at three concentric levels: an intolerable
domestic reality, an intolerable neurotic conflict, and an i ntolerable cir
cle of psychosomatic symptoms.
Case 83

A 3 5 -year-old engineer, this patient had founded, and directed, a

highly-successful "thought-tank," a group which offered computing and
mathematical research-work for many industrial and governmental concerns.
Brilliant and insatiably ambitious, this patient drove himself and his subor
dinates to ruthless extremes.
He worked incessantly every evening and all Saturday. He permitted him
self no hobbies, no social l ife, and no children. Every Sunday morning he
would wake with a severe migraine. Originally he had forced himself to work
despite the headache, but for the past two years the attacks had been accom
panied by such nausea and vomiting that he was incapacitated for the day.

Comment: Here we see a patient with such a hypertrophied "drive"
that he would work a seven-day week, or even a 1 68-hour week, if it
were humanly possible. But it is not humanly possible, and his human
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limits were enforced by regular Sunday migraines which acted as physio
logical Sabbaths. This patient is the only one in the above series who has
a "migraine personality."

CONCLUSIONS
We have concluded that the majority of patients who experience very
frequent, severe, and unremitting migraines, for which no obvious cir
cumstantial antecedents can be traced, are reacting to chronically diffi
cult, intolerable, and even frightful life-situations. In such patients we
are able to observe or to infer powerful emotional stresses and needs,
and to realise that these are driving recurrent attacks. Of this species of
migraine, and no other, we may legitimately use the term " psychoso
matic illness." Such illnesses represent (in Borges's magnificent phrase)
"apparent desperations and secret assuagements. " We have noted, in one
case-history, the alternation of migraines with another form of somatic
assuagement-repeated accidents-and we might have presented much
evidence regarding the alternation or replacement of migraines with re
peated minor viral illnesses (colds, upper respiratory infections, herpes,
etc.) and allergic manifestations, which may also, apParently, be pressed
into similar roles in the emotional economy.
We believe that migraine may be adopted as an expression of emo
tional stress and distress of many different types, and that it is impossible
to fit all patients into the stereotype of the obsessive "migraine person
ality," or to find in all of them chronic repressed rage and hostility, Nor
should one claim that all patients with habitual migraine are "neurotic"
(except

in so far as neurosis is the universal human condition),

for in

many cases-a matter which will receive full discussion in Chapter 1 3the migraines may replace a neurotic struCture, constituting an 21lterna
tive to neurotic desperation and assuagement.

P A RT

III

The Basis o f Migraine

, I

Introduction

We have surveyed the forms which migraine may take, and the conditions
under which it may occur. The greater part of this information was
available to Liveing, Gowers, and Hughlings Jackson a century ago, and
these physicians, Liveing above all, used it to derive astonishing insights
not only into the nature of migraine, but into the organisation of cerebral
activities.
This classical method, the collection and use of clinical data, has been
overshadowed or displaced, in many areas of medicine, by the refinement
of experimental methods. Experiment dissects and simplifies, s,triving to
achieve uniform conditions in each experiment, and exclusion of all vari
ables save the one which has been selected for observation. The application
of such methods to the elucidation of migraine has been less successful
than in many other fields; nevertheless, there still exists a widespread
expectation that the "cause" .of migraine is about to be established at
any moment by virtue of some dramatic technical "breakthrough. "
The passion to pinpoint a single factor i n the pathogenesis o f mi
graines has led many investigators to make unreasonable extrapolations
from their data, statements of the fol lowing type: Migraine is due to an
acute microcircularory disorder (Sicuteri); Migraine is due to an oxygen
deficiency in a strategic area of the brain (Wolff); Migraine is due to a
disturbance of blood serotonin, etc.
The search for a single causative factor-Factor X-is likely to be
successful if the event being studied has a fixed form and fixed determi
nants. But the essence of migraine, as we have seen, lies in the variety of
175
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forms it may take and the variety of circumstances in which it may Occur.

Therefore, though one type of m igraine may be associated

with Factor

X, and another with Factor Y, it seems impossible, on prima facie
grounds, that a l l attacks of migraine could have the same aetiology.
But we now encounter a much more fundamental problem, which

spri ngs from th e fact that migraine cannot be considered sim ply as an

event in the nervous system which occurs spontaneously and without
reason: the attack cannot be considered apart from its causes and effects.

A physio logical statement cannot enlighten us concerning the causes of

migraine, or its importance as a reaction or item of behaviour. Thus a

logical confusion is implicit in the very formulation of such a question
as: What i� the cause of migraine? For we require not one explanation

or one type of explanation. but several types, each in its own logical
province. We have to ask two questions : why migrai n e takes the form(s)

it does, and why it occurs when it does. These two questions cannot be

coalesced. This was very cl ea r ly realised by Liveing who, a fter disputing
the vascular theorie$ of migraine fashionable even in his own time, ob

serves:

No one thinks of a condition of hyperaemia or anaemia of the nervous centres
as the necessary antecedent of a fit of sneezing, laughter, vomiting, or terror,
or

imagines that such a hypothesis would assist our comprehension.

For al l

of

these are reactions to s omethi ng, and they cannot be ex

plained without reference to this. The same is true of migraine , of all

migraines, even those which occur peri od ica l l y and without apparent

relation to external circumstances; for these must still be construed in

relation to some inner event or cycle in the body. Moreover migraine is

not simply a physiological process; it is a set of symptoms, so far as the

patient is concerned, and therefore req uires description i n experiential
terms.

Thus to explain migraine we need three sets of terms, three universes
of discourse. Firstly we must describe it as

a

proce ss or an

event

in the

nervous system, and the terms of this description will be neurophysio

logical ones (or as close to these as we can get) ; secondly, we must

describe migraine as a reaction, and the terms of this description wil l be
reflexological or behavioural ones; thirdly, we must describe migra ine
as it intrudes into the world of experience, as particular symptoms to
which a particular affect or symbolic value is usually attached-and the
terms of this description will be psychological or existential ones.

It is impossible to make any adequate statement on the nature of
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migraine without considering it, simultaneously, as process, as reaction,
and as experience. We may note, by way of analogy, that exactly the
same considerations apply, as the same confusions have occurred, with
regard to our understanding of such a psychophysiological event as a
psychosis. This too demands description at these three levels. To assert
that (all) psychoses are "due" to disorders of amine metabolism (or tac
axein, or vitamin deficiency, etc.) is not only demonstrably erroneous,
but meaningless, as are comparable statements about the genesis of mi
grlline. Even if it were able to provide an exact neurophysiological de
scription of, say, a catatonic psychosis, it would tell us nothing of its
causes or content. For the majority of naturally-occurring psychoses are
about something, and in response to something, and these emotional
contents and causes cannot be put in physical terms.
Chapters 10 and 1 1 will be devoted to considerations of the physio
logical bases of migraine; we will first discuss current experimental evi
dence and theories on the mechanism of migraine (Chapter 10), and this
will be followed by a general discussion of the structure of migraine,
based both on clinical and experimental evidence. Chapters 1 2. and 1 3
will be concerned with the strategic aspects o f migraine, formulated first
in behavioural terms, and then in psychodynamic terms.

TEN

Physioiogicai Mechanisms of
Migraine
Those who d o n o t understand history are condemned to
repeat it.

Santayana

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
Liveing devotes a fifth of his masterpiece to the consideration of the
many theories of migraine which already existed in his own time, before
going on to advance his own highly original ideas. We must retrace a
certain amount of this well-trodden ground, not out of an idle reverence
for the past, but because many of the major theories which exist today
were in circulation in Liveing's time, and his comments on them retain
their relevance today. We cannot do better, therefore, than follow his
exposition and criticism of theories which existed in his own time, after
which we may consider Liveing's own theory of nerve-storms, and its
tenability today. Livei ng discusses:
(a) The Doctrine of Biliousness.
(b) Sympathetic and Eccentric Theories.
(c) Vascular Theories:
1 . Arterial cerebral hyperaemia.
2. Passive venous congestion of the brain.
3 . Vasomotor hypotheses.
(d) The Theory of "nerve-storms."
The humoral and eccentric theories, al though still maintained in covert
form by innumerable su fferers from migraine, have chiefly historical im
portance, and as such were considered in the introduction to this volume.
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Theories of cerebral plethora gained prominence in medieval times
even in Willis's day blood-letting was a favourite treatment for migraine.
Vasomotor hypotheses arose shortly after the innervation and contrac
tility of arteries had been demonstrated, and dominated mid-Victorian
thinking about the mechanism of migraine as they continue to dominate
thinking today.
Du Bois Reymond attributed migraine headache to arterial spasm
from sympathetic stimulation . " a Tetanus takes place in the muscular
coats of the vessels of the affected half of the head; in other words, a
Tetanus in the territory of the cervical portion of the Sympathetic"; Mol
lendorff's theory is the converse of this . . . "a one-sided loss of power
in the vasomotor nerves governing the carotid artery, whereby a relaxa
tiori of the artery and a flow of arterial blood towards the brain are
established," a condition whid'l he compares to the effects of section of
the cervical sympathetic ganglion in animals; Latham's theory combined
the virtues of the two preceding ones:
.

.

. . . first of all we have contraction of the vessels of the brain, and so dimin
is�d supply of blood, produced by elCcited action of the sympathetic; and
that the clChausrion of the sympathetic following on this elCcitement causes
the dilatation of the vessels and the headache.

While du Bois Reymond and MolJendorff only undertook to explain
the immediate mechanism of migraine headache, Latham extended his
vasomotor theory to cover all aspects of the migraine attack, and as
cribed the scotomata and other manifestations of the aura-stage to cere
bral vasoconstriction and local anaemia. Liveing was prepared to accept
that the immediate cause of migrainous headache was due to dilatation
in extracranial arteries, but could npt accept a vasomotor hypothesis as
adequate to explain the many other aspects of migraine attacks, notably
the many, varied, and frequently bilateral symptoms of migraine aura,
the widespread vegetative effects throughout the body, the typical se
quence of symptoms in an attack, and the metamorphoses in format
which the attacks could show.
Gowers too delivered a trenchant attack on Latham's hypothesis:
The peculiarities in the disturbance of migraine [he writes) are its special and
often uniform features, deliberate course, and its limitation to sensory distur
bance. To elCplain them on the vasomotor hypothesis we must assume first,
an initial spasm of the arteries in a small region of the brain; secondly, that
the contraction al ways begins at the same p lace; and thirdly, that it can give
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rise to a definite, uniform and very peculiar disturbance of function. There is

no evidence of truth of any one of these assumptions .
. . . we are not justified in assuming that the state of the surface vessels is
an indication of the condition of those of internal organs. If it were, inasmuch
as the recognisable vasomotor spasm is bilateral in almost all cases, even when
the sensory disturbance is unilateral, we must assume a general contraction
of the vessels of the brain. A general contraction could only cause a local
disturbance of function by virtue of a local change in the functional tendency
of the nerve-cells. But if such local change is admitted, the need for the vasa·
motor hypothesis disappears. Lastly, that vasomotor spasm can cause a de

liberate, uniform, and peculiar "discharge » is not only Improved, but ill the
highest degree improbable.

It is thus evident that the acuter minds of the last century had already
realised and articulated, with perfect clarity, the shortcomings of Lath
am's vasomotor hypothesis, and the fact that no theory of this type,
however stretched, could conceivably account for the characteristics of
the migraine attack in its entirety. Nevenheless, the notion of a vaso
constrictor origin of the migraine process is still widely and uncritically
held today, and new variants of the theory, ingenious if absurd, are
continually put forward (see, for example, Milner, 19 58).
Liveing's dissatisfaction with these vasomotor theories led him to for
mulate his own powerful and versatile theory of "nerve-storms."
We may again follow Liveing in the stages by which he constructs his
theory:
On this theory, then, the fundamental cause of all neuroses is to be found,
not in any irritation of the visceral, or cutaneous periphery, nor in any dis
order or irregularity of the circulation, but
and often heredi
cary . . . disposition of the nervous system itself; this consists in a tendency to
the irregular accumulation and discharge of nerve force . . . and the concen
tration of this tendency in particular localities . . . will mainly determine the
character of the neurosis in question.

in a primary

Liveing explicitly distinguishes the notion of nerve force from that of
the accumulation of any substance. His conception is a purely physio
logical one:
. . . a gradually increasing instability of equilibrium in the nervous pans: when
this reaches a certain point, the balance of forces is liable t{) be upset and the
train of paroxysmal phenomena determined by causes in themselves totally
inadequate to produce such effects-just as a mere scratch will shiver to dust
a mass of unannealed glass . . .
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He comes to this conclusion from a consideration o f the enormous
number of factors of different kinds which can precipitate an attack:
. . . the impression may come from without, and be of the nature of an irri
tation of some peripheral nerve, visceral, muscular. or cutaneous; or it may
reach the centres through the circulation . . . or it may descend from the higher
centres of psychical activity . . .

So many exciting factor.s, yet the effect is the same: in every case the
nervous system responds with a migraine. Therefore, the migraine is
implicit in the cerebral repertoire. Its structure is, as it were, pre-formed.
Liveing recognises that a migraine can act as a coozsummatory dis
charge, following and terminating the build-up of a tension: thus he
compares it with a sneeze, a voracious meal or an orgasm. Indeed. these
discharges may be "equivalent, " and are thus liable to metamorphoses
among themselves: he instances the ability of a fit of sneezing suddenly
to terminate, or replace a migraine (vide Case 66, p. 30); or the appre
hension of sudden danger terminating an intense sea-sickness; sexual
excitement provoking an asthma; or tickling an epilepsy.
Liveing is well aware that migraine, as other "neuroses" he considers,
may be established and facilitated by "pathological habit" (viz. condi
tioning).
Final ly Liveing comes to consider "The Anatomical Seat of Megrim."
He observes that the manifestations of migraine are almost exclusively
sensory, and infers that "the disorder is limited for the most part to the
sensory tract and ganglia of the sensory nerves, from the optic thalamus
above to the nucleus of the vagus below. "
He perceives that the occurrence of emotional manifestations, and
speech and memory disorders in an attack, entail " . . . an extension of
the disorder to the hemispheric ganglia," and that the frequent bilater
ality of visual and tactile hallucinations is most easily reconcilable with
the hypothesis ofa "centric origin." The dil atation of the temporal ar
teries, and the slowing and smallness of the pulse, are ascribed to a
peripheral radiation of the attack, through the vagus and its presumed
connections with the sympathetic ganglia.
SOME CURRENT THEORIES OF THE
MIGRAINE MECHANISM
We may now turn our attention to the major theories of the migraine
mechanism which dominate contemporary thinking. Theories of a pe-
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ripheral origin of migraine retain a certain public currency, but have long
ceased to be seriously considered. ·We may include among these theories
that of an allergic origin of migraine, which commands a somewhat
wider assent among physicians, but may be ruled out of court on a va
riety of grounds (see Chapters

5,

6, and 8). Migraine arises in the central

nervous system as clearly as the earth is round. The central nervous
system is an electrochemical machine nourished by blood. Serious inves
tigations of migraine therefore concern themselves with the nourishment
of the nervous system (vasomotor theories), the chemistry of the nervous
system, and the electrical activity of the nervous system, endeavouring
to find pathognomonic abnormalities which may be related to the course
and origin of migraine attacks.

VASOMOTOR THEORIES OF MIGRAINE
We have seen that the notion of a two-stage sequence in the migraine
mechanism-a phase of vasoconstriction due to sympathetic hyperac
tivity followed by one of vasodilatation due to sympathetic "exhaus
tion" -is of considerable antiquity. Latham's theory has had both a
stimulating and a stultifying effect on later research, on the one hand
inspiring Wolff's brilliant experimental studies of the immediate mech
anism of migrainous headache, but on the other hand discouraging the
formulation of any alternative suppositions regarding the genesis of the
migraine attack in its entirety.
Wolff was able to show, in a variety of elegant ways, that the intensity
of migraine headache is closely proportional to the dilatation of extracranial
arteries, and could be diminished by the effects of manual compression,
adrenaline, and ergotamine on the dilated arteries, or by centrifugation of
the entire body. In the later stages of migraine headache, it was shown,

dilatation of the offending artery or arteries might be followed by a train

of local changes, with exudation of a polypeptide-rich fluid provocative
of local pain, and finally, a sterile inflammatory reaction_
. . . the fact that an almost pure vasoconstrictor agent, such as norepinephrine,
prompdy reverses all the painful aspects of migraine headache is further evi
dence that the genesis of this pain is vasodilatation . . . At the onset of the
headache there is concomitant dilatation of the large arteries, arterioles, and
metarterioles. The dilatation of the arterioles and metarterioles increases the
capillary hydrostatic pressure. The elevated capillary hydrostatic pressure fa
vours the accumulation of pain-threshold-Iowering material in the subcuta
neous tissue of the scalp . . . postulated as "headache stuff_" Dilatation and
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distension of large arteries coupled with accumulation of this pain-threshold
lowering stuff result in headache. (Wolff, 1 963)

The techniques described, supplemented by direct observation of mi
nute vessels in the bulbar conjunctive, have provided a definitive account
of the mechanism of migraine headache. When, however, Wolff and his
co-workers endeavoured to apply similar techniques to the investigation
of the pre-headache symptoms, in particular the scotomata, their find
'
ings were altogether less consistent and impressive, and more in need of
ad hoc hypotheses. Experiments were made concerning the action of
vaso-active substances (amyl nitrite, and carbon-dioxide-rich mixtures)
upon the duration of scotomatous field-defects. The results of these ex:
periments have not lent themselves to consistent replication. Neverthe
less, Wolff felt justified in postulating the probable existence of local
cortical ischaemia as the basis of the scotomata:
It is therefore postulated that the greatly I ncrea sed amount of blood which is
maximally saturated with oxygen (after breathing mixtures rich in carbon
dioxide) corrects an underlying oxygen deficiency in a strategic area of the
brain, where the impulses which set up the compensatory vascular dilatation
of the migraine attack may originate . . . The pathophysiology of scotomata
is intimately linked with cranial vasoconstriction . . . It is possible that more
than the occipital cortex is involved in the ischaemia and that symptom� stem
mainly from the occipital cortex because of higher metabolic requirements of

this part of the hemisphere . . .

Wolff himself, invariably strict and careful in his thinking, phrased
these notions as a hypothesis, or series of hypotheses, and conceded that
there existed a number of facts difficult to reconcile with the ischaemic
theory. Many subsequent workers, however, ignoring the qualified and
tentative expression of Wolff's opinions, have taken the vasoconstrictor
hypothesis as proven beyond dispute, almost as axiomatic. Thus Graham
'
starts a review of migraine with the following statement:
The immediate mechanism o f the m igrai ne attack has been related by Wolff
and his co-workers to disordered behaviour of the cranial blood-vessels.

Bickerstaff, describing what appear to be neither more nor less than
severe classical migraines in a group of patients, asserts that their symp
toms represent transient dysfunction in the territory of supply of the
basilar artery. Selby and Lance, similarly, do not hesitate to ascribe mi
grainous syncope in their patients to transient ischaemia of the brainstem
reticular formation.
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When hypotheses insensibly harden into assumptions, further enquiry
is terminated and the subject becomes petrified: such has been the case,
for some years, with regard to the vasoconstrictor theory of migraine
aura. It is necessary, therefore, to re-open the subject, and submit every
aspect of the theory to rigorous scrutiny. It is not only possible but it is
necessary to advance many considerations against that Latham-Wolff
theory.
Firstly, and most obviously, it has never been submitted to. direct
observation ; the cortical blood-vessels have never been observed during
the course of a migraine aura, and it is more than questionable as to
whether the vessels of the bulbar conjunctive can afford a reliable model
of the behaviour of intracranial vessels; changes in the l atter, moreover,
are

not constantly observed during migraine aura. Secondly, there is not

infrequently an overlap of aura and headache stages, or the recurrence

of repeated auras during the headache (vasodilator) stage, an important
clinical fact not acknowledged by Wol ff, and impossible to reconcile with
the two-stage theory. Indeed a pol ysymptomatic aura may exhibit, at
one and the same time, both excitatory and inhibitory features. The
variability of the aura, presenting now in one form and now another, is
at variance with the special vulnerability of the occipital cortex postu

lated in the ischaemic theory. It is difficult or impossible to conceive how

the "very peculiar disturbances of function " to which Gowers alludes
the characteristic shape and march of scotomata, the vibrat�ry quality
of scintillations and paraesthesiae, etc.-can be explained simply on the
basis of ischaemia: such sensory hallucinations as may occur in an attack
of basilar ischaemia, or during vertebral angiography, tend to be simple
and transient, and lack all the special features of the migrainous scotoma.
The undoubted effects which vaso-active agents sometimes have on the
duration or intensity of the scotomata imply nothing of the nature of
the underlying migrainous process, but show only the effects of summat
ing two neurophysiological alterations. The known effects of lowered
cerebral perfusion-pressure, as in postural hypotension, is to produce
faintness, dizziness, and sometimes a brief swarm of "spots before the
eyes," etc., a clinical picture which is very different from that of a mi
graine aura.
Such obj ections could be multiplied and elaborated without end. We
are forced to conclude that the evidence favouring a vasoconstrictor ori
gin of migraine is scanty, indirect, questionable in its interpretation, and
in need of many ad hoc assumptions even to assume an appearance of
plausibility. More cogently, it shows itsel f utrerly inadequate to explain
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the rich complexity of the aura format with its many, elaborate and
varied symptoms. The ischaemic hypothesis is attractive in view of its
simplicity, but is, alas, altogether too simple to account for a migraine.

CHEMICAL THEORIES OF MIGRAINE
There exist a number of chemical theories of migraine, posing as ultra
modern in style and appeal, but generically derived from the humoral
theories of the Greeks. Dramatic adva nces in understanding the chemical
bases of certain neurological diseases, and in our knowledge of neuro
pharmacology, have fanned the hope that we may be about to discover
a chemical basis for Parkinsonism, psychosis, migraine, etc. In the late
fifties, for example, certain biological amines became a focus of intense
interest: these years yielded Woolley's monograph on the serotonin the�
ory of psychosis, Sicuteri's introduction of serotonin antagonists for the
treatment of migraine, and, shortly afterwards, the dopamine theory of
Parkinsonism. It would be difficult to find a more dramatic example of
what was earlier termed " Factor X" thinking.
Chemical theories of migraine are suggested by the outstanding auto
nomic components of the attack. The obvious and common symptoms
of migraine are vascular headache, dilatation of extracranial vessels, nau
sea, increased visceral and glandular activity, and on occasion minor
autonomic signs such as bradycardia, miosis, hypotension, etc. In addi
tion to these peripheral vegetative disturbances, there are likely to exist
a number of centrally-determined symptoms such as muscular hypo
tonia, drowsiness, depression, etc. We have noted that features clinically
and physiologically the opposite of the above symptoms-visceral stasis
and dilatation, evidences of physiological and psychological excitation,
etc.-may precede and follow the major course of the attack.
It is obvious that the cardinal symptoms of migraine, if we set aside
the prodromal and rebound stages, represent an increase in parasympa

thetic tonus, a diminution in sympathetic tonus, or both. The termination
of attacks, spontaneously, by various forms of physiological or psycho
logica l arousal, or, therapeutically, by parasympathetic inhibitors or
sympathomimetic drugs, reinforces the notion that an excess of para
sympathetic activity is characteristic of the major, and latter, portions
of a migraine attack.
Chemical theories of migraine were suggested by their originators in
order to explain the transient but profound intensification of parasym-
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pathetic tonus dming the attacks, and all neurohumours known to act
at synaptic junctions in the parasympathetic system have been suggested,
at one time or another, as primarily responsible for the genesis of mi
graine. Three such mediators. may be instanced: histamine, acetylcholine,

and 5-hydroxytryptamine, although only the last-named of these need
be considered in any detail.

The histamine theory of migraine is associated with the name of

Horton (19 56), who considered that the disrinct;ve, variant of migraine
described in Chapter 4 as " migrainous neuralgia " arose from a special
foml of histamine sensitivity. He stated that attacks might be eyoked by
injections of histamine in predisposed patients, that gastric acidity in

creased during the attacks, and that histamine "desensitisation" could
avert the attacks. Honon

s remarkable therapeutic successes with hista

'

mine desensitisation have been duplicated by few other workers, and
apparently represent no more than a placebo effect, a consequence of
intensive medical attention and emotional contact with an enthusiastic

physician. More importantly, the vascular headache evoked by histamine
lacks the unique characteristics of migrainous neuralgia. Thirdly, it has

not been possible to demonstrate elevated levels of histamine in this or
any other type of migraine.

The acetylcholine theory of migraine is associated with the name of
Kunkle

( 1959), who has examined the levels of acetylcholine in the spi

nal fluid during attacks of migrainous neuralgia. Elevated levels were
found in some but not aU of the affected patients; Kunkle concluded that
his results lent " considerable suppoJ:t" to the basic hypothesis. Kunlde's
findings have not been duplicated, and the question of whether or not
there exist elevated

levels of acetylcholine l ocall y systemically, or in the
,

spinal fluid, is still sub ;udice. The matter has been somewhat displaced
from the attention of researchers by the rise of more fashionable sero
tonin theories.

The serotonin theory of migraine was launched by Sicureri in com
pany with tbe discovery of the therapeutic effects of methysergide, a

potent serotonin-inhibitor, in the prophylaxis of migraine. Kimball and

Fried ma n ( 196 I) observed that a migraine or migraine-like attack could

often be induced in migrainous patients by Serpasil, and the attacks thus
induced could readily be dispersed by the intravenous infusion of

5'

hydwxytrypt21mine. More sophisticated work has been performed by
Lance

et al. (1 967), who undertook direct measurements of total plasma

serotonin (TPS) before, during, and after migraine attacks, and has ob

served an abrupt fall

of TIS at

tbe onset o� migraine headache

in a
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majority of subjects. It is known that the intracarotid injection of sero
conin causes tonic constriction of extracranial arteries, and it is postu
lated by Lance et at. that an abrupt fall in levels of circulating serotonin
may lead to a painful distension of the extracranial vessels by a rebound
phenomenon.
In summary, therefore, we may say that evidence for systemic altera
tions of histamine in attacks of migraine may be discounted, that evi
dence for involvement of acetylcholine is questionable, and that evidence
for involvement of serotonin appears rather impressive, although the
work of Lance will require repetition and substantiation by other work
ers. But having said this, we are no nearer whatever co establishing a
chemical basis for migraine. Acceptance of a chemical basis would re
quire evidence analogous to Koch's postulates of pathogenesis: we would
need co demonstrate appropriate changes of Factor X in every attack of
migraine studied, simulation of all possible migraine symptoms by the
administration of Factor X, and, finally, the dependence of the migraine
reaction upon Factor X. These conditions, patently, have not been met
by S-hydroxytryptamine. On the one hand, the migranoid syndrome
induced in Serpasil or reserpine has only a partial resemblance to a full
blown migraine; reserpine cannot evoke the manifestations of migraine
aura. Conversely, migraines may continue co occur with undiminished
frequency following a profound depression of systemic serotonin levels
by methysergide.
The crux of tbe matter lies in the danger of confusing cause and con
comitance. It is possible, though unlikely, that the clinical and physio
logical phases of migraine are accompanied by commensurate changes
in the blood levels of one or more neurohumours {unlikely because the
characteristic parasympathetc activities which compose a migraine may
be very localised and sequestered}; but the establishment of such a par
allel, slIch a correlation, would tell us nothing concerning cause-and
effect. It would be necessary to show that the altered levels of substance
X in tbe blood constituted a sufficient and necessary antecedent of the
migraine.

lELIECTIUCAL THEORIES

Migraine is a primary disturbance of brain-function, whatever secondary
mechanisms, local or humoral, may be involved in its clinical expression.
Direct examination of cerebral activity, .in a benign condition like mi-
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graine, is effectively limited to electroencephalographic (EEG) studies,
and it is with these, and their interpretations, that we must now be
concerned.
It is more than 30 years since the Gibbses first studied the EEG in
migrainous patients (see Gibbs and Gibbs, 1941), and a large and in
conclusive literature has grown up during this period. EEG a bnormalities
of many kinds have been described in connection with migraine
generalised slow-wave dysrhythmias, convulsive patterns, focal abnor
malities, etc.-with remarkably little agre'ement as to the incidence or
importance of such findings. We can note only a fraction of the published
observations, and we will exclude from consideration, in particular, the
gross EEG abnormalities seen during hemiplegic migraines, for such at
tacks clearly involve secondary mechanisms additional to the primary
process of common or classical migraines (see Chapter 4 ) .
Strauss a n d Selinsky ( 1 9 4 1 ), in a pioneer study, observed slow ( 3 to
6 cycles per second) activity during hyperventilation in 9 out of 2.0 mi
grainous patients. Engel et al. ( 1 94 5 ) recorded focal slow-wave abnor
malities confined to the appropriate occipital leads during the occurrence
of scotOmata in two patients. Dow and Whitty ( 1 947), in the first large
scale study, noted "generalised dysrhythmia" in 30 migraine patients,
"symmetrical bilateral episodic activity" in 1 2, and "persistent focal ab
normality" in 4 patients. Cohn ( 1949), investigating 83 patients with
classical migraine, found that nearly half of them displayed an excessive
amount of slow-wave activity between attacks; patients who exhibited
such abnormalities were said to have " dysrhythmic migraines," and to
profit from anticonvulsant therapy. Heyck ( 1 9 56), in an authoritative
study, observed non-speci fic, diffuse, slow-wave dysrhythmias in 1 3 out
of 6 2., and focal abnormalities in 5 out of 62 migraine patients. Selby
and Lance ( 1960) obtained inter-ictal records on 4 5 9 patients with mi
graine and allied vascular headaches; al most one-third of these were
regarded as " abnormal," i.e. characterised by persistent or intermittent
slow (4 to 7 cps) activity. Wave-and-spike patterns of convulsive type
were recorded in two cases.
Recent work has attempted to determine whether any other patterns
of EEG activity may be prominent in migraine. Whitehouse et aJ. ( 1 967)
have examined the recordings of 2.8 migrainous children and a similar
number of matched controls for the incidence of so-called 14 and 6 cps
positive spikes (a pattern first described by the Gibbses ( 1 9 5 1 ), and con
sidered by them as possible evidence of thalamic or hypothalamic .epi
lepsy). They concluded that there was a definite though not dramatic
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excess of such positive spike patterns in the migrainous group. The pat
tern observed in one patient did not alter during the presence of a mi
graine attack. While fully aware of the uncertainties which surround the
interpretation of 1 4 and 6 positive spikes, especially in children, White
house et at. consider their findings, in conjunction with clinical evidence,
as strongly suggestive of a primary autonomic disorder in the patients
studied: " . . . it wou ld be more satisfactory'[they write) . . . to regard mi
graine as a primary disturbance in autonomic function with secondary
vascular effects and with the possibility of explaining . . . humoral fac
tors . . . as intermediary factors."
Dexter (1 9 68), in a very recent unpublished study, has obtained all
night EEG recordings on patients suffering from nocturnal migraines.
These patients were invariably in the stage of paradoxical (REM) sleep
at the time they awoke with headache, but it was not possible, however,
to predict the onset of attacks in such patients by the appearance of
paradoxical sleep patterns in the EEG.
It is evident that these studies have failed to uncover any clear and
consistent EEG abnormality peculiar to migraine. Lennox and Lennox

(1 960), summarising a twenty-year experience of such recordings, con
clude that there is "nothing distinctive" in the tracings of migraine pa
tients; one cannot, for example, diagnose migraine on the basis of an
EEG record.
It has been impossible to define any EEG abnormality which bears a

specific relation to migraine, as wave-and-spike patterns do to epilepsy.
At most, there is a questionable statistical increase of slow-wave "dys
rhythmias" beyond the 1 5 to

20 per cent incidence of these in non-mi
1950). We must acknowledge,

grainous populations (Gibbs and Gibbs,

however, that there have been exceedingly few tracings obtained during
the actual occurrence of migraine auras (as were those of Engel

et al.),

and none, apparently, during states of migrainous syncope, stupor, or
coma. Thus the severest forms of migraine still remain a

terra incognita

to the electroencephalographer.
Why, we may wonder, have such studies achieved so little in compari
son to the volumes of information we have concerning epilepsy? Several
reasons suggest themselves. First, we have no reliable method of eliciting
a migraine aura, in contrast to the ease of provoking seizure-activity; the
migranoid reactions induced by reserpine, for example, have no aura
component. Secondly, we cannot record from the exposed brain or use
deep electrodes, as is justified in many cases of seizure-disorder. Thirdly,
we cannot identify migraine or any migraine-like process in animals.
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Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, the existing parameters of EEG
recording, which are highly suitable for monitoring epileptic processes,
may be entirely inappropriate for the study, or even the detection, of the
migraine process.�2 We have already observed that the rate of spread of
migrainous paraesthesiae, for example, is some hundreds of times slower
than that of their epileptic counterparts, while the time-base of other
migrainous processes, in turn, is much greater than that of the aura.
That some form of electrical disturbance accompanies the generation
of a migraine can hardly be doubted, but the nature of this disturbance
is still quite speculative. Lashley ( 1 94 1), plotting his own scotomata (see
Figure 3B), estimated that their enlargement corresponded to a wave of
excitation moving across the visual cortex at a rate of about 3 mm per
minute, followed by a wave of total inhibition. Milner

(1957) remarks

on the quantitative similarity of this rate of spread to that of "spreading
depression, " an electrotonic disturbance which may be induced in the
exposed cerebral cortex, and which was originally described and inves
tigated by Leao (1 944). It has been impossible to monitor Leao's spread
ing depression by scalp-electrodes, or, more importantly, to demonstrate
its occurrence in or relevance to any known physiological process. Fur

ther, as was emphasised in our discussion of the vasoconstrictor theories,

clinical evidence indicates the occurrence of a widespread alteration of
conical function rather than any local process, ischaemic or depressive.
Lashley concluded, nearly thirty years ago, that " nothing is known
of the actual nervous activity during the migraine, " and this statement,
regrettably, still holds true at the present time. Deep in the brainstem,
as Liveing inferred, is the origin of the migrainous process, slow tonic
changes of excitation and inhibition; but the detection of these changes,
and the demonstration of their nature and cause, have completely eluded
us, and may continue to do so for

a

number of years to come.

CONCLUSIONS

The last thirty years have witnessed an intensive search for vascular,
chemical, and electrical disturbances occurring in relation to migraine
42
Recently, working with my elearoencephalographer, P. C. Carolan, I have had the
extraordinary luck of monitoring the EEG in two patients-identical twin sisters-during
the course of severe scotomatous migraine auras. In both cases we saw enormous slow
waves down in the delta range \1-3 Hz) confined to the occipital e1earodes, which disap
peared in a few minutes as the patients regained their vision.
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attacks, and a proliferation of theories postulating such abnormalities
as essential, fundamental mechanisms in the causation of attacks. This
huge mass of research is documented in several thousand papers (Wolff's
bibliography, compiled in 1 960, and listing 1,095 references, represents
only a selection of these), and we have done no more than comment on
what appear to be, at the present time, the more important lines of
investigation. We have altogeth er ignored certain fields of research-as
that which searches for allergic factors in the causation of migraine-and
certain sub-theories (e.g. the investigation of auto-immune mechanisms,
and of possible mast-cell abnormalities, in relation to the serotonin hy
pothesis), as being of very doubtful relevance to the main physiological
issues.
The immediate cause of migraine headache has been fully dissected
by Wolff and his colleagues, and may be fully explained in terms of the
dilatation of extracranial arteries and the release of local pain-producing
factors. It is doubtful, however, if vasomotor mechanisms underlie other
important aspects of the migraine attack, and it seems impossible that
the symptoms of migraine aura, in particular, could be explained by
considerations of local cortical ischaemia.
Ht is established that such substances as mecholyl, histamine, reser
pine, etc. may produce clinical syndromes which have some resemblances
to some migraine attacks, although such iatrogenic reactions lack many
essential features of spontaneously-occurring attacks. There is some ev
idence, as yet insufficiently substantiated, that systemic humoral changes
(e.g. of S-hydroxytryptamine) may accompany some spontaneously-oc
curring attacks, but there is no evidence that such changes constitute the
sufficient and necessary antecedent of all attacks. It seems exceedingly
'improbable that migraine could have any unitary metabolic basis, in
view of its profound variations (and transformations) of clinical format,
the almost instantaneous induction (and, on occasion, termination) of
some migraine auras, and the tendency for migraine attacks to recur
despite chemotherapy with potent blocking agents (e.g. methysergide, a
serotonin-inhibitor).
We conclude that such vascular and humoral factors as have been
discovered, and may be discovered in the future, can have at. most a
partial significance in the pathogenesis of migraine, as intermediary fac
tors which are sometimes of relevance in some attacks. The vasomotor
(latham-Wolff) hypothesis can only be of limited utility, as was evident
to liveing a century ago (" . . . No one . . . imagines that such a hypothe-
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sis would assist our comprehension . . . "), and the same is true of any
chemical hypotheses. These lack interest, for they cannot cast light on
the full complexity of the migraine problem.
You'll reply that real ity hasn't the least obl igation to be interesting. And ('II
answer you that reality may avoid that obligation but that hypotheses may
not. (Borges)

Electrical studies do not lack interest, in this sense, for they are attempts
to define a unique neurophysiological correlate of migraine. They have
been completely unsuccessful, hitherto, but .may be expected to achieve
some success with increasing technical refinement. It seems certain, for
example, that migraine aura must have reasonably distinctive physio
logical correlates. Whether we can hope to discover a unique migraine
"process" in the nervous system, underlying every form of migraine,
is another question, and one which will be discussed in the following
chapter.

ELEVEN

The Physiological
Organisation of Migraines
The four and twenty letters make no more variety of words
in divers languages, than melancholy conceits produce diver
sity of symptoms in several persons. They are irregular, ob
scure, various, so infinite, Proteus himself is not so
diverse . . .

Burton

The problem with migraine, as Robert Burton found with melancholy,

is the infinite variety of symptoms we are called upon to explain. We

must attempt to formulate a theory, or set of theories, altogether mote

general than the simple mechanisms with which we were concerned in
the last chapter: general enough to cover every aspect of every type of
migraine, yet capable of specific application to any particular symptom.

We will start by considering the symptoms of migraine at different

functional levels, from the lowest to the highest, and the possible mech

anisms underlying these symptoms. If these methods do not prove suf

ficient for the task, we will be compelled to adopt radically different

notions as to what is meant by a "function " or a "center" in neurophys

iology, and to think in terms of dynamic organisation of functional sys
tems, rather than in the traditional terms of fixed neural apparatus and
mechanisms.

We have seen that the vegetative symptoms of migraine represent

parasympathetic predominance, and we cannot fail to be struck by the

fact t!tat the varying emphasis of different symptoms is matched by the

anatomical and functional configuration of the parasympathetic nervous
system. There exist anatomically discrete ganglionic plexuses in all the
major visceral, vascular, and glandular structures of the body, constitut

ing the lowest level of neural representation of the inner or visceral body.

We may postulate that the existence of many such functionally discrete
plexuses can provide a physiological basis for a variety of distinct 'para

sympathetic syndromes: that local neuronal activity in such plexuses,
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once ignited by an initial discharge from the central nervous system, may
persist-Eor minutes, hours, or days-as a functionally discrete, seques

tered excitation. In the case of a patient with a protracted, localised,
hemicrania, for example, we may visualise a relatively isolated disorder
immured in a single perivascular plexus; in other cases, local neuronal
excitations may be lodged in the mural plexuses of the stomach, the
colon, the lacrimal glands, etc. The initial neuronal alteration may sub
sequently be reinforced by local tissue changes, e.g. the transudation and
sterile inflammation which occurs in protracted vascular headaches, or
other long-term changes which follow the initial neurogenic disturbance.
The vegetative symptoms of migraine, at their last and lowest level, may
be mediated, graded, and isolated, by virrue of the nerve-net configura
tion of the parasympathetic system. The "instructions" as to which for
mat of attack, which migraine equivalent, will be selected is presumably
determined by central mechanisms, although local differences of thresh
old, either innate or conditioned, may also play an auxiliary role. It is

characteristic, how�ver, that when one end-organ, or one local plexus,
is removed from the system (as by surgical intervention), the migraine
attacks will recur with a slightly altered format. This suggests that fixed
peripheral mechanisms are used as avai/able, the central organisation of
migraine being plastic and flexible.

The term parasympathetic was originally employed, and is conve
niently restricted, to denote peripheral structures and activities. It is
dearly insufficient to speak of migraine as a parasympathetic attack, for
all attacks have central, cerebral, components as well. Suitable co�cepts
and terms are those devised by Hess, from his famous studies on central
autonomic and diencephalic function (Hess,

19 54). Hess uses the term

"ergotropic" to denote the combination of peripheral sympathetic ac
tivity with central arousal, and the term "trophotropic" to denote the
converse of this. These terms are not only physiological ones, but bio
logical or organismal terms. Thus ergotropia denotes the tendency of an
organism to direct itself to the outside world, to be active, to perform
work, etc. for which it will be equipped by increased vigilance and sen
sory acuity, increased muscular tonus, increased sympathetic tonus, etc.
Trophotropia denotes the tendency of an organism to direct itself in
wards, to its domestic economy, for which it will be equipped by in
creased visceral and glandular activity, allied to relative inhibition of
conscious level, sensory acuity, and muscular tone. Hess's terms recom
mend themselves as being outstandingly useful for our understanding of
migraine attacks. It is evident that all of his criteria of trophorropia
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(increased parasympathetic tonus, diminution of arousal, hypersyn
chronisation of EEG, etc.) are met during the bulk of the migraine attack:
the major part of a migraine, we may say, represents a

tyophotropic syndrome.

polymorphic

The experimental elaboration of Hess's concepts, and their applica
tion to clinical problems, has been undertaken by manr workers, among
whom Gellhorn is pre-eminent. Thus it has been shown (see Gellhorn,

1967) that there exist-at all levels in the neuraxis-ergotropic and
trophotropic systems which are anatomically, physiologically, and phar
macologically distinct. It has been shown that ergotropk and tropho
tropic activities are normally held in a reciprocal balance; this balance
determines what Gellhorn has called the "tuning" of the nervous system
at any given time. Thus, inhi bition of the ergotropic system is associated
with excitation of the trophotropic division, and vice versa. Typically,
also, any marked change in autonomic tuning will be followed by a
rebound-phenomenon in the opposite direction.
We may now translate the sequence of a common migraine into Hess's
terms. The prodromal or inaugural symptoms are those of ergotropic

bulk of the attack represents a collapse into nopho
the symptoms of the rebound are again ergotropic. Thus a

predominance; the

tropia;

and

common migraine may be envisaged as a three-stage paroxysm in slow
motion, in which consistent and characteristic changes of nervous tuning
occur. This notion roughly corresponds with Lennox's description of
migraine as an "autonomic seizure." We cannot state the precise level
of origin of the migraine process, and indeed suspect the question to be
meaningless when put in this way, for ergotropic and trophotropic sys
tems are represented, hierarchically, throughout the core of the neuraxis,
irom the (intermedio-lateral) spinal horns, to the brainstem reticular for
mation, to the hypothalamus, and ultimately in the mediobasal divisions
of the cerebral cortex.
We may also identify a cycle

of excitation and inhibition

in the very

condensed course of the migraine aura, the cycle of excitation (scintil
lating scotomata, paraesthesiae, excitement, diffuse sensory arousal,
etc.) and inhibition ( negative scotomata, anaesthesia, drowsiness, faint
ness, syncope, diffuse sensory inhibition, etc.), and, if it occurs, re-exci
tation taking only

30

to

40 minutes.

We arrive therefore at a picture of the. migraine process similar to that

which Liveing proposed a cenrury ago: a lorm ofcentrencephalic seizure,
the activity of which is projected rostrally upon the cerebral hemispheres,

and peripherally via the ramifications of the atltonomic nervous system.
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We may picture the cortex as subjected to an ascending bombardment
in the course of a migraine aura, to which it responds with secondary
activities of its own: these secondary activities are multi focal (scintillat
ing scotomata, paraesthesiae, etc.), set upon a background of diffuse
cortical arousal. In analogous fashion, we may envisage peripheral auto
nomic plexuses as subject to a descending barrage, to which they respond
with secondary, multifocal activities of their own. This picture of the
migraine process is presented, schematically, in Figure 7 .
It i s obvious, however, that we will require further concepts and terms
in order to describe the activations of the cerebral cortex during the
course of a migraine aura. The visual hallucinations of migraine provide
us with the clearest indications of these higher processes and their organi
sation.
We have observed (see Chapter

J ) that there tends to be a sequence

of visual hallucinations from the most elementary to the most complex
type; this sequence is very similar to that which may occur in response
to certain drugs (e.g. mescaline), sleep deprivation or sensory depriva
tion. Thus we may compare the migraine sequence to Hebb's ( 1954)
account of visual hallucinations induced by sensory deprivation:
It appears that the activity has a rather regular course of development from
simple to complex. The first symptom is that the 'visual field, when the eyes
are closed, changes from a dark to a light colour; next there are reports of
dots, lines, or simple geometric patterns . . . the next step is seeing something
like wall-paper patterns . . . Then come isolated objects, without background
. . . finally, integrated scenes usually containing dream-like distortions.
The patterns and passage of the simplest migraine phosphenes across

the visual field are reminiscent of the hallucjn�tions of colour and ab
stract form (flickering lights, stars, wheels, discs, whirling bans, etc.)
described by Penfield and Rasmussen as being evoked by direct stimula
tion of the exposed visual cortex (area 1 7).
The format of scintillating scotomata is apparently unique to the mi
graine process, and has not (yet) been simulated by any experimental
procedure. Lashley

( 1 94 1) has speculated that the characteristic micro

structure of these scotomata (minutely angled, and coarser in the lower
portions of the visual field as shown in Figure

3) is related to the under

lying cytoarchitectonic pattern, or neuronal grain, of the primary visual
cortex (coniocortex).
Lashley has also commented on the rate of spread of scotomata, and
calculates that this would correspond to a wave of excitation moving
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Fig. 7. Scheme of hypothetical migraine process
Schematic representation of migraine process as a slow, cyclical, ccnrrence
phaJic seizure-activity, which is projected rostrally to the cerebral cortex, where
it ignites the secondary processes of the migraine aura (scotomata, paraesthesiae,
cte.), and caudally, to the ramifications of autonomic plexuses throughout the
body. The process (in Gowers's words) is � . . . very mysterious . . . there is a
peculiar form of activity which seems to spread, like the ripples in a pond inco
which a stone is thrown . . . in the region which the active ripple waves have
passed, a state is left like molecular disturbance of the structures. n
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over the (primary) visual cortex at about 3 mm per minute, followed by
a wave of total inhibition. He conceded that "nothing is known of the
actual nervous activity" underlying this process, and does not commit
himself, therefore, either to the theory of a locally i nitiated disturbance
or a secondary one in response to excitation from infra-cortical levels.
It is not dear why the visual cortex should be more sensitive to stimu
lation than the corresponding areas of cutaneous-kinesthetic cortex (area
3) or auditory cortex (area 4 1 ) ; nor is it dear what fundamental process
is reflected in the flicker-rate of scotomata or paraesthesiae (6 to 1 2 per
second). It is, however, probably more than coincidental that these
flicker-rates are of the same frequency as the alpha-rhythms, and of the
frequencies of stroboscopic illumination most prone to cause photic driv
ing of the EEG, photo-epilepsy, and p hoto-scotomata. One may suspect
that this frequency is related to a fixed and finite rate of perceptual
elaboration or scanning.
Following the occurrence of simple phosphenes and .scintillating sco
tomata, there may ensue visual misperceptions and hallucinations of
higher order: Lilliputian and Brobdignagian vision, various forms of vi
sual agnosia, mosaic vision, and stereotyped (cinematic) sequences of
visual images. It is experimentally established (Penfield and Rasmussen,
1 950) that stimulation of the secondary or peripheral fields of the visual
cortex may generate organised visual hallucinations arranged in a defi
nite space-time sequence, and we may speculate that all the more com
plex visual hallucinations arise at this level (or higher). With regard to
the phenomena of mosaic vision, and the varying size of mosaic perceived
(see Figure 4 ) , it is evident that we must postulate some form of func
tional schematisarion beyond anatomically-fixed cytoarchitectonic pat
terns.
Konorski ( 1 967) has put forward and substantiated a theory of per
ceptual or gnostic units (minimal perceptual structures) which may have
relevance to the phenomena of mosaic vision. We have indicated that the
latter starts as a barely perceptible graininess or minutely crystalline
appearance, and passes through stages of increasingly coarse mosaic for
mation, till at last it results in visual agnosia. We may speculate that
these symptoms represent the subjective experience of progressively en
larging gnostic units, which, normally invisible, obtrude themselves inro
consciousness as they enlarge, presenting themselves as polygonal units
of increasing coarseness, until, finally, their size exceeds their informa
tion-content, at which point the recognition of objects will become dif
ficult or impossible, as in a photograph with too coarse a grain.
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The most complex sensory hallucinations of migraine aura take the
form of synaesthesiae and other sensory interactions, and dream-like
sequences involving sensory images of every modality, receptive and ex
pressive aphasias, and general disorders of thought and behaviour.
We may speculate that this hierarchy of hallucinations in migraine
auras is correlated with the successive activations of different cortical
fields. The central cortical fields (e.g. area 1 7, in the visual cortex) are
" distinguishable from the other fields by the 'coarseness' of their neuro
nal structure, which is adapted for the reception and return of intensive
flows of excitation" (Luria, 1 9 66). These central fields, especially those
of the visual cortex, appear to be most sensitive to a rostrally-pro;ected
excitation, and their response is experienced as si mple somatotopic hal
lucinations in the visual or tactile fields (scotomata and paraesthesiae);
strong e)(citations may spread into the secondary sensory fields, and here
give rise to agnosic deficits and more complex hallucinations of a single
modality; in the most intense migraine auras the tertiary cortical fields
may be activated-these are associated (in Luria's words) with "the most
complex forms of integration of the conjoined activity of the visual,
auditory, and kinaesthetic analysers," and their stimulation gives rise to
disorganisation of the most general manifestations of cortical activity,
i.e. to complex confusional states. Figure 8 depicts the areas of cortex
occupied by primary, secondary and tertiary fields, and their overlapping
and abutment on one another.
We see that the range of disorder is vast in migraines, going from
elementary vegetative disturbances (with involvement of peripheral auto-

Fig. 3. Cortical fields in relation to migraine aura

Distribucion and differentiation of primary (black), secondary (snaded) and
tertiary (stippled) neuronal fields of cerebral cortelt. E!ementary sensory hallu
cinations (visual, tactile, auditory) are presumed to arise from excitation of the
low-threshold primary fields, and more complex alterations of perceptual and
imegr2tive function from spread of intense excitation into secondary and tertiary
fields (redrawn from Polyakov).
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nomic plexuses), through disturbances of central arousal mechanisms,
to a variety of cortical disturbances involving several orders of neuronal
fields. This is the repertoire of migraine. We must now concern ourselves
with the question of its variations and variability within this range. Thus
common migraines show no symptoms of cortical involvement; isolated
migraine auras show chiefly the symptoms of cortical involvement; clas
sical migraines are conducted at several levels of involvement.
We must enquire into the physiological basis of the permutations and
transformations which are so characteristic of migraine: the transitions
from one migraine equivalent to another, from common to classical
migraine, from migrainous neuralgias to common migraines, from mi
graines to epilepsies, faints, vagal attacks and all the other allied reac
tions which Cowers would place in the same borderland. These are the
most difficult and fascinating aspects of migraine, and it is clear that
they cannot even be approached unless certain radically different con
cepts of cerebral functioning are adopted. It is impossible to explain the
varying levels and transformations of migraine in terms of fixed neural
mechanisms.

This was clearly realised, a century ago, both by Liveing and by Hugh
lings Jackson; both arrived at similar answers, although jackson's was
far more carefully worked out. Liveing stated that " . . . the concentration
of this tendency [nerve-force) in particular localities . . . will mainly determine the character of the neurosis in question." Jackson was com
pelled to forgo notions of anatomically unique centres and anatomically
located functions, and intead visualised the nervous system as hierarchi
cally-organised, as consisting of several levels at which every function
was represented:
I am supposing the nervous system to be

a

sensory-motor mechanism, from

bottom to top; that every parr of the nervous system represents impressions
or movements, or both . . . The periphery is the real lowest level; but we shall
speak of three levels of central evolution. ( I l The lowest level consists of the
anterior and posterior horns of the spinal cord . . . and of the homologues of
these parts higher up

. . .

(2) The middle level consists of Ferrier's motor reo

gion, with [he ganglia of the corpus striatum, and also of his sensory region.
It represems all parts of the body doubly indirectly. ( 3 ) The highest level

consists of highest motor centres (pre-fromal lobes) and of h ighest sensory
centres (occipital lobes).

Thus, each function was conceived to have a complex "vertical " or
ganisation: the localisation of a symptom could in no way be identified
with the localisation of the particular function which was impaired. Dif
ferent epilepsies demonstrated a hierarchic dissolution of function : thus,
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a grand mal was envisaged as a highest-level fit, and an attack of laryn
gospasm (laryngeal epilepsy or migraine) ,as a lowest-Ieve! fit. Jackson
discussed migKaine briefly, but was dearly only considering dassicllli at
tacks when he wrote:
i believe cases of migraine to be epilepsies (sensory epilepsies) . . . I think the
sensory symptoms of the paroxysm are owing to a "discharging lesion" of
convolutions evolved out of the optic thalamus, i.e. of "sensory middle cen
tres" . . . I believe the headache and vomiting to be post-paroxysmal.

Common migraines, with their predominantly vegetative symptoms,

would be accounted forms of lowest-level fit, and mig�aine auras with

complex hallucinations and dreamy states as highest-level fits. All forms

of migraine, in Jacksonian terms, share the same organisation, expressed
through homologous mechanisms at differefzt levels.
Jackson WaS especially concerned, i n his analysis of epilepsies, with
the hierarchical representation of movemem and motor functions within
the nervous system, whereas we are concerned with the vertical organisa
tion of autonomic and sensory functions. The fact that these too lIlre
represented and re-represented lilt progressively higher levels in We neur
axis provides, as it were, another dimension of choice in the format of
attacks. The migrainous sequence or syndrome may be eJ(pressed at the
highest Jacksonian level (as a compieJ( aura), the middle Jacksonian level
(as an elementary aura, involving only the primary sensory fields of the
cortex), or the lowest Jacksonian level (as a common migraine, or mi
graine equivalent). Jackson also speaks of collateral spread as well as
vertical spread in the origin of epilepsies, the former referring to involve
ment of a contiguous area at the same functional level. The absence of
an anatomicaHy-defined "discharging focus" wi ll mean that there is no
restriction on such lateral spread : thus an aura emanating, for eJ(ample,
from the activation of primary sensory fields may involve or "choose"
the visual or the tactile fields indiscriminately, while a lowest-level com
mon migraine may involve any portion of the autonomic fields at brain
stem level, generating now a cephalgic attack, now an abdominal attack,
now a precordial attack, with equal facility.
The verification and extension of jackson's ideas on function and
localisation within the nervous system has become the special concern
of the post-Pavlovian reflexologists, and has entailed radical redefinition
and rethinking of many basic doctrines (see Luria, 1 966). Thus, accord
ing to this school , a function is, in fact, a functional system directed
towards the performance of a particular biological task. The most sig
nificant feature of such a functional system is that it is based on a dyna-
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mit "constellation" of connections, situated at different levels in the
nervous system, and that these may be freely substituted for one another
or interchanged with the task itself remaining unchanged. Thus (in
Luria's words) "such a system of functionally united components has a
systematic, not a concrete, 'structure, in which the initial and final links
of the system (the task and the effect) remain constant and unchanged,
while the intermediate links (the means of performance of the task) may
be modified within wide limits."
These considerations, discussed by Luria in reference to movement
and motor tasks, recommend themselves as indispensable for the under
standing of migraine and its transformations as autonomic and psycho

somatic tasks. The task may be shaped by the necessity of neuronal
discharge (in a periodic or paroxysmal migraine), or by physical or emo
tional need(s), as in circumstantial or situational attacks; the final link,
the effects of the migraine, is the restoration of a physiological (or emo
tional) equilibrium. But the adaptive task has a systematic and not a
concrete structure, i.e. the actual mechanisms employed may be many,

various, and inconstant. There may be as many ways of concocting a
migraine

as

of cooking an omelette. If one particular intermediate link,

one mechanism, is eliminated, the whole system can be reorganised in
order to restore the disturbed task.
Thus, as in motor or perceptual tasks, the particular mechanisms are
subordinated to the overal l strategy. This principle has great practical
and therapeutic importance as well as theoretical interest. ]t means, for
example, that if migraine is necessary in the physiological or emotional

economy of an individual, attacks will continue to occur, to be elabo

rated, whatever particular mechanisms are eliminated. !Excise one tem
poral artery, one end-organ, and another one will be pressed into use:

endeavour to block attacks with, say, a serotonin-inhibitor, and attacks
are likely to recur utilising a different intermediate mechanism.
Functional systems such as these (says Luria), complex in com
posicion, plastic in

the variability of their elements, and possessing the

property of dynamic autoregulation, are apparently the rule in human
activity.

RECAPITU LATION

The migraine reaction is characterised, at lower functional levels, by
protracted parasympathetic or trophotropic tonus, preceded and suc-
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Fig. 9. Migraine in relation to some allied disorders
Migraine and neighbouring disorders are here represented in terms of tirne
base and neural (Jacksonian) level; either of these may be modulated-hence the
metamorphoses to which migraine is prone. All of the disorders here represented
are distinct and individual, bur nevertheless have borderlands in which they
merge into another.

ceeded by physiologically opposite states. At its higher functional levels,
it is characterised by activation (and succeeding inhibition) of countless
cortical fields, from the primary sensory areas to the most complex in
tegrative areas. Migraine is considered as a form of centrencephalic par
oxysm in slow-morion, in the case of the aura 2.0 to 2.00 times slower,
and in the case of a common migraine some thousands of times slower,
than their epileptic co.unterparts. It is also necessary to consider migraine
as a complex adaptive task performed by a complex functional system,
in which the means of performance (which are extremely variable) are
subordinated to its ends.
Migraine ades into a diffuse borderland of allied paroxysmal and
adaptive reactions. We may represent this schematically by the use of
two axes, the ordinate denoting the functional (Jacksonian) level, and
the abscissa the duration of such reactions (Figure 9 ) . Ideally, a third
axis should also be present, indicating the varied syndromes of migraine
and allied reactions at a given time-scale and functional level.
For practical purposes (diagnostic and therapeutic) we can identify a
majority of migraines as migraines and nothing else; theoretically, we

tir
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may expect every variety of hybrid and transitional attack to occur, at
levels where migraine becomes confluent with epilepsies, faints, vagal
attacks, and other autonomic and affective crises.43 From time to time,
we encounter such hybrid and transitional attacks, which defeat (and,
indeed, render meaningless) the business of differential diagnosis.
We must suspect that physiological boundaries are no more precise,
in this context, than clinical boundaries, and that it may, therefore, be
chimerical to search for a unique and pathognomonic "migraine pro
cess" in the nervous system. We cannot conceive that research will ex
pose an underlying abnormality as crisp and concise as the spike-and
wave pattern of certain epilepsies. We must envisage instead a broad
spectrum of nervous activities expressed at different functional levels and
on different time-bases.

43 We have been particularly concerned with the formal and clinical interrelationships
of brief cerebral reactions and paroxysms. It is beyond the scope of this work to explore
the affinities between these and certain extended reactions-especially affective and cata
tonic crises-although we have indicated in Figure 9 their presumed continuity with mi
graines, epilepsies, etc. The reader may be referred to Bleuler's descriptions of transitional
crises in this borderland (the complement of Gowers 's borderland), and his conclusion
(Dementia Praecox, p. 1 7 8 ) that " . . . there is a continuous scale of transitions, from the
true organic cerebral attack to the agitated states." A similar continuity may be traced with
regard to inhibitory states: an exemplary case-history has been provided by Pierre Janet
( 192 x), who describes in a patient the onset of "paroxysmal disorders of consciousness in
the form of fainting spells more or less prolonged" culminating in a sleep-like disorder five
years in duration.

TW E L V E

Biological Approaches to
Migraine
Preservative ref/exes include the following groups: ( I )
Reflexes concerned with assimilation o f necessary materials.

(2.) Reflexes concerned with excretion of waste and unused
materials-expiration, urination, defaecation. (3) Reflexes
concerned with recuperation (sleep). (4) Reflexes concerned
with preservation of progeny.
Protective ref/exes include: (I) Reflexes concerned with
the withdrawal of the whole body or any part from the
operation of a noxious or endangering stimulus. (2) Reflexes
concerned \vith the rejection of harmful agents from the
surface of, or inside, the body. (3) Reflexes concerned with
annihilating or disarming harmful agents.
Konarski, I967

We have discussed some of the internal or physiological mechanisms of
migraines as these may lend themselves to the fabrication of the clinical
attack. We must now approach the problem from a- differerit aspect, and
concern ourselves with the relation of the migraineur and his migraines
to the environment. The terms we will be compelled to use, in consider
ing the biological origins and uses of migraine and migraine- like reac

tions, will be organismal ones: rdlex, drive, and adaptation.

It was stated earlier (Chapter 10) that we would hesitate to recognise
in animals anything which might be termed a "migraine," and that this,
amongst other factors, had limited the experimental investigation of �he
subject . Must we then regard migraines as peculiar to our own species ?

Speech is predominant in mam, and certain very sophisticated reactions
(Darwin instances 1aughing, frowning and sneering) are eKciusiveiy

fOlllnd

in man, but

these activities and! reactions are not usefully com

pared to migraines. Migraine, in contrast to these, is a rem arkably primi
tive reaction involving massive alterations of vegetative activity and of
205
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general activity and behaviour. We have considered migraine, thus far,
in chiefly experiential terms, as the symptoms of which a patient may
complain, and at this level, obviously, we can derive no information from
animals which may suffer but cannot express complaints. If we are to
form any picture of the biological role(s) of migraine, and of its homo
logues and analogues in the animal world, we must instead concern our
selves with the behaviour of the migraine patient, and the circumstances
to which this behaviour has relevance.
Let us then construct a stereotyped picture of migrainous behaviour.
As the symptoms mount, the patient will go to his room and lie down;
he will have the blinds drawn and the children hushed; he will tolerate
no intrusions. The intensity of his symptoms will drive other thoughts
from his mind; he may be sunk, if the attack is very severe, in a leaden,
stuporous daze. He pulls the blanket over his head, excluding the outer
world, and enveloping himself in the inner world of his symptoms. He
says to the world: "Go away. Leave me alone. This is my migraine. let
me suffer in peace. " At length, perhaps, he falls asleep. And when he
wakes, it is all over, the migraine is done, its worle is accomplished; there
may be a post-migrainous surge of energy, almost literally a re-anima
tion. The essential terms of the attack are these: retreat from the outer
world, regression, and, finally, recuperation.44

In somewhat less formal terms, the migraine reaction tends to be
characterised by passivity, stillness and immobilisation; commerce with
the outer world is minimal, while inner activities-particularly of secre
tory and expulsive type-are maximal. It is in these general terms that
we may perceive the primary adaptive function of a migraine (whatever
complex uses are subsequently superimposed), and in these terms that
we may seek for parallel reactions both in the human and the animal
world.
It is particularly as a Konorskian protective reflex that we envisage
the primary role of migraine, as a withdrawal of the whole body from
"the operation of a noxious or endangering stimulus," in short, as a

particular form of reaction to threat. Concurrent with this role, and
perhaps inseparable from it, is an offensive function (annihilating or
44 Subsequent [0 the writing of this passage, I encountered Freud's comments on sleep:
"Sleep [he writes) is a condition in which I refuse to have anything to do with the outer
world and have withdrawn my interest from it. I go to sleep by retreating from the outside
world and warding off the stimuli proceeding from it . . . I say to it as I fall asleep: 'Leave
me in peace, tor I want to sleep' . . . Thus the biological object of sleep seems to be recu
peration, its psychological chara·cteristic the suspension of interest in the outer world n
(Freud, 192.0, P. 92. ).
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disarming harmful agents) and an expulsive function, both of which
would seem to be of particular relevance when the "harmful agent" is
felt or symbolised as a harmful or hateful emotional situation. The re
cuperative aspects of migraines are most clearly seen in those attacks
which follow protracted physical or emotional stress, and which mimic
most closely the role of sleep. Thus "threat," in this context, is being
used in its widest possible sense, as covering both acute and chronic
situations, and both physical and emotional circumstances.
Response to threat, in the animal world, may take either or both of
two fundamentally different forms. The form which is most f2lmiliar, and
which springs immediately to mind, is the use of an active physical re
sponse, the fight-flight response, with its emotional correlates of rage or
terror. The general mechanisms of this have been incomparably de
scribed by Cannon (1920) with respect to acute reactions, and by Selye
(1946) in regard to sustained physiological reactions. The acute fight
flight picture is one of extreme arousal and sympathetic dominance:
muscles tensed, deepened breathing, increased cardiac output, extreme
sensory vigilance, every external faculty keyed to its highest pitch, and
a reciprocal inhibition of internal (parasympathetically-driven) pro
cesses. The acute reaction induces and is reinforced by the secretion of
adrenalin and other pressor amines, while the chronic reaction involves
adrenocortical activity and a chain of chemical and tissue reactions sec
ondary to this.
The fight-flight reaction is dramatic in the extreme, but it represents
only half of biological reality. The other half is no less dramatic, but it
is dramatic in a contrary style. Its characteristics are those of passivity
and immobilization in response to threat. The antithesis between these
two styles of reaction was memorably described by Darwin in his com
parison of active fear (terror) and passive fear (dread). In the former,
says Darwin, there is "the sudden and uncontrollable tendency to head
long flight." The picture of passive fear, as Darwin portrays it, is one of
passivity and prostration, allied with increased splachnic and glandular
activity (" . . . a strong tendency to yawn . . . death-like pallor . . . beads
of sweat stand out on the skin. All of the muscles of the body are relaxed.
Utter prostration soon follows. The intestines are affected. The sphincter
muscles cease to act, and no longer retain the contents of the body . . . ").
The general attitude is one of cringing, cowering, and sinking. If the
passive reaction is more acute, there may be abrupt loss of postural tone
or of consciousness. If the passive reaction is more protracted, the phys
iological changes are less dramatic, but still in the same direction.
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We find throughout the animal world a repertoire of passive reactions
at least as important, and considerably more variable, than the active
responses to threat. All of them are characterised by immobilisation
(with some inhibition of postural tone and arousal), usually in conjunc
tion with increased secretory and splachnic activity. A handful of exam-"
pIes will suffice. A fearful dog (especially if it belongs to Pavlov's "weak
inhibitory type") cowers, and may vomit and be incontinent of faeces;
the hedgehog responds to threat by curling up; the jerbiJ by a sudden
cataplectic loss of muscular tone; the opossum by a trance-like arrest or
"sham death. " The frightened horse may " freeze" and break into a cold
sweat; the threatened skunk freezes and secretes profusely from modified
sweat-glands (here the secretory response has assumed an offensive func
tion); the menaced chameleon freezes and changes colour to mimic the
environment through another variant of internal secretion. Even in the
protozoa, we find active, predatory responses in some groups, and pas
sive protective responses in others. It is clear that the passive response
to threat has been utilised, from the start of life, as a biological alternative
to active reactions. The passive reaction, indeed, is frequently superior
to the active response in terms of survival value. Where the aroused
animal faces (or flees) danger and threat, the inhibitory reaction enables
it to avert these, to become, one way or another, less accessible to danger.
The human repertoire is particularly rich in such passive protective
reactions many of which occur paradoxically (strictly speaking, in Pav
lov's nomenclature, ultra-paradoxically) in the context of physical or
emotional crisis. Among such relatively acute reactions we must rank
narcolepsy and cataplexy, nervous " freezing" and " blocking," an enor
mous variety of Parkinsonian "crises," and fainting. On a somewhat
more extended time-scale we see vaso-vagal attacks (as Gowers describes
these) and, of course, migraines. We must also recognise as inhibitory
protective reactions such states as " swooning" (hysterical stupor), and
much more protracted depressive and catatonic stupors. Pathological
sleeping (especially in its most baroque form of catalepsy) is the exemplar
of the longer-lasting human inhibitory reactions, as is hibernation in the
animal world.
The survival-value of passive reactions and inhibitory states is clearly
apparent in the animal world, whereas it tends to be obscured or over
shadowed in some of the more obviously pathological passive reactions
in human behaviour. But we will find it impossible to comprehend the
origin and perpetuation of such human reactions unless they are seen,
first and foremost, as having biological survival-value. Paradox is implicit
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in the nature of such reactions; sleep and hibernation serve to protect
the organism, but may also expose it to other vicissitudes. Inhibitory,
parasympathetically-dominated states in man a fford, in Alexander's se
ductive phrase, a "vegetative retreat," but the seclusion of retreat may
become a psychophysiological imprisonment. The ultimate paradox is
the simulation of death to avoid death, as we see in the "sham death"
of the opossum, and, perhaps, some human sleeps and stupors.
This then is the hinterland of biological reactions from which we
conceive migraines to have arisen in the course of evolution, and to h ave
become, with the elaboration of human nervous systems and human
needs, progressively differentiated and refined. Our i mage is of an "Ur
migraine, "45 or archetype,

a

crude passive-protective-parasympiithetic

type of reaction of longer duration than the common freezing and stun
reactions. Perhaps such primordial migraines-similar to the undiffer
entiated reactions considered in Chapter 2.-were chiefly i n response to
a variety of physical threats: exhaustion, heat, illness, injury, pain, etc.,
and certain elemental and overwhelming emotional experiences, espe
cially fear.
The development of large social units, and the cultural repressions
inseparable from this, have doubtless necessitated, as they have permit
ted, a

far

greater variety of vegetative retreats and protracted passive

reactions than were previously possible. These psychosomatic reactions,
along with neurotic defences and reactions, represent the only alterna
tives in situations where direct action is neither permissible nor possible.
We envisage that psychosomatic reactions, like neurotic defences, have
become not only more necessary with the increasing complexity and
repressiveness of civilised life, but also more versatile and sophisticated:
thus, the simple protective reflexes we have discussed may evolve into
the richly

allusive,

in present society.

over-deter m ined and protean migraines so common

Proceeding paralJe! with the ela boration of such strategic needs and
uses has been the increasing complexity of the nervous system, and, i n

pa rti cular, the progressive encephalisati on of integrative functions in the

course of mammalian evolution. In relatively primitive mammals (opos
sums, hedgehogs, etc. ) in

which cortical

development and control are

rudimentary, cerebral reflexes must still be of relatively stereotyped form

45 We do not imply that a particular man

(or animal) onCe experienced an Ur-migraine,
no more than a figment
of logical history-like the notions o f an Urpf/anze. an Urmensch or a lingua adamiea (see

of which all subsequent migraines were descendants. The term is
Rieff.

1 95 9 . pp.

u S - uS).
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and little susceptible of conditioning. The elaboration of the cortical
mantle permits the unfolding of more numerous, more various, and more
easily-conditioned cerebral reflexes. The final differentiation of hierar
chically-ordered neuronal fields in the human cortex (see Chapter

II

and Figure 8), we conceive, has permitted the development of the most
complex and distinctive feature of migraines, the aura. The complexities
of migraine aura (with its possibilities of complex sensory and integrative
disturbances, aphasia, etc.) is, as it were, a testament and by-product of
the unique differentiation of the human cortex, and could not conceiv
ably occur in less complex nervous systems. We may recognise, in analo
gous fashion, the primordia of epilepsies and psychoses in more primitive
mammals, and perhaps in non-mammalian vertebrates (abrupt convul
sions and loss of consciousness; states of uncontrollable excitement and
entrancement, etc.), but must perceive their most complex and individual
characteristics-hallucinatory and ideational disturbances-as depen
dent on cortical development and differentiation, and above all the final
elaboration of frontal and temporal lobes in our own species.
Thus to the question posed at the start of this chapter: Is migraine a
uniquely human reaction?, we must answer yes and no. It makes no sense
to regard migraine as a human invention. We must see it, rather, as
having a most ancient lineage of biological precursors, as exemplifying
a most primitive and generalised form of adaptive reaction which has
been refined and differentiated by the unique possibilities of human ner
vous systems and the unique nature of human needs. The final shaping
of the migraine reaction depends on the development of the individual
in relation to his environment, and it is with this psychological determi
nation and individuation of migraines that we will be concerned in the
following chapta.

.

T H I RTEEN

Psychological Approaches to
Migraine
For this is the great error of our day . . . that physicians sepa
rate the soul from the body .

Plato

We were concerned in the last chapter with certain primitive reactions
which might throw some due on the origin and differentiation of the
human migraine reaction. By speaking in terms of the entire organism
and its protective reflexes and tactics we were able to skin the perennial
problems (or pseudo-problems) of mind-body "duality" and psycho
physiological "conversion." But these neither tell us, nor are designed to
tell us, anything of the internal processes which underlie the behaviour;
they tell us nothing concerning the emotions or "state of mind" of the
reacting animal. Catatonic stupor in a human being can be a protective
tactic, and its adoption may be related, internally, to an appalling sense
of existential danger. We can provide

a

most detailed phenomenal de

scription of catatonia without making any reference to the feelings of

the cal�atonic (as Bleuler did), but we cannot provide an existential de-

5cription ofthe state without detailed analysis of the feelings and motives

of the patient. We rake it as axiomatic that every attack of migraine has
tactical value to the person (the tactic may be a purely physiological one,

e.g. a homeostatic manoeuvre), but we will be particularly concerned,

in the present chapter, with the relation of migraines to the patient'S
emotional being.
We made a somewhat arbitrary classification of migraines in the de
scriptive poniol'! of this book, and we must now examine this classifica
tion more closely in so far as it may be related to the emotional economy
of an indi�idual. "Periodic" migraines were portrayed as the expression
of some innate neuronal periodicity, and "circumstantial" migraines as
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a response to highly specific, individual circumstances which might be
physiological (exhaustion, etc.)

or

emotional (rage, fright, etc.). The fact

that such attacks may have clearly-defined physical or physiological an

tecedents does not exclude the possibility that they may also have other
functions or uses which may not be immediately apparent. In particular,
any attack of migraine (and indeed any event in

a

person's existence)

may be invested with an emotional significance over and above its literal
significance. A periodically-recurring or physiologically-induced event
may be pressed into service as a symbolic event. We may reinforce this
point by considering the uses to which seizures may be put; certain chil
dren may discover that flickering light will induce a convulsion in them,
and proceed from this discovery to repeated seU-induction of seizures
(e.g. by shaking a hand rapidly before the eyes, or jumping up and down
bdore a Venetian blind); certain adults provoke seizures in themselves

by deliberate 01' "accidel'it2lI " omission of their medication. In such cases,
�he epilepsy hms found

2l

second use, a perverse employment, determined

by complex and often unconscious motives in the patient. It is well es
tablished

that

" accident-proneness," which masque�ades as a series of

chance misfortunes, tends to be restricted to certain self-punitive and
self-destructive individuals.
Ht is not suggested tha� all periodic and circumstlllntilill migraines, or
even a majority of them. are coupled in this mllll'le
lll r to the motives o�
the individual. Many migraines occur, pas§, constitute occasional incon
veniences, and carry no special load of emotional implication. But the
possibility of their serving other purposes, of mlllny and various kinds,
is always present.
The third pattern of migraines described-habitual or situational mi
. graine-demands a much more complex frame of reference. We are here
concerned, not with periodic or sporadic attacks which may or may not
have some emotional significance, but with an unremitting, malignant
illness, which is generated by (and itself may aggravate) chronic, severe,
emotional stresses. The origins and primo�dia of migraine may be dis
cerned, we have imagined, among simple protective reflexes and tactics.
Circumstantial migraines may also be discussed in such terms, given the
special reservations we have made. Habitual migraine cannot be usefully
considered save as an expression of a major portion of the entire per
sonality. Habitual migraine, like all psychosomatic illnesses, like hyste
ria, like neurosis, is among the most complex of human creations.
The terms which are necessary for its understmnding are those which
distinguish human beings, at least quantitatively, fwm other animals:
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the complexity of mental and emotional structure, and the dominance
of symbolism. We have motives and counter-motives which endure
through our Jives; these are organised and partitioned into sub-systems,
the integrity and separation of which are maintained by all the mecha
nisms which Freud has delineated. Of particular importance in the de
termination of habitual migraine and other psychosomatic illnesses are
those motives which serve no protective functions, save in the most par
adoxical of senses-masochistic and sel f-destructive drives.
A comprehensive--dissection

of motives and

symbolisms, as these may

determine the pattern of habitual migraine in a patient, is not to be

achieved except by depth-analysis. In

a

majority of cases, however, the

major motivational determinants of migraines m2ty be partly exposed
(and subjected to

some therapeutic intervention)

exploratiolll of the personality.

wi th out so intensive an

We have already indicated by a number of case-histories some of the

motives which may generate habitual migraines (Chapter 9 ), and we will
now venture to tabulate the major strategic roles which migraines may
play in the economy of the individual. The list is incomplete and sche
matic, of necessity, and cannot do justice to the complexity and flux of
the forces which are actually at work, and which tend to interact and
combine with one another, so that many migraine attacks are as richly
over-determined as dreams.
Biologically the simplest, and dynamically the most benign of mi
graines, are recuperath·e. These tend

to

occur, circumstantially, following

prolonged physical or emotional activity, and habitually as the notorious
"weekend " attacks. There is usually a rather sharp collapse from the
preceding or provocative period of over-activity and tension, the phase
of prostration may be profound and even stuporous, and it is followed,
characteristically, by a post-migrainous rebound and sense of awakening
and re-animation. Wolff has particularly concerned himself with attacks
of this type, and their occurrence as " let-down" phenomena in ruthlessly
obsessive and driving personalities. Recuperative attacks have the closest
biological analogy to sleep, and are clearly preservative reflexes in the
Konorskian sense.
Allied to these, geared to environmental or emotional stress, but less
benign in their pattern, are those migraines which are regressive. Like
recuperative migraines, these afford (in Alexander's phrase) a "vegetative
retreat"; but whereas recuperative attack� tend to be undertaken in pri
vacy and solitude, like sleep, regressive attacks are marked by

pitiful

suffering, dependency-needs, and cries for help. In a word, they assume
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the characteristics not of sleep, but of illness. Severe ones, in family
contexts, may radiate the tragic qualities of death-bed scenes. Regressive
migraines are not infrequently found in the context of illness-prone or
hypochondriacal personalities, and are often presented, to the physician,
in the concelet of multiple physical complaints, real or imaginary. We
have observed that their pattern may be less benign than that of recu
perative migraines: we are here considering not the occasional regressive
attacks which any migraineur may have, but an indulgence, a morbid
welcoming, of such attacks with ever-increasing frequency, so that the
patient slips, by degrees, into illness as a way of life ("that long dise21se,
my life").46
An extremely important variant of such migraine patterns, and one
which continues to show the primal protective role of the migraine reac
tion, are those attacks which we may term

encapsulative and dissociative.

There are a number of patients in whom periodic or sporadic migraines
are experienced which seem to embed, and (in the oblique terms of a
physiological drama) to enact and " work through " an accumulation of

emotional stresses and conflicrs. I have the impression that many men, strual migraines (and other allied menstrual syndromes) do exactly this,

condensing, as it were, the stresses of the month into a few days of

-concentrated illness, and I have observed, in a number of patients, that
curing them (depriving (hem) of such menstrual syndromes may be tol
lowed by a release of diffuse anxiety and neurotic conflict into the re
mainder of the month. Such migraines, in a word, may serve to

bind,

and thus circumscribe, painful chronic or recurrent feelings, a considera
tion which must be borne in mind before they are too zealously dispersed.
46 It is possible, and perhaps important, to represent the recuperative and regressive
functions of migraine in terms of libido-theory. We have depicted migraines in terms of
retreat and roming-away from the external world, and hove repeatedly liltened it to sleep.
We have al50 portrayed migraine as enveloping the sufferer in his symptoms, demanding
and pre-empting his attention, like the symptoms of organic il lness or hypochondria. Freud
pictures sleep and suffering in the following terms: u • • • Sleep [he writes) is a condition in
which all invesrments of objects, the libidinal as well as the egoistic, are abandoned and
withdrawn into the ego. Does mis not shed a new light upon the recuperation afforded by
sleep . . . ? • . • In the sleeper the primal state of the libido·distribution is again reproduced,
mat of absolute narcissism, in which libido and ego-interests dwell togemer srill, united
and indistinguishable in the self-sufficient self." And of immersion in symptoms, he writes:
u • • • Cenain conditions-organic illness, painful accesses of stimulation, an inflammatory
condition of an organ-have clearly the effect of loosening the libido from its artachment
to objects. The libido which has thus been withdrawn attaches itself again to the ego in
the form of a stronger invesrment of the diseased region of the body . . . This seems to lead
to a possibility of understanding hypochondria, in which some organ, without being per
ceptibly diseased, becomes in a very similar way the subiect of a solicitude on the part of
the ego" (Freud, 1 910, pp. 4:1.4-42.6).
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More malignant than these, for the emotional substrates are more intense
and much further removed from consciousness, and the migraines, cor
respondingly, are far more frequent, is that pattern of habitual migraine
we have termed dissociative. In

such

cases (see Case 80, p. 1 6 8 ) the

personality becomes sectioned, one part of it affirming a bland reaction
or bravura wholly at odds with environmental and emotional reality,
and another portion becoming autonomised as a circular sado-masoch
istic system devoted to the infliction and experiencing of suffering. Such
cases, which are often of the greatest severity, may be peculiarly resistant
to insight or treatment, for the migrainous portion qf the personality
(the migraine seWet) is likely to be insulated from the remainder of the

personality by thick walls of repression and denial. The dynamics and

mechanisms of this bear the closest analogy to those i nvo lved in the

formation of hysterical symptoms, with the important difference that

,migraines are rooted in physiological reactivity, whereas hysterical symp
toms (though intensely real) are fictions, neurologically, arising from a
pathology of the imagination.
The last two categories of migraine pattern we must consider are
distinguished by having acquired special strategic significances of a pe
culiarly hostile type. The first of these is the aggressive migra in e, and it

is with this type that Fromm-Reichmann ( 1 9 3 7), johnson ( 1 948), and
many other analysts have particularly concerned themselves. The emo
tional background is one of intense, chronic, repressed rage and hostility,
and the function of the migraines is to provide some expression of what
cannot be expressed, or even acknowledged, directly. Such migraines are
implicit

assaults or

vengeful attacks, and tend to occur in situations of

intense emotional ambivalence,

i.e.

in relation to individuals who are

both loved and h ated. Such indirect expressions of hatred are particularly
seen ill the interaction of rhe migrainolls patient with parents, children,
spouses, and employers, and revolve about the dynamic of demanded
yet intolerable dependence or intimacy

(see Cases

62, 82, 79, and 84).

A particular form of this reaction is the emulative migraine, in which

there exists an ambivalent and malignant identification with a migrain

ous parent; joining the parent in illness, competing with him, hoisting
him with his own migrainous petard. It seems certain that many exam
ples of familial occurrence of migraine (as of many other illnesses) re
quire explanation in these terms, rather than in the simplistic terms of
direct inheritance (see Chapter 6).
When the hostility is turned inwards, there is seen the last pattern of
habitual migraine we must consider, repeated self-punitive attacks. Such
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patients are deeply masochistic, spiteful, chronically depressed, covertly
paranoid, and sometimes overtly self-destructive (see Case

8 1 ). The

mi

graine rarely suffices as an expression of the inner feelings, and is l ikely
to be accompanied by othe r expressions of self-hatred. These patients,
in many senses, are the

mos t

deeply patho.1ogical and deeply afflicted of

_all; they require, as desperately as they wili resist, therapeutic interven
tion, but this (if it is al lowed by the patient) is more likely to be successful
than in cases of dissociative migraine with hysterical features.
There are, of course, innumerable special uses of migraine which may
cut across the broad categories we have constructed. Particularly com
mon, and sometimes the occasion of cruel misunderstanding or punish
ment, are those attacks which may occur in children forced to attend
schools they detest: any form

of functional illness-repeated

attacks of

migraine, of vomiting, or of diarrhoea, of asthma, or of hysterical symp
toms-may serve to shield the child from some of the rigours and horrors
of school life, while drawing attention to miseries which dare not, or
cannot, be voiced directly .
Among famous figures who were finally liberated from intolerable
conditions by such attacks must be mentioned Pope, who employed " me
grim," and

Gibbon,

who had hysterical attacks.

Gibbon

later wrote of

these: " . . . The violence and variety of my complaints . . . excused my
frequent absence from Westminster School . . . a strange nervous affec
tion (paii;lful contractions of the legs, etc.)

_

. . my infirmities could not

be reconciled with the hours and discipline of a public seminary

.

.

.

I

secretly rejoiced in these infirmities, which delivered me from the exer
cises of the school and the society of my equals . . . " Finally, on his
liberation from school and his entry to Oxford, Gibbon's symptoms
" . . . most wonderfully vanished, " and never returned.
We see that the emotional b ac kg rou nds of m ig rai ne may be many and
various, and we would suspect that there must ex i s t not simply

a

con

nection, but several types of con nectio n , between the s ta te- o f- m ind and
the ove r t attack. We have already impl ied the p ro ba bi l ity of a major
distinction in genera tive mechanisms by setting apart circumstantial
from situational migraines. The former, we have seen, may be p ro mpt l y
and d ra m ati cal l y provoked by intense, passionate excitements-rage,
terror, elation, sexual excitement, etc. The latter, in contrast, occur in
the context of emotional tensions, drives, needs, etc., vllhich are chronic

and have been denied direct or adequate expression : here we have
recognised

a gg re ss i ve ,

�

destructive and libidinous dr es, anxious ten

sions, obsessive tensions, sadistic and masochistic needs, etc. We must
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further add that these chronic emotional needs and tensions are fre
quently repressed and remote from consciollsness. Thus we might

WOIl

der, from the start, whether such circumstantial migraines are best
considered as

reactions to overwhelming emotion, and situational mi

. graines as expressions of chronic, repressed, emotional drives.
We have presented our data, and we must advance now into the very
centre of the problem, and enquire how an emotion or a repressed emo
tional posture can be productive of a migraine. This is a special case of
the eternal problem which Freud once designated "the mysterious leap
from the mind to the body," and as such it is as dangerous as it is
fascinating, for the discussion o f mind : body relationships easily and
insidiously decays into nonsense. We have acknowledged that our infor
mation is inadequate, and we will be forced, therefore, into a large mea
sure of speculation; but we will stay close to clinical evidence at all times,
and ensure that any suggestions made will be, in principle, fully verifiable
or falsifiable.
This territory is best entered with the greatest of guides. Darwin's
famous Principles of emotional expression, propounded in 1 8 7 2, are the
intellectual ancestors of everything that has since been written on the
subject-the elaboration of the James-Lange theory of emotion, Freud's
theory of conversion mechanisms, the experiments of Cannon and Selye,
and the entire theoretical structure of current thinking in psychosomatic
medicine-and these will form the nucleus of our own discussion. The
third of Darwin's principles-that of "direct action of the nervous sys
tem"-is stated as follows:
. . . certain actions which we may recognise as expressive of certain states of
mind, are the direct result of the constitution of the nervous system, and have
been from the first independent of the will, and, to a large extent, of habit.

Such direct actions may be of either motor or autonomic nature, al
though the latter tend to predominate. Darwin instances trembling as
an example of such

a

motor expression, and glandular secretion, vaso

motor action, visceral activity, etc., as examples of direct autonomic
action. Direct action is seen "when the sensorium is strongly excited"
(as in pain, rage, and terror), and under these conditions, Darwin pos
tulates " . . . nerve- force is generated in excess, and is transmitted in cer
tain directions, dependent on the connection of the nerve-cells . . .

"

Such expressions of emotion, though dramatic in the extreme, are
crude and stereotyped, and therefore inadequate to express finer shades
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of feeling.

These are expressed, and freely modified, in accordance with

Darwin's first principle-that of "Serviceable Associated Habits" :
t

Certain complex actions are of direct or indirect service under certain states
of mind, in order to relieve or gratify certain sensations, desi res, &c; and
whenever the same state of mind is induced, there is a tendency through the
force of habit and association for the same movements to be performed,
though they may not then be of the least use.
This principle implies that the "complex action" -whether it is a move
ment or an autonomic reaction-represents the state of mind, and has
become, through the force of habit and association (learning, condition
ing, inheritance), a physical symbol of a particular state of mind.

Darwin was well aware that-many forms of emotional expression

utilised

both of these principles. VU'eeping, for example, combined sym

bolic movements with involuntary secretions (" . . . a man suffering from
grief may command his features, but cannot always prevent the tears

from coming into his eyes . . . "). Similarly the signs of rage, though due
to direct action of the nervous system,

«•

•

•

differ from the purposeless

writhings and struggles of one suffering from an agony of pain; for they
represent more or less plainly the act of striking or fighting with an
enemy" (Darwin, 1 890, p.

74).

We must now consider how these principles may be applied to the
expression of emotions which are both chronic and repressed, and, in
particular, how we may interpret, in the irreducible terms which Darwin
has provided, so complex a reaction as migraine. We will be compelled

to introduce certain new terms, although these represent no more than
an extension of the Darwinian concepts. Where Darwin speaks of "ser
viceable associated actions," we will now speak of "coJlversions," and
where he speaks of "direct actions of the nervous system," we must speak
of "vegetative neuroses. " These psychopathological terms are narrower
and more specific than the biological ones from which they are derived,
and are used to denote physiological expressions of emoti� which are
chronic as opposed to acute, morbid as opposed to benign, and personal
as opposed to universal; it is further implied that the emotional sub
strates of conversion-reactions and (vegetative) neuroses are repressed,
or at least denied direct and adequate expression.
The use of these terms may be illustrated by a classical document of

psycho-analysis (Freud, 1 9 2.0, pp. 393-399) :

symptoms of an actual neurosis-headache, sensation of pain, an
irritable condition of some organ, the weakening or inhibition of some func-

. . . The
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tion-have no " meaning," no signification in the mind . . . They are in them
selves purely and simply physical processes; they arise without any of the
complicated mental mechanisms (i.e. conversion mechanisms) we have been
learning about . . _ But then, how can they be expressions of the libido which
we have come to know as a force at work in the mind? . . . The answer to that
is very simple.

The "very simple answer" which Freud prop.ounds is that these symp
toms represent the direct somatic consequences of sexual disturbances,
an imbalance of some "sexual toxin." Thus, in the most general terms
(if we forget for the moment Freud's amazing and atypical postulate of
a "sexual toxin "), these neuroses are seen as the consequences of direct
nervous action, as stereotyped concomitants of chronic emotional ten
sion.
A radically different mechanism is proposed with regard to the pro
duction of conversion (hysterical) symptoms. These are experienced in,
or manifested by, particular organs and parts of the body which have
become the representatives of an intense, displaced sexuality. In Freud's
words:
These organs thus behave as substitutes for the genital organs . . . Countless
sensations and innervations . . . in organs not apparently connected with sex
uality, are thus discovered to be essentially fulfi lments of perverse sexual
desires . . . the organs of nutrition and excretion, in particular.

This clear-cut distinction between (vegetative) neuroses and conversion
symptoms may, nevertheless, be blurred or difficult to make in certain
cases, for one may merge into the other, or be replaced by it, and Freud
is therefore compeIJed to make an additional reservation of great impor
tance:
. . . The symptom of the actual neurosis is frequently the nucleus and incipient
stage of the psychoneurotic symptom . . . As an example, let us take an hys
terical headache or backache. Analysis shows that by means of condensation
and displacement it has become a substitutive satisfaction for a whole series
of libidinal phantasies or memories; at one time, however, the pain was real,
a direct symptom of a sexual toxin, the bodily expression of a sexual excita
tion . . . All effects of the libidinal excitation upon the body are especially
adapted to serve the purposes of hysterical symptom-formation. They play
the parr of the grain of sand which the oyster envelops in mother-of-pearl.

How may these concepts be applied to the understanding of migraine,
either isolated attacks which are generated by acute emotional distur
bances, or recurrent attacks which occur in the context of chronic emo-
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tional tensions? Are these vegetative neuroses, conversion-symptoms, or
both ? The literature on the subject is both confused and confusing, some
authors (e.g. Alexander [ 1 9 50], Furmanski

et al. [ 1 9 5 2.]) conceiving mi

graine as a vegetative neurosis, and others (e.g. Deutsch [1948]) seeing
it as a conversion-reaction. Deutsch represents an older school of thought
which sees migraines, and indeed all psychosomatic symptoms, as {he
consequo;:nces of conversion-mechanisms:
It must be assumed that a continuous conversion process, necessary for the
maintenance of health and well-being, takes place in every normal individual.
Let us think, for exampie, of blushing, of excessive perspiration, of spells of
diarrhoea, of attacks of migraine . . . They all occur as discharges of pent-up
libido . . . "Conversions" are necessary forms of a continual psychodynamic
process which attempts to adjust the individual's instinctual drives to the
demands of the culture in which he lives

. • .

One might say that human beings

would be most unhappy or would talee far more flight into a neurosis if they
could not faU sick from time to time.

We must agree with Deutsch that functional illness is available to all
of us as a perpetual alternative to intolerable feelings or the construction
of neurotic defences, but we cannot endorse his view that all such ill
nesses are adequately described as conversion-symptoms; if this is done,
no recognition is given to the far more universal principle of direct action

of the nervous �l'stem, as Darwin descr ibes this. Al exander in particular,
,

has taken strong exception to the indiscriminate or over-wide application

of the notion of conversion to psychosomatic symptoms. He recognises,
instead, two "fundamentally different." mechanisms at work, and dis
tinguishes these in the following terms (Alexander. 1 948):
I still uphold my original suggestion that

we

restrict hysterical <;.?nversion

phenomena to symptoms of the voluntary neuromuscular and &ensory per

ceptive systems, and differentiate them from psychogenic symptoms which
occur in vegetative organ systems . . . Hysterical conversion symptoms are
substitute expressions of emotional tensions which cannot find adequate out
let through full-fledged moror behaviour . . . the emotional tension is at lealst
partially relieved by the symptom itself. We deal with a different psychody
namic and physiological situation in the field of vegetative neuroses . . . Here
the somatic symptoms are not substitute expressions of repressed emotions,
but they are normal physiologicai accompaniments of this symptom.

Alexander's distinction between conversion symptoms and vegetative
neuroses is clear and concise: it makes extremely clear, for example, the
fundamental differences between the mechanisms of a hysterical paraly



sis and an emotional hype rtension, i.e. between an arbitrary symbolic
expression and a physiological sign whose existence is unknown to

the
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patient. It is less easily applied to certain vegetative symptoms, and here
Alexander somewhat grudgingly concedes that both mechanisms may
be involved. Migraine would seem to be an outstanding example of such
a mixed device, and it is

in these terms that we must consider it.
I and 5 ) the remarkable concomitance

We stressed earlier ( Chapters

of mood and somatic symptom which may characterise every stage of a
"typical" migraine, a synchronisation so striking and constant that we
are almost compelled to defer to the terms of the James-Lange theory
("The emotion," James asserts, "is nothing but the feeling of a bodily
state . . . "). Circumstantial migraines provoked by acute emotional

ex

citement, for example, rage, may be considered, at least initially, as vege
tative neuroses, whatever secondary and symbolic uses may subsequently
be attached to them.

Thus a rage-migraine may be regarded as a complex but stereotyped

reaction to rage, in patients who experience this. The earlier stages of
such an attack (termed earlier the phase of "engorgement") are likely to
be characterised, emotionally, by irritability and angry tension, and,
physiologically, by vascular and visceral dilatation, fluid retention, oli
guria, faecal retention, etc., the symptoms of a generalised sympathetic
discharge. The patient is stuffed, impacted, and bloated with anger. The
resolution of the attack may proceed by crisis (brief forceful vomiting,
sudden passage of flatus and faeces, sneezing, etc.), or by lysis (diuresis,
diaphoresis, epiphora, etc.). Thus the rage of such attacks is expressed
in plethora, and discharged with a sudden visceral ejaculation (analogous
to an oath or a blow), or a slow secretory catharsis (analogous to weep
ing). The expression of emotion proceeds by direct nervous action; it
does not depend upon any intermediate conception, any conscious or
unconscious symbolism uniting the affect and the physical manifestation.
The symptoms of such a migraine, in Freud's terms, have no "mean
ing," no complex signification in the mind. Migraines of this type

originate, as must all primitive reactions, in a region where emotional
experience and its p ny siological counterparts are continuous and co
extensive.
We cannot, however, construe situational migraines in terms as ele
mentary as these, for these arise, not as expressions of acute emotional
disturbance, but as expressions of chronic, and usually repressed, emo
tional needs. They are not simply reactions to emotion. They cannot be

considered apart from their remote antecedents and effects. They have

functions;

they do

work;

they fill a dramatic role in the emotional

economy of the individual; they perform, with greater or smaller success,
a task of emotional equilibration, and as such are analogous to dreams,
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lysterical formations, and neuroric symptoms. If migraines are put to a
.pedal use, they must have a particular mea,zing for the patient; they
must stand for something; they must allude to something; they must
represent something. Thus it will be possible for us to approach a mi
�aine not only as a physical event, but as a peculiar form of symbolic
�rama into which the patient has translated important thoughts and
feelings; if we do this we will then be faced with the task of interpreting
it as we would interpret a dream, i.e. discovering the hidden meaning of
the manifest symptoms. Thus, the particular interest of situational mi
graines, and their special strategic value to the patient, is that they rep

resent biological reactions which can double as symptomatic acts or
conversion symptoms.47
We must allow the possibilit y that not only may the entire migraine
have meaning for the patient, but that certain individual symptoms of
the attack may also be invested with specific symbolic importance, and
further, that they may be susceptible to modification in accordance with
this importance. We have seen that nausea and vomiting are cardilll'li
symptoms of migraine: these commonly signify disgust, often sexual
disgust, and (in many cases of psychogenic vomiting) may be interpreted
as efforts at symbolic expulsion of a disgusting (feared, hated) situation,
person, etc.4B The action of the bowels, initially determined by pbysio
logical needs and periodicities, may be further determined, often over
whelmingly so, by the (unconscious) symbolic values attached to '�eces
and defaecation. Constipation and diarrhoea, wreathed with a variety
of symbolic meanings, are among the commonest of functional disorders
and also, as we have seen, frequent and important parts of many mi
graines. Furmanski ( 1 9 5 1.), in an interesting character study of 100 mi
graine patients, has remarked on the frequency of "oral traits" and "anal
traits" in this group, but has not attempted, regrettably, to determine
47 Alel<ander has suggested that the term conversion should be restricted to mo[Or and
sensory symptoms, while el<eluding vegetative symptoms. But there is abundant evidence
thaI many au tonomic activities and symptoms, not generally considered to b� under con
scious or unconscious control , are in fact used as sym bo ls, and modified accordingly. The
clearest and most famous el<ample of this is seen in the occurrence of hysterical stigmata.
Very important experimental evidence that vegetative pro cesses can be learned has
recently been obtained. Thus, it has been possible to train curare-paralysed dogs both to
sJl<'ed up and slow down their hean-rate, to relal< and contract tbe i nrestinal muscles, to
constrict blood-vessels in one car while dilati ng vessels in the other ear, to camro! stomach
contractions, urine formation, blood pressure and olhcr responses.
49 Vomiting is a primitive rejective reflell in many ani mals. Psychogenic vo miting may
be regarded as a re-enactment of this relic" at a sym bol ic level. Nausea is both a sensation
and an attitude, the affect and concept of "disgust" having been, apparently, derived
from the rejective reflex, as pain (sensation, affect, concept) has been derived from nod
ceptive reflelles.
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whether there existed any correlation between these traits and the

type

of migraine experienced. We would wonder, for example, whether a
tendency to bilious attacks, or to migraines with conspicuous nausea and
vomiting, is commoner in the "oral" group, as opposed

to an increased

incidence of bowel-disturbances in the "anal" group. Leaving aside the
possibility of symbolic investment and interpretation of individual symp
toms, we can readily conceive that the total migraine sequence may lend
itself to valid interpretations. If, for example, the migraine has been gen
erated in response to a painful or hateful situation, this (and its attendant
feelings) may be symbolised (embodied) as a physical pain, a displaced
fonn of suffering, and towards the end of the attack symbolically extruded
by expulsive activities of viscera and glands. In such a

case,

which corre

sponds most closely to the apparent role of "encapsulative" migraines, the

mtiJre attack could be conceived in dramatic terms
physiologi� pantomime, or

as

as

a form of psycho

an extended, unpleasant, visceral dream.

We have cited freud's observation that the symptoms of a (physical)
neurosis may act as the starring-point or nucleus of hysterical fabrica
tions. We envisage that an analogous evolution may occur with the symp
toms ot a migraine, the initial physical symptoms becoming associated
with specific emotional needs and phantasies, and thus assuming a sec
ond, symbolic, status. But a migraine is not in itself a hysterical artifice:
its symptoms are real and rooted in physiological reactions. The lan
guage of hysteria is arbitrary and personal, and corresponds only to a
moral, imaginative image of the body, and not to any physiological rep
resentation. In hysteria, the symbol is translated directly into a symptom:
thus an arm which is, in phantasy, murderous, may be inhibited or pun
ished by paralysis; but the hysterical paralysis does not correspond to
any ' neurological deficit. in migraine, the symptoms are fixed and
bounded by physiological connections; but its symptoms can constitute,
as it were, a bodily alphabet or proto-language, which may secondarily
and subsequently be used as a symbolic language.49
Thus, we must interpret

situational migraines as if they were palimp

sests, in which the needs a!1d symbols of the individual are inscribed

above,

and yet in terms of, the subjacent physiologiCalI symptoms.

Such

49
The symbolism here considered has relation,w variolls symptoms 01 migraine, '101
to any internal represemations of the viscera, glands, etc, The inner body, unW,. tbe surface
of the body, is flat repre<
.,ented topographically in consciousness, Helice the absurd images
which most people entertain regarding the sbapes and relations of their internQI organs,
and the hallucinatory projections of such images in the bizarre symptoms of hysteria and
hypochondria: puin!S which receive careful discussion in Dr, Jonathan Miller's boo!c-The
Body in! Question. In migraine, symbolic significance is attached to actual symptoms: in
hysteria, to imaginative or moral representations of the body.
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an interpretation crosses the definitions of both conversion symptoms
and vegetative neuroses, and in so doing makes the use of either term
inadequate. And this, finally, need not surprise us, for the criteria which
Alexander uses-symbolic expressiveness and physiological response
belong, as Stawbinski and others have pointed out, to two different
provinces of logical enquiry, either of which is capable of engrossing the
entire problem of disease (Rieff, 1 9 5 9, p. 10).

We must, therefore, return ful! circle to the Darwinian concepts with
which we started. What starts as a direct action of the nervous system
becomes, by degrees, a serviceable associated action: what starts as the
physical aspect of an emotion becomes, insensibly, an allusion to, or
token of, the entire affective situation. The reactions of the body contain
the potential of a primitive bodily language-in migraine, a set of inner
gestures, autonomic postures, analogous to involuntary facial expres
sions and motor gestures.50 Much that Freud has said concerning the
symbolism of dreams could be applied to the primitive physical symbol
ism of migraines. Freud sees the symbolism of dreams as archaic and
universal, innate rather than individually acquired, and as representing
the regressive use of "an ancient but obsolete mode of expression."51
Similarly, and perhaps more plausibly, the symptoms of migraine and
of many other psychosomatic syndromes, in their symholic employment,
may be seen as a reversion to an ancient and universal mode of expres
sion-a primordial language of the body-implicit in the structure and
functioning of the nervous system, and available for use when req uired 51
.

50 The use of primitive neurological symptoms as p�rsop.al symbolic expressions is
readily exemp!ified in the area of motor mechanisms. Intermittent protrusion of the lips
("Schnauzkrampf") may be seen in diffuse cortical disease, frontal lobe lesions, schizo·
phrenia, etc. Its occurrence, like that of snout and sucking reflexes, is dependent on
diminished frontal lobe inhibition. It may, nevertheless, serve an additional symbolic pur·
pose, especially in schizophrenia. In Bleuler's words: " . . . Schnauzkrampf is more readily
understood as an expression of contempt than as 2 localised tonic contraction of the
muscles which control protrusion of the lips . . . {it] is characterised by changes in intensity
which, under psychic influences, may vary from zero to a maximum. The naturE of these
changes can only be understood if we consider at least their precipitations as a psychic
process" (Bleuler, p. 448).
.
A much more familiar example is the use of yawning to express boredom.
51 "The dreamer has at his command a symbolic mode of expression of which he knows
nothing . . . These {symbolic] comparisons are not instituted afresh every time, but are
ready at hand, perfect for ail time . . . this we infer from their identity in different per
sons . . . We get the impression that here we have :0 do with an ancient but obsolete mode
of expression . . . {which] goes back to phases in our intellectual development we have long
outgrown . . . . It seems to me that symbolism, a mode of expression which has never been
individual ly acquired, may claim tc' be a racial heritage. " (Freud, 1 92.0)
52 An even more ancient mode of expression is the symbolic USe of allergic reactions,
reactions at cellular and tissue level which may be pressed into service in the emotional
economy of the individual. We have seen how frequently emotionall y-triggered allergic
reactions may coexist with migraine., or serve as an alternative mode of bodily expression.
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We have stressed, again and again, the countless variations, transitions
and transformations of the migraine format, and the crucial fact that
these may be employed, almost interchangeably, as "equivalents" of one
another. Gowers laid great stress on this point, but offered no explana
tion, saying only:

u• • •

We can perceive the mysterious relationship, but

we cannot explain it." We ate no more certain concerning the factors
which select or specify, from the many options available, the particular
format of attack which a patient will actually adopt or "choose" at any
given time. We consider it probable that there exist particular physio
logical idiosyncrasies, preferential pathways and mechanisms, which
may predispose a patient towards one migraine-format rather than an
other, and we would suspect these to be particularly strong in certain
rare and stereotyped forms of migrain�, e.g. hemiplegic attacks and mi
grainous neuralgia. But in many Qther cases, these physiological factors
appear to be weak, relative, or unstable, in that they allow profound
change') of clinical pattern to occur. We must strongly suspect, therefore,
that these physiological factors may be subordinated to psychogenic de
terminants, and that it is these, overruling or modifying all other factors,

which may finally specify what form the protean migraine reaction will

take. We must wonder whether the "mysterious relation" of which

Cowers speaks is, in fact, a symbolic relation, the use of different types
of a ttacks as synonyms for one another.
We have attempted to define, in the present chapter and its predeces
sor, some of the strategic functions of migraine. We have speculated that
a hierarchy of determinants may be involved, from the most general
reflex-reactivity of the organism, through a variety of physiological idio
syncrasies, to the most specific conversion-mechanisms of the individual
patient. We have postuiated that if the foundations of migraine are based
on universal adaptive reactions, its superstructure may be constructed
(and is certainly used and construed) differently by every patient, in ac
cordance with his needs and symbols.
Thus we can now answer, in principle, the dilemma posed in Chapter

6, as to whether migraine is innate or· acquired. It is

both:

in its fLxed and

generic attributes it is innate, and in its variable and specific attributes
it is acquired. 1n an analogous manner, the universal "deep grammar"

�age is

of all languages is innate (Chomsky), while every particular lan

learned.

Walking, at its most elementary, is a spinal reflex, but is elaborated
at higher and higher levels until, finally, we can recognise a man by the
way he walks, by his walle Migraine, similarly, gathers identity from
stage to stage, for it starts as a reflex, but can become a creation.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have portrayed the migraine process (or event) as a cycle of excitation
and inhibition of centrencephalic origin, subject to wide variations in

neural pattern and time-base. We have considered the part played by cenain
local (vascular) and systemic (chemical) disturbances, but are persuaded

that these are variable in their occurrence, intermediary in role, and second
ary to the primary neurophysiological disturbance' of brainstem activity.

Feeling that a reaction so complex and versatile as migraine could

hardly have arisen ab initio in man, we have speculated on its possible

precursors and analogues in lower animals. We have envisaged that mi

graines were differentiated, as reactions, from a broad region of passive,
parasympathetically-toned, protective reflexes, such as many animals

employ in response to environmental or internal threats-cold, heat,
exhaustion, pain, i llness, and enemies. All such reflexes, like migraine,

we have seen to be distinguished by regression and inertia, in contrast
to fight-flight responses.

Finally, we have considered migraines as experienced and as used, in

their relation to emotional life. Recurrent attacks, we have seen, consti
tute an available " flight into illness" for certain individuals, the motives
for such

flight being as various as those underlying neurotic or hysterical

behaviour. We have further considered, more diffidently, that specific

symptoms of migraine may be linked to speCific emotions or phantasies.

We have speculated that three forms of such psychosomatic linkage

may obtain in migraines: first, an inherent physiological connection be

tween certain symptoms and affects; second, a fixed symbolic equiva

lence between certain physical symptoms and states of mind, analogous
to the use of facial expressions; third, an arbitrary, idiosyncratic sym

bolism uniting physical symptoms and phantasies, analogous to the con

struction of hysterical symptoms.

Whichever of these mechanisms is employed, migraine shows itself

both eloquent and effective in providing an oblique expression of feelings
which are denied direct or adequate expression in other ways. In this, it
is analogous to many other psychosomatic reactions, and no less analo

gous to the languages of gesture and of dreaming. In all of these we

employ an archaic language, one which evolved long before the language
of words. Why do we retain the language of autonomic symptoms, move

ments, and images, when we could use words? Such behaviour may be
regressive, but it will never be obsolete: in the words of Wittgenstein:
"What can be shown cannot be said."

"The human body is the best picture of the human soul. "

P A RT I V

Therapeutic Approaches
to Migraine

Introduction

It could be maintained that with the clarification of the nature of mi
graine, so far as we have been able to accomplish this, our task is finished,
and that it would be a work of supererogation to provide a glossary of
"treatments. " Treatment, it might be said, is implicit in what has already
been passed. One may write

a

treatise on "Aphasia" without the need

to discuss speech-therapy. But our subject is not strictly comparable with
this: migraine is common, inflicts widespread

suffering

or

incapacity,

tends to recurrence, is benign, and is peculiarly prone to misunderstand
ing or mistreatment, both by patients and physicians.
We have endeavoured, in the preceding portions of this essay, to pre
sent a coherent and logically consistent picture ot the biology of mi
graine, and much of the therapeutic approach will be dictated by the
considerations already implied. But medicine cannot be reduced to co
herent and logically consistent terms-it is dependent on innumerable
variables and int,mgibles, on " magic," and above all

Oil

the tfllsting

relationship between physician and patiem.
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General Measures in the
Management of Migraine

We have observed that roughly a tenth of the population suffer from
common migraines, a fiftieth of the population from classical migraines,
and a minute proportion from certain rare migraine variants (migrainous
neuralgia, hemiplegic migraine, etc. ). A further fraction of the popula
tion, not inconsiderable, experience migraine equivalents and isolated
auras, but their numbers have not been estimated since their symptoms
are generally the subject of misdiagnosis. Although headache is the com
monest complaint presented to the practising physician, it is clear that
only a small fraction of the migrainous. population actually seek medical
help. These are patients whose attacks are severe, frequent, or bizarre,
and it is with them that Wf' will be concerned in this chapter.
The physician must function first as diagnostician, then as healer or
adviser. He has two diagnostic tasks: the identification of the complaint
that is presented to him, and the elucidation of its causes and determi·
nants. Let us assume that he has listened to the patient, perhaps observed
an attack, undertaken all investigations he considers reasonable, and
assured himself that the patient's problem is indeed one of recurrent
migraines. The initial history will suffice, in some cases, to delineate the
pattern of attacks and their chief causes; this is likely to obtain if the
problem is one of periodic migraine (attacks regularly recurring, usually
at intervals of 2 to 8 weeks, irrespective of the mode of life), or one of
circumstantial migraine (in which the attacks have been clearly associ
ated with specific provocative circumstances-excitement, exhaustion ,
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alcohol, etc.}. There will remain a large and severely-afflicted group of
patients who suffer very frequent attacks without easily-defined ante
cedents, and such patients may have to be seen repeatedly, and studied
carefully, before the determinants of their migraine are exposed. Two
auxiliary measures may be of panicuiar value in clarifying the pattefils
and determinants of repea�ed migraines: the keeping of two calendars
(a migraine calendar and a general diary of daily events), which may
reveal unsuspected circumstances as p'll"Ovocative of 2lttaclcs, and (if
deemed proper by the physician) the interviewing of dose relatives who
may provide invaluable information.
The physician becomes 21 therapeutic figure for the patient, whatever
he says, whatever he does. He may see the patient once, a dozen times,
or (if he is a psychiatrist) a thousand times. He may pIrOvide advice,
support, or analysis, but whatever he elects to do, his relationship to me
patient is pre-eminent. His authority, his sympathy, and the countless
intangible and largely unconscious bonds which are forged in an effective
doctor-patient relationship, are as important as the sense or otherwise
of anything he says and does. This relationship, then, is central in the
management of all patients with functional disease.
The question of dn�gs is likely to be raised at the outset, reluctantly,
hopefully, or peremptorily. Innumerable drugs have been used in the
treatment of migraine, many of which are successful, and a very few of
which are specific (see Chapter 1 5), and attitudes to drugs, on the part
of both patient and physician, may be extremely varied. My own
attitude, in very general terms, is to prescribe some specific or symptom
atic drug for the treatment of an acute attack, when seeing the patient
for the first or second time, but to make dear to him, at the same time,
my views on the place of drug-therapy in the management of migraine.
It would be cruel and pointless to deny medication to an acutely-suffering
patient, but it is another matter altogether to tout any form of drug
therapy as the sale treatment of severe, frequently-recurring migraines.
I therefore present drugs as auxiliary and provisional measures, to be
used while a fuller understanding of the patient's situation and his mi
graines is being achieved. There are some patients, of course, who insist
on drug-treatment (or allergic or histamine "desensitisarions," etc.) to
the exclusion of any other therapeutic approach, and such patients must
be treated in the only terms they allow.
The general therapeutic measures which have value for migraine pa
tients are threefold: the avoidance of circumstances known to be pro-
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vocative of attacks, the promotion of good general health, and, finally,
social and psychotherapeutic measures.· The first two of these may be
considered together.

GENERAL MEASURES AND AVOIDANCE OF PROVOCATiVE
CIRCUMSTANCES

One of the traditional roles of the physician is to tell the patient not to
worry, take a holiday, get enough exercise, not stay up too l ate, etc., and
this type of advice has been given to migraine patients, with varying
success, since the time of Hippocrates. Thus Aretaeus, writing in the
second century, made the following recommendations for epileptic and
migrainous patients:
Promenades long, straight, without tortuosities, in a well-ventilated place,
under trees of myrtle and laurel . . . It is a good thing to take journeys . . . ex
ercises should be sharper, so as to induce sweat and heat . . . cultivate a keen
temper, without irascibility.

Peters ( 1 8 5 3), writing seventeen centuries later, insists that the " hy
gienic" treatment of migraines is as important as the use of any drugs,
and elaborates the advice of Aretaeus as follows:
A general invigorating mode of life, diet and exercise are indispensable. 'Those
who have brought them on by sedentary habits, much mental exertion and
loss of sleep, must reform . . . avoid the excessive worry and perplexity of
engrossing cares . . . abstain from the use of black tea . . . The shower-bath,
and salt-water bathing, either at the sea-side, or in the house, are often useful
adjuncts . . . the bowels should be kept regular . . . The functions of the stom
ach and liver should be kept in as healthy a state as practicable . . . and those
of the uterus by great care at the monthly periods . . . Those who will indulge

in the dissipation of excessive pleasures, business, grief, or gormandising, will
needs r�tain their headaches.

Liveing ( 1 873), recognising that migraine is no respecter of social
classes, provided memorable images of two groups of people driven to
migraine by the circumstances of their lives. One group suffered from:
the exhaustion which is produced by a poor and insufficient diet . . . and in
women by too frequent suckling or child-bearing . . . excessive hours of lab

our, or occupations which entail a close confinement in the unwholesome and
ill-ventilated workshops and dwellings of our crowded towns . . .

For these, the poor of London, Liveing would provide better living
conditions, an adequate diet, and tonics-but alas! they are beyond his
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reach, for social reform must precede medicine. The second group of
people prone to migraine were of a different class, students and profes
sional men, engaged in
the struggle for competence and professional position . . . the pressure and
responsibilities of business, the competition and e){citement of commercial
speculation . . . or breaking down under the accumulating weight of family
cares . . .

For these liveing would recommend less ambition, less driving, more
moral and emotional ease. Such advice is easily given, but is never taken.
Alvarez, at the present rime, has declared: "BetteII' far perhaps [s a
healthy, happy rancher, than a headache-ridden professor!" but remains
himself at headache-ridden professor.
Dutifully we exhort our paticnts, in words which have hardly changed
from Aretaells to Alvarez, and which must be construed, for the most
pan, as so mu�h wasted breath. We are on firmer ground iff we cam
counsel patients in the avoidance of specific circumstances provocative
of migraine. There are countless such circumstances (many were listed
in Chapter 8), and it is a test olf the physician's acumen to pinpoint 2lS
many as possible.
Some such patients are sensitive to flickering light of certain frequen
cies, and need to have their television sets adjilisted. Some patients C:lllo
lll t
tolerate a missed meal, and others cannot tolerate a heavy meal. Some
cannot take more than a single drink without risking a migraine. Some
cannot tolerate loss of sleep, while others, conversely, will profit from
rationing off sleep. Un these and similar cases, the patient wAIl learn tha�
he faces a choice, to avoid the provocative circumstance or risk a mi
graine. But in the most important category of all, those patients illl whom
rage or other violent emotions may precipitate a migraine, the choice is
not open. As John Hunter observed, with regard to his own attacks of
angina which were precipitated by exertion or emotion: "A man may
resolve never to move from his chair, but he cannot resolve never to be
angry. "

sUPPOaTlVE AND PS¥CHOTHERAPEUTIC MEASURES

Wolff (1963), in his excellent and full discussion of the psychotherapeu
tic approaches to migraine patients (a discussion whose scope is limited
only by the fact that all Wolff's patients, like himself, exhibited the "mi
graine personality") makes three points which we must elaborate.
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1. The precise method to be used in the management of migraine patients
[Wolff writes] must ultimately depend on the physician's personal equip
ment and experience. A variety of approaches produces acceptable results.
It is essential that the physician himself be aware of the advantages and
shortcomings of the method he uses as a therapeutic agent.
We must add two comments in this connection relating to certain
dangers which may undermine the relationship of the migrainous patient
and his physician. The first is that the l atter, his ambitions whetted by
psycho-analytic reading, but lacking analytic experience, will subject a
patient to i mpertinent, irrelevant, irresponsible, ill-timed, and frequently
incorrect "interpretations" of repressed feelings; the patient will usually
respond, and rightly so, by finding another physician. The second danger
is commoner and more serious, and lies in the failure of the physician
to appreciate the magnitude and severity of psychopathology in certain

patients who come to him with relentless unremitting migraines. We have
already indicated that some such patients are deeply disturbed (Chapter

I2.),

and a very few ominollisly depressed or self-destructive.

These pa

tients, whose sufferings are out of proportion to their small numbers,
may be quite beyond the range of superficial psychiatric intervention,
and need to be referred for more specialised and intensive care.
The actual methods by which physicians may choose, or be forced,
to treat their patients is, of course, infinitely varied, as are the patients
themselves. Very few generalisations can be considered to have much
didactic value in this context. There is only one cardinal rule: one must
always listen to the patient. For if migraine patients have a common and
legitimate second complaint beside their migraines, it is that they have
not been listened to by physicians. Looked at, investigated, drugged,
charged: but not listened to.
The therapeutic interview, tied closely to consideration of the patient's
migraines in the first place, will gradually range further into other aspecrs
of the patient's life, and, particularly, with the stresses, fatigues, angers,
and frustrations which may be generated at work and at home. As the
physician listens, he clarifies: as he listens, he may drain 'off some of the
pent-up force of accumulated tensions; and, hopefully, he will be able

to point out to the patient how certain stresses may be sidestepped or
eased.
The power ot direct advice and exhortation, in emotional spheres, is
extremely limited. Weiss and English (1957), in their textbook of psy
chosomatic medicine, provide 9 "simple rules" for the moral rearma
ment of the migraine patient. These include such wholesome instructions
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as: "Be satisfied with less . . . Stop being so critical . . . Approve of your
self . . . Stop feeling so guilty . . . ," etc. Such maxims may be framed and
hung on a wall, but they cannot be emotionally assimilated through
virtue of being uttered.
Wolff is particularly concerned with obsessive patients, driven by the
harshness of their own standards and consciences, and imprisoned by
reiterative conscious imperatives: I must do this, I must do that . . . He
observes the tautness and anxious tension that characterise such patients,
and his therapeutic concern, therefore, is with "repeated release of ten
sion through discussion . . . " and with "enabling the subject to become
aware of his tension . . . fatigue . . . dissatisfaction . . . frustration, and
the obsessiveness of his preoccupation with work or responsibilities."
But not all patients with habitual migraines are of this character type,
a point which has already been demonstrated and discussed at length
(Chapters 9 and 1 2.). Many migraine patients, far from displaying over
activity and over-concern, show excessive compliance and passivity
(combined with deeply-repressed rage and hostility, which is expressed!
in their migraines) . Some show striking unconcern and denial of any

problems and stresses (those with " dissociative migraines," analogous
in their formation with hysterical symptoms). Another group of severely

afflicted patients are overtly depressed, masochistic, and alternate their
frequent migraines with other self-punitive devices. It is particularly these
patients which the physician will come to recognise, for they, unlike the
majority of migraine patients, require sophisticated and intensive han
dling if any therapeutic success is to be achieved.
2. For the physician the preventive treatment of migraine patients is costly in
energy. It is not a method that can be used by those who can give but a
few minutes to an interview.

Here, again, Wolff's statement may be amplified. The.r;e are many
migraine patients who come to a physician in the hope of receiving a
correct diagnosis, a reassurance that their disorder is benign, a plain
statement concerning its prognosis and management, and perhaps some
medication for acute attacks. Included in this group will be all those
patients who have relatively infrequent attacks, say 10 in a year. These
patients need to be seen once or twice, to give them the " facts," and
subsequently at widely-spaced intervals, once or twice a year, in order
to check that the status quo is being maintained. More severely affected
patients should be seen on a regular basis, at intervals-approximately,
of

2.

to 10 weeks-agreeable to both patient and physician. The early
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interviews must be long and searching, in order to expose for both pa
tient and physician the general situation and specific stresses which are
involved, while establishing the foundations of the physician's authority

and the patient-physician relationship; later consultations may be briefer
and more limited in scope, and will be chiefly concerned with the dis

cussion of current problems as these are experienced by the patient and

expressed in his migraines. Cursory medical attention is disastrous, and

an important cause of allegedly "intractable" migraine.

3. One must appreciate that elimination of the headache may demand m�e
in personal adjustment than the patient is willing to give. It is the role of
the physician to bring clearly into focus the cqst to the patient of his
manner of life. The subject must then decide ��hether he prefers to keep
his headache or attempt to get rid of it.
Wolff's statement stresses the limitations, as Groddeck questions the
propriety, of the physician who undertakes to treat psychosomatic ill

ness. Both are concerned, implicitly, with the reality of the patient's

"choice"-to hold or relinquish his symptoms. Thus we come, finally,

to a definition of the aim of therapy.

This cannot be put in simplistic formulae of "cure" but must be <COil

ceived as a strategy individually plotted for each particular patient, an

attempt to find and secure, the " best" modus vivendi for him. This is a

matter upon which there may exist a profound, if unconscious, disagree
ment between the patient and his physician. We must speak of the extent
to which certain patients-a minority, but an important and often

deeply-incapacitated group of patients-may be attached to their symp
toms, in

need of them;

the extent to which such patients may prefer the

migraine way of life, with all its torments, to any alternative which is

felt to be open to them. Wolff considers this possibility, but dismisses it
in a single phrase ( " . . . unwillingness to change may defeat ail therapeu
tic effort" ) ; we must, however, consider it at more length, particularly

in regard to that stubborn, tragic nucleus of patients whose migraines
have proved "incurable" despite a lifetime of seeking medical help.
We re!nartced, in the last chapter, that "conversion," or, in more gen
eral terms, the use of indirect physical means and illnesses

to

Cl!:press

thwarted drives must be considered as a perpetual potential in all of us,

and we stressed Deutsch's wise comment: " . . . human beings would be
most unhappy or would take far more flight into a neurosis if they could
not fall sick from rime to time. " Pdtients with extremely severe, unre

mitting migraines fall into three groups: some face intolerable external
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siruations, some face potentially intolerable internal situations, and a
very few (chiefly those who have had frequent classical migraines since
earliest childhood, and often a strong family history of this) appear to
have some idiopathic, physiological driving of their attacks analogous
to that of epilepsy. It is only with the former two groups that we are
here concerned. "Ve have already implied that in such patients severe
migraines may either coexist with severe neuroses, or occur in their place.
The attempt to dislodge severe habitual migraines in a pathologically
unconcerned or hysterical personality (Case 80, p. 1 6 8 ) may force the
patient to face intense anxieties and emotional conflicts which are even
less tolerable than the migraines. The physical symptoms, paradoxical ly,
may be more merciful than the conflicts they simultaneously conceal and
express. We may suspect this to be the case by observation of the per
sonality and the symptoms, and we may verify that it is the case, on
occasion, by the eruption of neurotic anxiety and conflict which may
follow any therapeutic attempt to disturb the status quo. In such cases,
migraines may fill the same paradoxical role, and be invested with the

same unconscious ambivalence, as severe neurotic symptoms-they de
fend the personality, and offer certain advantages and securities, whilst
preventing its expansion and freedom of action; the double role of city
walls. Illness in such cases, to paraphrase the words of Groddeck, is both
a friend and an enemy, and will only retreat if radically new choices can
be offered to the patient. 53

53 Essentially rhe same point is made by Freud with regard to the management of neu· Ii
rotic symptoms and illness; " . . . Although it may be said . . . that he has taken 'f1ight into '
illness,' it must be admitted that in many cases the flight is fully justified, and the physician
who has perceived this state will silently and considerately retire . . . Whenever . . . advan
tage through illness is at all pronounced, and no substitute for it can be found in'reality,
you need not look forward very hopefully to influencing the neurosis through your ther
apy" (Freud, 1 92.0, p. 3 9 1 J.

f i FTEEN

Specific Measures Dmurnng
and Between Alttadk§

Many patients, and not a few physicians, perpetually await the appear
ance of a definitive wOfSder-dmg for the specific treatment of migraine,
and many new drugs introduced upon the market are greeted as such
with rapture, and promoted at the expense of all existing remedies. Read
ers who have opened this book at this point may be assured that there
have never been any such wonder-drugs, and never will be; readers who
have reached this point by following the course of this book will appre
ciate the reasons for this. The specific treatment of migraine, like that
of epilepsy or Parkinsonism, is a matter of trial and choice from among
a considerable number of drugs which act on specific mechanisms in the
nervous system, allied to symptomatic treatment, to the use of accessory
drugs, and-not least-of important measures other than pharmaco
logical ones.
The treatment of migraine attacks has always attracted an astonishing
range of medical and surgical measures, not a few of which have been
as radical as the stone-age measure of trepanning the skull. Medieval
measures for the treatment of migraine included the use of every drug
available at the time, and, if these failed; an appeal to blood·letting as a
last resort.
Perhaps the first specifically useful drug discovered was caffeine. The
drinking of much strong coffee was advocated by Willis, three centuries
ago. Heberden, writing at the very start of the nineteenth century, re
corded the use of " . . . valerian, the fetid gums, myrrh, musk, camphor,
opium, extract of hemlock, sneezing powders . . . " as being fashionable
in his day, but futile, and himself considered a draught of tartar emetic
238
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and tincture of opium as the most useful of prescriptions. Liveing, a
century ago, advised the use of bromides and valerian as sedative mea
sures, and of caffeine, belladonna and colchicine as specific measures to
be used in the treatment of attacks. Gowers, assessing the treatments
available towards the end of the last century, recommended the use of
bromides as a staple measure, which might be combined with ergot: He
considered that nitroglycerin could be exceptionally useful, especially in
combination with tincture of gelsemium and nux vomica. The efficacy
of such mixtures was increased by the addition of Indian hemp (see
Appendix III).
Although ergot had been used intermittently and without great en
thusiasm since the 1 8 80s, it only came into vogue about 40 years ago
with the advent of pure crystalline preparations, but since that time has
held undisputed pride of place in the therapeutic armamentarium against
migraine . An entirely different class of drug was introduced in the early
1960S as a consequence of chemical studies of the mechanisms of mi
graine; the best-known of these is methysergide, which is pre-eminent in
the prophylaxis of migraine, as ergotamine is in the treatment of the
acute attack.
This, very briefly, is the order in which pharmacologically-specific
drugs for migraine were discovered. They are few in number, and their
discovery has been a matter of difficulty, not because so few drugs may
be of therapeutic use in migraine, but because any and every drug may
work, given sufficient faith on the part of the patient. For every phar
macologically-specific drug which may be used in the treatment of mi
graine, a hundred others have been advocated: patent-medicines, home

remedies, �nostra, wonder-drugs, homeopathic drugs, placebos all of
them, some merely charming or silly, others vicious or fraudulent. The
mere listing of all the drugs which have been promoted for the treatment
of migraine would compose a sizeable volume, and its contents would
constitute one of the curiosa of Medicine.

DRUGS USEFUL IN THE TREATMENT
OF A MIGRAINE ArrACK

We must here consider three classes of drug: those which affect the actual
mechanism of the migraine attack, in particular the dilatation of extra
cranial arteries which is responsible for headache; symptomatic drugs to
diminish pain, nausea, and other concomitant symptoms; and accessory
�gs, to promote relaxation or sleep.
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ERGOTAMINE TARTRATE

Ergotamine tartrate is the best available drug for the treatment of severe
migraine headaches; i t is neither necessary nor advisable to use it in the
case of milder attacks. The drug may be taken by mouth, by sublingual
absorption, by suppository, by aerosol administration, or by injecrion,
depending upon the desired rapidity of acrion, and upon individual tol
erance or preference. Wolff favoured the use of ergotamine injection
above other methods of administration, and there is no doubt that this
may abort an attack when no other method of taking the drug has been

useful. it can hardly, however, be advised as a routine or initial measure.

H

ergotamine is of value (as it will

be

in roughly 80 per cent of

all

migraine attacks), it must be administered as early as possible after the
inauguration of migraine symptoms, for many attacks gather momentum
very rapidly, and become increasingly less amenable to therapeutic in
tervention. Am attack of migrainous neuralgia, for example, may achieve
climactic intensity within a few minutes, and in such attacks oral ergota
mine is absorbed too slowly to be of use (ergotamine tablets are absorbed
within half an hour, if the stomach is empty; ergotamine suppositories
and sublingual preparations within quarter of an hour; aerosol and par
enteral administration may be effective within five to ten minutes). A

classical migraine should be treated with ergotamine while the aura is

in progress, and if the drug is taken at this stage, the headache and other
ensuing symptoms of a full-blown attack may, with luck, be entirely
averted. A common migraine should be treated as soon as the patient
becomes aware of its inaugl,l[ation.

Most therapeutic schedules advocate massive treatment with ergota

mine within the first hour of the attack, during which a total dose of 4

to 8 I1!!g may be taken orally or rectally, or a quarter of this amount if

the drug is administered parenterally. Wolff advises that the maximum

oral dose taken during the course o� an attack should not exceed

I1

mg.

It is important to dissuade paricms from taking re pea ted doses of ergota

mine if the attack persists despite initial treatment. Although an injection

of ergotamine may interrupt all attack which has been in existence for
many hours, alld is always worth trying if no ergotamine has been taken

earlier, it may be stated, as a rough rule, that ergota min e affords an

ail-or-none treatment which will succeed, if i t is going to succeed, \'Vithin

the first hour of the attack.

There are certa i n important cOlliltra-indications to the use of ergota

mine. First and foremost, it mu st never be given duri ng pregnancy; since,
howeveJr, pregnamc y i tself procures some remission or even total exemp-
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tion from migraine in a l arge proportion of patients (see Chapter 9), the

withholding of ergotamine at this time may be

no great ha rdsh ip . It is

also of importance to ascertain whether migrainous patients suffer from
Raynaud's disease, Buerger's disease, or other problems com promi sing

the peripheral circulation; the presence of any such conditions must also

be regarded as an absolute contra-indication to the use of ergot. Coro
nary disease is a relative contra-indication, depending on its severity;
patients with severe coronary disease should never take ergotamine.
Side-effects of ergotamine a re prominent in some patients and negli
gible in others. The commonest of th ese are nausea and vomiting, and

patients so affected may face a pretty choice between enduring a violent

headache with relatively little malaise, or eliminating the headache at the
expense of repeated nause a and vomiting. Other patients may experience
a degree of faintness or drowsiness after taking ergotamine which is

sufficient to prevent activity, but not to make the drug intolerable. The
majority of patients, 9 out of

10,

have no adverse effects from the drug. 54

The therapeutic effects of ergotamine may be potentiated by combi

nation with other drugs, particularly caffeine and belladonna, and there
are many proprietary preparations on the market providing such com
binations.

OTHER SPECIFIC DRUGS

Caffeine is a stimulant, a constrictor of cranial arteri.es and a diuretic. It
is simple, non-toxic, and delightful to take, and should never be neglected
in attacks of migraine which permit taking medication by mouth. Re
peated cups of strong tea or coffee may always be recommended as worth
taking i n the earlier portions of an attack.

We have laid stress, in former chapters, on the strong parasympathetic

predominance which characterises migraine symptoms, and we might

therefore anticipate that parasympathetic blockers or sympathomimetic

drugs would be of use. This supposition is borne out in practice. Such

drugs are of particular use in cases where ergotamine is not toierated,
contra-indicated or ineffectu al . I have p rescr ibed tincture of belladonna,

or related synthetic drugs, in a number of patients with relatively mild

S4The clinical picture of ergotism, writes Wolff, is dramatic and terrifying. First there
is vigorous vomiting, then the extremities, usually the feet, become pu/se/ess, and swell
with congestion and cyanosis. Ultimately gangrene develops. Although I have never seen
ergotism of Ihis degree, I have observed that a number of chronic ergotamine-takers (es
pecially those who take in excess of 50 mg weekly) develop mildly ischaemic extremities,
with pale, loose, mottled, cold·sensitive skin sometimes dotted with minute SCllrs or micro

infarctions.
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but very protracted migraines, with gratifying results. I cannot be sure
whether these therapeutic results represent a specific pharmacological
effect or a placebo-effect; I know only that [ have found the drug useful.

Complementary to belladonna, and sometimes conveniently combined
with it, is the use of amphetamines; I have prescribed these particularly
for attacks of migraine or migrainous neuralgia which present themselves
within a few minutes of waking in the morning.
Drugs of belladonna and amphetamine type carry obvious dangers of
toxic effects, let-down reactions, and dependence; nevertheless, if used
with discretion by suitable patients, they have every right to be included
in the legitimate armoury of drugs specifically counteracting the mech
anisms of migraine.

SYMPTOMATIC DRUGS

The outstanding symptom of common migraine is headache while nau
sea ranks next in frequency and severity. Analgesic drugs may suffice by
themselves in the treatment of mild attacks of migraine, and many such
attacks, without doubt, may be very adequ�tely treated with aspirin. In
the case of severe headache codeine or even morphine may be required.
The use of narcotic pain-killers is conspicuous in a number of patients
with severe and frequent migraines, and problems of dependence or ad
diction in such patients may constitute a problem additional to, and
sometimes more malignant than, that of the migraine attacks themselves.

Some of these patients may be weaned away from the stronger analgesics
by the use of ergotamine, which they have never had occasion to take.
If nausea and vomiting are severe, it may be impossible

to

take any

medication by mouth, and in such cases the best route (and the only
alternative to injection) may be that of rectal absorption. Virtually every
type of analgesic and anti-emetic drug is available in the form of sup
positories.

ADJUNCTIVE DRUGS
The severest migraines are barely compatible with physical activity, and
demand inactivity, and, above all, rest. All forms of sedative therefore
have a place as adjuncts to specific and symptomatic treatment of mi
graine attacks. The most generally useful of these are barbiturates with
a medium duration of action, and these are frequently combined with
analgesics in various proprietary combinations. Tranquillisers also find
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a place in treatment of the acute attack, particularly if great irritability,
anxiety or depression is present.

MISCELLANEOUS DRUGS

Innumerable other drugs have been used, and are still used, in the treat
ment of the acute migraine attack: nicotinic acid, anti-histamines, di
uretics, etc. Only the last of these deserves serious consideration. A
number of migraines, particularly menstrual migraines, may be preceded
or accompanied by profound fluid-retention, and it has been found that
some degree of fluid-retention accompanies at least a third of all com
mon migraines (see Chapter

I). Wolff considered that this fluid-retention

was not causally related to migraine headache, for the latter could not
be influenced either by experimental diuresis or hydration.
At one time, I frequently prescribed the use of diuretics, particularly
in the context of protracted menstrual migraines; I did this without se
rious anticipations of success, and I had no success with them. Physicians
who are enthusiastic about the possibilities of diuretic therapy, and who
communicate their optimism to their patients, frequently secure gratify
ing results by their use. These considerations suggest, without proving,
that if diuretics are effective in the treatment of migraine, it is principally
in view of their placebo-effects.

GENERAL MEASURES IN THE ACUTE ATTACK

A migraine of mild or moderate degree is entirely compati ble with nor
mal physical activity, and may be treated with medication (ergotamine
and analgesics, etc.) while the patient is up and about. Severe attacks are
barely compatible with normal activity, and may, in many cases, be
exacerbated or protracted by continued activity. This, however, is by no
means invariable, and a number of patients may find that they can work
themselves out of an attack. Nevertheless, the tendency is for all mi
graines to be accompanied by some degree of lethargy, lowered muscular
tone, and drowsiness (although these symptoms may be ignored in face
of an overwhelmingly severe head-pain), and for the patient to seek rest.
Ideally, therefore, the patient should be encouraged to secure the rest
which the illness demands. In Wolff's words:
Every administration of ergotamine should be followed by rest in bed for a
period of not less than two hours. The desirability of this cannot be overstated,
because the biologic purpose of the attack is defeated if the patient immedi-
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ately resumes acti vity . . . If suitable reiaJI:arion and rest in bed is neglected
after the abortion of an attack with ergotamine, headaches may actually occur
with increased frequency.

Some patients may prefer to sit in a chair, finding

that recumbency

may aggravmte their headaches. Local measures pf use are pressure over

the affected

aneries, and the use

ot ice-packs over the forehead. There

may be intense s�nsory 2nd general irritability; the patient must therefore

be shielded from light, noise, and intruSive attentions. He is

likely to be

very thirsty, and mmy become dehydrated from repeated vomiting, pro

fuse perspiration, and, in some attacks, diarrhoea. Thin soups, wim
ome added salt, may be recommended to maintain fluid mod sab bal
ance. There should Illot, however, be any attempts to give solid food; the

s

patient will not suffer from a day's starvation, and his nausea will be
minimised if the sromach is kept empty.

TREATMENT OF " STATUS MIGRAINOSUS "

The term "status" is reserved for the occurrence of confluent or COD
tinuous attacks of paroxysmal illness, whether this is epileptic, asth

matic, or migrainous in nature. True migraine status must be treated as

a medical emergency. The patient is liI{ely to have suffered excruciating
headache for

several days without pause, to be prostrated or collapsed

from incessant vomiting, and seriously dehydrated. Status migrainosus

can feel like a fatal illness, and the patient may be intensely apprehensive
or depressed to near-suicidal degree.
The first acts

of the physician must be reassurance

and protective

seclusion, for the intensity of the patient's anxiety, and the

agitated

movement of relatives milling around in a well-intentioned but intensely

irritating manner, are likely to

be important factors in perpetuating the

state. {ntensive domiciliary care must be provided, or, in me severest

cases, admission to hospital. The patient will be in need of massive medi
cation: parenteral

bmrbituraces, codeine or morphine, anti-emetic drugs,

and frequently strong tranquillisers such as chlorpromazine. All support
ive measures must be taken, among which intravenous feeding of fluids
is of crucial imporrance. Ergotamine is not indicated in this situation,
.

and is prone to aggravate rather than ameliorate the symptoms.
The use of steroids must

be considered in every case of true mignlline

status, provided their use is not contra-indicated on other grounds.

When the status is finally over, and the patient has returned to his
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normal health, he must be encouragecl to place himself under continuing
medical care. Attacks of migraine, in their nature, tend to be of limited
duration, but attacks of migraine status ar� nearly always associated
with intense if hidden emotional stresses, the desperate quality of the
symptoms reflecting the intensity of the underlying emotional substrate.

PREVENTION OF MIGRAINE

ATIACKS

Drugs employed in the prophylactic treatment of migraine fall into two
classes: the first. group is constituted by drugs considered to modify the
migraine- mechanisms and specific migraine-reactiv ity , and the second
group, of no less importance, aims to diminish emotional reactivity

where this is considered to be a major determinant of frequent migraines.
It is evident that only a limited proportion of migraine patients are
actually in need of any prophylactic therapy. Patients with isola-ted at
tacks coming at relatively infrequent intervals are obviously not can
didates for preventive therapy. The group of patients we are here
concerned with are those with frequent, severe, unremitting attacks: the
most severely-affected patients may, for example, suffer as many as five
attacks of migraine weekly, and be seriously incapacitated on a chronic
basis. Another group of patients

to

whom prophylactic treatment is a

necessity are those with cluster headache, overwhelmingly painful at
tacks of migrainous neuralgia, a 5 many as 10 a day, throughout the

2-

to 8-week duration of the cluster. A third group of patients who are in
need of preventive therapy are those with severe, protracted menstrual
migraines .
The most .potent drugs with specific prophylactic power against mi
graine attacks are ergometrine and methysergide (Sansen in USA, Deseril
in UK). Belladonna compounds are of some prophylactic use; anti-his
tamines, though vvidely used for this purpose, are of unproven efficacy.
The use of steroids, already mentioned in connection with the treatment
of status migrainosus, has a further use-if methysergide has failed-in
the treatment of cluster headache.
Methysergide

<I.ysergic

acid butanQ!amide) was introduced for the

prophylaxis of migraine almost a decade ago, following the studies of
Sicuteri, and his demonstration of the remarkable anti-serotonin effects
of methysergide. Indeed, the drug was introduced as an anti-serotonin

agent; it has, however, anti-inflammatory, anti-histaminic and many
other pharmacological properties, and it is far from certain that its thera-
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peutic effectiveness is due to its anti-serotonin effect. Its initial effective
ness, in the early sixties, appeared astounding, and it was claimed that
upwards of 90 per cent of all cases of severe migraine could hope for

dramatic improvement while taking it. It was widely held that the won
der-drug for migraine had at last arrived; the expectation of its healing
powers doubtless contributed to those powers. However its efficacy and
its reputation have both declined over the years; in unison, it may now
be said that methysergide benefits no more than a third of all patients
with severe, frequent migraines. Nevertheless, methysergide is still the
most powerful prophylactic agent available, and should be tried in all
cases of "intractable" migraine provided that it is not contra-indicated
on medical grounds, and provided that adequate vigilance is exercised,
both by physician and patient, in the avoidance of side-effects

Olr

roxic

effects.
Methysergide is available in

2

mg tablets, and at one time patients

were given daily doses as high as 20 mg daily. The reasonable maximum
daily dose is now considered to be 8 mg daily, for while there is no added

benefit beyond this dosage, there

is

a

sha rp increase in toxic effects.

Common initial side-effects are those of nausea, drowsiness, or abnormal
wakefulness; these are likely to be tolerable and transient, and are
mimimized if the full therapeutic dosage of methysergide is achieved
gradually, e.g. over a period of a week or 10 days. This length of time

is commonly required before its full therapeutic power is manifest, and

this also must be made clear to patients. The other and more serious
side-effects of methysergide fall into several categories: disorders of high
cerebral function, vasomotor problems, vascular insufficiency, and fi
brotic problems.
Possible disorders of neurological function are many and bizarre;
most physicians with appreciable eJ(perience of the drug have come
across a number of these in patients taking methysergide, but I am lIlot
aware that they have ever been systematically surveyed. Persistent insom

nia or persistent drowsiness may occur; a number of patients may be
come

significantly depressed while on the drug (methysergide has bten

employed, in preliminary studies, for the treatment of mania);

a

few

patiems may exptrience bizane disorders of voluntary movemel1t

states of catalepsy, fascination, and statuesque immobility, or s�ates of

psychomotor excitemem and compulsive movement: symptoms more

familiar in certann forms of Parkinsonism, catatonia, and some ilfltOlti

catio[)S (phenorhiazides, bulbocapnine, lSD, L-dopa, etc.) ;

a

very few

patients may expenellice unusually vivid dreaming, or waking dreamy-
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states with odd perceptual changes or hallucinations (methysergide is an
exceedingly close chemical relative of LSD, lysergic acid diethylamide).
The vasomotor and vasoconstrictive effects of methysergide may be
responsible for elevations of blood-pressure (especially in previously hy
pertensive patients) and, more seriously, compromise of the blood-sup
ply in the extremities or internal organs. Compromised circulation in the
arms or legs may be experienced as numbness, coldness, or tingling in
the fingers and toes; rarely, there may be ischaemia of the entire limb,
with disastrous consequences if untreated. All major internal arteries
.
may be a ffected, in particular coronary and mesenteric arteries.
The third category of toxic problems occurs only in relation to long
continued use of the drug, and consists of fibrotic indurations in the
pleural

or pericardiac spaces, rarely, and retroperitoneal fibrosis, of

which nearly a hundred cases associated with methysergide administra
tion have been reported. The former may present as breathlessness or
pleuritic pain, and the latter as back-pain, loin-pain, haematuria, etc. It
is of particular note that methysergide-induced retroperitoneal fibrosis
may be clinically silent, proceeding in the absence of symptoms to severe
unilateral hydronephrosis.
This formidable list of potential side-effects does not imply that the
drug should not be used; what it does imply is the necessity of pains
taking periodic examination of the patient, allied to the f�se of certain
routine tests. Patienrs on methysergide should be seen at intervals of a

month, or at most 6 weeks; they must be closely questioned regarding
any untoward symptoms (chest-pain, shortness of breath. coldness and
numbness of fingers, etc.), while the clinical examination will include
auscultation of the chest, recording of blood-pressure, and careful ex
amination of all peripheral pulses. Maintaining the blood-pressure cuff
above the systolic pressure may induce tingling in the fingers within a
few seconds

if there is significant but as yet asymptomatic compromise

of the peripheral circulation; an ischaemic cuff can normally be tolerated
for at least 60 seconds without the production of any paraesthesiae. The
most important laboratory investigations to be performed afe three
monthly blood-counts, chest X-rays, and electrocardiograms. An abbre

viated intravenous pyelogram should be performed at the inauguration
of ·Iong-standing merhysergide administration (e.g. after one month of
treatment, if the latter is so successful as to indicate the patient's contin
uance on the drug), followed by further pyelograms at intervals of 6

months (Elkind et al. 1968).
We have devoted considerable space to the discussion of side-effects
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and their avoidance, for the outstanding danger in the use of methyser
gide is

negligence on the part of patient or physician. The drug is never

one to be used casually. Having said this, one must emphasise that meth·
ysergide, when properly used, is outstandingly effective in the prophy
laxis of migraine in many patients who have proven refraerory to all
other specific therapeutic measures, and its use should always be con
sidered in such patients. I have kept upwards of 200 patients on methy
sergide for as much as

2.

years, without encountering any untoward

effeers, and some of the patients I have seen have taken it for 8 years,
with highly satisfactory results.
It is advisable to take long-term patients off the drug for one month
every 6 months, for this apparently reduces the likelihood of any side
effeers. The dose should be reduced gradually at such times, for abrupt
cessation of the drug may cause a violent rebound phenomenon, a status
migrainosus, analogous to the status epilepticus which may occur if pa
tients are suddenly taken off anticonvulsant drugs.
The prophylactic use of ergot drugs was practised long before the
appearance of methysergide, but has somewhat fallen into disuse with
the rise of the newer drug. I have had a number of patients who have
taken ergot drugs prophylaerically for many years with very satisfactory

effeers, but I have never had occasion to make an adequate comparison
of the rdative efficacy of ergot drugs and methysergide. Such a compari
son has very recently been performed by Barrie et al. ( 1 968). These work
ers have compared the effectiveness of ergotamine tartrate (0.5 to 1 mg
daily), ergometrine maleate

(I to

2.

mg daily) and methysergide (3 to 6

mg daily). Remarkably little therapeutic difference was found in this
trial; the ergot drugs showed themselves almost as effective as methyser
gide, ·and their use was associated with fewer side-effects, and less de
faulting from the trial. In all cases, the higher dosages were more effeerive
than the lower ones.
The contra-indications regarding the use of methysergide are essen
tially those which have been mentioned with regard to ergotamine; it is
worth reiterating that the drug should

never be used if a patient has

Raynaud's disease or Raynaud's phenomenon.55 A number of workers
consider that methysergide is contra-indicated by coexistent collagen dis55 A number of previously asymptomatic patients may develop their first Ollert symp
toms of vascular sensitivity when pla.ced on methysergide; these idiosyncratic reactions are
especially common, and to be guarded against, in those who have a family history of
Raynaud's disease. Some physicians attempt to "titrate" such patients with small doses of
ergot or methysergide. This procedure is to be avoided, ·for it may lead to progressive
ischaemic damage of the extremities.

Specific Measures
ease; it is certain that if retroperitoneal or other fibroses develop while
on methysergide (these are potentially reversible unless advanced), the
drug should not be given again.
There is a large group of patients who experience several relatively
mild migraine attad(s each month, and are in need of some prophylactic
medication, but not of methysergide or ergotamine in high doses. My
experience has been that belladonna may provide a specific prophylactic
medication of adequate power in many such patients, and is perhaps best
combined with small amounts of ergotamine and phenobarbital: many
such proprietary preparations are available.
It is illegitimate to use steroids on a long-term basis for the prevention
of migraine, save in the special case of cluster headache. This is the least
bearable of all forms of migraine during the duration of a severe cluster,
for the patient may be driven to desperation by experiencing as many as
a dozen individual attacks daily, each of excruciating severity.
The individual attacks may be treated with a quickly-absorbed form
of ergotamine with variable success, but prophylactic treatment must
supplement this. it is always worth using methysergide in such cases, but

this will only disrupt the cluster in a proportion of cases. If the duster
continues with undiminished intensity after two weeks of methysergide
administration, it is worth supplementing it with one of fluorinated! ste
roids in high dosage; and to both of these a tranquilliser may be added
with advantage.

NON-SPECIFIC ORUG-TRIEATMENT IN THE
PROPHYLAXIS O F MIGRAINE

Clinical observation of migraine patterns indicates that a majority of
patients with extremely frequent, severe, intractable migraines are caught
in a situation of severe emotional stress or conflict (of which they may
or may not be aware) and that this drives the migraine as a psycho
somatic expression of their underlying emotional problems. We have
indicated that there exist a small proportion of patients who have expe
rienced incessant migraines since earliest childhood (usually of the clas
sical variety), who appear to suffer from a truly idiopathic form of the
illness; this latter group is also l ikely to be emotionally disturbed, al

though the disturbance in their case may be secondary to intractable
migraine, rather than its cause. Both groups may stand in need of pro

phylactic medication additional to methysergide, ergotamine, etc. The
choice of such medication is, of course, dependent on the severity and
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type of emotional distress which may be exhibited, the patient's actual
reactions to trial of one medication or another, the presence of any medi
cal contra-in-dicarions, and the physician's individual preferences.
Some patients may be "held" by mild medications such as pheno
barbital ( 1 / 4-112. gr. r.d.) or meprobamate; others will need compounds
of the chlordiazepoxide type (Librium, Valium, etc.), and the most se
verely disturbed will require phenothiazine tranquillisers, or anti-depres
sants (Tofranil, 'etc.). In the case of more severeiy disturbed patients,
some form of psychotherapy may be indicated or demanded, from simple
supportive therapy and regular attention from a physician to intensive
psychotherapy.

MISCELLANEOUS DRUGS IN THE
TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE

It has been indicated that a limitless variety of drugs have been promoted
at one time or another in the treatment of migraine, and that many of
these have been dramatically successful, despite the improbability of any
chemical rationale for their acrion, or indeed in the absence of any chemi
cal activity whatever. Migraine is notoriously (and fortunately) sensitive
to therapeutic suggestion, and the assessment of true pharmacological
activity is made extremely difficult by the existence of outstanding pla
cebo-response in many patients. A few such drugs may be alluded to very
briefly.

HISTAMINE

"

OESENSITISATION

"

Horton introduced the technique of histamine "desensitisation" for mi
grainous neuralgia on the supposition (subsequently refuted) ' that such
attacks represented an abnormal response to endogenously-produced
histamine. The treatment was outstandingly successful in the charismatic
hands of its originator, but generally of indifferent success in the hands
of others. The mystique (and perhaps also the masochistic gratification)
of repeated histamine injections, coupled with the attention of an enthu
siastic physician, is no doubt the secret of success when histamine
desensitisation is of value. It may be recommended as an innocuous pla
cebo-procedure, especially ,for patients who have heard of the technique
and clamour for injections.
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"
ALLERGIC " DESENSITISATION

This too, like histamine desensitisation, has been promoted on the basis
of an erroneous theory, but is frequently of use in certain patients. The
most suitable patients, as might be predicted, are those who deny the
possibility of any emotional distress or driving of their migraines, and
believe implicitly in the allergic origin of their attacks. Such patients may
do el{traordinarily well in the hands of an attentive allergist who shares
their beliefs, and who will combine injections with the therapellltic emo
tional contact of which the p:lltient stands in need.

HORMONE 1flREATMENTS

The general subject of hormones in relarion to migraines has already
been considered at length (Chapter 8), and at this point we need only
recal l the conclusions there reached: that the majority of such studies
have been conducted without adeqlllate controls, and that their results,
accordingly, admit of many interpretations. We have noted, also, that
certain hormone preparations may aggravate migraine, in addition to
exposing the patient to a number of unwanted and incalculable side
effects.
lFor these reasons, hormones cannot be considered as harmless place
bos, comparable to nicotinic acid, glucose tablets, or histamine injec
tions. The entire matter is urgently in need of experimental clarification,
and! must be considered sub

iudice at the present time. These consider

ations predispose me against any attempted use of hormone-prepara
tions other than in the context of a conn-oiled experiment, and! H have
both avoided, and advised against, the use of hormone-preparations in

my own practice.

SURGKCAIL PROCEDURES

Credulous and desperate suMerers from migraine have presented a pe
rennial target for well-meaning surgical procedures, which at best may
be worthless or procure transient remission, and at worst may be grossly
fraudulent or mutilating.
A number of local procedures have been advocated, and are still adJ
vocated, such as ligation or denervation of one temporal artery in CElses
of severe, persistently unilateral migraine. These and other procedures
have been discussed in great detail by Wolff ( I 963), and we can do no
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more than restate his

assessment of such procedures, n amely that they

only procure transient benefit.

A different and altogether more horrifying problem is that of general
surgical procedures which may be performed for the treatment o f mi
graine, procedures which may vary from simple removal of all the teeth,
or the tonsils, to near-evisceration of the patient: gall-bladder, uterus,
and ovaries are the usual sacrifices to the surgeon's knife. A particularly
common victim is the migrainous woman of middle age, who has been
submitted to hysterectomy in the hope of eliminating frequent migraines.
Ch a racteristically many such operations are followed by a period of remis

sion from migraine, but the attacks are subsequently likely to re-establish
themselves in the same or another pattern. If permanent exemption from
migraine is secured, we must envisage the surgery as filling the role of a

particularly monstrous placebo or satisfying some intense masochistic
need. Although some patients will continue to clamour for operations,

and some surgeons will respond to their requests, it cannot be stated too

strongly that surgical procedures have no place in the treatment of mi
graine.
We may wonder whether there is not an implicit moral basis (mas

ochistic or pun i ti ve) underlying the performance of mutilating surgical

operations in this context, and we may remind ourselves of certain Vic
torian treatments of epilepsy, in which the existence of such a basis is
more openly ad mitted :
Castration has been proposed as a remedial measure . . . circumcision, if ef
fectually performed, is usually successful, and should be adopted in ail cases
in which there is a reason to associate the disease [epilepsy] with masturba
tion. (Gowers, 1 8 8 1 )

CONCLUSIONS

There is only one cardinal rule: (me must always listen to the patlent 1 _
and, by the same token, the cardinai sin is not listening, ignoring. Prior
to

any and all specific approaches, there must be this gen er al approach,

a relation, a communication with the patient, so
th at patient and phYSician understand each other. A relationship, more

the establishment of

over, in which the patient is not entirely passive and compliant, believing
and doing what he

IS

tOld, and taking what is "ordered " ; a rel ati onsh i p

which is, essentiaJly, collaborative.
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The history of "treatments" for migraine is largely a story of m edica l
"overkill" and patient exploitation, and the first thing to be understood
by the patient, if and when the time comes for him to seek medical advice,
is to insis t on a full and c arefu l d;sCl�ss;on between himself and his phy
sician, a discussion which defers to the speci al knowledge and skill of
the latter, but is none rhe les.s <1l di�cu ss ion between one adult and an
other. The wise physieian will wish to be conservative, Imowing as he
does the wisdom o f the body, and the natural tendency toward resolu
t ion seen in migraine-and 'similar disorders. He will be against massive

-"intervention " and " fussing-around , "

this is not

lmowing (as Hippocrates did) that

only inane but counterproductive and m2l' complicate the

situation and delay its resolution.

The vast m ajority of migraine attacks, by virtue of the fact that they
move toward resolution, after running their course of so m any hours,
require nothing more than the simplest measures to make these hours
bearable: namely, strong tea (or coffee), rest, darkness and sil ence The
simplest of analgesics-aspirin, or something comparable-will take the
edge off the pain in a majority of attacks; and with the dimin ution of
the pain, there is likely to follow a diminution of nausea and other symp
toms, if present (apparently by "sympathy" within the body, so that a
return to health or "valescence" of one affected organ wiJI lead the way
to a co nvalescence of them all).
By the same token, any measure, taken for any one sympto m, can
help dissipate them all. If nausea is intense, an anti-emetic will help; and
help not only the nausea, but the headache as well. A very mild seda
tive-a little phenobarbi tal librium or valiu m (the equivalent of GoWe.IS'S
bromides) will tend to alleviate all the path ological excitements-the
.

"

"

,

pou nding head, the ir ri tabi li ty, the restlessness, the a nxiety- a nd allow

th e fastest possible reso l uti on of attacks.

In the original editi on of this book I spoke much of ergotamine and
other d r ugs th ar can

abort an attack, just as there are physiologica l mea
achieve this. I am now less

sures (exercise, sleep, etc.) which may also

ce rt a i n of the wisdom of a borting attacks and instead of advising such
,

drugs s traightaway, I woul d have the patient consider the pros and cons
of letting the attack develop naturally. The following case history will

illustrate this:

Case 75
A middle-aged professor, of fiery temperament, who tends to get
classical migraines on Friday afternoons, following his inspired and stonny
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teaching sessions. He has scarcely time to rush home from these before sco
tomata and other symptoms make their appearance, followed within minutes
by violent hemicrania, nausea, and vomiting. If these symptoms are endured,
they ,un their course and resolve in three hours, leaving a wonderful sense of
refreshment, and almost of rebirth. If, on the other hand, they are aborted
(as they may be by ergotamine, exercise, or sleep), there is a persistent malaise
throughout the entire weekend. Thus this patient is presented with a choice:
to be violently ill for three hours, and then perfectly well; or to be vaguely ill
and wretched for two to three days. Since realising his situation, he has given
up the use of all abortiv-e measures, finding a severe but brief migraine alto. gerher preferable to a mild but greatly extended one.

There are different moods of medicine in different times-and differ
ent places. We fuss about the migraineur now, with injections and inter
ventions, in a way which would have horrified Liveing, or the Victorians,
and it is precisely this sort of fussing which makes migraine worse so
that, paradoxically, the very intensity and incessancy of "treatment,"
these days, may serve to aggravate, not alleviate, the malady it seeks to
help. The best migraine clinic I have seen was one where the sufferer was
led, without an unnecessary movement or words, to a darkened cubicle,
where he could lie down and rest, and receive a pot of tea and a couple
of aspirin.
The results of this simple, natural regiment, even with classical attacks
of great severity, were far more impressive than anything I had seen in
other clinics; and brought home to me with an overwhelming conviction
that, for the vast majority of patients and attacks, the answer does not
lie in ever-more-powerful drugs, and medicamental aggressiveness, but
a

sensitive feeling for suffering, and nature; a deep sense of the healing

power of nature itself (vis medicatrix naturae), and the humility which
seeks to woo nature, but never to bully

it.

For though a migraine is a physiological event, it is not just a physi
ological event, but one that tends to be strongly related to, and deter
mined by, the affected

individual-his character, his "needs," his cir

cumstances, and his mode of life. Thus it is insufficient to look for purely
physiological remedies, when what one may have to remedy, if it can be
remedied, is a whole way of life, a whole life.
This was always the central motto and message of Hippocrates, the
Father of Medicine: that one must not treat the disease, but the afflicted
individual ; that though the doctor must be knowledgeable and expert
about diseases, drugs, physiology, and pharmacology, his ultimate con
cern must be for the individual himself.
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The physician must not dominate or be dogmatic to the patient, must

not play the expert, insist "I know best"; he must listen to the patient,

listen beneath words; listen to his special, unspoken needs; address his

dispositions, the patterns of his life; listen to what his illness, the mi

graine, is "saying." Only then will the path of healing become clear.

S I X1' E E N

Recent Advances in the
Treatment of Migraine

That attacks of migraine may b e provoked b y sudden emotions, o r re
lated to the patterns and stresses of a life, or to the personality of the
individual, has often given rise to the notion that migraine is " func
tional " or "psychosomatic"-but this represents a 'failure to appreciate
that the phenomena of migraine are extraordinarily specific, and must
have an equally specific mechanism and basis. We have had, since antiq
uity, a notion of the general circumstances which may provoke mi

gra.ines, and of the general measures by which one may alter these. But
it is only relatively recently-and most especially in the past twenty
years-that we have �tarted to come to grips with some of the specific
mechanisms involved, and the equally specific measures which may be
used to alter these.
This change in atmosphere, in our th i n k i ng about migraine, can be
traced with precision to the year 1 9 60, when the drug methysergide was
first used. Neil Raskin ( 1 990) writes:
J was still in training when methysergide was introduced in 1 960. It was quite
astonishing how this drug changed physicians' thinking about .the nature of
migraine. Prior to that time . . . migraine was thought to be predominantly
psychosomatic . . . Suddenly, patients could take a few tablets of methysergide
and within a week they were headache-free. No change in their internal mi
.
lieu. Cured . . . 16
56 Similar changes in thinking occurred at this time with regard to other neurological
conditions. Thus in 1 960 it was also found that the drug haloperidol could drastically
reduce the bizarre phenomena of Tourette's syndrome. Before this, Tourette's had been
seen as purely psychogenic, as "Freudian," and patients tended to be subjected to lengthy,
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Drogs used prior to this time (the ergotamines were introduced in the
19205) suppressed specific symptoms of migraine; there had been no
drug able to "reset" the basic mechanism, because we had no idea, until
the ! 9 505, what the basic mechanism might be. in the 19 505 it was found
tha� migraine attacks might be associated with abnormalities of the neu
rotransmitter serotonin, and methysergide was devised as a sero�onin
antagonist. At that time there were thoughts of

a

single, simple "sero

tonin system" in the brain, whose a bnormalities might give rise to mi
graine on the one hand, but also to anxiety, depression and sleep
disorders on the other.
The simple picture of this time has disappeared. We now know that
there are upwards of forty neurotransmitters in the brajn, and that all
lleUlI'Otransmitter systems are complex in the extreme: thus there are
three Main families of serotonin receptors, with many subtypes in each
family. But it was only in the 1980S that it became possible to dissect
this complicated system, and to develop very selective drugs to act Olll

particular parts of it.

lRut these developments relate only to one aspect, the chemical aspect,
of migraine: what of the other aspects, the vascular and electrical aspects,
which had seemed, even to Liveing, to be equally important? What of
the physiology of the migraine aura-and o� the headache and head
'
pain? lashley, measuring the advancing margin of his own migraine
aura, inferred that this must reflect a wave of excited-then-depressed
activity in the cerebral cortex, advancing across it at the rate of

2.

to 3

mm per minute. No such process had ever been observed in malll, but a
perhaps similar process, called "spreading depression," had been ob
served by JLeao in the exposed cortex of experimental animals

(see p.

190).

Early in the 19705, Olesen in Denmark, using a new technique of mea
suring cerebral blood flow with radioactive tracers, found a slowly
spreading wave of reduced blood flow in the cerebral cortex, moving
forward across the visual cortex at precisely the same rate. This was
strongly suggestive that such a process did occur in the hum'ln bll'ain,
though srill left open was the question of whether the spreading depres
sion was the cause or the effect of this spreading change in microc:ircu-

well·meaning bur wholly ineffective, psychoanalyses. With Ihe discovery of haloperidol's
effectiven� there was a sudden (and perhaps excessive) switch, and Tourette's was now
seen as purely "chemical," as due to generically unstable dopamine systems in me brain.
Now, in rom, then; is something of a reaction to this reaction, for a syndrome impinging
on character and emotions, on daily experience, like Tourene's, has to have psychodynamic
and environmental determinants no less than chemical ones-and litis must be true, if to
a

I�r extent, of migraine as well.
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lation. Just in the past year or two, it has become possible to measure
the brain's neuromagnetic fields through the skull, and this has shown
that a magnetic wave, with excited spikes at its advancing rim and de
pressed slow waves in their wake, moves across the visual cortex at

2

to

3 mm per minute during visual migraine auras-confirmation at last
that "spreading depression" does indeed occur in man, and is the imme

diate cause of the singular cortical phenomena of the aura. 57

But, as seemed clear even to Liveing and Cowers, though the aura
might be cortical, the origin of migraine was not; but seemed, rather, to
arise from some abnormal neural activity or reactivity deep in the brain
stem. This too was my own feeling, on general clinical and biolOgical
grounds-that there must be massive, slow potentials emanating from
the brainstem, and projected from this both " upstream" and "down
stream" in the nervous system. The bizarre, huge, long-duration action
potentials recorded by magnetoencephalography give the first direct ev
idence for this, the first direct evidence that, whatever vascular or other
changes may occur, migraine is first of all a neural phenomenon, gener
ated by the abnotmal activity of neurons deep in the brain. Are such
neurons demonstrable in the brain? Can their involvement in the origi
nation of migraines actually be documented? Answers to these questions
have been provided by many researchers, pre-eminently Neil Raskin at
the University of California, San Francisco, and by James Lance at the
University

of New South

Wales in Sydney, Australia.

Both the San Francisco and the Australian workers have been inter
ested in pain, and its " gating, " especially by a newly-defined pain-modu57 Most of the triggers of migraine were recognised long ago, but one new one-not
described in the medical literature, at least, until 1972.-is so-called "footballef's" mi·
graine: the prompt elicitation 01 phosphenes, sdntillating scotomata, extinction of colour
perception, and even cortical blindness, followed by unilateral headache, vomiting, etc. a
few minutes aftet "heading" a football. This could occur in any player, even in someone
who had never had a migrain e. It seems probable that blows to the head may cause a
prompt ··spreading depression" in Ihe visual cortex, which then leads into a migraine
directly, bypassing Ihe usual " idiopathic " mechanisms.
There is evidence, both clinical and electrophysiological, that the visual cortex may be
unusually sensitive to excitation and disturbance in sufferers lrom classical migraine, even
between attacks. Purely vIsual stimuli can provoke a migraine aura: Liveing describes a
patient whose arrad,s were sel 011 by Ihe sight 01 fa lling snow, and I have seen many
patients whose aUras were set off by disturbances in the visual field (the rippli ng of water
or toliage, most commonly; and, in one patient (Case 90, p. I S I). by asymmetries-the
sight 01 an asymmetrlcally·bunoned jacket, lor example), which would i n i tiate a spreading
perceptual distu rbance, a distortion in ene visual field, spreading out from ir in aJl direc
tions. Flickering light can provoke a migraine in some people, and even when ir does not
actuaily do this, tends to cause an excessive " driving" of Ihe EEG in the visual parts ot
the brain. The study oE visual evoked potentials shows porentiation of these in migra inous
patients, both in the primary visual cortex and in the VIsual association areas, even between
attacks. These observa tions strongly support the norion that migraine is primarily a neural
event, a neuraJ reacrion, based on innate and specifi c neuronal sensitivities.
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lating system descending from the brainstem to the spinal cord. Neu
rosurgeons had found that they could sometimes greatly reduce lower

back or limb pain (though not pain from the head or neck) by implanting

electrodes in the brainstem, and stimulating neurons in the grey matter
around the cerebral aqueduct. Many of these patients, when the elec

trodes were activated, started to develop typical migraines, with severe,

pulsating, unilaterai headaches (usually on the same side as the im

plants), vomiting and visual disturbances. That these were indeed typical

migraines was shown by their sensitivity to intravenous dihydro

ergotamine. But these were patients who had never had migraines before.

This constituted the first clearly-demonstrated example of an acquired

or experimental migraine-a migraine acquired in consequence of the
artificial electrification ot so-called raphe neurons in t�e brainstem by

an implanted electrode. The exciting electrode caused 'these neurons to
fire, but their firing

produced

a

typical migraine.

Did spontaneous or

normally occurring migraines, it was immediately wondered, have a simi

lar genesis in an increased firing of these raphe neurons?

Additional studies by Lance, in monkeys and cats, shpw that direct

electrical or chemical stimulation of these nuclei can produce the vascular
changes typical of migraine. These brainscem nuclei, Lance has

further

shown, as well as projecting upward to the cerebral cortex, also project
downward to

the

a

"

pain -gating" system descending from the brainstem

to

spinal cord, the upper three segments of which can form a "pain

centre " for the head. Patients often have a period of emotional excite

ment-anxiety, sometimes elation-a prodrome, for several hours be
fore the aura, and this suggests that higher-order mechanisms, in the
hypothalamus or diencephalon, may play some part in initiating the over
all sequence.

How then do all these different mechanisms fit together to produce

the entire sequence of a classical migraine? The most general hypothesis

1982., pp. 1 69 -17 1), who envisages the
hypothalamus, whether on the basis of a

is that of Lance (see Lance,

initiation of attacks in th e

built-in periodicity, or in response

to

sensory stimuli from the cerebral

cortex. Once initiated, impuises descend from the hypothalamus

to

the

periaqueductal grey matter, thence to the raphe nuclei, and here, as we
have seen, they

can affect

the cortical microcirculation, constricting it,

initiating "spreading depressior" in the cortex (and thus producing the

aura phase of the attack), and at the same time reducing pain perception
by closing the (enkephalinergic) "gate" in the spinal cord.

This phase, which depends on hyperactivity of both noradrenergic

and serotonergic brainstem systems, is succeeded by one of reduced
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monoamine transmission, and with this the upain gate" in the cord
opens, flooding the head with previously-inhibited pain, and simulta
neously the afferent gate

to

the special senses is opened, producing the

characteristic and intolerable heightening of sights, sounds and smells.
Various vicious circles also come into operation. The convergence in
the spinal cord o f afferent fibres from the ulPper three cervical nerves
with the descending tract of the trigeminal nerve means that pain can

be referred from the neck to the temples, and back again. The trigeminal
impulses, additionally, by a neurovascular reflex, still further increase
extracranial blood flow. This leads to more pain, and still more vasodi
latation, so that the migraine can get trapped in a steadily worsening
vicious circle, that self-perpetuation which is so characteristic of attacks
(see PI'. 1 60-1 6 1 ). Thus

to stop

or reduce the pain of a migraine is not

merely to alleviate suffering, but to prevent its seU-lPe�lPetuarion by pain,

thmugh this trigeminovascular reflex.

With this work, we see the identification, in principle, of all the mmjor
elements involved in the genesis of a migraine-and we see how they
could work, in unison, to produce one. We

see

tao how it might be

possible, by interfering with a critical link-that is, with the primary
pathogenic process in the brail!lstem-to prevent m migraine, or to gready
modify its course.

let us return, now, to the role of neurouansmutters. There are at IClllst

hm/{ a dozen neurotransmittel!'S involved in the production of a migraine
-noradrenaline, acetylcholine, dopamine, histamine, GABA, enkepha
lins-and s-hydroxytryptamine, or serotonnn. There is evidence that aU
of these can be influenced by different drugs, and this is why, until very
recently, it was often necessary to use three or four drugs simultane

ously-to use, for severely affected patients, what lance calls a "frantic
polypharmacy. "
The range and safety of this polypharmmcy hms been much increased!
since the original publication of

Migraine,

when, basically, there was

ergotamine for acute attad{s, and methysergide, which, because of its
side-eHects, one hesitated to use freely.
if patients have one attack a month or less, individual attacks may be
treated as they come, but medication to prevent attacks should only be
taken by those patients who have two attacks a -momh or more. Some

times more than one agent may be used in combilfll�tion. All of them
must be used only with medical supervision.

The best-known and most impottallt new drug is propanolo/, which
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was introduced in the 19705. Propanolol belongs to the newly-developed
category of beta-adrenergic agents, which block beta-:z. receptors in ar
terial walls and elsewhere (as well as being a serotonin antagonist). Pro
panolol is as effective as methysergide for long-term use in the prevention

of migraines-and notably safer. Besides its effects in preventing the
incontinent dilatation of the extracranial arteries which occurs in mi

graine, it has a number of general autonomic effects (on blood pressure,
cardiac rate and rhythm, etc.). These, indeed, may be therapeutic, and pro
panolol

is

especially useful for the hypertensive migraineur, although it

should be avoided if there is any tendency to hypotension, or bronchospasm.

Alpha-adrenergic agents, like clonidine, were also introduced in the
I 97os-clonidine is now widely used as an antimigraine drug in Britain,
but has not been well-received in the United States. An occasional pa
tient, however, may do very well on it.
Safer than propanolol, but (by the same token) milder and less effec
tive, is pizotifen, which certainly reduces the severity and frequency of
migraines in most patients, though not as powerfully as either propano
'01 or methysergide. Pizotifen blocks the vasodilator action of histamine,

and has somewhat complex action on the vascular effects of sero tonin .

Among other new agents, with definite effectiveness in reducing the

frequency of migraine attacks, as well as the severity of individual at
tacks, is the class of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs):

naproxen, tolfenamic acid and mefenemic acid are probably the most
effective of these. It should perhaps be mentioned here that aspirin has
been finding a new use as a preventive agent against migraine; it reduces
platelet aggregation and prostaglandin synthesis (both of which may be
subsidiary mechanisms in the pathogenesis of migraines). The NSAIDs

and aspirin, if they are tolerated (they may have troublesome gastric and

other effects) have a distinct place in the prophylaxis of migraine.
The herb

feverfew has become a cult remedy for the prevention of

migraine-it is not clear, as yet, whether it has better than placebo effects
(but see Johnson et aI., 1 98 5 ) .
Another wholly new category o f drug is the calcium channel blocker,
which can have a variety of important autonomic effects. These drugs
can prevent migraine (as well as peripheral vasospasm and angina) ;

vera

pami/ is usually considered one of the most effective of these.
An unexpected resource in the last twenty years has been the use of
various antidepressants, although the antimigraine effect of these is ap
parently quite independent of their antidepressant effects. Among the
tricyclic antidepressants,

amitryptaline is the most potent-it appears to
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block the reuptake of serotonin at centr al syn ap ses Am i tryp tali ne has
.

the same physiological effects as all the tricyclics, and should be used
cautiously, if at all, if there is any history of seizures, of cardiovascular

symptoms, of narrow-angle glaucoma, or of urinary retention.
Another and very potent category of antidepressants-the mono
amine oxidase (MAO) inhibitors-may be highly effective for migraine
prevention in otherwise resistant patients; phenelzine is especially used
here. But there are major hazards associated with the use of MAO in
h ibitors, and the strictest precautions must be observed, in view' of the

reactions between these agents and various foodstuffs (and drugs) which
may cause dangerous (even fatal) hypertensive crises. Patients must me
ticulously avoid cheese, meat extracts, red wines, broad beans, pickled
herrings, chicken livers, etc. (as well as opiates, amphetamines, tranquil
lisers, sedatives, nasal decongestants, bronchodilators, etc.). The MAO

inhibitors should nor be taken

oncu rren tly with any of the tricyclic

c

antidepressants. Given these p recautions, however, MAO inhibitors can
be taken safely for years.
in general, of course, one would begin with the mildest (and safest)

of these medications, and only if these are not effective piOceed to those
which are most potent (but, by the same token, requiring more precau
tions). lance, for example, may start patients on pil.otifen, and if there
is no improvement after a month, move to propanolol;

if this fails, to

methysergide; if all of these fail, to phenelzine; and if this too fails, as a

last measure, he may try intravenous procaine or lignocaine. Another

physician might do things very differently, and have a preference for

calcium blockers, cionidine, or am itrypta l ine. A third may have yet an
other favourite regime There are many paths here, and no single one is
best; each individual doccor, each individual patient, will discover what
.

is best for them.

This list could be greatly extended. What remains remarkable is the
unpredictability of response, as was observed by Gowers a century ago
( . . . the measures that do good in one case will fail in anoth er, appar
"

ently quite similar"). This means that one cannot treae patients by rote ;

that there is no scheme or formula which fits every patient; that there
must be, for those who have several attacks a month, a patient and
painstaking trial of every drug and every drug combination available, in
the hope of finding something which suits that individual.
Might there, however at least in principle, be something beyond this
,

-a pharmacological way of altering the first, critical link? Might there
be an

"

ideal " migraine drug? If so, what sort of drug might it be?

Attention has been drawn, since the 1 9 505, to the role of the brain's
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serotonergic systems in migraine. The data were at first very confusing
migraine seemed to reflect a serotonin deficiency, and yet to be helped
by methysergide, a serotonin antagonist. This paradox was solved by the
discovery of different families of serotonergic receptors (known in the
trade as S -HT" S-HT2 and S-HT.l receptors), which themselves had an
tagonistic but reciprocally-linked roles. Methysergide, and indeed all
drugs hitherto used for migraine, are "dirty"-dirty in the sense that
their actions are not specific, that they affect several systems. Methy
sergide, it was found in the 1 9 805, is a powerful blocker of S -HT2
receptors, which are antagonistic in function to the S-HT, receptors.
Was there then some way of stimulating these 5-HT, receptors, of finding
a "pure" serotonin antagonist which would activate just these? This
quest-overy different from the sort of empirical, " shotgun" drug trials
of earlier times--finally led, in the late 19 805, to the synthesis of a n
agent called sumatriptan. The first, highly-successful trials of this new
drug were reported in late 1988.

5-HT I receptors are especially distributed in the carotid circulation,
b u t the action of sumarriptan appears very specific, constricting only the

microcirculation, and the peculiar arteriovenous channels which are so

plentiful and important in the carotid circulation. (It was precisely the
opening of such channels, Heyck hypothesised in 1 969, that led to the
shunting of blood away from the cerebral cortex in a migraine.) But
Lance has shown that sumatriptan not only affects the microcirculation
in this way, but also has a direct effect on the raphe nuclei. Thus if it is
dropped directly on to the cells of the nucleus raphe magnus, it strongly
inhibits the firing of these cells-it turns them, and their pathological
reactivity, off.
There is always a temptation, and always a danger, in the beguiling
notion of "wonder" drugs. I speak of this at the start of the last chapter

(and it is a central theme in another book, Awakenings,
1 973). In this chapter, originally drafted in early 1967, I wrote:

of this book

RfadffS who have opened the book at this point . . . may be assured that there
have never been any wonder-drugs for migraine, and never will be . . . The

specific treatment of migraine, like that of epilepsy or Parkinsonism, is a
matter of trial and choice from among a considerable number of drugs which
act on specific mechanisms in the nervous system, allied to symptomatic treat
ment, to the use of accessory drugs.

The month after I wrote this, a new drug, L-DOPA, was announced for
the treatment of Parkinsonism-an agent so dramatic and fundamental
in its effects as to transform, from this time on, the life of Parkinsonian
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patients. I had to eat my words, in relation to Parkinsonism; will I have
to eat them, too, for migraine?

I was confident, when I first wrote Migraine, that no such drug could
be found:
There may be as many ways of concocting

a

migraine as of cooking an om

e1erre. If one particular intermediate link, one mechanism, is eliminated, the
whole system can be reorganised . . . Excise one temporal artery, one end
organ, and .another one will be pressed into use; endeavour to block arracks
with, say, a serotonin-inhibitor, and attacks are likely to recur utilising a

different intermediate mechanism.

I think now that I made an error in seeing migraines as having a complex
"plastic" structure analogous to that of motor tasks or actions

(as sug

gested on pp. 2. 1 8-219). Whatever the strategic use of migraines-and

I continue to think that, on occasion, this may be of great importance

in some patients-we can scarcely speak of a migraine having a tactic;

a migraine has a mechanism, but a mechanism which can be understood,
and, in principle, greatly modified.
We have, in the last twenty years, been closing in on the final common

pathway of migraine, an abnormal tiring of neurons in brainstem nuclei
on the basis of some intrinsic (but probably chemical)

excess of sensi

tivity. If this is indeed the final common pathway (if migraine has a final
common pathway)-despite the immense range and variety of its phe
nomena and triggers-we may finally be in sight of drugs sufficiently

specific for us to renounce the "frantic polypharmacy" which has charac

terised its treatment for decades, and to offer our patients a potent and
harmless specific agent.

I wonder, in my conclusions to the original edition, whether J was not

"unduly pessimistic" with regard to the treatment of migraine. The ad
vances of the last twenty years have made me less pessimistic, bur a

certain cautious scepticism remains: I will not believe in a breakthrough,

a wonder drug, a specific, umil I see its effect with my own eyes.
The highly "chemical" orientation of rhe 1 9605 was succeeded, in the
following decades, by a swing to other forms of medicine-to holistic

notions of stress reduction, relaxation, meditation, yoga; and to notions
of self-help using the will or the mind, aided by the newly-dev!!loped
techniques of biofeedback. "One cannot will," writes Nietzsche, "one

can only will something." The essence of biofeedback was to make some
normally-invisible "something," some normally-invisible physiological
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parameter, strongly visible and present to consciousness, so that the will
could apprehend, and hopefully change it. A very early use of biofeed
back was with regard to the visualisation of brain waves for epilepti�
patients-which was, and is, highly successful for many. Can one apply
similar techniques to migraineurs? What parameters in them can be
brought under voluntary control ?
The most obvious correlate of migraine headache is the pulsation of
the frontal branches of superficial temporal arteries, and such pulsations
are easily measured and shown on a monitor. Vascular headache is. usu
ally accompanied by some degree of tension headache, and it is easy to
monitor the tension of scalp and neck muscles using electromyography.
It is easy too to measure skin temperatures in migraine-either of thl'
face and temples or of the hands (the notion of monitoring the temper
ature of the hands, which seems strange, arose from the self-observation
of many migraine patients that their hands became cool in an attack,
but warm again as it subsided),
Using such feedback devices (pulsometers, thermometers, electromyog
raphy, etc.) the patient concentrates on what is being presented to him,
and tries to change it, by force of will. Thus one may learn to diminish
the pulsations of one's own temporal arteries-this can have a dramatic
effect in reducing a migraine headache, and, with its reduction, many
other migrainous symptoms which are dependent on the intensity of the
pain. One can learn to raise the skin temperature of one's hands volun
tarily, and by this achieve, through a reflex, a restoration of tone to the
dilated migrainous arteries.
That one may learn to intervene, in this way, a nd mo dify one's own
erring or aberrant responses, is now well established. Whether such
methods will constitute a widely useful, major and revolutionary mode
of therapy-as its proponents sometimes claim-is still unclear.
In some instances, biofeedback may be crucially effective. One patient
wrote to me that she was wholly refractory to all medications-like
Willis's patient (p. 304), " deaf to the charms of every Medicine." This
woman, tormented by constant common migraines, often wondered if
life could be borne, until, dubiously, she tried biofeedback, and has since
found herself virtuaJly free of her migraines. But equally, I know of some
patients who have had little or no success with biofeedback, and other
patients-a majority-who have had a limited success. Here then, as
with drugs, there is great individual variation: it is difficult to predict,
but it is always worth trying, and most migraine clinics are now equipped
with biofeedback equipment.
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The question arises, with some of these undoubtedly effective feed
back techniques, as to what exactly is going on-whether one is whoUy

focused on a specific parameter like skin temperature or pulse volume,

o� whether one is achieving, assisted by a feedback device, some general
relaxation, with a reduction of all excessive somatic aUld p!wchic excita
tions.
Stress and psychosomatic di50rders have become more common in
our lives, and the need foy reducing stress, for relaxation, becomes COI'l
tinually more p�essing. Cenailllll y this is

50

in the self-management of

migraine, both with regard to going through

3Ul

acute attack 2Jrnd, :no�

less, in the prevention of attacks. Two techniques which became popular

in due X9iOS were yoga 2llJ'l.d ttallllscendental meditation (which is litt!e

mo�e dtM me rejperition of a self-hypnotising manUa). Such regimens

al!1o memtations are not to everyone's taste, but the�e is little doubt that

they ca&l lOe helpful with some patients.59
A.cupulllcru�e has played! a traditional mle in Chilllese medicine for
more than 2.,000 yeaJrs, but has only been introduced into WesteJrHl prac

trice-haH-seriously, half-f21dldishly-in the last rnrell1l�y yell.Jro. Some pa
tients improve with this-one ul1Icollltrolled! srudy cl21imedl benefit iIll a

�hnfd of the migraine pacieiilts treated-hut it is not dear whether this
improwemeillt represems a specific effect o� 2lcupuncwre, or, like the
seemillllg success of so many other tll'e21tmelllts, a placebo effect Irelated! to
therapeutic attention. We need

stricdy controlled, double-Mind studies;

but this is not easy when what is

w)

be tested is a needlli&lg and! not a

drug. There is evidence that acupunctlue Ol!n have physiological effeas,
ill ll'egard, JP21rticu!arly, to !the eirnd!ogelllo\lls opiate systems of the booy

aUllld per�ap$ it may p[my some useful role in migraine. Lance's experrit;lfI.ce
has beelll tha� while patients may improve while ulrndel1goillUg treatment,

they relapse shortly dlerealfuef; this, o� co.urse, could go equally with a
specific or a placebo effect.
Finanly, we �enull to. the amictedl individual, the

person who has mi

grail!1e. There is indeed a mechanism, perhaps severa! migB"aill1e medll21lll\ismG, bu� me mechallllisms alre emboolied in a life, ill a person. Migraines
are deady physiological eveill¢S, but they brocome (how caln diey no�?)
historicml events too, pan of the intricmte tame o§ a nivecl lJife, of that
,0 I ona: had <>calsion ro observe the immedia�e and total termililation of a TCllratic
Ufit"-wilh violent tics, barking, cries, and jerlts-by self·indll<:ed hypnosis (in the form
o� TM). I would not have thought sw:h an eff� physiologically possible, and !taw hed

mOle resp�t, since, for the powers of such redmiqu..
"S.
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lifelong pattern (as Dr. Gooddy puts it) of "ever-changing features and
factors which the patient with migraine both suffers and creates." We
may abstract particular attacks, particular mechanisms, but they are
parts of this migrainous space-time continuum.
The first problem, the purely medical problem, is clarifying the phe
nomena, making a diagnosis, understanding what is happening-under
standing, for example, that a migraine aura is not a stroke (a thought
which occurs to many people experiencing one for the first time), and,
equally, that it is not a "somatization" or a hysteria (the burden of so
much accusation and self-accusing), but a real and morally neutral event,
which is organic, indeed, but essentially benign. A simplistic medical
approach, having clarified this-and this may, in itself, be an enormous
reassurance to the patient-will go on from here to prescribe medica
tion.
But a migraine patient is not just complaining of a recurrent dysfunc
tion-he is telling us, if we will listen, the story of his life, of patterns
of living, and patterns of reacting, and (perhaps) deep patterns of which
he has . no conscious awareness, any or all of which may be relevant to
his migraines. We cannot know i n advance, on first meeting him, what
is relevant or irrelevant. )t is crucial to enquire minutely into all the
circumstances of attacks-when they are most common, when they are
rarest, what are their patterns and provocative triggers. But at a deeper
level, one needs to know the "economy" of a life, the psychological and
physiological "needs" of an individual. And this is not something which
can be ascertained in a quick or casual way-it requires a relation be
tween patient and doctor, and an insight, on the sufferer's part, not to
be achieved in a moment, as to the connections between his patterns of
life and his migraines. It requires, to some extent, making the uncon
scious conscious or, in Freud's words, replacing an "It" with an "I."
Thus, with patient 18 (p. 42)-one of the first patients I saw, and a
patient I saw at a time when I thought purely in physiological terms
there was a singular "replacement" of migraines by asthma. At this point
we had a strange conversation: "Do you think," said the patient, "that
I need to be ill on Sundays, that I need to have migraines, asthma, what
ever? " I found this a startling question-I had not thought in such terms,
although I had observed, as had he, that when his migraines were treated,
he became "bored" on Sundays, and felt he had "nothing to do." At this
point, then, the "treatment," and the dialogue and the relationship be
tween us, became somewhat different-questions of economy and of
need became central, in place of the earlier accent on the purely physi-
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ological. With further and searching discussion of the question he had
raised-the putative "need" for illness in his life, the putative role his
Sunday migraines might be playing-his migraines (and asthma) entirely
disappeared, and this without any further use of drugs. He became able
to en;oy Sundays, and lost the need to be ill.
, "Economic" considerations were also forced on my attention by an
other patient, the migrainous mathematician (patient 68, p. 2.9), who
was also among the first I saw. With this patient, to continue the history,
it was easy to find effective anti migraine drugs. Ergot worked, and
worked very well; but when I cured him of his migraines, I cured him
of his mathematics too-he seemed, however paradoxically, to need one
for the other. At this point, he said, "I'll keep my migraines-I think we
better keep everything as it is. " This experience also served to reduce my
own impatient need to "treat," and disposed me to listen more carefully
to patients, to that whole pattern of "ever-changing features and factors
which the migraine patient both suffers and creates."
Such considerations do not arise, or arise less, when migraine is oc

casional-when attacks come, for example, once a month or less. But if
migraine is severe, if it intrudes more into life, then complex interactions
are bound to occur, and treatment should not be "purely physiological . "
One would not, of course, deny physiological treatment-one would
seek out whatever drugs, or. other measures, to help the patient. But, at
the same time, one should search more deeply, both patient and physi
cian should search more deeply; for migraine, when frequent, is not just
a disease, but a whole way of being, which forces the organism into
special adaptations and identities.
One sees this frequently in patients with lifelong epilepsy, who sud
denly find themselves, through development of new medication, " bereft"
of seizures. Having been "an epileptic" for so many years, they cannot
instantly lose the special adaptations they have made; they may still re
tain, despite_ the absence of seizures, an "epileptic idenrity.,,59

It

was

precisely this-or something akin to this-a "migraine identity"
which my "Sunday

migraine"

patient had to become conscious of, to

work through, and renounce.

It is, paradoxically, not so easy to be well-it is

easier in some ways

to have a limited life, to be ill. With frequent migraines, with all-intrusive
5910 "Witty Ticcy Ray" (The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat, 1985 ), 1 relate
my attempts to treat a young man who had had Tourette's syndrome since early childhood.
It was necessary for him to relinquish his lifelong "Tourenic identity," to face the challenge
of being Touretee-free and well, before he could react properly to specific medications.
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symptoms, one adapts, one learns, in a paradoxical way, to be ill . As
new drugs and other new measures are developed, as the physiological
affliction begins to retreat, one needs to convalesce, to have an interim
period to recover-one has, now, to learn to be well. Only with this,
and gradually, with insight and care, is the shadow of the once ali-per
vasive illness finally left behind, and the p ossibilities of full recovery open
before one.
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S EVENTEEN

Migraine Aura and
HaHucinatorry Constants

with Ralph M. SiegelJ Ph.D.

*

What are these Geometrical Spectra? and how, and in what
department of the bodily or mental economy do they
originate?
-Herschel, On Sensorial Vision

( 1 858)

INTRODUCTION

The visual disturbances of migraine are common-they affect at least
10 per cent of the population-and often startling, and as such they have
attracted attention and curiosity since antiquity. Thus Aretaeus,

in the

second century, observed that attacks might be accompanied or preceded
by " flashes of purple or black colours before the sight, or all mixed
together, so as to exhibit the appearance of a rainbow expanded in the
heavens."
Detailed descriptions-and, above all, self-descriptions-appeared
by the score in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, provided
both by scientists (George Airy, the Herschels, Arago, Brewster, Wheat
stone, etc.) and physicians (Hubert Airy, Wollaston, Parry, fothergill,
etc.). One sometimes feels that every scientist and physician of note, at
this time, actually had migraine, and that all of them vied in trying to
describe and explain it.
Of particular interest are the beautiful descriptions and illustrations
provided by Hubert Airy in 1 870, depicting that most characteristic phe
nomenon, the expanding, scintillating, zigzag arc, which Aretaeus had
compared

to

a rainbow:

When it was at its height it seemed like a fortified town with bastions all
around it, these bastions being coloured most gorgeously . . . . All the interior
• Center (or Molecular and Behavioral
New Jersey

Neuroscience, Rutgers University, Newark,
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of the fortification, so to speak, was boiling and rolling around in a most
wonderful manner as if it was some thick liquid all alive.

The appearance of these brilliant, luminous " fortifications" as an in
variant perception or hallucination in every attack disposed Airy to feel
that they constituted a " photograph" of some equally invariant structure
in the brain. The younger Herschel, while clearly experiencing the same
phenomena ( " a pattern in straight-lined angular forms, very much in
general aspect like . . . a fortification, with salient and re-entering angles,
bastions, and ravelins") was moved, however, to a more complex sort
of explanation. The movement of the fortification, he felt, was incom
patible with any "possible regularity of structure in the retina or optic
nerve." Clearly the fortifications arose at a higher level-in the brain or
in the mind. Yet they were quite different from imagination or imagery
as normally conceived,

«•

•

•

the exercise of calling up representations

. . . of persons or scenes," or imagining "faces in casual blots, or . . . pic
tures in the fire." For representations are personal, whereas Geometrical
Spectra (as he liked to call them) are abstract; and imagination (as or
dinarily conceived) depends on associ.ations, on memory, whereas Geo
metrical Spectra seem to arise de novo. Do such spectra, such patterns,
come from "the mind " ? If they do, Herschel argues, they must come
from an impersonal and unconscious part of the mind-an elemental,
"geometrizing" part of the brain or mind, "working within our own
organization [butl distinct from that of our own personality." Perhaps,
Herschel concludes, taking the most natural optical model as an analogy,
perhaps "there is a kaleidoscopic power in the sens�rium to form regular

patterns by the symmetrical combination of casual elements." And with
the notion of such a permuting, synthesising power his discussion ends.

Thus, where Airy thinks of a fixed structure, Herschel thinks in terms
of an

activity, an organising, geometrising mechanism or Intelligence.

Migraine hallucinations, for Air-y, allowed one to see, quite directly or
literally, straight into the structure of the brain, and for Herschel, to see
the workings of the mind. Both thought that the phenomena illuminated
something fundamental.

TYPES OR LEVELS OF HALLUCINATION
Gowers was fascinated by "Subjective Visual Sensations" (as his 1 895
paper was titled), and wrote of th�m repeatedly throughout his long life.
Constrasting the sensory auras of migraine and epilepsy, he stressed that
the former consisted, almost exclusively, of "elementary" hallucina-
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tions-luminous blobs, stars, fortifications, as well as more §omplex,
variable, geometrical forms; whereas, in epilepsy, there was less tendency
to geometrical forms, but a much greater disposition to dramatic hallu
cinations of complex events and scenes. Most commonly, Gowers felt,
the epileptic dis(;harge tended to " ascend," from the lower sensorial cen
ters of the brain to the highest, " ideationa!" ones, with sensory halluci
nations, if they occurred, being rather brief and simple-over in seconds,

and a mere prelude to the more complex forms of aura. Thus in one
epileptic patient
first thl! beating of the hean was felt . . . [thenj ir seemed to become audible
as sound . . . then two lights appeared before the eyes . . . [then] the figure of
an old woman in a red cloak, who offefed. something that had the smell of
Tonquin beans; [then consciousness was lost].

'\l!7hereas in migraine, the discharge did not tend to ascer.d in me same
way, but tended rather to "lodge" in the lower centers-the prim2u'y
v isual

and tactile regions of the sensory conex.

This diff�rence, Gowers

thought, might have something to do with the time-course of the clIis
charges-the nimble epileptic

aura

l asted only

a

few seconds, whereas

the slow excitations of a migraine alUfa might continue for half an hour,

stirring up 2l much more complex, albeit " elementary," disturbal!llce con
fined to the lower centers.
Complex, "personml" hallucinations do occur, very occasioKlally, in

m igrai ne, either concomitantly with the elementary sensations, or, with
ehe passage of time, revening to these, -as in a case described by Kinnier
Wilson:

• • • 21 personal friend used at fim to see a la:ge room with three tall arched
windows and a figure dad in white (its back towards him) seated or standing

at a long bare table; fo. years mis was the unvarying aura, but it was gradually
replaced by a cruder form (circles and spirals), which, later still, developed
once in a while without subsequent headache.

But it is the

"cruder"

forms of aura that we need

to

attend to, and

which we need now to categorise further for analysis. One may distin

guish, usefully, three " levels" of geometrical hallucinosis.

The first is, colloquially, "seeing stars" (phospbenes) ; the second is
the classical expanding spectrum Of scotoma, with its edge of fortifiC2!
rions; the third-less described, but no less common-consists of

rap

idly-changing, intricate geomet�iC2!1 patterns. There is a certain tendency
for these three levels to occur in this order, the sequence being launched
with phosphenes:
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The simp lest hallucination takes the form of a dance of brilliant stars, sparks,
flashes or simple geometric forms across the ,isual field. Phosphenes of this
type are usually white, but may have brilliant spectral colors. They may num
ber many hundreds, and swarm rapidly across the visual field.

Sometimes there is no more than such a dance of phosphenes, al
though with some patients this may be more than an aura, may indeed
last (along with other signs of extreme visual excita bility) throughout
the course of the entire attack. Sometimes there may be elaborations of
phosphenes, as in a case recorded by Gowers, when the patient would
see Ua luminous disc, which would ascend, break into a four-leaved ob
ject, and then disappear."
Some patients (not all) may proceed from these phosphenes to the
second stage-fortifications, or scintillating scotomata, (other patients
experience this at once, without any preceding phosphenes). This, as
shown in Airy's descriptions and illustrations, starts as a sort of explo
sion, a blinding light neaNhe fixation point, and then moves outward
across the visual field, in the form of a giant crescent or horseshoe. The
excitation is very intense-the advancing margin or a scotoma is as
bright as a white surface in the noonday sun. Its transit across the visual
field takes about twenty m inutes, and its rate of scintillation is about
ten per second.
Most descriptions of migraine aura confine themselves to these two
the phosphene and the scotoma-but there are other, more complex
phenomena that are equally characteristic:
. . . a form of visual tumult or delirium, in which latticed, faceted and tessel
lated motifs predominate-images reminiscent of mosaics, honeycombs,
Turkish carpets l and so on] . . . or moire patterns. . . . These figments and
elementary images tend to be [b rilliantly luminous, coloured] .

.

. highly un

stable. and prone to sudden kaleidoscopic transformations.

Polygonal shapes-squares, rhomboids, trapezoids, triangles, hexa
gons, or more complex shapes, sometimes containing tiny replicas of
themselves-may dominate the picture in this third stage. These· later
elaborations were not at first observed by Herschel, but they became
more apparent over the years, as he indicates in a letter to Airy:
Since I wrote to you I h ave been very frequently visited with the phenome
non . . . and it has assumed some new features. viz. patches of a kind of col

oured chequer work in some of the corners of the fortification forms
Here is what I find recorded in a memorandum of June

2.2.

. .

.

ult.-"The
fortification pattern twice in my eyes today . . . Also a sort of chequer work
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filling in, in rectangular patches, and a carpet-work pattern over the rest of
the visual area." (Letter ol November 17, 1 869, cited in Airy, (870)

Here lattice and carpet patterns are described in the context of mi
graine auras, especially as arising, at times, near the active angles of the
fortifications.60 But Herschel is not cont.ent with this: he gives us fasci
nating descriptions of complex -geometrical patterns seen by him under
"the blessed influence" of chloroform (he had to have some minor sur
gery), namely, "a kind of dazzle in the- eyes, immediately followed by
the appearance of a very beautiful and perfectly regular and symmetrical
'Turks-cap' pattern, formed by the mutual intersection of a great number
of circles outside of, and tangent to, a central one" ; and detailed descrip
tions of several "spontaneous" attacks, the etiology of which is not made
clear:
In the great majority of instances the pattern presented is that of a lattice
work; the larger axes of the rhombs being vertical. Sometimes, however, the
larger axes are horizontal. Occasionally at their intersections appears a small,
close, and apparently complex piece of pattern work . . . (sometimes) the lat
tice pattern is replaced by a rectangular one, and within the rectangles occur
in some cases a filling in of a
lattice pattern, or a son of lozenge of

smaller

fillagree work. . . . Occasionally too , but much more rarely, complex and eol

oured patterns like those of a carpet appear, but not of any carpet remembered
or lately seen, and in the two or three instances when this has been the case,
the pattern has not remained constant, but has kept changing from instant

to instant, hardly giving time to apprehend its symmetry and regularity before
being replaced by another; the other, however, not being a sudden transition
to something totally different, but rather a variation of the former.

A contemporary description is provided by Klee ( J 968):
Case 1 0 reported that she saw red and green triangles which seemed to move
rowards her, while at the same time they became larger. There was often
shining circle inside the triangles. She might also see heltagonal figures with
a shining ring inside, and she also experienced a shimmering of red and yellow
which looked like a waving, checked blanket.

a

60 Fortifications, Lashley nores, are extremely brilliant-comparable to a white surface

reflecting the noonday sun. Chequer-works, lattice-works, filigrees, etc. are much fainter,
So may fail to be noriced even if they are present. But with some pati en ts it may be as
Herschei describes-that attacks first consist only of phosphenes and {ortifications, and
only later develop chequer·works and subtler forms. The stereotyped format of medical
questioning may al so serve to conceal rhe frequency of the more complex geometric forms.
Thus, very recently {March 199:'), I elicited startling descriptions of mosaic vision from
two people met by chance: both of chem, I found, had sought medical help, and had been
asked whether rhey experienced "classical " scotomas, but nei ther had been asked about
the much stranger arracks of mosaic vision they were also subject to. This important
symptom, which seemed to them both b ea uti fu l and terrifying, had failed to be " elicited"
by simplistic medical questioning.
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More commonly the polygons come together to form the "meshes"
of what patients variously compare to spiderwebs, honeycombs, mosa
ics, networks, lattices. Such lattices, again, are characteristically mobile
-the meshes are apt to change shape (from almost circular to rhom
boidal to trapezoidal, whatever) and change scale, in seconds, or frac
tions of seconds, in a way which seems spontaneous and autonomous,
and unaffected by thinking or will.

1£ the polygonal latticeworks are not too intense, they appear super

imposed on whatever the subject is seeing, like a faint, delicate, ever
changing web or grid (this is beautifully illustrated in Plates 7A and 7B).
If the gtidding is very intense, it will actually break up the image into
irregular, crystalline, sharp-edged fragments, a bizarre phenomenon
sometimes termed "mosaic vision" (Plate 6). When the fragmentation is
gross, patients may compare the effect

[0

that of Cubist paintings, and

if the fragmentation is very fine, to pointillist paintings. Typically there
is movement-a continual changing of scales-and often, simulta
neously, an admixture of several

scales.

Again, patients may perceive during an aura complex rounded forms
of all sorts, like Kinnier Wilson's patient who saw circles and spirals.

These too tend to be changeable and unstable, and tend to show rapi�
modulations of form and size and motion: circles may spin, rotate into
spirals, a spiral may deepen into a vortex, a large vortex may break up
into little scrolls or eddies. The whole visual field-o� half of it-may
be taken over by a violent, complex turbulence, sweeping the perceived
forms of objects into

a

sort of topological turmoil; straight edges of

objects may be swept into curves, bits of a scene magnified or distorted
as if stretched on a rubber sheet. Klee speaks of metamorphopsia here�
the contours of objects being altered and modulated. "In one patient,"

he writes, " linear parts of the machine at which she worked apparendy
bent in waves." (See Plates 5A and 5B.)

Finally, the perceptual world, in such states, seems to run completely

amok, everything moving and alive, in a state of gross distortion and
perturbation. There may be a sense of winds and waves and eddies and
swirls, of space itself-normally neutral, grainless, immobile and invis
ible-becoming a violent, intrusive, distortive field.61 Yet, fascinatingly,
61Thus Airy, in the journal he kept as a schoolboy of fifteen, spoke of the interior of
the fortification "boiling and rolling around in a most wonderful manner, as if it was some
thick liquid all alive," and in his J 870 paper he adds other images of almost meteorological
turbulence he experienced in several attacks. He repeatedly speaks of a slow " rolling. "
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such gross, torrential dismrbances may be completely confined to one

haU of �he visual field, the other half K'.emaining cairn and imperturb�bie
(P12lte 2A and .z.B), or confined p;o

haM-field. The luminous

;![c

2J

small area, or

areas, within the

of a scintillating scotoma, by contrast,

be imposed upon, or obscure, part of what one is looking
object with iridestent needies, does not diswrt spau,
distort �e perceptual field, in this son of way (see Plates IA and IS).
Distortions ollily occur with �his third level of disturbance.
The instability ot' these mirrd-Ievd disorders is very rem�li'kable; mere
are not only rapid modulations, but swift (and seemingly instan�alleous)
i1luctuarions: a rotation will suddenly reverse itself, seemingly without
amy slOWing, or "in-between"; one pattern of whorls or lozenges will
mough it may
at, or edg:e

abruptly,

an

kaleidoscopically, be repla.:ed by another. And yet, after a pe

riod, despite the intense and continuing sensory excitation, the turmoil

of the aura tends to change to a calmer, more organized, more geo
metrical whole. Regular seroUs may spread across the field. Complex

lattices appear and

eappear; sometimes these may be multiple and su

r

perimposed, giving rise to complex interference and moire patterns.
Higher-order geometrical forms may now

appear too. These seem to

be elaborations of polygonal llJetworks, and may be compared to cone

sheJJs or sea urchins, or to the complex, "Fullerenic" forms of radio
laria.
Sometimes these networks have an acicular or crystalline appearance,
and may grow

visibly, sometimes with sudden jerks, "like frost on a

windowpane, " or "primitive plants. " &'metimes there are radially symmet

rical forms like flowers or pinecones, continually unfolding in a constant
revelation of themselves. Or "maps," "landscapes," psetldogeograpbies

create themselves before the in
in a self-similarity. These "geographic"

of great complexity, which constantly
ward eye, enlarging endlessly

patterns are never of actual or specific plaus, but are synthetic or imag
inary geographies, so to speak, created by the excited brain. These too
fade in time, and everything resumes its normal appearance. The aura is

"heaving, n or "swaying" of !,arts of the visual field-quite uparate from the
"tremor� 01 the fortifications, and in one �Imost pcetic description he tells U5 dlat

rapid

the outskirtS of the visual area seem to be boiling over with rumullUOus light, dlat
'
may be seen al times to collect itSelf in a rallying point here and there (3 century
later, we mighl speak, perhaps, of an "attractorn here) and presently 10 scream away
again along the shore of the seething sea, splendid with large gleams of bltee and
red and green.
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over, there may or may not be a headache. But there will have occurred,
perhaps, in the space of twenty minutes, such a revelation of bewildering
(and perhaps beautiful) complexity as the mind may never be able to
forget.
The observing mind usually remains clear in a migraine, even in the
stormiest migraine aura. The mind remains able to attend and observe,
to describe, to analyze, to depict,

to

remember. Thus, despite all expec

tations, we have remarkable paintings of what some of these deep aura
states are like, paintings which if they are not exact "photographs" or
reproductions, may at least be counted as painstaking reconstructions.62
And, as will be apparent in the next section, we have not only descrip
tions, but detailed analyses of analogous phenomena in a variety of other
neural states.
HALLUCINATORY CONSTANTS
Geometrical forms very similar to what may be seen in migraine may
also occur with various intoxications. This has been very carefully docu
mented in relation to mescal by Kluver (1928) and in relation to cannabis
by Ronald K. Siegel ( 1 97 5 , 1977). The closeness of these experiences to
those of migraine can be brought out by some of the cases cited by
Kluver:
Immediately before my eyes [stated one subject, after an injection of 0.1. gm.
mescaline sulphate) are a vast number of rings, apparently made of extremely
fine steel wire, all constantly rotating in the direction of the hands of a clock;
these circles are concentrically arranged, the innermost being infinitely small,
almost pointlike. the outermost being about a meter and a half in diame
ter. . . . As J watch, the center seems to recede into the depths of the room,
leaving the periphery stationary, till the whole assumes the form of a deep
funnel of wire rings. The wires are now flattening into bands or ribbons, with
a suggestion of transverse striation . . . . These bands move rhythmically, in a
wavy upward direction, suggesting a slow endless process of small mosaics,
ascending the wall in single file. The whole picture has suddenly receded, the
center much more than the sides, and now in a moment, high above me, is a
dome of the most beautiful mosaics . . . . The dome has no discernable pattern.
But circles are now developing upon it; the circles are becoming sharp and
elongated . . . now they are rhomboids, now oblongs; and now all sorts of
curious angles are forming; and mathematical figures are chasing one another
wildly across the roof.
62 The Boehringer-Ingleheim archive contains examples of migraine art, with hundreds
of paintings by patients of their own auras. Ninety of th ese Were recendy exhibited at the
Exploratorium in San Francisco, in an exhibit entitled · Mo.aic Art."
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Now one of Kluver's personal experiences:
Half an hour after a second dose of mescal buttons . . . . Tail of a pheasant (in
cenrer of field) turns into bright yellow star; star into sparks. Moving scintil.
lating screw; "hundreds" of screws . . . . Sparks having the appearance of ell·
ploding shells turn into strange flowers . . . ' forms in different colots. Gold
rain falling vertically . . . rotating jewels revolving around a center. Then. with
a certain jerk, absence of all motion. Regular and irregular forms in iridescent
colors reminding me of radiolaria, sea urchins and shells, etc. . . . Slow, mao
jestic movements along differently shaped curves simultaneously with "mad"
movements. feeling there is motion per se . . .

Proceeding from his own experience,

and accounts of mescal intoxi

cation which are singularly similar, despite very different cul�ural origins

and contexts, Kluver extracts certain !miversais of hallucinatory experi

ence, or, as he calls them, " form constants." "One of these form-con
stants," he writes, "is always refened to by such terms as grating. lattice,
fretwork. filigree. honeycomb or chessboard design . . . . Closely related
to [this] is the cobweb figure." A second form constant, he CO!1tiHllUeS,
'
"is designated by sU1.:n terms as tunnel. funnel, alley, emle, o[ vessel. A
third form constant is the 'spiral." With chis, as with other form con
stants, the hallucination may be experi enced by touch as well as by sight,
as in the following account cited by Kluver:
/orms itself through the active movement of smpe. This
quicJcly rotating spiral iG moving back and forth in the visual field. At the
same time . . . one· of my legs assumes spiral form . . . . The luminQus sl>iral
and the haptic spiral blend psychologically . . . one has the impression of so
matic and optic unity.

. . . a luminous spiral

Similar fusions have been described with Jattice hallucinarioils, which
may not only be seen, and not only projecred upon the body surface,

but may cut it up, or replace it-so that the body itself is felt as a mosmic
lattice. Again Kluver cites a description:

or

The subject states that he saw fretwork before his eyes, that his arms, hands,
and fingers turned into fretwor/( and m<!lt he became identical with the fret
work.

Such simultaneous occurrences of complex hallucinations in both vi
sual and haptic spheres is not uncommon in migraine aura-there welte

several paintings, in the recent exhibit called "Mosaic Vision" (<!it S21i1l
Francisco's hploratorium), of such lattices becoming somatic :llS well a:.
visual, being felt as "nets" or "cobwebs" on the body. This shows us,
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i mpo rtantly , that these are not just visual phenomena, but sensory form
constants; or, p u t most ge nera l l y , forms of organisation, pres um a bly
physiological, which can become apparent to any s pa tial ly -extended
sense.
Some years after completing Mescal, Kluver returned to what he
clearly felt wa s a subject of great importance and wrote a wide- rangi n g

essay on "Mechanisms of Hallucination" in 1942. In this he explores
the "geometrisation " expressed in these form constants, a tendency
which does not stop with the production of the major patterns (lattice,
spiral, etc.) but goes on to a multiplica tion or reiteration of these, some
times on a smaller and smaller, even "microscopic" scale:
The tendency towards geometrization as expressed in these form-constants
is also apparent in the following two ways: a) the forms are frequently re
peated, combined, or ela borated into ornamental designs and mosaics of vari
ous kinds; b) the elements constituting the forms have boundaries consisting
of geometric forms.

This "geometrical ornamental structure," as Kluver calls it, may en
large, in the course of an intoxication or an aura, through many degrees
of magnitude, but in doing so endlessly reproduces itself (since it is com
posed of sel f-similar structures differing chiefly in scale).
It is this endless geometrisation-this geometrisation to infinity
which Herschel speaks or, with regard to his own Geometrical Spectra;
and which Louis Wain, the psychotic artist, illustrates in his "mosaic"
cat (Figure 5 q. (And it is this endless geometrisation, and self-similarity,
of course, which distinguishes fractal patterns as they are generated.)
Such an endlessly geometrised kaleidoscopic form pattern (induced by
cannabis) is beautifully illustrated in Siegel and West's 1975 book Hal

lucinations (Figure 1 0).
Kluver draws attention to the fact that similar hallucinations, similar
form constants, may appear in a variety of other conditions: in certain

hypnagogic hallucinations, in entoptic phenomena,63 in insulin hypogly
cemia, in fever deliria, in cerebral is chemi a, in some epilepsies, and with
exposure to rotating or flickering visual stimuli. Nor does he omit mi63Simple geometrical patterns can be elicited by pressure on the eyeballs, and appar·
ently arise within the eye. Such patterns were illustrated by Purkinje almost two centuries
ago. It is possible that the retina itself is capable of generating such patterns, and of a
limited degree of "self-organisation." But in migraine, as was evident even to Herschel,
the patterns originate in the brain, for they have characteristically hemlanopic distribu
tions, and other evidences of a "higher" origin. Such patterns may also be seen-and this
is also true of the elementary hallucinations induced by cannabis and mescal-in total
darkness, or by blind subjects in whom the eyes are enucleated.
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Fig. 1 0. Geometrised kaleidoscopic form pattern.
(Courtesy Dr. Ronald K. Siegel)
graine. (Kluver's list could be greatly extended: an important "negative"
inducement to hallucinations, studied in detail by Hebb, is sensory de
privation, where, characteristically, the deprived brain starts by gener
ating simple hal lucinations - "dots, lines, or simple geometric patterns";
goes on to "something like wallpaper patterns " ; then to "isolated ob
jects, without background " ; and hnally to " integrated scenes usually
containing

dreamlike distortions. " )64

So many etiologies, so many causes, producing the same phenomena;
64 Th e generation of such patterns, as well as higher·level images, with sensory depri
vation is of particular interest, for it suggests that there is a continual autonomous cortical
activity, even at rest, and that this may become exaggerated and pathological, not only
with overstimulation at the cortex, but with removal of the normal perceptual constraints.
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there must be, Kluver infers, some common path, some "fundamental
mechanism" at work, in the sensory cortex. The form constants, despite
the most varied origins, must . be constants of cortical structure or
organisation, must tell us something deep about the functioning of
the sensory cortex, and the nature of sensory perception and pro
cessing.
Kluver's work, in the twenties, was one of report and review, collect
ing al1d analyzing narratives of drug action. The use of mescaline was
rare and esoteric in the t'JjIenries, whereas the use of cannabis, and the
psychedelics, became epidemic in the sixties. It was time for another, and
more exacting, analysis-and this was provided, in the early seventies,
by Ronald Siegel of UCLA. Siegel's approach was experimental and
quantitaJtive, where Kluver's had been more anecdotal an& qumlitative.
Realising almost ITom the start that his subjects taking cannabis (and
dimethyl tryptamine) experienced essentially similar hallucinations to
those described by Kluver, Siegel spread his net wider than Kluver, and
not only anaiysed "constants" of form (here using nine categories where
Kluver had used! four), but constants of moveme!1lt as well (concentric,
wtationai, pulsating, etc.). Thus there emerged a clearer picrure of the

flow of hallucinations amd perceptual changes in the experience, its &y
mllmic amd complex organisation in space and rime.
llt is important to stress the instability , the fluctuations, made explicit

in Siegel's 3malysis-Kluver's use of the term "form COIlJSialllJts," with its
purely spaJrial cOi"motarions, gives al misleaJding imlPression of stability

and invmrnance in time. This is not a stable, equilibrium state, but a highly

unstable, far-froM-equilibrium state, which is continually reorganising
it�e1f. There is incessal1lt movement at this stage of hallucinosis, not only
concentric, rotarional, and pulsating-some form of oscillation is almos�
invariable-i.nllt with sudden fluctuations as well, sudden replmcemems
of one pattern or one image by aJllother, which Herschel, a centwry ear
liell, bad callee! ."!caleidoscopic." These !cllieidoscopic changes, Siegel esti
mates, may otcur at tbe rate of ten per second. Siegel, moreover, extends
his 8i1l11 alysis to higher levels than Kluver, alnd concerns himself ll1Iot oniy
with elememary rime-space patterns of haJllucinosis, which aJn-e abstract,
independent of eKperience, aod context-free, but with the formation of

images in his subjects.

«t had been hinted by Xauver-and is hinted too in those rathe� rare

migraine experiences where seeing geometrical patterns goes on to hal
h.rciOllaJtioHl of scenes 2nd images-thalt the geome�rk2J1 JPatterns might
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form a "screen" or "matrix" upon which, or within which, true images

could arise-often tiny images of people and places within the interstices
or links of the lattice.6s This was amply confirmed by Siegel in his studies,
and his publications (1 975, 1 977) contain beautiful illustrations of this
happening. Such images, like all images, always have a personal quality,
exhibit the particularity of imagination and memory of the individual,
and must be constructed at levels higher than primary sensory cortex.
But the higher cannot occur without the lower. One knows that the
primary visual cortex, though it cannot generate complex imagery by
itself, is none the less a prerequisite for its generation-patients with
extensive damage to primary visual areas, or ablation of these, are not
only blind, but unable to evoke inner visual images. The course of hal
lucinations, in intoxications, as in migraine, hinted at the sort of activity,
of "preprocessing, which might need to occur in the sensory cortex in
order to ready it for more complex imagery. Cortical activity dearly
assumed a grossly pathological form in these conditions-it became vis
ible, hallucinatory, unconstrained, autonomous-yet it might cast light
on normal mechanisms too: rhis indeed, is the use of pathology.
n

MECHANISMS OF HALLUCINATION
The simplest migraine hallucinations, as we have said, are phosphenes
simple, almost structureless, moving lights in the visual field. Phosphenes
virtUally identical to these are readily elicited by direct electrical stimu
lation of the visual cortex, either in the primary area (Brodmann area
17) or the surrounding visual association cortex. Such stimulation
evoked; in Penfield's studies
. . . flickering lights, dancing lights, colors, bright li gh ts, stars, wheels, blue,
green and red colored discs, fawn and blue lights, colored balls whirl in g
[etc.) ' "

It seems probable, then, that migraines begin with a similar, inter
nally-generated excitation of the visual cortex (and there i� direct physio
logical evidence of this, from electroencephalography and measuring
visual evoked potentials of such a stimulation occuring in m igraines).
But nothing other than simple flashes and phosphenes can be elicited by
direct stimulation of the primary visual cortex. One never observes more
6SSee Appendix

II: Cardan's Visions.
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compielt {olms, or forms evolving over a considerable rime. Il\!nfield and
Rasmussen memselvcs remark that "the detailed zigzag outlines of mi
graine images have not been described to us." And to this Kluver

adds

that the form constants seen in mescaline intoxication aIre also not elicit
able by occipital-lobe stimulation. Both o� these, it is clear, demand an
odler explanation, malte us visualize a more compieK, longer-lasting,
cortical disturbance.

What then is the nature of this peculiar, long lasting, irradiating cor
-

rical p rocess ? Gowers wrote, almost a century ago:
The process is very mysterious . . . . There is a peculiar form of activity which
seems to spread, like the ripples in a pond into which a stone is thrown
. . . [and} in the regions through which the active ripple waves have pas�l!d, a
state is left like molecular disturbance of the structures.

Forty years later, Lashley made a minute study of his own migraine

scotomata, plotti ng their contours and enlargement as they traversed the
visual field. He observed that the scotoma glways remained constant in

form

as it expanded, as if there were some even,

uniform

,

cen tri

fugal

process underlying it. The neurological atmosphere at this time was char

acterised

by a passion to localise, to sec the brain as a mosaic of innu

merable, tiny centers. Lashley, against this, had long thought chat there
must be other, more global processes at work, capable of integrating
large (and perhaps widely separated) areas of the brain. He had specu
lated at length about this, in an earlier ( 1 93 1) paper, when he envisaged
a wavelike "diffusion" or spread of nerve impulses through a homoge
nous cellular network, a spread · with analogies to that of physical wave
motion or chemical diffusion, and, like these, producing characteristic
interference patterns of a complex type.
The spread of his own migraine scotomata seemed

[0

Lashley to be

an example of such a wavelike excitation propagating across a sheet of
cortical matter-a propagation which, in this instance, bad a slow and
uniform course. By plotting the rate of enlargement of his scotomata,
and comparing it with the known dimensions of the striate cortex, Lash
ley could now calculate that the wave of excitation, from its first appear

macula, must then spread out across the cortex at about
3 millimeters per minute.
When Gowers had written, in I 904, a bout "ri pple-waves" in the ce

ance near the

rebral pond, this had been no more than a metaphor. And when Lashley
had speculated about wave motions in his 193 .11 paper, he was careful to

say that such notions as "mass action" and wave action in the cortex
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could not but appear "highly metaphoric," but, he added, "Yet the facts
demand something of the sort. " Now, in 1 94 I, from his own self-obser
vations, he could be more confident that such wave motions did in fact
exist-Gowers 's "ripple-waves" had become more than a metaphor,
they had become a quantitative, measurable fact.
But what of the organization of this wave, its patterns of activation
how were the fortifications to be understood? Lashley observed that
when there were fortifications, these maintained their characteristic pat
tern in each area, being typically finer and less complicated in the upper
quadrants, and coarser and more complex in the lower quadrants of the
visual field. They did not, he observed, increase in size with increasing
size of the scotoma-additional ones were instead added as the activated
area grew. The scintillations, he added, "seem to sweep across the figure
towards the advancing margin and are constantly renewed at the inner
margin, like the illusion of movement of a revolving screw. " Their rate
of scintillation (about

10

per second), and patterns (of lines and angles)

seemed to be the same for everybody who experienced them.
Lashley observed that such repetitive patterns of activity also occurred
in other pathological conditions-he cited Kluver's studies of mescal
and seemed, therefore, to represent not just a specific migraine process,
but a universal of cortical reaction and activity. Such repetitive patterns,
he concluded, "should have been predicted from the free spread of ex
citation through a uniform neural field (having the structural arrange
ment of reverberatory circuits described by Lorente de No) . . . the
patterning represents the type of organisation into which the cortical
activity falls as a result of inherent properties of the architectonic struc

ture."
Lashley was heavily criticised, and often dismissed, by his contempo
raries, who could not understand his dissatisfaction with the accepted
notions of localisation, or his fantastical (as they saw it) invocation of
"mass action" and "waves." But the sweep and prescience of his thought
is remarkable-we are in a better position to see this than his contem
poraries-and it is sad that he did not live to see some of the empirical
confirmations and applications of his thought. For, shortly after Lash
ley's 1 9 4 1 paper, Leao was able to demonstrate that, following cortical
injuries in animals, there might occur a slowly-diffusing "spreading de
pression" in the cortex with exactly the properties and rate of propaga
tion that Lashley had calculated from his scotomata. And very recently,
using new techniques of magneto-encephalography, it has been con
firmed that precisely such a slow wave of excitation and inhibition,
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spreading across the striate cortex, may actually be visualised

during the course of migraine auras (Welch, 1 990).

Nothing could be said about the architectonic structu res which m ight

be organising this excitation until the r96os, when Hubel and Wiesel

were able to demonstrate the existence of a variety of " feature detectors"

within the visual cortex-detectors which were, characteri8tically, or

ganised into small "columns.» This allowed a new approach to the prob

lem of the fortifications of migraine, and in 1 97 1 , such an approach was
made by Richards, usi ng -as had Lashley, Herschel, and Airy before

him-his own scotomata as a field for o bse rvation

.

What is so striking about the fortifications-and this is brought out

by every des cripti on from Herschel to Lashley-is the orientation of
their constituent parts ( "straight-lined angular forms . . . with salient and

re-entering angles, bastions, and ravelins"), and this suggests that the
neurons of the cortex being activated either have such orientations them

selves

(if there is a literal correspondence between cortical patterns and

hallucinatory patterns}, or are sensitive

to

d ifferent orientations. The

l atter, of course, is precisely what Hubel and Wiesel were able to dem

onstrate in 1963. B ut the dimensions of the columns of Hubel and Wie
sel's orientation detectors are 0. 2. millimeters, whereas the size of th e



serrations, Richards calculated, each correspond to about

I

millimeter

of cor tica l distance. Therefore, Richards argues, the advancing wave ac

tivates not individual columns, but groups or pools of them responding

to the same orientation. Thus (as Lance puts it) a wave of excitation,

advancing over the cortex, could throw one group after another into
activity, and by causing a direct electrical stimulation of these cause the

patient to "see" bars of light at different angles, shimmering as column

after column is stimulated. "In this way," writes Richards, "the migraine

fortification is an excellent natural experiment: the ad�ancing waves oE

disturbance draw continuous traces across the cortex and in less than

half an hour reveal part of the secret of its neuronal organization. "

Writing a t the time, i n 1970 , ! felt that the Lashley-Richards theory

of the scotoma and fortifications, while (perhaps) needing correction on
details, might be adequate in principle to explain these. But no such

scheme-of cytoarchitectonic patterns being

wave-seemed

to

activated by an excitatory

me a ppl icable to the third, "Kluveresque" level of hal

lucinosis in migraine: the appearance of tesselations and lattices, contin

ually modulating in scale and form ; of curved organising forms like
,

spirals and cones; and of higher-orde r geometrical forms, like Turkish

carpets and radiolaria, with their proneness to sudden, kaleidoscopic
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transformations. "It is evident," I wrote in the first edition of Migraine,
in 1 970, "that we must here postulate some form of fu ncti ona l schema
tisation above anatomically fixed cytoarchitectonic p atterns I p u t for
ward several theories, including one of perceptual units ("gnostic units")
able to vary in size (p. I 98 ) , but felt dissatisfied with them all. And
indeed, one could not go farther in 1 970, could not move beyond the
intuition that a radica!ly new principle or theory was required, because
the needed empirical and conceptual advances still lay in the future. We
stood in need of a deeper understanding of the functional anatomy and
physiology of the visual cortex; the development of a m athe m a tical the
ory for the propagation of complex waves in an excitable medium; and,
not least, a way of simul a ting or modelling iarger num bers of intercon
nected neurons. Perhaps too we needed a rlldically new way of loo ki ng
."

at complex systems and their self-organisation in time-the as-yet
scarcely-born science of nonlinear dynamical systems, or (in short) chaos

theory.

SELF-ORGANIZING SYSTEMS

The problem one faced was one of morphogenesis, the origin and growth
of biological forms, albeit forms of a rather simple geometric type. Such
a concern, both at this simple level and at much more complex levels,
goes back to Aristotle, and was a particular passion of that strange blend
of classicist, mathematician and biologist, D'Arcy Thompson, whose
Growth and Form is one long meditation on the subj e ct A migraineur,
or anyone with personal experience of Kluver's constants, cannot open
Growth and Form, cannot see its pictures of radiolaria and heliozoa, of
starfish and sea u rch i ns , of pinecones and sunflowers, or spirals, lat
tices, tunnels, and radial symmetries, without a startled cry or recog
nition.
.

This was very much in my mind when I originally drahed a Part 5 of
Migraine, in 1 968, but the purely topological approach used by D'Arcy
Thompson, it seemed to me, though it might explain the slow transitions
of forms or p atte rns into one another-for example, of a p lane lattice
into a curved one (see Plate 7)-could not explain the sudden, global
changes, the fluctuations, the kaleidoscopic switches, so characteristic of
migr a ine aura. For this reason I abandoned this Part 5 .
A di fferent sort of approach was needed to explain these-and this
was not avail a ble to D' Arcy Thompson at the time he wrote (nor to me,
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when I wrote Migraine). It was first intimated, perhaps, albeit in a wholly
theoretical form, by the mathematician Alan Turing, when, in one of his
late papers, he examined the problems of morphogenesis, and how these
might be modelled, or initiated, by a wave, such as the waves or patterns
of chemical concentrations which he showed might be generated at a
critical point in a complex chemical system in a diffusing m edium (Tur
ing, 1 9 5 2).
Such a system was to be discovered a few years later by Belousov, and
independently by Zhabotinski, examining complex mixtures of cerium
sulphate, malonic acid, and potassium bromate dissolved in sulphuric
acid. If these reagents are arranged in a thin layer and ullstirred, various
geometricml wave forms spontaneously appear and grow-circular
waves eKpanding concentrically from

a

fixed cemer, spirals that twist

oU!t\vard, clockwise or anridockwise, and so on. H the reagents are kept

moving and stirred, we see not spatial patteCKIs, but equally remarkable

temporal p:lltterns, sudden switches or oscillations, the entire mixture
rurning blue for a minute, thell red, then blue again, with such regularity
as to constitute (in Prigogine's words) a chemical dock.
MallY other such chemical systems have now been discovered, or de

vised, capable of generating the most complex geometries in space and
time, but all of these with certain basic forms akin to Kluver's halluci
natory constants, or, fOIr that matter, to the elements combined! in

Herschel's sensorjaJ kaleidoscope. Thus Muller et al.

( 1989) note:

As complex as the observed chemical patterns may be . . . it is obvioVls that ill
certain number of basic structure types can be extracted from them. . • • These
are singular points, branching points with frequently triangular geometry,
sharp bands, diffuse stripes, circles, patches with a varying degree of regular
ity, spirals and helices. Dislocations, polygons or targets are already compo
sitions of such elements . . . . Frequently, these are implemented on different
5J!l3tial scales.
These spom2lneo�s organisations of matter into complex patterns
might have seemed, did seem, mere oddities, freaks of nature, until Mlya
JPrigogiK1le realized the literally cosmic (or cosmogenetic) importance of
slJlch systems, and in a single stroke resolved a scientific amOl philosophical
dilemma which had stimulated thinkers :>ince �he rime of the Greeks.
&isrode saw the production of organic forms as

2l

consequence of m

Purpose, a Design; Democritus as a result of chance juxtaposition of
atoms. lldlealism and materialism have vied for 1.,000 years and more,

ycttBJeii:her, it is clear, can explain Nature (or indeed anything). Hernchel,
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indeed, vacillated between such explanations for his Geometrical Spec

tra, seeing them either as expression of "a Thought, an Intelligence'" or
as the result of a purely mechanical Device, the then very popular kalei
doscope of Victorian drawing rooms. Clearly he is satisfied with neither
of these teleological explanations-and, indeed, neither will work.66 An
entirely different principle bas to be invoked a principle of emergence
or evolution, a principle which does not imply any preexisting pattern
or design, but rather OJ spontaneous emergence of order and form.
This new principle Prigogine called "self-organisation," and he sees
it a s a universal creative power in nature, crearing order, creating com
pleXity, creating "the arrow of time," a spontaneous self-o.fganisation
emerging in nature at every level, from the cosmic to the physico-chemi
cal, to the biological, to the culturaL It becomes an entirely new view of
nature-or God.
The principle of self-organisation, spontaneously emerging complex
ity, opens up to us a new and entrancing view of nature-3 creative or
evolutionary perspective in place of (or to supplement) the "clockwork"
and "heat-death" ones. Self-organising systems are indeed the rule in
nature, yet paradoxically, these were only "discovered" thirty years ago,
and only given a full mathematical analysis with the development of
chaos theory years after this. We now see, as Prigogine reminds us, that
nature "thinks" in nonintegrable differential equations, "thinks" in
terms of chaos and self-organisation, " thinks" in terms of nonlinear
dynamical systems. ("The universe," Prigogine says, "is like a giant
brain.") Such systems tend to hover far from equilibrium, and it is this
far-from-equilibrium position which gives them their sensitivity, their
criticality, their capacity to change radically and unpredictably, to gen
erate, co evolve, new structures and forms. Such systems, with their "uni
,

versal behaviours," as chaologists call them, though so widespread, are
hidden for the most part, not seen, not suspected, in the course of our
daily lives.
Paul Davies, the cosmologist, writes:
For three centuries science has been dominated by the Newtonian and ther
modynamic paradigms, which present the universe either as a sterile machine,
or as a state of degeneration and decay. Now there is the
66

new

paradigm of

As Prigogine says, "The idea of an immanent organising intelligence is thus often
opposed to by an organisational model borrowed from the technology of the time (me·
chanical, heat, cybernetic machines), which immediately elicits the reton: 'Who' built the
machine, the automaton that obeys external purpose?"
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the creative universe, which recognii.� the progressive, innovative character

of physical processes. ( 1988)

If we ask why this new view did-not emerge in science before (it has
always, in a sense, been obvious to intuition), we will find a partial
answer in , the ideal quality of science, with its use of ideal, simplified

models which rarely correspond to the complexity of reality. Classical
dynamics is founded on such simplifications-we analyse the movement
of a pendulum (while ignoring frnction), or the movement of two celestial
bodies (while ignoring all others). These simplified or ideal systems lie
in eternal equilibrium; there are no perturbations, there is no "arrow of
time. "
But natural systems, in general, are not closed, but open to the envi
ronment-part of the world, with all its vicissitudes. This openness to
the environment causes unpredictable fluctuations, and these force the
system farther and farther away from equilibrium. Soon there comes a
critical point-these are the singular points to which Clerk Maxwell
refers (p. 1 3 9)-and at this point an abrupt change, a so-called bifurca
tion occurs, at which the now enormously amplified fluCtuation drives
the system inm a new phase, which may in turn move to

a

new point of

bifurcation. Thus a rapid divergence occurs, with the opening of innu
merable alternate pathways. In classical, closed systems fluctuations are
rapidly damped and suppressed. In open systems, real systems, the re
verse tends to be true, and fluctuation becomes the "go," the "'en'gioe,"
of the whole process. Prigogine calls this phenomenon "order through
fluCtuations," and he sees it as a fundamental organising principle in
nature.
It has not, of course, been Prigogine alone at the helm of these new
discoveries, this new wave of thinking. There has, indeed, been an inde
pendent occurrence, and yet concurrence, of discoveries in

a

dozen un

related fields, and only now do we see how, at the deepest level, these
are all related. Thus one complex open system which has always frus
trated long-term prediction is the weather. It was imagined, until the
early 1960s, that if only one had sufficient information and computing
power, one would be able to make accurate long-term predictions. Ed
ward Lorenz showed that this was not the case, because the systems
involved behave in a nonlinear fashion, and the partial differential equa
tions representing them do not converge to a single solution, but instead
diverge and bifurcate into innumerable alternatives.
This realm has burgeoned into an entire new field-that of chaos
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theory, or nonlinear dynamics. And chaos theory, we are finding increas
ingly, provides a fundamental key to understanding complexities and
irreversibilities throughout the whole of nature.67
Another approach has been that of Benoit Mandelbrot, and his dis
covery of fractional ("fractal") periodicities and dimensions. In his book,

The Fractal Geometry of Nature,

Mandelbrot provides computer pat

terns with an uncanny resemblance to clouds, trees, snowflakes, moun
tain ranges, and

so

on, an entire world of "natural" landscapes, varying

in scale from the geologic to the microscopic. It is characteristic of nat
ural forms that they exist simultaneously on many scales and preserve
their forms, and are isomorphic, whatever the scale. Thus the famous
"Mandelbrot set," when it is magnified or analysed on a computer,
yields an endless succession of self-similar patterns, all of which, so to
speak, were in it from the start. It is similar with the "geometrical-orna
mental structures" of which Kluver speaks, which have

a

potentially

infinite succession of self-similarities on finer and finer scales. Such phe
nomena are unintelligible given the conventional view of a " normal"
Euclidian world, but appear perfectly natural, indeed inevitable, given
the idea of fractional dimensions or fractals.
Thus a new revolution has been afoot in the last twenty years, bring
ing together the concepts and discoveries of many fields and disciplines,
until now, in Feigenbaum'S phrase, we start to see " universal behaviours"
at work, at every level from the cosmic to the neural (Feigenbaum, 1 980).
The enormous complexity of these universal behaviours is a rebuttal to
those who feel that reality must be "simple" -and these universal
behaviours have required, for their formal illustration or solution, the
development

not

only of new branches of mathematics, but super

compu ters of enormous power.

A NEW MODEL OF MIGRAINE AURA
These exciting developments have led us to re-examine the pri:viously
intractable problem of the complex, evolving forms of the aura, and of
hallucinatory form constants in general, in �I way which was not possible
67 Mitchell Feigenbaum and others have been leading theorists here, Feigenbaum being
especially pre-eminent for his discovery of so-called "period-doubling" bifurcations. This
refers to the changing of frequencies of the sysrem by exact multiples of two, as some
parameter is altered. What is critical is that the bifurcations occur in a precise geometrical
sequen�'e (the "Feigenbaum sequence"), which cannot be predicted from the basic descrip·
tion of the system. Such period doublings are seen in a surprisingly large number of natural
systems, from dripping faucets to cardiac rhythms to the chaotic motions of Pluto's orbit.
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when this book was first written. Equally important has been the new
power of simulation-namely, designing model networks of neurons,
endowed with at least some of the properties of real cortex, and visual i
sing with a supercomputer their behaviour when stimulated, to see
whether, if driven to critical, far-from-equilibrium conditions, they ac
tually generate spatial and temporal patterns similar to those of the aura.
This we are currently attempting to do.
lt is in the nature of models to simplify; we cannot give our model
what the cortex itself has-a hundred million cells, twenty cell types,
six layers, an infinity of connections both intrinsic and extrinsic. But we
can simulate some realities, above all, that of time (Siegel,

1991). The

neurons of the cortex have action potentials which result from the move
ment of ions in and our of the cell i n a complicated, time-dependent
manner. Indeed, these action potentials are the very basis of neural func
tion-they are the sole means of communication between neurons. Ac
tion potentials do not propagate instantly through a network, but take
time to propagate through the axon and across the synapse. This time
factor cannot be ignored: migraine auras occur in time, evolve in time,
develop in time; they do not consist of time-independent spatial patterns.
Thus our model, though it consists of only 400 "neurons" (disposed in
a

20 by 20 square array), and 'only a single (excitatory) "cell type," is

nevertheless endowed with these time-related properties which physiol
ogy shows (0 be crucial: action potentials, propagation delays (i.e., the
time needed for an action potential to go from one neuron to the next),
and synapses, which make for a "functional anatomy," a connectivity,
resembling that of actual cortex. All of these parameters can be sepa
rately varied, as well, of course, as the stimulus itself.
When this network is analysed on a small supercomputer, we may see
three quite different sorts of behaviour, depending on the parameters
used. A single focussed stimulus can cause waves to propagate away from
the stimulus point, until (with the all-or-none quality of action poten
tials) they suddenly collapse, cease to exist. Such waves, in their initia
tion, we may regard as analogous to phosphenes, and in their subsequent
spread outward across the nerve net as ana logous to the symmetrically
spreading cortical waves which underlie the uniform enlargement of sco
tomata. It should be emphasised that such waves, in our model, are
created by the excitation and propagation of action potentials; they are
not purely physical diffusions or radiations.
With different parameters, the primary wave of activity may provoke
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the production of secondary and tertiary waves-each excited neuron,

potentially,

can be a source for such subsidiary waves-and these

sec

ondary and tertiary waves can then collide in constructive and destructive
interference, apparently in a random fashion, to produce a seething mass
of excitation. This may be regarded as analogous to the violent disorder
and turmoil we may see in the earlier, turbulent phases of the third stage,
prior to its self-organisation into lattices and other forms.
With yet different parameters, an entirely new and remarkable phe
nomenon occurs: the emergence and evolution, quite spontaneously, of
complex geometrical patterns in space and rime. Some of these geometric
patterns are relatively simple, corresponding to the lattices, radial forms,
and spirals seen in migraines; others are more complex, and hint at the
more elaborate "ornamental" forms described by Kluver.
The three distinct and distinctive behaviours our net shows

can

be

elicited by varying a single parameter-for instance, the strength of syn
aptic connectivity. But the patterns are not only dependent on synaptic
strength ; they can, equally, be found with variations in the propagation
delay. It seems as if the system itself has only a certain range of be
haviours, and that these behaviours are "universals" of the system, the
result of a spontaneous "self-organisation " in the network. It js

as

if a

field, a whole field of neurons, is being excited here, which organises
itself and behaves as a coherent whole; as jf such a field, once excited,
embarks on a free course of its own, a course determined only by its
global properties and connectivity. It is our hypothesis that the neurons
of the primary visual cortex too form just such a <:field"-a "field" in
Lashley's sense-in which complex neuronal events and integrations are
determined less by local considerations of microanatomy and nuclei and
columns and centers than by global considerations of wave actions and
interactions in an alive, spontaneously active, enormousiy complex neu
ronal medium.
Such global, field paradigms have been exceedingly useful in under
standing cardiac rhythms, the electrical "complexion" of the heart, and
its geometries in space and time and, most especially, the pathology of
such activations, when the normal patterns of self-organisation and
chaos can become hugely amplified and destructive. One would certainly
expect them to be no less useful in understanding cerebral activity, the
more so as so many of the "classical" mechanisms show themselves lim
ited, and indeed bankrupt, when we try to come to grips with complex,
evolving, or rapidly changing patterns of activity. This limitation is very
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evident at

"

higher

"

levels; but it is evident also at the level of primary

visual cortex, where the elementary Geometrical Spectres of migraine,
and other conditions, are generated and evolve.

Similar thoughts were inspired in Ermerttrout and Cowan, who were

already working on the visual system, when they became acquainted
with Kluver's work on hallucinatory form constants-indeed, they dedi
cate their 1979 work to him. Ermentrout and Cowan also wondered
whether an analysis of wave propagation in the primary visual cortex
could explain the form constants seen in migraine and other conditions.
The model they used was not too realistic-wave propagation was in

stantaneous, there was no consideration of time-and yet, when they
came to analyse their equations with the mathematics of group- and
bifurcation theory, they too found solutions of these in doubly periodic

stationary states, as spatial "rolls" and "grids" which, if projected on

the

retina, would be perceived as the form constants which Kluver de

scribes.69 There is thus a convergence between their results and ours,
between the results of a formal mathematical analysis and an actual
compu ter simulation.
It is possi b le, of course, that this is a mere coincidence-that we are

generating geometrical patterns of a "cortical " type in a way which has
noth ing to do with the actual functioning of the cortex, imitating the

brain but nOt truly modelling it. But that the brain should fail to avail

itself of so simple and natural a mechanism-a mechanism, indeed, of
a sort un iversal th roughout nature-and employ instead some other nec

essarily more compl icated and cumbersome mech anism (for producing

the same result) seems improbable.

And so we come full circle, almost a century and a half after Herschel,
68 It had been proposed earlier, by Cowan and others, that there was a " conformal "
projection of the visual field onto the cortex, that is, a formal mapping of its circular
structure onto the rectilinear structure of th e cortex. The conformal mappi ng is, in essence,
a stretch ing and bending 01 the visual world. Such a p rojection meant that straig/tr wave
fronts in the cortex could be perceived, or hallucinated, as curved structures in the visual
field.
Conformal p ro lcction showed that the four form constants of Kluver corresponded
with simple bands of excitation on the cortex. Given this, Kluver's circular, spi ra l, and
radia l form constants become simple rectangles, Or "ro/ls, n while the lartice and web
constants become rectangular "grids" in the cortex. Ermentrout and Cowan's a nalysis
generated such grids and rolls, and we have seen similar grids and rolls in Our own simu
lations. Sut we have also seen lattices, spirals, tunnel-like forms as such (see Plate 8). One
must hope that advances in brain imaging-perh aps especia lly in PET scanning and
SQUID (magneto-encephalography), conducted during migraine auras-will be able to
demonstrate the presence of such forms as electromagnetic patterns at the same moment
as patients see them internally. Such imaging would provide an objective "photograph"
of migraine processes, where hallucinations can only p rovide a subjective one.
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brooding on his Geometrical Spectra, wondered whether there was not
"a kaleidoscopic power in the sensorium." Now, at the close of the twen
tieth century, we can mimic the sensorial kaleidoscope by letting a self
organising neural network create its own patterns; we can picture a
spontaneous and dynamic "kaleidoscopy" in the brain. Our model nel
and the brain itself-creates these geometries out of energy and time.
Sherrington spoke of the brain as "an enchanted loom," weaving ever
changing, dissolving, but always meaningful patterns. But he was speak
ing of thoughts and images, whereas we are concerned here with
something at once more elementary and elemental-the creation, the
play, or pure patterns, pure forms.
It must not be imagined that such self-organising activity, the complex
patterns of order and chaos, occur only in pathological conditions. There
is increasing evidence to show that chaotic and self-organising processes
occur normally in the cortex, and that they are, indeed, a prerequisite
for sensory processing and perception, as well as being constrained by

these too. One of the clearest signs of this is their emergence in grossly

exaggerated form if there is no sensory input to constrain them (see
p. 283). But the processes of chaos and self-organisation in the cortex
are normally local, microscopic, and, as such, invisible-it is only in
pathological conditions that they cohere, synchronise, become global,
become visible, take over, and thrust themselves as patterned hallucina
tions into awareness. Our own model was designed to show normal
activity, the normal processes of self-organisation, and it was only when
we altered certain parameters that these became pathological-that, so
to speak, our model had a migraine.
Our view of Nature has changed in the l ast twenty years-we have
come to recognize nonlinear dynamical processes, chaotic and self-or
ganising processes, in a vast range of natural systems, and to realize that
these play an essential part in the evolution of the universe. But we do
not need to go far afield for examples-to the aggregation of slime-fungi
or the motions of Pluto-we have a natural laboratory, a microcosm, in

our own heads. It is in this sense, finally, that migraine is enthralling;

for it shows us, in the form of a hallucinatory display. not only an ele

mental activity of the cerebral cortex, but an entire self-organising sys

tem, a universal behaviour, at work. It shows us not only the secrets of
neuronal organisation, but the creative heart of Nature itself.

A P PE. N D I X

I

The Visions of Hildegard

The religious literature of all ages is replete with descriptions of "visions," in
which sublime and ineffable feel ings have been accompanied by the experience
of radiant luminosity (William James speaks of "photism" in this context). it is '
impossible to ascertain, in the vast majority of cases, whether the experience
represen ts a hysterical or psychotic ecstasy, the effects of intoxication, or an
epileptic or migrainous manifestation. A unique exception is provided in the case
of Hildegard of Bingen (1098 to 1 1 80), a nun and mystic of exceptional intel
lectual and literary powers, who experienced countless "visions" from earliest
childhood to the close of her life, and has left exquisite accounts and figures of
these in the two manuscript codices which have come down to us-Scivias and
Liber divinorum Opert4rn simp/ids bominis.
A careful consideration of these accounts and figures leaves no room for doubt
concerning their nature: they were indisputably migrainous, and they illustrate,
indeed, many of the varieties of visual aura earlier discussed. Singer ( 1 9 58), in
the course of an extensive essay on Hildegard's visions, selects the following
phenomena as most characteristic of them:
In all a prominent feature is 3 point or a group of points of light, which shimmer and
move, usually in a wave-like manner, and are most often interpreted as stars of flaming
eyes [Figure I IBI. In quite a number of cases one light, larger than the rest, exhibits a
series of concentric circular figures of wavering form [Figure I I AI ; and often definite
fortification figures are described, radiating in some cases from a coloured area [Figures
I I C and 1 1 0]. Often the lights gave that impression of working, boiling or fermenting,
described by so many visionaries . . .

Hildegard writes:
The visions whiCh I saw I beheld neither in sleep, nor in dreams, nor. in madness, nor
with my carnal eyes, nor with the ears of the flesh, nor in hidden pl2ces; but wakeful,
alert, and with the eyes of the spirit and the inward ears, I perceived them in open view
and according to the will of God.
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A

c
Fig. 1 1 .

Varieties of migraine hallucination represented in the
visions of Hildegard

Representations of migrainous visions, from a MS. of Hildegard's SciviQs,
written at Bingen about I I So. In Figure 1 1 A, the background is formed of shim
mering stars set upon wavering concentric lines. In Figure 1 1 B a shower of bril
liant stars (phosphenes) is extinguished after its passage-the succession of posi
tive and negative scotoma: in Figures 1 1 C and 1 J D, Hildegard depicts typically
migrainous fonification figures radiating from a central point, which, in the
original, is brilliantly luminous and ,oloured (see text).
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One such vision, illustrated by a figu re of stars falling and being quenched in [he
ocean (Figure I I B), signifies for her "The Fall of the Angels·:
saw a great star most splendid a n d beautiful, and with it an exceeding multi rude o f
falling stars which with the star followed southwards . . . A n d suddenly they were all
annihil a ted, being turned into black coals . . . and cast into the abyss so that I could
see them no more.

I

Such is Hildegard's allegorical interpretation. Our literal interpretation would

be that she experienced a shower of phosphenes in transit across the visual field,
their passage being succeeded by a negative scotoma. Visions with forti fkation
figures are represented in her Zelus Dei (Figure 1 1 C) and Sedens LucidllS (figure

[ I D), the fortifications radiating from a britliamly luminous and (in the original)
shimmering and coloured point. These two visions are combined in a composite

vision (Frontispiece), and in this she interprets the fortifications as the aedificillm
of the cit)· of God.
Great rapturous intensity invests the experience of these auras, especially on

the rare occasions when a second scotoma follows in the wake of the original
scintillation:

The light which

I see is not located, but yet is more brilliant than the sun, nor can i
examine its height, length or breadth, and I na me it �the cloud of the living light." And
as sun, moon, and stars arC reflected in water, so the writings, sayings, vinues and
works of men shine in it before me . . .
Sometimes I behold within this light another light which I name uthe living light
itself" . . . And when I look upon it every sadness and pain vanishes from my memory,
so tha t I �m again as a simple maid and ·not as an old woman.

Invested with this sense of ecstasy, burning with profound theophorous and
philosophical significance, Hi ldegard's visions were instrumental in directing her
towards a life of holiness and mysticism. They provide a unique example of th.e

manner in which a physiological event, banal, hateful, or meaningless to [he vast

majority of people, can become, in a privileged consciousness, the substrate of
a supreme ecstatic inspiration. One must go to Dostoievski, who experienced on
occasion ecstatic epileptic auras to which he attached momentous significance,
to find an adequate historical parallel.6'

69 "There are moments [Dostoievski writes of such aurasl, and it is only a matter of
five or six seconds, when you feel the presence of the eternal harmony • . . a terrible thing
is the frightful clearness with which it manifests itself and the rapture with which it fills
you. If this state were (0 last more than five seconds, the soul could not endure it and
would have to disappear. During these five seconds I live a whole human existence, and
for that I would give my whole life and not tbink that I was paying too dearly . . . �

A P P E N D iX I f

Cardan's Visions ( 1 5 70)

Among the earliest "clinical" autobiographies we have is the fascinating Book
of My Life, written at the age of 70 by the Italian physician Jeronimo Cardan

(Cardano). In Chapter 37 (" On Certain Natural Eccentricities; and Marvels,

Among which, Dreams"), Cardan describes the strange visionary attacks which

he experienced between the ages of three and six. In these he would see innu
merable tiny creatures and scenes, moving in a semicircle, the tiny i mages set in,
or projected upon, a latticework of tiny rings. These visions would be followed
by a persistent coldness from the knees down. Though no headache is described,

and no dearcut scotoma, they could nonetheltss well have been migrainous (see
p. 1 00):
I used to vision, as it were, divers images of airy nothingness of body. They

seemed 10 consist of very small rings such as compose vests of chain mail

al though up to that time I had not yet seen a linked cuirass. These images

arose from the lower right-hand corner of the bed, and, moving upward in a
semicircle, gently descended on the left and straightaway disappeared. They
were images of castles, of houses, of animals, of horses with rider, of plants
and trees, of musical instruments, and of theaters; there were images of men
of divers costumes and varied dress; i mages of flute-players, even, with their
pipes as it were, ready to play, but no voice or sound was heard. Besides these

visions, I beheld soldiers, swarming peoples, fields, and shapes like unto bod
ies which even

to

this day I recall with aversion. There were groves, forests,

and other phantoms which I no longer remember; at times I could see a
veritable chaos of innumerable objects rushing dizzily along en masse, without
confusion among themselves, yet with terrific speed. . These images were,
moreover, transparent, but not to such a degree that it was as if they were
not, nor yet so dense as to be impenetrable to the eye; rather the tiny rings
were opaque and the spaces transparent.
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I was not a little delighted with my vision, and gazed so raptly upon these
marvels, that my aunt on one occasion questioned me whether I saw aught.
And I, though I was still a boy, cook counsel with myself: "If I tell, she will
be displeased at whatever causes the passage of this proud array, and she will
do away with my phantom festival." Even flowers of many a variety, and
four-footed creatures, and divers birds appeared in my vision; but in all this
exquisitely fashioned pageant the re was no color, for the creations were of
air. Accordingly I, who neither in youth nor yet in my oid age have been given
to falsehood, stood still for a long time before I replied.
Thereupon she asked, "What makes you stare so intently?" I no more
remember what I replied to her; I think I said, "Nothing. "70
. . . following this period of visions, I scarcely ever, until nearly daybreak,
had any warmth from my knees down.

7
oComplex migrainous hallucinations or "visions" may be particularly terrifying for
children-such children may fear (like Cardan) to menrion their experiences to anyone,
lest they be thought fantastical, or liars, or mad, or worse. Dr. J. C. Steele and his col
leagues, working with migrainous children in Toronto, not only established the frequency
of such ·visions" but were able, in many instances, to persuade these children to paint
their aura-visions, or to collaborate with a medical artist in reproducing them (some of
these paintings are included in Hachinski et aI., 1973). Dr. Steele indicated to me the
immense relief which was shown by these "visionary" children when they were able to
admit their strange experiences, and especially to depict them, and fO encounter a friendly,
sympathetic understanding-instead of the tellings-off, the scoldings, that they had pre
viously met.

APPENDIX III

Remedies Advised by Willis
( 1 672), Heberden ( 1 8 0 1 ) and
Gowers ( 1 892)

It is of more than historical interest to observe the remedies of former ages. Below
are cited, in part, accounts of treating migraine given in three famous texts: those
of Willis (1 672.), Heberden ( 1 802.) and Gowers ( J 891).
REMEDIES OF EVERY KIND FOR THE CURING
THIS HEADACH, TRY'D IN VAIN
For the obtaining a Cure, or rather for a uyal very many Remedies were administered,
thorow the whole progress of the Disease, by thp. most skilful Physicians, both of our

own Nation, and the prescriptions of others beyond the Seas, without any success or
ease; also great Remedies of every kind and form she tryed, but still in vain. Some years
before, "he had endured from an ointment of Quicksilver, a long and troublesome
salivation, 50 that she ran the hazard of her life. Aher twice a Cure was atTempied
(though in vain) by a Flux al the Mouth, from a Mercurial Powder, which the noted
Empecick Charles Hues ordinarily gave: wilh Ihe lik. success with the rest she tryed
the Baths, and Ihe Spaw-warers almost of every kind and nature: she admitTed of
frequent blood-letting, and also once the opening of an Artery; she had also made about
her several Issues, sometimes in the hinder part of her head, and sometimes in the
forepart, and in other parts. She also took the Air of several Counties besides her own
native Air, she went into Ireland and into france; there was no kind 01 Medicines borh
Cephalicks, Antiscorbulicks, Hysterical, all famous Speciticks, which she took not,
both from the Learned and the unlearned, from Quacks and old women: and yet
notwithsranding she professed, that she had received from no Remedy, or method of
Curing, any thing of Cure or Ease, but that the contumacious and rebellious Disease
refused to be tamed, being deaf to the charms of every Medicine.

Willis, De anima bl'Jltoru1f'l
In the attempts to cure this malady, evacuations have proved not only useless, but
hurtful; and bleeding in particular has been very derrimental. Cataplasms have not been
very well borne, and have rather added to the misery af the patienm. The hruvian bark
has very ohen been ttied in vain, and so have the root oJ valerian, the fetid gums, myrrh,
musk, camphor, opium, exrract of hemlock, sneezing powders, blisters, deep caustics,
electrifying, fomentations made of a decoaion of hemlock, warm pediluvia, epithems
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of aerher, anodyne balsam, sp. vini, linimentum saponaceum, and oil of amber, opening
the temporal artery, and drawing some of the teeth; nor has a supervening fit of the
gout made any alteration in this obstinate ailment. Sut still the bark has now and then
succeeded, and not so seldom but that it is advisable to recommend it in the first place:
an ounce of it, or not much less, should be given every day for a week. Blisters behind
the ears have appeared to abate the violence of the fi ts; and instances have not been
wanting of the good effect of as much extract, cirutae, given daily as could be borne
without giddines�. In some cases. where everything else had failed, a draught with one
quaner of a grain of tartar emetic and forty drops of tincture of opium, talcen at
bed-time for six nights, has made a lasting cure.
Heberden, Capitis Dolores Intermittentes
The special treatment consists, first, in the continuous administration of drugs during
the intervals, with the object of rendering the attJcks less frec;uent and less severe; and
secondly, the amelioration of the arracks themselves. As a rule, the measures that do
good when employed during the intervals have no influence on th e attacks . . . As al
ready mentioned, the measures that do good in one case will (ail in another. apparently

quite similar . . .

. . . The ilifluence of bromide in epilepsy narurally leads us to tum first to this as
likely to be of service in a malady that has so many (earures in common with that
disease . . . It is most likely to be efficacious in the cases in which there is no change in
the colour of the face, or in which the face is flushed throughout the attack. Ergot may
ofren, then, be usefully combined with it. In the majority of cases, however, and espe
cially in those in which there is conspicuous pallor in the early stage, the drug that has
most influence is nitroglycerine. Given regularly during the intervals, just as bromide
is given for epilepsy, it has a striking effect in many patients . . . A very liseful combi
nation is with tincture of nux vomica, tincture of geJsemium, and dilute phosphoric
acid, or with cittate of lithia and the acid syrup of lemons. Sometimes more benefit is
derived from the combination of this with bromide . . . I have found such combinations
of the liquid preparation of nitroglycerine with other drugs far more useful than the
administration of nittoglycerine in tablets. It is not well to continue it during an attack;
at the very onser a dose may be taken. but if this is not effective the medicine should
be omitted till the arrack is over; it seldom gives relief to the symptoms, and occasion
ally makes them worse . . .
During the attack absolute rest is essential . . . All strong sensory il11pressions should
be avoided . . . Relief is afforded to the pain by a full dose of bromide, and its effect is
increased by the addition of five to ten minims of tincture of Indian Hemp; this may
be repeated ellery two or three hours . . . Drugs that cause contraction of the arteries
are almost power less ; all that a fuJI dose of ergotin does is to lessen the throbbing
intensification of the pain complained of by some patients. Scrollg tea and coffee are
popular remedies, and occasionally give some disrincr relief, which may also be ob
tained from a few grains of caffeine . . .
Repeated galvanisation of the sympathetic has been recommended as a remedial
measure . . . The va lue of the treatment is, to say the least, seldom perceptible.
Gowers, A Manual of Diseases of the Nervous System
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No.
Case-Summary
40
" Red" migraine: chronic facial rubor and erythematous
rage-reactions.
Common migraines of elaborate format: prodromal eu�o
phoria o r drowsiness: vascular headache preceded by
diffuse secretory and excretory activity.
Classical and common migraines, alternating with attacks
18
of asthma and somnambulism. Migraines preceded by
intense drowsiness at onset, and aborted by short sleep.
60
Common migraines accompanied by high fever.
Common and menstrua l rnigraines, both preceded by pro
35
drome of profound fluid-retention and hyperactivity.
Lysis of attacks with massive diuresis and epiphora.
Common and abdominal migraines with marked miosis
51
and bradycardia.
Common migraine with b rief maniacal prodrome.
63
12
Migraines described as "looming."
71
Severe menstrual syndrome, with premenstrual fluid-re
tention and psychosis, and post-menstrual headache
and intestinal colic.
Sunday (Sabbatical) migraines, invariably preceded by 2.
68
to 3-day prodrome of mounting irritability, lysed with
massive d iuresis and diaphoresis, and followed by sense
of tranquillity and reanimation.
Common migraines formerly terminated by paroxysmal
66
vomiting, subsequently by paroxysmal sneezing.
Classical migraines with either cephalgic or abdominal
10
symptoms, both preceded by scintillating scotomata.

Case
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Attacks only at full moon. Lunar migraines sometimes
alternate with "lunacy.;'

39

58

Classical migraines with severe precordial ("pseudo-anginal") pain accompanying headache. Precordial mi

graines also occurring without a headache component.

39, 1 67

76

Common migraines and stuporous migraine equivalents

49

Polymorphous syndrome: post-prandial totpors: common

in response to conventual restrictions.

migraine and continuous "'arent" vascular ,headache;

paroxysmal nocturnal salivation or diaphoresis; or

thostatic hypotension; paroxysmal bow,e1-colics; nar/

colepsy and cataplexy.

41

3 :t

Sudden transition from menstrual crallJriing to severe pre

47, 66, 86,

75

Migraine auras o( many different

:t 5 3

menstrual migraine headaches.

/

Eprms: nighrmares and

"daymares" (delirious auras) wlth specific sensory hal
lucinations, aphasia and sleep-paralysis on occasion:

ecstatic aura with Jacksoni�n paraesthesiae: also many
.
migraine equivalents.

47, 48

64

Polymorphous syndrome: paroxysmal asthma, recurrent

48, 1 7 1

62

Polymorphous syndrome: c<immon migraine, ulcerative

4 8, 49

61

Polymorphous syndrome in patient and family: common

peptic ulceration, rheumatoid anhritis, angioneurotic
oedema, and common mi&taines.
colitis, psoriasis, associated with environmental "trap
ping" and secondary guil', reactions.
migraine, psoriasis, hayfever, asthma, unicaria, Me

niere's

syndrome, peptic ulcer, ulcerative colitis,
Crohn's disease.

:t l

Polymorphous syndrome: classical migraines, nightmares,

67

Classical migraines and isolated auras, with marked ana-

7'1..
19

Classical migraine with delirious aura.

pre-menstrual syndromes, paroxysmal abdominal syn
dromes, syncopal llf[ad{s, urticaria.

II

repsis preceding scotomata.

Classical migraines and isolated auras of unusual com
plexity with scintillating scotomata, auditory misper
cepeio ns, epigastric aura, syncopes, hallucinations and
deliria on occasion.

Classical migraine (aura only in pregnancy). Scintillating

scotomata precipitated by Ilickering light. Feelings of

"angor animi" in some auras.

16

Classical migraines and isolated auras, latter often accom

65

Severe, infrequent classio,l migraines, with conspicuous

panied by "forced" thinking and reminiscence, and
pleasant affect.

aphasia, and hilarity during aura.
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Classical migraines and isolated auras. Elated prodrome
and aura. Higher-order visual mispefceptions with
sCintillating scotomata.
Classical migraine and isolated auras. Some of the latter
characterised by "mosaic vision."
Classical migraines in adolescence, isolated auras there
aher. Latter may take many different forms; scotoma
tous, paraesthetic, affective or syncopal.
Complex "migralepsics" associated with temporal lobe
angioma.
Physician with server negative scotomata presenring as
gaps or holes in reality.

Patient with transient "extinction" ol leh hall o f visual
field, left half of body field,and lehness generally, due
to a discharging parieto-occipital lesion.
Patient with permanent "extinction" of all perception and
idea of lehneSs, due to a sensory "stroke" affecting the
right cerebral hemisphere.
Cluster headache, with attacks of both migrainous neur
algia and common migraine In each duster.
Migrainous neuralgia and cluster headache.
Migrainous neuralgia. Attacks preceded by lacrimation,
and "defused" by histamine.
Classical migraine and c1usrer headache.
Common migraine and migrainous neuralgia.
Cluster headache with prominent prodrome. Permanent
panial Homer's syndrome.
Annual clusters of migrainous neuralgia except during a
period of psycho-analysis.
Migrainous neuralgia: one attack seen to be greatly modulated by state of mind.
Classical migraines with occasional hemiplegic attacks.
Classical migraines with protracted facioplegia.
Infrequenf common migraines, with three attacks 01
ophthalmoplegic migraine at widely-separated inter
vals, each preceded by a barrage of common migraines.
Classical migraines in childhood, with a single attack of
ophthalmoplegic migraine.
Ophthalmoplegic migraine recurring for 1.S years, with
persisting deficits.
"pseudo-migraine," i.e. misdiagnosed anacks termed
"classical migraine" in fact resulting from occipital
lobe angioma.
Temporal arteritis misdiagnosed as "migraine."
"Pseudomigraine" due to occipital-lobe infarction.
Classical migraine in childhood and old age, with 5 z-year
remission in between.
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3 10

nil

}Il

Severe common migraines presenting in late middle-age,

1 35
138

5�
74

Annual "clusters" o f common migraine.

'45

54

Common migraines attributable to severe functional
hypoglycaemia.

(47

43

"Migraine status" and other depressive and parasympa-

155

4

MigrainouS neuralgia consistently preceded by constipa-

3I

Severe menstrual migraines ceasing on administration of

78

Migraines coupled with anxiety concerning husband's
health.

following administration of hormone preparation.

Menstrual migraines continuing to appear at strictly
monthly intervals iffrer menopause.

.

.thetic symptoms following withdrawal from "Ritalin"
addiction.

tion, and controllable.by laxatives.

contraceptive hormone-preparation.

167

79

Migraines associated with repressed hostility to overpro-

1 68

80

Very severe ("habitual") migraine associared with hyster-

168

81

Classical migraines "driven" by severe depression, guilt

tected, over-demanding children.

ical denial of environmental stress.

and self-reproach. Exemption from migraines after

"accidents" (to which patient was prone), and during
periods of melancholia and institutionalisation.

1 69

56

Remission of habitual migraine during pregnancy, mourn-

1 70

8�

Repeated severe migraines associated with sado-maso-

1 70

84

Symptomatic migraines and belching associated with im-

'70
17'

55
8;

Migraines following sexual intercourse'.

ing, and illness.

chistic relationship between patient and spouse.

potent resentment at intolerable working conditions.

Sunday (Sabbatical) migraines i n an obsessive "migrainepersonality."

Note: The above case-histories are quoted in extenso in the text. Other case
histories are alluded

in the Index.
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ACETYLCHOLINE

Naturally occurring "neurotransmitter," tending

[0

serve

parasympathetic and inhibitory sy.stems, and thus antagonistic to those served
by adrenalin and dopamine.
ADRENALIN AND NOR-ADRENALIN

Naturally occurring "neurotransmitters" in

the nervous system, especially serving sympathetic and excitatory activity.
Inability to perceive through inability of the brain-mind to relate, or
integrate, the components bf perception. This is neither a paralysis nor a

AGNOSIA

hysterical disorder, but a specific disturbance of higher brain functions.
AMUSIA

An alteration or deprivation in the perception of music-either in the

perception of melody, or of tonality (see Aphasia).
ANALEPTIC

Exciting the nervous system (cataleptic, strictly, would be depress

ing the nervous system. Tranquilizers and mood-changers are sometimes
called neuroleptics).

A complete deprivation ot sensation and feeling: see also Pares
thesia which are distortions of sensation and feeling.
ANEURYSM, ANGIOMA
Rare abnormalities of blood vessels, which may, very

ANESTHESIA

rarely, cause migrainelike symptoms. An aneurysm is a thinned-out, balloon
like swelling. An angioma is a tumorlike cluster of abnormal blood vessels.
Properly speaking an angioma is a malformation-not a tumor.
Swelling of the face and scalp tissues, occasionally the
tongue: sometimes allergic, sometimes "nervous, " sometimes seen in a mi

ANGIONEUROTIC EDEMA

graine.
Fear for the soul, sense of imminent dissolution, overwhelming
dread and conviction of death. A peculiar and terrible form of fear, perhaps

ANGOR ANIMI

only seen with organic disturbances {migraine, angina, etc.}
Inability, or diminished ability, to understand or use language {the
former being a "receptive," the latter an "expressive n aphasia, either ot which

APHASIA
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may occur independently of the other). The "three As"-apraxia-agnosia
aphasia-are not uncommon in migraine aura, at least to a mild degree (see
chapter 3 ).
Inability to act througll inability of the brain-mind to place in rela
tionship, or synthesize, the components of the act. This is neither a paralysis
nor a hysterical disorder, but a specific disturbance of higher brain functions.
ATONIA, HYPOTONIA, HYPERTONIA, AND SO Obi Absent, diminished, or in
creased muscle tone. (Muscle tone is usually increased in the early, tense
phases of migraine, and reduced or collapsed in the exhausted, late phases.)
AURA This term is now used for· the many weird and wonderful symptoms

APRAXIA

which commonly precede the headache of migraine-and frequently replace
it altogether. The word aura was first used by Pelops, the master of Galen,
who was struck by the phenomenon with which many attacks begin. The
sensation having been described to him by patients as "a cold vapor," he
suggested that it might really be such, passing up the vessels then believed to
contain air. Hence he named it "spirituous vapor" in Greek.
AUTOMATISM
A trancelike state in which a person may perform simple habitual
actions, or behave repetitively and automatically, without any consciousness
or recollection afterward.
AUTONOMIC (VEGETATiVE)
That part of the nervous system, centered in the

brain, but spreading into nerves and nerve plexuses all over the body, which
regulates the rone and activity of blood vessels, glands, involuntary muscles,
and so forth, and which is wholly automatic and unconscious in its functions.
it is sometimes called the vegetative nervous system. One may say that it is
disturbances of autonomic or vegetative function, above all, which dominate
the picture of common migraine. Common migraine is essentially a vegetative
disorder (see also Sympathetic/parasympathetic).
JlORilORYGMI
An onomatopoeic word, referring to noises and spasms in the
distended, flatulent gut.
See Tachycardia.
A sudden loss of muscular tone, sometimes brought on by sudden
emotion, or migraine: someti mes associated with narcolepsy, sleep paralysis,
and the like.
CATARRH
Excessive secretion from the nose (or, indeed, anywhere else: thus
older physicians might speak of a bladder catarrh, etc.).
CEPHALALGIA (US UALLY SHORTENED TO CEPHALGIA)
Head pain-nothing
more.
Similar words in the older literature-gastralgia (stomach pain), pectoral
gia (chest pain). The only "algia" commonly spoken of now is neuralgia.
CHEMOSIS
An inflammation and cltudation at the surface of the eye, making it
moist and shiny. Chemosis is very frequent in migraine attacks (see page 19).
CHOLECYSTITIS
Inflammation of the gallbladder.
CHOREA (LITERALLY, "DANCE")
An odd, dancing, twitching movement, moving
desultorily from one part of the body to another. Most commonly seen in
certain diseases (Huntingron's chorea, etc.), or in Parkinsonians created with
L-Dopa, it may sometimes occur for a few minutes in a migraine (chapter 3 .
Complex choreic movements have some resemblance to tics.
ilRADYCARDiA

CATAPLEXY
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Archaic but powerful general
terms indicating a radical (and· perhaps ineradicable) psychophysiological
character or nature, which makes one peculiarly susceptible to migraine, or
whatever else is in question. It is often implied that this character or nature
is innate, as opposed to something learned or acquired.
CROHN'S DISEASE
Regional inflammation of the small bowel or ileum.
"DAYMARE"
A nightmare like experience occurring while awake, side by side,
so to speak, with normal, waking consciousness.
DEPERSONALIZATION, DEREALIZATION, EGO DISSOLUTION
Loss of the sense of
one's self, and of one's world, or "reality" (see page 93). Common in schizo
phrenia, but also acute migraine, and other organic disorders.
DETVMESCENCE A subsidence, after an engorgement: as with a genital reaction,
a rage, a creative furor-or a migraine.
CONSTITUTION, (PRE)DISPOSITlON, DIATHESIS

DIAPHORESIS ( DIAPHORA)
DIATHESIS

Sweating, especially excessive sweating.

See Constitution.

Excessive production of urine.
Allied to adrenalin-a neurotransmitter-especially concerned
with "runing up" levels of neural activity.
DYSRHYTHMIA (SEE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY, EEG)
A special vocabulary
has grown up to describe the appearance of the brain waves, as these may be
recorded by EEG. Normal brain waves are remarkably rhythmical, and regu
DIURESIS

DOPAMINE

lar, in appearance: a lack of proper rhythm is called a dysrhythmia. Excessive
excitement-as in an epilepsy, or some migraine auras-may make the waves
high, .sharp and steep, culminating in the formulation of spikes. There are
also characteristic changes during sleep, lethargy, inattention, and sometime..
migraine.
Spontaneous bruising, or suffusion of blood.
Swelling of tissues, an organ, or a limb, and so forrh due to abnormal
accumulation of body fluids.
EGO-DISSOLUTION See Depersonalization.
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY (EEG)
Recording cerebral activity (brain waves).
through electrodes on the scalp:
ENCEPHALIZATION The ascent of neural functions to higher and higher levels
of the brain.
ENOPHTHALMOS, EXOPHTHALMOS
Sunken-eyedness, or pop-eyedness, respec
tively. Both may be seen during migraine attacks, and reflect alteration in the
ECCHYMOSIS

EDEMA

tone or runing of eye nerves.
Just above the stomach.
ERYTHEMA ( OR RUBOR)
Redness.
EXUDATION
See Transudation.
EPIGASTRIC

The way in which the br"aiD maps and organizes sensations conveyed to
it from the senses. Most commonly we speak of the visual fields. A gap, defect
or hiatus in a field is a scotoma (see Scotoma). Special forms of·field defect
have other special names, for example, see Hemianopia.

FIELD

FIGM ENTS

Half-formed, fragmentary sOLlnds, and sights, below the level of rec
ognizable images. Very characteristic of migraine aura, delirium and other
cerebral excitements.
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Trains of thought, reminiscence, ideas, feelings, and other
occurrences which appear to be forced on one, and which one is CIOmpelled
to pursue. Common in schizophrenia, but equally common in organic distur
bances lilte migraine, epilepsy, fever, delirium.
FORMICATION A crawling feeling. as of ants on the skin.
GlI!Nmc, GENIES, AND SO ON.
Inheritance (of mental and physical traits, inheri
tance of constitution, and of particular diatheses, etc.) is considered to be
based on one's genetic character; the constellations of hereditary particles, or
genes, in one's make-up. Such genes, or gene groups, are described as domi
nant, recessive, of such-and-suCh penetrance, and so forth depending on their
power to determine or predetermine traits.
HI!IU!TUDli. A dullness of senSation, emotion, and other feelings, often seen in
the late, exhausted phases of migraine.
HEMIANOPIA A Fcculiar son of blindness, ariSing from disorder in the brain,
in which there is loss of half the visual field. The 105£ part does not loo!t dtark
(as in ordinary blindness), but nonexistent. Thus a person may not be awar.o
of hemianopia (or scotoma)-not only losing the sight of one baU, but also
losing the idea of this half (see cnapter 3).
HEMIPLEGiA Paralysis of one side, seen in strokes, tumors, and (very tarely)
migraines. A hemiplegia follows upon depression or desttuaion of me motor
areas in one half (hemisphere) of the brain. A. bemialiopie-much commoner
in migraine-upon involvement of the visual areas. Hemisensory deficim, or
hemianesthesia may result from involvement of the general sensory or tactile
areas.
HIGHER INTEGRATIVE (all. CORTICAL) /FUNCTIONS
The neuropsychological
(brain-mind) functions required for the putting together of speecb, complex
actions, perceptions, and the like. When disiUrooo, we find sud! dirorders as
aposia, apllllSia, apraxia, amusia.
HISTA1'JlINE An amine found in the nervous system and other tissues, which can
serve as a trall1sminer of nelnle impulses (see Histamine headache, chapter 41.
HOMEOSTASIS ·The maintenance of physiological constancy and stabili�. This
(according to CI21ude Bernard, who introduced the concept) is the "purpooe"
of all physiological controls, and is "roe conditioll1 of a free life." ill1 disease,
and in migraine, homeostasis is disturbed, and with this diminution in s�abil
ity comes a corresponding redur.tion ill freedom of activity.
HORNIER'S SYNDROME
An inhibition or paralysis of me symlPatheric ne� to
the eye, so the eye droops, /produces team, has a small pupil, and so on. May
occur transiently in migraine, most especially migrainous neuralgia (see chal!)
ter 4).
HYPERTENSION, HYPOTENSION
Respectively, an unusually high or low "ten
sion n or level of blood pressu�e.
HYPOGLYCEMIA Abnormally low blood-sugar-an oteasional C2lUse or conco
mitant of migraine.
ICTUS
A. seizure, or attack of any kind. Prior to a seizure chere may be fWe-it:elJl
excitement, and, succeeding it, pose-ictal e,,�al!stion (and immunity).
IDIOPATHY
A feeling or malady arising on its oum, and not oft,viously in reFORC2D mINl(/NG
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sponse to some other cause. Thus idiopathic migraines come out o f the blue,
while symptomatic ones may follow a Chinese meal or a rage (see chapter 7).
INDURAnON
Inflammatory thickening.
LACRIMATION
Tearing: specifically, a physiological, involuntary, nonemotional
production of tears.
LARYNGISMUS
A spasm 01 the larynx (compare, vaginismus, tenesmus, and sim
ilar formations).
lATENT, DORMANT, AND SO ON.
Latent means "hidden," dormant "asleep. " It
is commonly held that �>ne does not acquire migraine out of the blue, but that
one may have some "'atent" or "dormant" tendency to it, whiCh is made
actual, or manifest, under provocative conditions.
Ml!JSOSIS, MYDRIASIS
Contraction and dilatation of pupilG respectively.
MUAMORPHOSl!S
Transformations. Specifically, here, the transformations of
migraine into (or from) other disorders-transformations which involve
equivalence in some sense(s) (see chapter 2).
MJGMJNE Derived from hemicrlltlia (half head), indicating that irs headache is
commonly confined to either side (or sometimes, alternating sides) of the
head. Despite the word, headache is never the sole feature of a migraine (see
page l J ).
MIGRAINEUR/MICRAJNI!USE A male/female sufferer from migraine.
MJGRALEPSY
Hybrid word for a hybrid anack which combines features of both
migrajne and epilepsy.
MOSAIC VISION, CINEMATIC VISION
In mosaic vision the sense of spatial articu
lation and continuity is lost, and one sees a flat mosaic, without spaciousness
or meaning. In cinematic vision the sense of time is fractured, the sense of
continuity, articulation, and development in time; and one sees the world as
a sequence of motionless stills.
MYOCLONIC JERKS
Violent jerks involving large portions of the body's muscu
lature. Such jerks happen to everybody, on occasion, while falling asleep.
They tend, however, to be eSpecially common before and during some �i
graines.
NARCOLEPSY
A brief, sudden, usually dream-charged sleep, which may be of
compelling power and gives little warning. Narcolepsy is often related to
nightmares, sleepwalking, sleep paraly�i5 (when one is awake, but unable to
move), and other phenomena. All such sleep disorders are related to migraine.
NEURALGIA The pain of an irritated, inflamed or injured nerve. Such pains tend
to be excruciatingly, wincingly violent-though often very short-lived ("light
.ning pains"). They are seen especially in migrainous neuralgia (chapter 4).
The quality of pain is very characteristic, and quite different from that of
vauular pain (the pain of swollen, throbbing blood vessels) and of muscular
pain (the ache of muscles tensed, or in spasm), which are much commoner in
migraine.
NEUROGENIC
Produced by the nervous system. Thus one may experience fever
in a migraine, not due to any inflammation or infection, but purely "neuro
genic."
NEUROPSYCHOLOCICAL The relation (or correlation) of altering conditions of
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the nervous system with

altering states of perception,

feeling, and of mind;

the grounding of psychology in neurology and physiology. All the phenomena
of migraine allow neuropsychological study, but the most wonderful such
correlations are to be found in the migraine liIura (see chapter 3).
NOR-ADRENAlIN See Adrenalin.
OLIGURIA Scanty urine production.
ONIlJRIC
Of, or belonging ro, dreams.
OPHTHALMOPLEGIA
Partial or complete paralysis of eye movement-which
may occur very rarely (and transiently) in migraine-due to disorder of the
eyes' controls in the brain (chapter 4).
ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION
Inability to maintain normal blood pressure
when standing; so, liability to feel diZllY, or faint, on sudden standing.
PANCREATITIS
Inflammation of the pancreas.
PARESTHESIA
Tingling feelings, in any part of the body produced by disorder
of rhe nervous system. Unpleasant tingling may be called dysethesia. Other
disturbances of feeling (e.g., the sensation of a tight band, of a plaster cast,
of subjective heat or cold)-all disturbances of normal feeling may be called
paresthesia. If the disturbances are very complex, and assume the form of
images, we speak of phantoms. The most complex paresthesia and phantoms
are only seen in migraine aura (see chapter 3).
PATHOGNOMONIC Symptoms and signs considered wholly characreristic-or
diagnostic-of a particular disorder.
PHOSPHENES
Tiny, subjective radiances or sparks, very common in the early
stages of a migraine-even commoner than full-fledged scotomata.
PHO'rOPHOBIA, PHONOPHOBIA
SOUND)

( LITERALLY

HATRED OF LIGHT,

quently occur in the course of a migraine (see pages
PLETHORA

HATRED OF

The exaggerated, almost intolerable sensitivity to these which fre

Congestion.

1.6-1.7).

"

"
RUNNING BEFORE )
The early or inaugural features
of a migraine which often serve as a warning of an impending artack.
PROSOPAGN051A
A specific inability to recognize faces-and also facial and
bodily expressions. This may give rise to disorientation, and even deperson

PRODROME (LITERALLY,

alization, derealization, and so on.
Term often used for the occurrence of migraine, or migraine
like symptoms, in consequence of an anatomical abnormality in the brain (a
tumor, a malformation, an aneurysm, etc.). These are rare. Pseudomigraines
may also be called symptomatic migraines-to distinguish them from idio
pathic attacks which have no such structural abnormality undedying them.
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL A highfalutin word for the simplest and deepest mys
tery in the world-the relation of "soul" and "body," and specifically, their
going together in health and disease. Migraine is here portrayed as a most
common and striking psychophysiological reaction, involving changes of at
titude and mood inseparable from all the physical changes (see Psychoso
matic; Neuropsychological).
PSYCHOSOMATIC
Physical responses to mental or emotional stimuli, for exam
ple. the occurrence of ulcers, asthma-and, of course, migraine-when these
PSEUDOMIGRAINE

can

be related to heightened

emotion or stress.
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PTOSIS Drooping o f a n eyelid.
SCINTJLLATION The son of twinkling which is very characteristic of many of

the visual phenomena of migraine-especially the crescentic expanding sco
tomata-the twinkling of phosphenes-and of cinematic vision.
SCOTOMA (LITERALLY, DARKNESS OR SHADOW) Dramatic disturbances in vision
and the visual field, taking the form of strange and often twinkling brilliances
(scintillating scotomata), or strange blindnesses and absences of vision. With
out doubt scotomata, of one son or another, are the most common feature
of migraine other than headache and, possibly, commoner than headache

itself (see chapter 3 ).
A luminous scotoma in the visual field, colored and arched like a
rainbow (see chapter 3).
SPLANCHNIC Involuntary tissues and activities of the viscera: often engorged,
and increased, in the early portions of a migraine-as with vascular (and

SPECTRUM

glandular) appearance and activity.

ST.ERNUTATORY Provocative of sneezinglike snuff. Useful on occasion in termi
nating a migraine.

STIGMATA Stigmata are sings or marks of disease-or, indeed, of anything else
(such as the stigmata of grace-or disgrace). The term carries a signification

over and above the purely medical terms "pathognomonic" and "diagnostic, "

indicating that the sufferer is "marked" and singled out. One might say that
over and above the medical problems of having a disorder stand the problems
of being stigmatized by it. Epileptics may be most cruelly (and unjustly) stig
matized; migraineurs, mercifully, are much less so.
SYNAESTHESIA
A "fusion" between normally distiner senses, so that sounds,
for example, may be "seen," felt, and tasted (wonderfully described in The
Mind of a Mnemonist by Luria). Probably a primitive state-may be normal

in early infancy.
A brief loss or interruption of consciousness-a blackout.

SYNCOPE

SYNDROME literally, like "concurrence" or "concourse," a running-together).
A key word and key concept in our understanding of migraine, or of any

or "orga nic" condition. A syndrome is an association, but not
just a random or mechanical one (like a junk shop). It is an organic association
of features which naturally go together, and which therefore form a sort of
composite or unity. Thus we may speak of migraine syndromes, Parkinsonian

other medical

syndromes, personality syndromes, as well as others. We may perceive a syn
drome, or that something is a syndrome, long before we are able to dissect
it: and classical medicine (or nosology) is a natural history of such syndromes
-as biology is a natural history and classification of organic beings.
SYMPATHETIC/PARASYMPATHETIC
These are the two great divisions of the au
tonomic (or vegeta tive) nervous system (see also Autonomic). Actions of the
sympathetic system "tone up" the organism-increasing muscular tone,
blood flow to muscles, hean action, blood pressure, wakefulness, energy, and
affect other functions, thus preparing the organism for work, or fight-flight
(sometimes called ergotropic). The parasympathetic system, by contrast, is
concerned with consolidation, conservation, rest-and, when active (after
meals, during sleep, and in the latter part of a migraine) reduces energy,
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vigilance, heart rate, muscle tone, and so on, while increasing the activity of
the viscera and glands (sometimes called trophotropic). There is normally a
fine "runing" or balance between these two systems-but this is grossly dis
rurhed in a migraine.
SYMPATHOTONIC!VAGOTONIC (SEE SYMPA THETIc/PARASYMPATHETIC, AUTO
NOMIC, ETC .)
Old terms, once widely used, indicating a preponderant ten
dency to overstimulation of the sympathetic system (which would be shown
as irritability, rage, tension, etc.), or of the opposite parasympathetic or vagal
system (which would be shown as weakness, collapse, withdrawal, etc. ).
Such abnormal sensitivities, and lack of autonomic balance, have been con
sidered as characteristic, or common, in migraineur•.
SYMPATHY (UTERALLY "FEELING TOGETHER" OR "SUFFIlRING TOGETHER")
Often used with regard to various orgims, in the older views of migraine, for

example, the stomach suffering in sympathy with the head (see pages )-4).
TACHYCARDIA, BRADYCARDIA Exceptionally rapid or exceptionally slow heart
beat, respectively.
TINNITUS A high-pitched ringing sound, which may occur briefly in a migraine,
sometimes accompanied by distortions in hearing, partial deafness, or vertigo.
Tinnirus is the auditory equivalent of scintillations or phosphenes in sight, as
formication and paresthesia are their equivalents in touch.
TRANSUDATION A passage of fluid fro� one compartment of the body, or one
tissue, to another. Passage out, that is, on to, the surface of an organ or the
skin, is exudation.
TROPHIC The nutritive functions of nerves and blood are ca!led "trophic. " if
they are inadequate, we see dystrophy, or atrophy. Such changes are rare,
and usually transient, in migraine, and occur in relation to extremities, such
as skin, nails, hair.
TURBlNATES Bony structures in the nostrils, resembling little seroUs or turbans.
UNCINATE SEIZURES Epileptic seizures (or migraines) arising in the uncus, deep
in the brain. Such attacks are characterized by strange smells, a strange feeling
of "having been there before" (deiia VII ) , sometimes vivid recollections of child
hood, and occasionally speech disrurbances.
·
URTICARIA Hives.
VASOVAGAL Having reference to the vagus nerve, and irs relation to the tone of
blood vessels. This is suddenly diminished in a so-called vasovagal attack (or
faint)_
VERTIGO A sensation of spinning-very sickening and intolerable-with an
acute loss of orientation and balance.
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of migraine); opbdtalmoplegic, n,
104-xo6; pBJ'OKY8iDal. 1 ) 3 - 1 3 9 ; peri-

odic, 1 ; 3-[39, lIoU-Z.l!.9, 2.30; pre
cordiml. 38-39; and pregnancy. [56.

158- 1 59, 16,; prodromal stage. &3l!.9, 3 1- 3 l1o, no, l 1 l!., 1,;6, 2.59; pro1lO"
cation of, 139 ; �wfo., !:t, loIS-lOr;
range of disorder, 1 99 -l!.OO ; recupera
tive, 2.13; red, 1 7-« 8 , "4 , 1 "4; regre:;
eive, U4; mnluboil of, &9� l ;
reoonmnce, 149-1 5 1 ; schematic repre
sentation of p!rClOl:SS, [97; self-punitive,
lI.IS-!.16, �3 5 ; sequence, 1 4 ; situa
tional,
1 64-17:1., :1.1 :1. , :2.3.1-:2.:U;
slump, 144-149 (see also Migraine,
slump); stages of, 1 10-1 1 1 , 1 1 3; am_
tus," 83, 147. "44-'2.45 ; as 6ttange at
tractor, 3 1 -33, 179 ; strategic use of,
l!.64; structure, 109-1 14; "transfonna
nons," 4 1 ""'3 , 90, 1 59-160 , 1.2.j;
whire, 1 7 -EII. l!.7, 124. See also Mi
graine, classical; Migraine, common;
Mi3l'aine, slump; Migraine equivalents
Migraine, arousal. See Arousal migraine
Migraine, classical, u -n, S I "'9fl, :loSS;
case histories, 8; -87; versus common
migraine, 9:1."'93; duration, 9:2."'93;
nOCturnal. 148-149; symptoms, 7 1.81 . See also Aura
MigraJne, common, I ! , i,; -H; abdominal
symptoms of, 13, �9-2.0; bradycardia
and, 1) ; vasus classical migraine, 919;; diuresis and, 3.9, )0, 440 49; diui
MSS and, u; ecchymosis and, I S , :\.4 ;
epiphora and, 2.3 ; fever during, 13 ; fluid
balance alterations and, n; headache,
I I , 13, (4-116 (see aiso Headache);
mood changes and, 1S-:l.7, 1.\1; muscle

tOM and, 2.0; nasal, 1 9 ; nausea and
vomiting and, J, ! j , 14>-17, 30; nOCtur
nal, 148-149 ; ocu lar symptoms, 16,
14 �5 ; oedema (see Oedema); pho
nophobia and, 1S ; photophobia and, J,
"4, 141 ; prodromal stase.ail-aIH pupil
size alteration and, :1.)-2.4 ; salivation
and, us, III. ao, 11l, 43, 46, 100, 1 0�;
sequence of, 2.7-3 1 , l iO -I U ; symp
tom constcl1ations, 14, 1.7 ; symptOmS,
1 3 -H ; syncope. 6 ; tachycardia and,
:2., ; temporal ll1tery and, 14 , 1 5 j vertigo
during, 1:1.; uwalerbrash," 16-17;
weiBbt �in and. U�, ; whitening of
bair and, 2.4
Migraine, slump, 144-!49 ; drug-induced,
146-147; from eating and fasting,
144-145; from exhaustion, '46; from
fever, 14S ; from hot weather, 145; from
passive mo1ion, 14 5-1 46
Migraine equivalents, I I , )4-50, uS ; alt-
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dominal migraine, 36-37 ; biliou
s at
�acl(s, . H -3 6 ! croup, 43; cyclic vomit
3 �-3 � ; dla�hoea, periodic, 3 7 ; diE;
tentJal diagnoSIs, 49-50; faintin
g, 4 5 ;
fever, 3 7 -3 8 ; functional levels of,
1 98 04; menstrual syndromes, 4 1 -4
1;
oed changes, 40;1 ; polymorphous
syndromes, 46-49 ; precordial
mi
gr3IRe, 36-3,9 ; sleep and trance
states
39:-4? ; sl,?wIRg of pulse, 3 7 ; somne
m:
uhstJ� episodes, 40-4 I ; symbolic
rela
t�onshlps between, n5 ; tran
sforma
nons, 43

i:g,

�

�

�i�ail!e

ity,
�lgr�IReident
personality,"
168

166, 1 7 1, a68
gralnOUs n ralgia, 1 2 , 99-10
1, 1 17,
�
.
u
� 3 5 , 1 5 5 ; IRCidence,
100, 1 3 5
M'gralepsy, " 9 1 , II 3
Migranoid attacks' 45
.l\.iiller, }., 11. 3
Milner, P. M., 190
Mingazzini, G. , 81
M
lIing: of migraine aura, .a93 -1.97;
of
.
rphogeneslS, 190; of neural net
works, 194 -.a97
Monosodium glutamate (MSG
) ' 1 53 _

:�

1 54

Montaigne, Michel, xv
Mood-changes, � 5 -a7, 19 ,
70-'71 ; periodlC as mlgrame equivalents, 40-'1l
�
Morpi
llne, 1.41, 144
Morp�oge�esis, 189; model/ing
of, 190

Mosalc vISlon, 73 , 85

.

a 2. 80,
'
" 1 98 2.77 , l,7o,
1.8 1; a �lstlc reconstructions of,
180. See
,,'!o Visual hallUcinations, geome

trical
Mo�on, allucinations of, 65--6
6
Motion Sickness, 45, 1 4 5 -146
Mountam, G. E., 1 16
Mul/er, S. C., 290
Musde tone, 2.0, 17,67 --68, SS,
l IO ' I I I ,
143
Music: in aura, 76n; and epilepsy, 6
5 , ljI ,.
hall.ucmat
"
lons 0 f, 65 ; provokes migrame, 15 1 ; soorhes migraine 1
5
' 1
Musset, Alfred de, 8 0n
Myoclonus, F , I SO, 163

?

Naproxen, 1.61
Narcolepsy, 47 , 68 , 1 43 , 2.08
Nasal symptoms, 19
Natural systems. See Systems natur
al
Nausea and vomiting I I "
' ' " 1 6 -17 , 30,
] 5 -36

Negative Scotoma, 5 5 , 56 -5 7 , 60
' 62. --6.
"
94-98

"Nerve storms, h theory of 7
"
1 80

138 ,

I 78 ,

I

Nellralgia, migrainous " SDe M·
. ous
gram
neuralgia
Neural n':fWorks: modelling of, 194-1
97
NeurolOgical damage from migra
ine' 107108
NeUrosis, 11 , 1:1.1, 136, 137
�
N�urotransmlrters, "57, 160
Nightrn
g ares, 19, 42, 4 9, 73 , 82., 86, 91,
1 4 -1 49
N!tritoid crisis, 46
NIt.roglycerine, 39. 139
NOise, I � I ; intensity and freque
ncy, I S o1 5. I ; mtolerance of (see Phono
phobia)
Nonhnea.r dynamics, 2.91. 1.93.
See aiso
Ch�onc srate of migraine/chaos
theory
Novabs, Henry, 1 5 1
NSAIDS (non-steroidal anti-inflamm
atory
drugs), 161
Obsessive pll,tients, 1]5
OccuJ:Tence of migraine, I I 7' and
age
U7-u8 .. .
g.-induced,
18, 146':
!47; famdl3l mCldence, I l l' , 12.0-1
.
12. ;
mher�tance, 1 1 9 , UO- U1; migr
ainous
.
,.0nstltutlOn,
1 2.3-I 1 5 , 1 30; predisposi
tion, I I 7 -I 3 1.
Ocular symptoms; 1 8 , 14 -25
Oedema, 8 , : U , 47
Olesen, J., 2. 57
Ophth,!Imoplegic migraine, 12., 104
-I 06
Orgasm, 1 4 3 , J 7 1

�

;

1

!,'ail!' migraine from, 1 4 -16, 143 -144

Pam-ganng sysrem ," 2. 58-2.59
Pallor, 1 8 , 1.7, 3 S , 3 7 , 4 1 , I B
Parasympathetic blockers L 4 1
Parasympathetic tonus

:

185

Paresrhe5i�, 53 , 54 , 64 6 8 , 83 , 84,
86, 89

Parkmsolllsm, 3 1. , 163 -2.64
Parry, C. H., 6, 53 -54, 1 4 6 , 17 3
Pascal, B., 97
Passiv� reactions, 2.06-2.08. See also Proteenve reflex
Pau l,
Pavlov, I. P., 30, 2.08
Pelops, 1 , 5 1
Penf el d, W., 79, I SO, 1 9 6 , 2.85, 1.86
Perceptual (gnostic) units, Konorski's
theory of, 198
Pt:riodic migraine, 1 3 3 -1 3 9 , 1.1I
' au'
L30; pseudo-periodicity, 136-1 , 7
Perot, P., 79, I S O
Personality of migraineurs, �3 5
Peters, J. c., 140 1 6, 1 7, 15, 1.3 1
PET scanning, 2.96
Phenobarbital, 1.50
Phenylzine, 2.62.
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Phonophobia, 2. 5 , 1 SO-I S I
Phosphencs, 5 5 -64 , 175, 7.76, 185
Phoro-epilepsy, 149
Phoro-myoclonus, 1 4 9
Photophobia, 1, 2.4, 1S , 140 , 1 4 1
. Physicians. See Doctor-patient relationship
Physiological mechanisms of migraine,
176 -:104
Pio"", P.-A., 6 , 5 4 , I SO
Pirotifen, 16 1, 7.61
Plaetbos, 1 5 7 , 139, 1 5 7.
Polymorphous syndromes, 46-49
Pope, Alexander, 1, 116
Precordial migraine, 3 8 -39
Predisposition to migra ine, J 1 7 -131
Pregnancy and migraine, 84, 101 , 1 56 ,
1 58-1 59, 169
Premenstrual syndrome, 19, 4 1 , 49
Preservativ.: reflex, 105
Preventive measures: general, 131-2.33 ;
drug !realment, 7.4S -149. See (llso
Management of migrai'le
Pribram, Karl, 76
Prigogine, I., 7.90, 19 1 , 19:<

Procaine, 162.
Prodromal stage of migraine, 18 -:<9 , 3 I 32., 1 10, 1 1 1 , 1-59
Propanolol, 2. 60-16 , , :<61
Prosopagnosia, 76n
Protective r"Uex, 2.05; migrainous behavior
as, 106-7.07
Proteus, 1
Provocation of migraine attacks, 139;
avoidance of, 137.-:<3>
Pseudo-migraine, U , 106-107
Psoriasis, 48
Psychological approaches 10 migraine,
1I 1-u6
Psychological "needs," 1.67-169
Psychosis, 4 1, 77., 74, 79, 8 J , 91
Psychosomatic disorders, :<09 , 166; migraine as, 1 6 5 -171. See also Situational
migraine
Psychotherapeutic measures, 132 -13 7,
1 5 5 ; direct advice, 134 -:<3 5 ; psycho 
therapy, 13:<
P!{lsis, 13 , lOS
Pulse ra�, 13 , :<7, 36 , 3 7 , 4 4 . See also
Bradycardia; Tachycardia
Pupil size, alteration in, 13
Purkinje, J., 181

Rage. 1 7 , 2.7 , } 6, I?O, 2. 1 7, 1.10-:2.1 1
Rascol, A., .08

Raskin, N., 1 5 6 , 158
Rasmussen, T., 196, 1 9 8 , 186
Recuperative migraine, 113
R<!d migraine, 14, 1 14

Regressive migraine, 1 1 3 , 114
Research on migraine, difficulties of, 189 -

I!jlO

Reserpine, 3 5 , 114, 147, 165, 111 7 , 1 89

'49- 1 5 1 ,
Resonance migraine,
Ric/ter-stimulus and, ISO
Richards, W., 79, 1118 -189
Rieff, P., 1:<4
Romberg, M. H., 6

158;

Salivacion, 1 6 , 1 8 , �O, :<8, 43, 46, 100,
101
Scoloma, 53, 56-1S4, 66, 8 4 , 89, 175; of
aerion, 76; bilateral, 96; cenrral and
pericentral spectra, 6 1 ; cJlpanding angu
lar, 60-6 1 ; harror of, 94 -98 ; inci
dence, 86; negative, 5 5 , 56-57, 60,
61-1S3, 94-98; primary consciousness
and, ,8 ; scintillating, 56, 59, 66, 74,
84, 8 S , 196, 198, >'7 6, 18 7 . See also
Spectrum
Selby, G., 11, 3 5 , 4 5 , 5 6 , 6S , 71 , 1 8 3
Self, as neurological construct, 9 8
Self-help, :z.64
Self-organising sysrems, �89 -19 3 , :<9 5 ,
197; vi."al cortex as, 2.95, 197
Self-perpetuation of migraines, J60-161,
>.60

Sdf-pur,itive migraine, 1. 1 5 -1 1 6 , 135
Sclye, H., 1 1 7
Serotonir., 1 8 5 , 102. , 2.4 5 , 157, 2.59 -2. 80 ,
161, 2.6 � -163
Sherringron, C. S., 197
Shivering, 2.7 , H, I 53
Shock, I II , 17, 147
Sidt-headache, 1, 38
Siculeri, F., 1750 1 85 , 186, 2.45
Siegel, R. K., 2.80, 181, 184, :<85
Siegel, R. M., 173
Singer, Charles, :<99
Simuhagno sia, 76
Situational migraine, 164 -177., 7.1 1. , 1:z.1 1>':<, 13 5
Sleep, " 3 , 144, 148 -149, 108, 113; to
abOrT migraine, �O, z.t ; borderlands of,.
1 13 ; deprivation, 146; disorders of, 7,
39-40, 41, 91, 148; and epilepsy, 44 ;
as migraine equivalent, 39; and migrain
ous neuralgia, 1 4 8 ; provokes migraine,
146, 1H ; resolves migraine, 10, 19 , 3 1 ,
106. See also Trance states
Slump migraine. See Migraine, slump
Smell, sense of, "5 , 1 4 1-q:z.
Smith, Sydney, 140n, 1 5 9 n
Sneezing, 1 5 , 30, 1 I 0 , :<7.l
Somnambulism, 40, 41, 1 48
Spasm, 68
Spectra, 5 6 ; expanding angular, 60; foni-
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licalion. 5 6 . 59, �74-�85, � 87 -�8 9,
�97; pericenual and rainbow, 63, 66;
sl..,lIa le, H , 57. See also Scotoma; Vi
sual hallucinations headings
Spreading depression and migraine, 190,
�S7-�58, �86-;t89
Stages of migraine, 1 10-1 1 1 1 1 1
"Status" migraine, 147, .44 -:1.4 5
Steroids, :1.44, 149
Stress reduction. �64, 166
Stu por, 1 , 46, 47 , 6 8 , 1 1 0, 1 47
Sumamptsn, 263
Surgic:!l procedures, 1 S I -�51
Sydenham, Thomas, 6
Sym bolic meaning of migraine symptoms,
1 1 8 , UO--:1.l.I, U3
Symonds, c., 103
Sympatheticomimetic drugs, .4 I
Sympathetic theory 01 migrain e, :I., 5-6,
J60- 1 6 1
Sympathetic tOnUS, 1 8 5
Symptom-consloliatioRs, 1 4 , :1.7
Sym ptoms: of classic al migraine, 7:1.-81
(see also Aura); of common migraine,
13 -3 3 (see also Migraine, common)
Syn cope, 6, 49, 68
Systems, narural: chemical , :1.90; "order
through fluctuations" in, 191; self-or
ga nising, .89-193, 195
•

Tachycardia, 13
Tactile hallucinations, 64�S
"Targeting reflex," 66
Tea, 1. p, 1.5 3 , :1.54
Teichopsia, 5 6 , 60
Television sets, adjustment ai, 1.33
Temporal artery, 1 3 , J 5 , 1 0. , 107
Tenderness, 3 6 , 67 ; in headache, I 3 , 1 5 ; of
skin, 1 8
Tennyson, Alfred Lord, 7 8
Tension-headache, 16
Therapeutic treatment of migrai ne . See
Management of migraine
Thirst, 1.7, 1.8, 4 1
Tinnitus, 80
Tissol, S_ A., 5 � , J 5 , 24 , 69, 1 5 1 - 1 5 3 ,
1 60
Tolfenamic acid, 16 1
Tourene's syndrome, 256-.57 , :1.66, 168
Trallianus, Alexander, •
Trance states, 39-40, 5 3 , 91.. See a/so Sleep
Tranquillisers, 141 -:1.4 3 , 150
Transcendental meditation, 166
Tra nsformations, 4 I -43, 90, IS 9- I 60,
2 1. 5
Trophorropia, I'J4-19S
Turing, A., 190
Tyraminp., 1 5 4

Uncinate auacks, 6 5 , 9 I
Universal behaviors, :1.9 1 , .93
Urination. See Di uresis
Ur-migraine, 109
Urticaria, 48
Vagal anack, 44, 47, 1 1 1
Vahlquist, B., J 6
Vascular damage from migraine, 107-1011
Vascular theory of migraine, 6 , 178, 1.57
Vasom otor theories of migraine, 178-196,
1 8 1- 1 8 5
Vegerativ.! neurosis, 1 1 8 -11 1
Verapamil, 161
Vertigo, :1.1 , 65
Visi on, blurring of, 1 8
Visual corte,, : direct stimulation of, 1.85186; and geometrical hallucinations,
185-1.89; mo delling of, 1.94-197 ; need
for new type of functional schemansa
lion of, 189 ; as self-organising fiel d ,
195, 197
Visual field distortions, and migraine,
1 5 1- 1 5 1
Visual hallucinations, :l , 5 5 �4 , 8S , 1n189; personal, 175 , 184-185. See also
Aura; Visual hallucinations, geometrical
Visual hallucinations, geometrical, 53- 5 4 ;
complex, 1.76 -189; constan cy 0 1 form
of, .83-:1.8 .5 ; constants of cortical str uc
ture and, 184-.85 ; cortical activity
and, 186 -.89; drugs and, 180-�81,
186; elementary, .74-2.97 ; entoptic,
�8:1.; " form constants," 2.8 1 , 181 ; hyp
nagogic, 281. ; kaleidoscopic, :1.76; lev
els/stages of, 175 -176; panems, 1.77 ;
phys i ological mechanisms of, .85-1.89 ;
projecti on of, on body , .81 -1.8.; sen
sory deprivation and, 196 , :1.8 3 , 1.97 ;
. tachisroscopic, :1.81._ See a/so Fortifica
tion spectra; Mosaic vision; Phos
phenes; Scotoma
Vomitin g and n ausea , 1 , I ; , 1 6 -17, 30,
3 5 -; 6 , .:1,1

Wain, L., 7 5 , 18:1.
"Waterbrash," 1 6 - 1 7
Watkins, s. M . , 68
Weather and migraine, 141., 145
Weight gain, 2.2.-1.3
Weiss, E., 2.34 --2.35
Welch, K. M_ A_, 1.58, 1.88
West, L J-, 181
Whitehouse, D_, 1 88 - 1 89
White m i graine, 1 7 , 2.7, 1 14
Whiny, C. W. M., ]03
Whyn, Roben, 5, IS6
Wiesel, T. N., 1 8 8
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Wolff, H. G.• 1 4 . 1 5, �a, 14 . 3 8 , 10) , 1 10,
1 aS - 1 2.6, 1 30, 1 59, 160, 1 6 5 , 166.
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